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SUMMARY
Social robots are being developed for a variety of applications where they must interact
with people, such as partners in factories or assistants for the elderly. For these applica-
tions, to avoid boredom and frustration for human partners, collaboration should proceed
at comfortable speeds so that human partners are not waiting for robots to complete their
actions. Robot and human turns in collaborative interaction should overlap when neces-
sary to help facilitate smoother interaction. To reduce waiting time and transition time
between human and robot turns, partners will need the ability to synchronize actions and
respond quickly and fluidly to each other. This can be accomplished through improved
communication between robots and humans. Robots need to clearly and transparently
communicate intent and expectations to their partners so that collaboration with robots
will be intuitive for human partners. To produce intuitive interaction, the field of natu-
ral human-robot interaction demands that when robots communicate with humans (i.e.
human-robot interaction), they should communicate in the same manner that humans
communicate with each other in human-human interaction. This applies to all possible
communicative channels, including robot motion.
In social interactions, humans communicate with each other through their motion (e.g.
gestures, changing eye gaze, reactions) [1, 2]. Social robots that interact with humans
should also communicate with their partners via motion. Misclassification of motion
information by human partners occurs when the communicative motion is too subtle,
conflicting with other cues and channels, or displayed in an unexpected manner [3, 4].
Therefore, communication in robot motion must be added in a specific way to be inter-
preted correctly and benefit the interaction.
In this thesis, I explore the interaction benefits gained when robots communicate with
their partners using a familiar mode: robot motion that is human-like. To achieve this,
I have two concrete goals: (1) synthesize robot motion that is more human-like, and (2)
xx
show that communicative robot motion has benefits for interaction with human partners.
These two goals are motivated by the limitations with existing motion generation meth-
ods in robotics, such as heavy data dependence, and the problems caused by the use of
these existing techniques for human-robot interaction, such as long wait times, ambiguous
motions, and unsynchronized collaboration.
Unfortunately, the majority of existing motion generation techniques for social robots
do not produce human-like motion. For example, retargeting human motion capture data
to robots does not produce human-like motion for robots because the degrees-of-freedom
differ in number or location on the kinematic structures of robots and humans. Also, in
the rare instances when retargeting human motion to robots works well, it produces only
one motion trajectory, rather than a variety of trajectories, which makes the robot move in
a very repetitive way.
After presenting algorithms for the synthesis of three methods of communication in
motion, I develop two algorithms that focus on explicitly making robot motion more
human-like. When motion is more human-like, the motion is more familiar to human
partners, and they can more easily identify the robot motion correctly. In order to measure
success, I present and validate a metric that is used to measure human-likeness of motion,
so that robot trajectories can be evaluated quantitatively, allowing for simple comparison
of motion on the same robot or between multiple robots with different kinematics or
dynamics.
When synthesizing communicative motion or modifying trajectories to appear more
human-like, the tasks the robot must accomplish in the world must not be disrupted
and real-world interaction should not be hindered (i.e. motion should be task-aware).
In the literature, motion control is comprised of joint-coordination and planning [5]. Joint-
coordination involves identifying and implementing programs to move, which is what my
two prior goals (i.e. communication and human-like synthesis) accomplish. On the other
hand, planning develops algorithms for combining motions for autonomous interaction
with a dynamic environment, such as obstacle avoidance and manipulation . Thus, the last
sections of my thesis are devoted to integration of the algorithms (i.e. composing motions)
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and handling task-based constraints so the social robot can interact with the real-world.
My thesis discusses the results of 31 experiments, balanced between quantitative anal-
ysis and user studies, cumulatively involving 1,624 participants, and over 203,000 data
points to support the interaction benefits of using my comprehensive algorithm to create
task-aware, communicative, human-like motion for social robots. This large quantity of
data is driven by the large number of experimental conditions per study and the expected
variance of subjective opinions being large. Both these criteria lead to the requirement of
many participants to achieve significant differences.
Discussion of all the results is distributed throughout the thesis, near the appropriate
sections of the algorithm, but for example, my thesis concludes that the addition of three
specific methods of communicating via motion (i.e. secondary motion, exaggeration, and
anticipation) allow human partners to more quickly and more accurately tell what the
robot is doing, feel more engaged in the interaction, and remember the interaction more
accurately. Furthermore, communicative motion is shown to be more human-like and can




A social robot interacts with humans on a regular basis as a part of its functional goals, and
often social robots are partners for humans in collaboration. Social robots are beneficial
to humans for helping complete tasks, such as assembly in factories or assistants for the
elderly, and therefore, these robots must leverage human social cues, such as eye gaze and
gestures, to communicate with humans during cooperative tasks.
Specifically, my research focuses on a subset of communicative social cues for hu-
manoid robots, i.e. those which can be communicated through hand and body motion,
and the benefits they provide to human-robot interaction (HRI). My research establishes
a systematic methodology for the creation and composition of communicative motion for
humanoid robots that interact socially with humans. Novel algorithms for three specific
types of communicative motion are set forth: secondary action, exaggeration, and anticipa-
tion. Facial gestures and expressions are not considered in my work, since they comprise
a separate research problem.
However, synthesizing communicative motion does not completely solve many of the
existing problems with robotic motion generation techniques. The problems will be dis-
cussed in detail in Section 1.1, but one main problem with existing techniques is that
they do not account for motion recognition, which is essential for robots that interact
with humans. For example, if the human partner cannot identify what action the robot
is performing, they may pause to wait until this action become clear, or they may disrupt
the robot in its task because they misinterpreted the robot action. These types of errors in
human-robot interaction reduce the amount of time that interaction turns overlap. Thus,
interaction efficiency and speed will decrease when social robot motion is unrecognizable
to human partners. Roboticists may compensate for ambiguous robot motions in a con-
trolled experimental environment by establishing conditions that help disambiguate, such
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as spreading interaction objects far apart on a table to clarify pointing. However, these
controlled conditions are unrealistic, and an effective robot motion synthesis technique
must facilitate recognition of motion.
The easiest way to generate recognizable robot motion is to make robot motion familiar
to humans by making it similar to human motion. My research identified a metric that
can be used to synthesize and evaluate humanoid robot motion with respect to human-
likeness. The metric is discussed in the framework of motion control, using quantitative
and qualitative data from experiments to demonstrate the benefits of robot motion opti-
mized according to this metric.
Furthermore, since humans exploit redundancy (i.e. having more than one way to
accomplish something) to provide flexibility and overcome obstacles in the world, social
robots can also benefit from possessing this capability. Thus, a novel algorithm is presented
for the creation of an infinite number of motion variants from a single input exemplar. The
amount of variance achieved in the resultant motions is quantified to establish the amount
of difference between variants and the original motion.
The requirements for social robots include traditional interaction with the world, such
as grasping objects. However, social robots have additional, non-traditional constraints,
such as eye gaze and synchronization, that exist because they have social partners. In
this thesis, I extend conventional projection algorithms to produce an even more powerful
approach that respects physical and timing constraints, both static and dynamic.
Additionally, the benefits of each of these types of motion are established through
experimental research with human participants using both qualitative and quantitative
data. 31 experiments, balanced between quantitative analysis and user studies, cumula-
tively involving 1,624 participants and over 203,000 data points were performed to demon-
strate the benefits to interaction between human and robots, when using my algorithms
to generate robot motion. This large quantity of data is driven by the large number of
experimental conditions per study and the expected variance of subjective opinions being
large. Both these criteria lead to the requirement of many participants to achieve significant
differences.
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Finally, I demonstrate how to compose all the algorithms into a single algorithm, which
is capable of providing all the functionality of the individual algorithms and transform-
ing trajectories from any source (e.g. observed exemplars, animated trajectories, motion-
captured projections, kinesthetically-taught motions). The following section will motivate
why communicative, human-like motion generation for social robots is a challenging re-
search problem.
1.1 Motivation
This research is motivated by the fact that problems exist with the techniques that are
used to create motions for social robots. Those problems adversely affect human-robot
interaction. Therefore, if I can overcome these problems, I will increase the robustness of
interaction between a social robot and a human. Before I can describe the problems, I need
to provide some background, so it will be easier to understand why certain motions are
problematic.
1.1.1 Robust Interaction
A system is defined as anything that is connected or dependent, possibly working to-
gether, to form a complex whole. Systems are characterized by states, which identify
their condition at any point in time. Each element within a system has one or more states
because the parts of a system are often complex entities, such as a human or a robot. States
of these dependent parts contribute to the overall system state. For example, a human
interacting with a robot is a system. The human and the robot in this example can be
defined by states that describe operating conditions, intentions, and many other variables.
The objects involved in the interaction and the environment also have states such as mass
or temperature. And the overall interaction has a state, which could be defined as progress
toward the goal, for example. Since the two agents involved in the interaction are complex
systems, complex dynamics describe how the interaction state evolves as a function of time
for the cooperative task.
An interaction would be defined as more robust when it can handle more perturbations
and more deviations and still yield success. The definition of a successful interaction is
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not important for this discussion, but only that however success is measured, it does not
deviate or vary significantly in a robust interaction between trials. In other words, the
characteristic behavior of the interaction and the results are stable under wide variance of
conditions.
Open-loop systems are highly subject to instability. However, traditional human-hu-
man interaction is not conducted in an open-loop manner (i.e. it is a robust system). Hu-
man communication is multimodal, involving multiple simultaneous feedback channels
(e.g. speech, motion, attention), which results in increased transparency and observability
of state information. Communication is the feedback mechanism by which interaction
proceeds in a stable and useful way between partners. The use of multiple channels by
humans is a form of redundancy to reinforce the message being communicated. Therefore,
having a variety of different ways to communicate is a motivation for flexibility in robot
motion (i.e. robots should be able to perform the same motion in more than one way).
Intuitively, when a human is interacting with a robot that does not display the expected
multimodality, the interaction will not proceed as robustly since some of the communica-
tion is absent (as compared to human-human interaction). In fact, evidence and experi-
ence have shown that effectiveness of interaction increases when a machine is endowed
with human-like traits, such as the ability to communicate with humans through speech
or gesture [6, 7, 8]. Furthermore, anticipation of world states and earlier knowledge of
collaboration partners’ actions enable better teammate timing, which implies that robot
actions must clearly and transparently communicate state information and expectations to
partners [9, 10].
Stability and robustness of a system increase as more feedback loops are added, if
all those feedback signals reinforce each other, communicating messages that produce
a common response from the system. These increase the confidence that the system is
measuring accurate data. Many social robots already employ speech and attention as
feedback channels for communicating with human partners, and thus, they are not open
loop systems. But there is a lot of room for improvement in human-robot interaction, espe-
cially in the domain of robot motion. I will discuss in greater detail in Section 1.1.3.6 that
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motion is a largely under-utilized channel of communication in social robots. Therefore, I
generate flexible, varied, communicative robot motion in order to demonstrate the benefits
for interaction when humanoid robots move more similarly to their human partners.
1.1.2 Motion
A trajectory is defined as a variable or set of variables ordered in time. For example,
position, velocity, acceleration, and torque are state variables that are often ordered as
trajectories.
Humans and robots are systems that possess degrees-of-freedom (DOFs), such as joints,
that allow their bodies to change position in a particular direction. State of a degree-of-
freedom (DOF) can be represented by position, and any change in position state is motion.
Thus, motion is often represented in the form of trajectories, which are a time-ordered sets
of states. The term trajectory can be used to refer to a single DOF, a subset, or all DOFs that
comprise a system that can undergo a change in position state (i.e. a function of time). The
application of any generalized force to a body can result in motion. For example, actuators,
such as motors or muscles, control the position of degrees-of-freedom between states by
converting energy to motion.
1.1.3 Problems With Existing Motion Control in HRI
Motion is a simple concept, so why then is it so difficult to generate well for social robots?
The problems that exist with current motion generating techniques for social robots moti-
vate why I want robot motion to clearly communicate information such as intent or state
variables.
1.1.3.1 Artifacts
Artifacts are undesirable bi-products of the motion control strategy. Some existing tech-
niques that create robot motion induce artifacts in the output, such as self-collision or dis-
continuities in motion trajectories, that need to be resolved using pre- or post-processing
steps to remove the artifacts [11, 12]. Artifacts are problematic because they stand out from
the trajectory and tend to draw attention or the observer eye, such as unsmooth transitions
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between states. A tic or a tremor in human motion would be considered artifacts. Robot
actuators can have reduced life if they control to trajectories that contain artifacts for long
periods of time; in other cases, such as self-collision, damage can occur by executing the
trajectory just once.
Interpolation between two existing motions can create artifacts in the output, since
the interpolated motion can cause the limbs of the robot to penetrate the body (i.e. self
collide). Retargeting is another example of an algorithm that creates artifacts in the resul-
tant trajectory, especially when the constraint data from motion capture (Mo-Cap) is noisy.
Retargeting algorithms are usually accompanied by a smoothing process to remove the
artifacts (see Section 2.4 for more information).
1.1.3.2 Strategies Don’t Generalize
Another problem that many robot motion control strategies suffer from is the inability to
easily generalize. This most commonly occurs when a model is created for one specific
motion task, e.g. walking [13], and the model cannot apply easily to other tasks. In the
case of the example walking robot, the complex dynamic equations are written only for
one robot, so new equations must be written and solved to apply the model to other robots.
1.1.3.3 Data Dependence
A very common problem with robot motion creation, especially when attempting to syn-
thesize human-like trajectories, is heavy data dependence. Databases are filled with robot
trajectories, which are often created by retargeting human motion capture data to robot
kinematic hierarchies optimally. The motions are annotated so that they can be recalled
by a label (e.g. waving gesture) when they must be executed on the hardware. Variants
are created from the database by blending the exemplars. However interpolation does not
guarantee that human-likeness of the resultant motion will be preserved [14, 15].
When motion capture data is used, often dynamics are excluded (in favor of propor-
tional integral derivative (PID) control) due to lack of accurate knowledge about robot pa-
rameters for dynamic equations (e.g. mass, inertia tensors). For example, most robot ma-
nipulation occurs at unrealistic velocities different than human manipulation since other
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problems are being solved in manipulation [16]. However, the motion appearance has a
huge impact on human interaction with robots in joint manipulation tasks such as hand-
offs, which is why I am motivated to design human-like social robot motion.
1.1.3.4 Abstraction of State and Control
Many algorithms that create robot motion abstract the state variables away from the con-
trol variables. This means that the actuators require one variable (e.g. torque), but motion
is generated from a model that operates on another variable, such as equations of motion.
In other cases, data is stored abstractly, such as in a tree or graph structure [17]. Thus,
abstraction requires transformation of data before motion can execute on the hardware.
As long as this data transformation can be accomplished in real-time, abstraction is not
an issue. However, for many algorithms, real-time operation is not feasible because the
transformation from state to control variables takes too long [18, 19].
1.1.3.5 Manual Tuning
Some algorithms that generate robot motion also require manual user intervention to
tune gains or adjust parameters. The ideal algorithm employs autonomous techniques
to populate gains and parameters, so that behavior of the algorithm is consistent and the
output does not vary based on the skill level of the person using the algorithm [20, 21].
1.1.3.6 Not Designed For Communication
The human body is a powerful representational tool, optimized for communicating spa-
tial reference, demonstration, disambiguating speech, inquiring for feedback, influencing
others’ behavior, and directing attention [1, 2]. Zimmer hypothesizes that gesticulation
was the original hominid language [22]. Even today, non-verbal communication consti-
tutes approximately 60% of human interaction, and meaningful motion accompanies 75%
of discourse [23]. When designing humanoid robots that interact with human partners,
ideally the robots also capitalize on this advantage by possessing the ability to effectively
use motion as a communication channel. However, the majority of existing methods for
motion control of social robots ignore motion as a communication channel.
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I believe that it is inappropriate to ignore motion as a communication channel. Humans
naturally assign internal states, such as intent, to inanimate objects, such cartoon or video
game characters, when those objects move by task-directed motion [24, 25, 26]. Thus, it is
logical that robots will also be perceived to possess intent, when they are interacting with
human partners toward a joint goal. Furthermore, one study on human motion found
that nonverbal behavior cannot be regulated to convey no impression because observers
ascribe intention to expression regardless of neutrality of the face and body [27]. These
findings suggest that social robot motion must be carefully constructed to communicate
the intended impression, otherwise the message that is inadvertently communicated by
ignoring the motion channel can conflict with other social cues such as speech and confuse
human partners. One study found that conflicting social cues in different channels of
communication are reinterpreted and reconciled differently by the social partner [28]. By
not designing the appropriate non-verbal behavior that complements and reinforces the
desired message, adverse effects can result in the interaction, such as long wait times and
misinterpretation of partner actions.
Numerous additional benefits exist by designing social robot motion to be commu-
nicative. Display of appropriate non-verbal communication behaviors results in increased
perception of agent realism [29]. Multimodality increases attribution of social commu-
nicative mechanisms to the agent, such as social responses, communicative intent, and
internal states [7, 30]. Therefore, to achieve more robust interaction, social robots must
exploit every opportunity to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of communication signals
expressed during collaborations with human partners. Social robots can do so by utilizing
behaviors that are socially relevant to the people with whom they interact and increasing
the transparency and observability of their own state information [31].
Robots should communicate with humans as humans communicate with each other.
This is called natural human-robot interaction [32, 33]. Conveying information in a familiar
and intuitive way in interaction may even be the key to widespread acceptance of robots
beyond the domains of education and entertainment [34, 35, 36]. If robots become future
collaborators, service workers, guides, instructors, and personal helpers then costs are
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lower and less training is necessary when meaningful interaction can begin immediately
because robot communication is embedded in user-friendly format [37, 38].
1.1.3.7 Lack of Realism
Retargeting human motion to social humanoid robots is a popular way to create trajecto-
ries for control of social robots. However, due to the DOF correspondence problem, for
many social robots this does not create robot motion that appears human-like. The DOF
correspondence problem is a mismatch between human and robot degrees-of-freedom in
number or location on the kinematic hierarchy. Thus, when projecting human motion
capture data onto the robot, information is lost, and that lost information causes the human
motion to look bad when executed on the robot. The projection by retargeting cannot
always compensate for missing degrees-of-freedom. For example, a human’s ball-and-
socket shoulder DOF translates. This 3-dimensional (3-D) translation cannot be captured
by a robot that has no translatable DOFs. Thus, even the very best algorithms which begin
with human motion as the input do not always guarantee realism.
Subjectivity is a significant challenge in the creation of human-like motion. Many
researchers suggest that because motion is a communicative signal, it is highly subject to
scrutiny. Even if observers cannot isolate the cause, the human eye is very sensitive when
motion appears differently. For example, artificial limbs, limps, or kinematics that are not
symmetric can cause walking to appear differently in humans [34]. On virtual characters,
dynamic simulation with unrealistic parameters (e.g. gravitational acceleration constant)
can cause motion to appear differently [39].
The most significant challenge to generating human-like motion is that consensus has
not been achieved for definitions of subjective terms such as “human-like.” However,
since humans agree that motion can be used as a communication mechanism, my work
demonstrates how communicative motion can positively impact human-robot interaction
task performance, and success is measured by both qualitative and quantitative means to
reinforce the conclusions made regarding the benefits of these algorithms.
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1.1.3.8 Corrupting Interaction
The process of creating quality motions that satisfy the demands of natural human-robot
interaction is difficult. The process is hard because the requirements are very stringent: (1)
Interaction requires synchronization between channels of communication, and therefore,
the motion control process must be able to handle constraints that synchronize timing.
(2) The intent of the robot’s actions must be very clear to collaborative partners, so they
are not confused by gestures. (3) Ideally, interaction is a collaboration rather than a set
of serial events (i.e. human and robot taking alternating, non-overlapping turns) because
such discrete, independent turns between partners disrupt the natural flow of an interac-
tion, causing it to take longer to accomplish the joint task. Motion control fails when the
participant has to pause during an interaction to watch the robot motion to figure out what
the robot is doing. (4) Gestures that disambiguate or reference spatially, such as gazing or
pointing, need to be accurate, which suggests that precise control of the body is also a
design requirement. When precise control does not exist, often compensation is required.
For example, the workspace can be made much larger and objects are placed at larger
distances apart to eliminate confusion and facilitate separability for the human partner
when the robot points at or gazes at an object. (5) Furthermore, many collaborative tasks
require rapid response and reaction timing between partners; therefore, long wait times for
slow robot motions further corrupt interaction. In short, motion control for social robots is
difficult because it has a very complex set of requirements dictated by natural human-robot
interaction.
Existing techniques have advantages and disadvantages, but failure of an algorithm in
any area that detracts from the fluidity of human-robot interaction is not acceptable. No
motion control strategy that exists in the literature satisfies all the necessary functionality
that produces a seamless interaction for social robots. And therefore, I was motivated to
design my own motion control technique.
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1.1.3.9 Repetitive Motion
Highly dynamic and unpredictable environments require flexibility in motion, which sug-
gests that motion variance is a design requirement for robots. Existing techniques have
many problems. For example, the majority of motion generation techniques create repeti-
tive motions, which are not realistic; predefining trajectories for all potential motions and
motion variants that social robots will require in the world is not feasible (e.g. with respect
to memory storage); and conventional motion measurement devices (e.g. motion capture)
create data that is subject to a retargeting problem (i.e. DOF correspondence) when applied
to robots with different kinematic hierarchies [40].
Humans never move in exactly the same way twice. And the environment is not the
only variable that induces variance in motion. Thus, repetitive motion is not human-
like. Since natural HRI demands that human-robot interaction be the same as human-
human interaction, then robot motion must also be non-repetitive. Even sophisticated
techniques such as retargeting produce only a single trajectory, and therefore, do not meet
the demands of natural human-robot interaction.
1.2 Approach Overview
Given all the above motivations, I present algorithms for adding communication to so-
cial robot motion that were inspired by the principles of animation [41, 42], which help
cartoons communicate with their audience. These inspirations are discussed in detail
in the accompanying sections of this thesis that outline my communicative motion al-
gorithms. I generate human-like robot motion for HRI and measure the effects of these
motion changes upon interaction success. These algorithms overcome limitations, such
as heavy data dependence, and are capable of human-like motion synthesis regardless of
kinematic differences between humans and humanoid robots.
Specifically, within my thesis, I provide evidence that communicative, human-like robot
motion is easier for human partners to correctly tell what action the robot is performing.
Since the motion is more human-like and communicative, they can perform this identifi-
cation more quickly and more accurately identify motion, even in the absence of missing
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context. The communicative motion output from my algorithm, which has an improved
appearance, allows humans to more accurately predict robot state. Furthermore, coor-
dination between human and social robots increases due to increased state transparency,
which allows human partners increased time to react. Fluidity of interaction increases
because there is greater redundancy in information transfer (i.e. motion exploited as a
communication channel), and communicative signals exhibit less error (i.e. are incorrectly
interpreted less often) between collaborative partners.
At a high level, I am motivated by the insufficiencies discussed in Section 1.1. However,
further motivation accompanies each of the subsequent algorithms to give more in-depth
insight into the reasons that each of the specific algorithms were included as part of the
overall process to create communicative, task-aware, human-like motion for social robots.
1.3 Assumptions
The following assumptions were made to limit the scope of the research so significant
contributions could be made to a tractable problem during the years when this research
was being performed.
1.3.1 Environmental
At least three specific distinctions can be made in planning algorithms with respect to the
environment in which the robot moves. The most trivial assumption is that free space
is infinite, and no collisions exist in the world. A robot does not even need to worry
about self-collisions, under this first assumption. The second domain assumption on free-
space moves closer to the ideal situation, where a robot must interact with real-world, and
therefore only a certain subset of objects in the world become salient to the robot. Employ-
ing this second assumption enables the robot to perform manipulation tasks. The third
assumption is the most restrictive, in which the robot must account for highly-dynamic,
time-varying environments where all obstacles must be avoided, including the robot’s own
body. Under the third assumption, the robot must account for any sensor inaccuracy; thus
redundancy in sensing becomes important.
My work is capable of overcoming both the first and second assumptions on free-space,
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and a significant percentage of situations that occur within third assumption are also taken
into account by the algorithm set forth in this thesis. However, my work focuses upon
improving local motion for HRI scenarios. Planning a path in a cluttered environment
is navigation, which is a separate research problem that focuses upon global motion (i.e.
over larger distances). Part of the reason that path planning wasn’t addressed to a greater
extent is due to the hardware platform available for the research, which leads to the next
assumption.
1.3.2 Globally Static Hardware Platform
As opposed to global motion, local motion does not move the center of mass of the robot
over large distances. All the work presented in this thesis is performed on a single hard-
ware platform (see Section 2.5), which does not have a locomotive mechanism, such as
legs or wheels, that can be used to translate its center of gravity large distances. Due
to my upper-body hardware platform, the assumption of local motion was implicit in
my research, which means that I cannot make any claims regarding performance of my
algorithms on robots with locomotive means (e.g. wheels, legs). However, some of the
algorithms presented herein were implemented in computer animation and simulation
contexts, where they demonstrated very high levels of success on virtual characters that
had legs and could globally translate. Since these results are beyond the scope of this
thesis, no claims will be made about the applicability of my algorithms to robots’ legs,
wheeled bases, or other locative means.
1.3.3 Humanoid Robots
No claims can be made about the extension of the results of my research to non-humanoid
robots, which includes the earlier discussion of wheeled robots. The assumption of a
humanoid kinematic hierarchy was made to minimize the DOF correspondence problem.
If success cannot be achieved where effects of this problem are smallest, benefits are more
difficult to show on architectures that are non-humanoid. After benefits have been demon-
strated for HRI and human-like motion is better understood in the humanoid domain,
future work can study what human-likeness means (and how my algorithms generalize)
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to other robots that have architectures that do not as closely fit the categorical descriptor
of “humanoid.”
1.3.4 HRI Focus
This thesis focused on benefits of human-like motion for HRI scenarios. Certainly, benefits
exist beyond this domain, but they have not been explored because of the context that
I selected for the scope of my thesis. An HRI focus as my research context is also part of
the reason that the third domain of environmental constraints was not completely handled.
Many human-robot interaction scenarios do not proceed at a very rapid pace (e.g. assisting
the elderly, guiding a tour). Conversely, if the scope of my work had been robots that play
contact sports with human athletes, such as football or soccer, interaction would have very
different timing requirements with respect to communication and constraints.
1.3.5 Single Exemplar
Ideally, human-like motion could be created without any representative exemplars of any
motions. However, throughout all my research I assumed that the robot had at least one
exemplar of each motion type (e.g. wave, beckon). My research makes no assumptions
about how the robot acquired this exemplar (e.g. the robot can observe this exemplar), but
at a minimum one trajectory must exist. This is a reasonable assumption because humans
also maintain a representation of each motion type. For example, humans can classify a
wave when they observe one, or they can generate a representative wave upon request,
provided that they have previously associated at least one motion to the label “wave.”
This is the same condition that I place upon use of my motion-generating algorithm.
I.e. elsewhere in the robot control hierarchy there must be a process that receives the
command for which motion is currently being requested, and delivers that trajectory to
my algorithm. I make no assumptions about how this other process accomplishes its
task (e.g. database, observation, learning by demonstration). My achievement of human-
like motion production with a single exemplar alleviates the data dependence problem
significantly over databases of motion that encompass a motion repertoire comprised of
multiple exemplars of each motion type.
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1.4 Structure & Format of This Thesis
The research question that is analyzed in this thesis is: how does communicative, human-
like motion affect interaction in human-robot collaboration? Thus, given a robot motion, I
want an algorithm to modify it to make it more communicative, to improve the interaction.
To be useful for real robots, the algorithm must also be capable of creating continuous
motion, given that new motions are provided in a serial manner. My focus is on social
robots, and I must limit my conclusions only to humanoid robots, since these are the
only robots on which I have only validated results. I consider facial expressions to be a
different form of communication than hand and body gestures, and therefore, I limit my
concentration only to the latter in this thesis.
Before I can analyze benefits of human-like, communicative motion for social humanoid
robots, this motion must be produced. Figure 1 demonstrates how I accomplish this task.
The diagram in Figure 1 will be refined in subsequent sections of this thesis to help identify
how the individual algorithms contribute to the larger goal of my work.
Figure 1: My vision for producing communicative, human-like motion.
First, in Chapter 2, theoretical background is provided on five subjects: operational
space control (OSC), optimal control, Kolmogorov-Sinai Entropy (KSE), motion capture,
and the hardware that was used to produce the results of this thesis. This background is
provided as reference so that concepts will be clearer when they are discussed in detail
in the sections that reference this background information. Operational space control will
help clarify how constraints are satisfied; optimal control is useful to help understand
how the human-like optimization and variance algorithms produce successful results;
Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy background is provided so that it becomes easier to understand
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why the human-like optimization works; motion capture and a discussion of the DOF
correspondence problem are provided to aid in understanding retargeting and why its
results are less than perfect; and finally, the hardware platform is discussed to provide
background specifications of the robot used to produce results in this thesis and motivate
some of the assumptions made in algorithm or experimental design.
Figure 2: My algorithm for generating communicative, human-like motion.
Chapters 3-5 are devoted to the three goals outlined in Figure 1: communication,
human-likeness, and constraints, respectively. The subdivisions within each of these are
shown in Figure 2, where one section or chapter is allotted one major algorithm.
In Chapter 3, three methods of generating communicative motion are presented: an-
ticipation, exaggeration, and secondary motion. Each algorithm is accompanied by a set
of user studies and quantitative analyses to demonstrate the benefits that each of these
algorithms provide to human-robot interaction. Specifically, the anticipation algorithm
benefits human-robot interaction by generating a variant of the original motion in which
derivative information is preserved and the state that yields highest labeling accuracy
occurs earlier, so that human partners are aware of robot intent sooner. The end result
is increased human partner reaction time to anticipatory robot motion. The exaggeration
algorithm benefits human-robot interaction by increasing the contrast between the task
or intent of the motion (i.e. the primary motion) and the rest of the robot body. Exag-
gerated motion is shown to direct human partner gaze, increase the partner’s perceived
engagement in the interaction, and help partners to remember interaction details better.
Secondary action provides the physics-based response to the task-based primary motion
trajectory, so that the entire body moves in a manner consistent with Newton’s third law of
motion. Secondary motion benefits human-robot interaction by making robot trajectories
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more human-like (both quantitatively and qualitatively). It also fills in missing context
while communicating state parameters, so that robot and world state are more transparent
to the human partner. As mentioned in the introduction and motivation (i.e. Chapter 1 and
Section 1.1, respectively), these effects produce many collaborative benefits, such as more
fluid human-robot interaction that proceeds at a pace closer to human-human interaction.
In Chapter 4, I present a metric for the synthesis and evaluation of human-like robot
motion. This quantitative metric eliminates the subjectivity involved in evaluating trajec-
tories to determine which appears more human-like. The metric reduces human-likeness
to a single number so that comparisons can be made between robots, people, or any entity
that can be represented as a hierarchical chain of degrees-of-freedom. My metric not only
provides a framework to evaluate success of generating human-like motion without per-
forming user-studies, but it also can generate a more human-like version of a motion, given
a single input motion. Success of this metric as both a synthesis and an evaluation tool is
quantified through subjective and objective data. Chapter 4 also discusses a technique for
the generation of an infinite number of human-like motion variants from a single input
motion, so that social robot motion is not repetitive. The variants are shown to be human-
like, while maintaining the original motion intent throughout modulation. The algorithm
is shown to generate similar and dissimilar variants frequently, so that a large portion of
the task-space is represented (i.e. the algorithm produces motions that are always classified
as the same motion type as the input, no matter how much variance is introduced).
In Chapter 5, operational space control is extended to handle timing constraints and
synchronization constraints necessary for social robots. The original framework is vali-
dated to ensure that point, orientation, point-at, look-at, and all joint space variables (i.e.
joint position, velocity, torque) can be maintained within acceptable bounds. Multiply
satisfied constraints are applied to the robot to measure the introduced error as a function
of constraint priority and proximity on the kinematic hierarchy. Multiple basic constraints
can be composed simultaneously to handle larger constraints such as volume or proximity
constraints. These constraints are composed with an input motion so the social robot can
move in a human-like, communicative manner while not disrupting its task.
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Chapter 6 discusses the rationale of composing the set of algorithm in a particular
manner to synthesize overall motion that is communicative, human-like, and constrained.
Since the algorithms are composed serially by making motion communicative and more
human-like first, a select few experiments are performed to analyze how constraints affect
the communication and human-likeness of the resultant output motion. The experiments
show that variance and human-likeness are not statistically different when comparing
motion with and without constraints.
Finally, in Chapter 7, I describe some extensions and changes that I have planned for
the future of this algorithm. These are primarily based on the main constraints imposed
upon work and the assumptions made in order to frame my work into a scope manageable
in a five-year timeframe. This future work includes additional communicative algorithms,
collision algorithms, handling rapidly dynamic constraints, and extending my work to
other robots such as those that were designed with human-like dynamics and control or
those non-anthropomorphic (i.e. non-humanoid robots). I conclude the thesis by restating
some of my primary contributions.
1.5 Objective and Subjective Data
The experimental protocol used throughout this thesis is balanced between quantitative
data. My algorithms are designed for human-robot interaction, and thus, often success
in development of an algorithm or measurement of a particular variable that correlates
with success can only be achieved through subjective data. Research methods such as
questionnaires, Likert scales, and interviews are valid data that help discern success and
future improvements. Accompanying other experimental data, I often report statistics,
such as preference for one type of motion from a set of options. Since this is subjective
data, not all humans agree, and under these circumstances, comparison to unweighted,
statistical percentages (i.e. the inverse of number of options) is presented to indicate that
the results of my work are preferred.
Statistical tests are the analysis method of choice with subjective data, and throughout
this thesis I am demonstrating statistical significance, which yields a confidence in the
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conclusions that I state herein. This research was covered by two institutional review board
protocols written so that human subjects could be recruited on the campus of Georgia Insti-
tute of Technology for interacting with a social humanoid robot. These protocols covered
all the experiments discussed in my thesis: in laboratory, web-based, and computer-based.
When recruiting participants, I sought a balance of genders and the full distribution
of ages. However, since recruiting was performed on campus, the student population
impacts the resultant distribution of participants. I.e. the majority of the Georgia Institute
of Technology student population is male (approximately two-thirds) and aged between
18-23. When performing statistical testing, part of protocol is to test for bias in the data (e.g.
order or gender effects). None of the work presented herein tested statistically significant




Chapter 2 discusses optimal control, operational space control, Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy,
and motion capture, which provide the background required to understand the work
presented in this thesis. None of these works are part of my research contributions, so they
are devoted their own section and referenced when needed throughout the remainder of
the thesis.
2.1 Operational Space Control
Operational space formulation of tasks provides a mechanism for composing motion prim-
itives according to the dynamics of an articulated body. It is a unified framework for
simultaneous motion and force control through the decomposition of joint torques into two
dynamically decoupled control vectors: one that corresponds to forces acting on points on
the robot body and the other is a set of joint torques from internal motions only.
Motion can be decomposed into a set of tasks (i.e. primitives) that must be simultane-
ously executed in a constrained actuation and control space. For example, these primitives
might include constraints (e.g. contacts, joint-limits, and obstacles), operational tasks
(e.g. manipulation), and trajectories (e.g. postures, gestures, residual motion) [43]. After
prioritization of these tasks, task coordination then occurs from recursive projection of
the robot dynamics onto the space associated with the task, in priority order, leaving a
complement space for all other remaining tasks. This projection occurs via the dynamically
consistent generalized inverse (DCGI), which is derived from relation of joint-space and
Cartesian-space dynamics [44, 45, 46].
The process of application of the dynamically consistent generalized inverse will be
demonstrated using two tasks, a primary task of highest priority and a secondary task of
maintaining a posture, denoted in subsequent equations as task and posture, respectively.
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The Jacobian in Equation 1 relates torques to forces, and can be derived for any task
defined in terms of Cartesian forces,




Γ = generalized force vector in joint-space for the primary task, posture, or any task
J = Jacobian matrix defined by the robot architecture
F = generalized force vector for the primary task, posture, or any task in Cartesian space
Beginning with the joint-space robot dynamics as in Equation 2, and following the deriva-
tion in [47], the configuration-dependent dynamically consistent generalized inverse of
one task, without any other tasks can be written in Equation 3.
Γ = M(q) ∗ q̈ + V(q, q̇) + G(q) (2)
where,
V(q, q̇) = vector of configuration- and velocity-dependent centrifugal and Coriolis forces
q = generalized state in joint-space
q̇ = generalized velocity vector in joint-space
q̈ = generalized acceleration vector in joint-space
Γ = generalized joint force vector for any task
M(q) = configuration-dependent mass matrix
G(q) = vector of configuration-dependent generalized gravity forces
The quantity in brackets in Equation 4 is used to project the lower priority task into the
null space of the higher priority task, which in this example defines the posture space that
does not interfere with the task.
Jdcgi,task = M−1 JTtask[Jtask M
−1 JTtask]
−1 (3)
Ptask = [I − JTtask JTdcgi,task] (4)
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Thus, in the presence of a posture constraint and a single task, the actuation torques
are determined by Equation 5.
Γapply = Γtask + Γposture,non−disrupting
= JTtaskFtask + PtaskΓposture (5)
However, social robots typically have more than just one task and a posture constraint.
Under the presence of additional constraints, for each additional constraint, the higher
priority tasks need to be combined into a composite dynamically consistent generalized
inverse and composite projection, so that the torque trajectories of lower constraints can
be projected into the null space of all higher priority constraints. This composition will be
demonstrated by extending the Operational Space framework from the previous example
to include one additional constraint (a subtask for the posture), since all additional lower
priority constraints are composed in a similar way (i.e. the steps below are extensible to an
infinite number of tasks).
The task and posture need to be composed to form the dynamically consistent gener-
alized inverse and corresponding projection. The first step is to form the task-consistent
posture Jacobian as in Equation 6, which defines a range space of posture motion that is
consistent with the task.
Jpt = Jposture[I − JTtask JTdcgi,task]T (6)
Hence, if the posture and primary task exhibit decoupled dynamics (i.e. do not con-
flict), Jpt has full rank and a direct solution exists for the dynamically consistent gen-
eralized inverse of both the primary and secondary tasks. The dynamically consistent





where, Λ is the inverse of the Cartesian space inertia matrix.
Λdecoupled = Jpt M−1 JTpt (8)
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However, tasks rarely exhibit independent dynamics for an articulated body. Under
the more common situation of coupled dynamics, Λ in Equation 7 is singular with rank k.
Forces induced by the primary task in the posture space must be compensated. Eigende-
composition on Equation 8 provides the necessary variables to calculate the projection in
Equation 9 that only induces forces along the eigenvectors of Λ and eliminates task space
influence on the posture space.
Λcoupled = UrΣ−1UTr (9)
where,
Ur = l x k matrix of eigenvector columns corresponding to the non-zero eigenvalues of Λ
Σ = k x k matrix of non-zero eigenvalues of Λdecoupled
l = number of DOF for posture task
Therefore, using either Equation 9 when task dynamics are coupled or Equation 8 when
task dynamics are decoupled for Λ in Equation 7 generates the DCGI, which can multiply
both sides of Equation 2 to determine the forces that act along only higher priority task-
independent directions.
If more tasks exist in the prioritized hierarchy, a new projection matrix must be formed
so that the steps outlined in Equations 6-7 can be repeated. Depending on whether the
dynamics are coupled or independent, Equations 9 or 8 are used in Equation 7, to form a
similar projection that prevents the posture subtask from disrupting either the task or the
posture (i.e. higher priority constraints).
2.2 Optimal Control
The solution to an optimal control problem is the control policy that propagates the control
variables in time, while minimizing a cost functional that is a function of state and control
variables. Although optimal control problems exist in many variants, such as stochastic,
nonlinear, discrete, and continuous forms, discussion will be limited to a special case of
optimal control problem, called discrete linear quadratic (LQ) optimal control. The cost
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functional for the LQ problems is shown in Equation 10, where penalty is incurred for more














xN = state value at final time increment
xk = state value at discrete time increment k
uk = control value at discrete time increment k
T0 = initial time
N = final time increment
SN = weight matrix for penalizing final state deviation
Qk = weight matrix for penalizing state energy at discrete time increment k
Rk = weight matrix for penalizing control energy at discrete time increment k
An optimal control law satisfies Equation 11, which associates a control action to each state
based on the state and control that yield minimum cost with respect to the functional and
transition to the next state.
π(x) = argminu∈U(x){cost(x,u) + v(next(x,u))} (11)
where,
v(next(x,u)) = optimal value function for transition to the next state using control u
π(x) = optimal control policy at state x
U(x) = set of all possible control actions in state x
cost(x,u) = cost functional for state x and control u
However, in the set of all possible control actions one control policy may not uniquely spec-
ify the minimum. In optimal control, the cost functional supplies the additional constraints
that uniquely specify a trajectory from the set of all possible trajectories that propagate a
state from current to final state. Therefore, the left-hand side of Equation 11 is replaced by
v(x), which is always unique, and argmin becomes min. Subject to the discrete time system
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dynamics, xk+1 = f (xk,uk) = Akxk + Bkuk, and using a quadratic optimal value function,
v(x,k) = 12 x
T
k Skxk, Equation 11 becomes Equation 12.
1
2
xTk Skxk = minu{
1
2








∂x and Bk =
∂ f
∂u evaluated at the original state and control for time k.
The optimal control solution to Equation 12 is given in Equation 13. Using Equation 12
and an assumption for the final cost (e.g. v(xN) = 0), Equations 13 and 14 can begin at the
final state and calculate the control backwards for the entire trajectory [48].
uk = −(Rk + BTk Sk+1Bk)−1BTk Sk+1Akxk (13)
Sk = Qk + ATk Sk+1Ak − ATk Sk+1Bk(Rk + BTk Sk+1Bk)−1BTk Sk+1Ak (14)
2.3 Kolmogorov-Sinai Entropy
Spatiotemporal correspondence (STC) is known by many different names throughout the
literature (e.g. DOF coupling, interdependence between degrees-of-freedom, motor coor-
dination), but it refers to correlation between the trajectories of degrees-of-freedom that are
located proximally on a kinematic hierarchy [49]. And similarity or correlation between
two trajectories can be measured by information (e.g. entropy).
Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy, a task independent metric, measures the rate at which state
information is lost over time (i.e. entropy rate). In the context of this thesis, the system is a
set of motors interconnected through the rigid kinematic hierarchy of the robot hardware,
each supplying torques to produce robot motion. Intuitively, if more spatiotemporal in-
formation is lost between past and future in the system, motors become less coordinated.
Traditionally, KSE is used to evaluate an underlying signal in the presence of noise or
measure the amount of determinism between different observations or measurements of
the same signal. To construct the metric, a d-dimensional state space is divided into non-
overlapping segments of size rd, where r is the length element used to discretize state
space. For each observation of the same signal, a joint probability that the trajectory is in
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segment i0 at time zero, segment i1 at the first sample time, ...up to segment id−1 at the final
sample time can be written. KSE averages this probability over all samples as in Equation
15 for infinitesimal segment size and infinite number of dimensions.
KSE = −limr→0, limd→∞
1
d∆t ∑i0...id−1
P ∗ lnP (15)
where,
∆t = sample interval time
r = length of one side of the discrete phase space element (i.e. segment)
P = joint probability of the trajectory in an ordered time-sequence of segments
However, the formulation of KSE given in Equation 15 requires modification for use as
a metric for human-like motion. Consider the same formulation now presented for finite
spatial extent across all degrees-of-freedom of an articulated kinematic hierarchy (i.e. body
of the agent), limited to the finite temporal extent of one motion, as in Equation 16, which
is bounded from above by Equation 17.





P(V(ds,dt)) ∗ lnP(V(ds,dt)) (16)







V(ds,dt) = a motion trajectory
ds = spatial size of a motion (i.e. number of actuators used in the motion)
dt = temporal extent of a motion (i.e. time length of a motion)
Equation 17 is an intuitive way to compare two motions since a lower value indicates more
deterministic, more coordinated motion, and the values for dt and ds are easy to specify
for any given motion. Using the correlation integral presented in Equation 18, which
calculates the fraction of spatiotemporal delay vector pairs that are less than distance r






































i+dt−1] , time delay vectors
vki = element of time series trajectory for actuator k at time index i
S = number of actuators
T = number of motion time samples
2.3.1 My Adaptation
My adaptation for the KSE metric will be described in detail in Section 4.1, but here is an
overview. As described above, traditionally, KSE measures the amount of information lost
between two measurements of a chaotic signal. The metric above divides a d-dimensional
state space into non-overlapping segments of size rd. And thus, since a chaotic signal is
not deterministic, it has a probability of being in each segment at each moment in time.
And each time ordered path through the state space has a joint probability composed from
the sequence of segments it traverses. KSE averages this joint probability as the segment
size becomes infinitesimal and number of dimensions size approaches infinity (or total
number of DOFs on the robot). Instead of using KSE traditionally to measure information
lost between observations of the same signal, I use it to evaluate information difference
between two different deterministic signals. Then, the KSE metric simply evaluates the
fraction of spatiotemporal delay pairs that are less than a distance r apart. Thus, KSE (i.e.
the K2 metric) becomes a similarity metric for the difference between two trajectories in
terms of timing and spatial magnitude (i.e. over all states).
In humans, muscles create coupling (i.e. STC). To synthesize human-like motion for
robots, I emulate muscular coupling effects on a robot between DOFs that should be
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connected by muscles (i.e. located kinematically proximal on the hierarchy). Then, KSE as
estimated by the generalized entropy rate can be used as a metric for human-like motion,
since it correlates to motor coordination and spatiotemporal correspondence of actuator
states. For more information regarding how to use KSE as a metric or to synthesize human-
like motion, see Chapter 4 of this thesis.
Spatiotemporal isomap (ST-Isomap) is an alternative algorithm which can also align
a set of time series in terms of spatial and temporal similarity [53]. The advantages of
KSE are that it is a task-independent metric, which allows for comparisons across different
motion categories, and unlike ST-isomap, KSE lacks of ambiguity in the definition and
specification because it requires no user input. It operates on periodic or chaotic signals,
and the independent fractions in Equation 19 allow for divided, independent calculation
of spatial and temporal metrics, which is an advantage that ST-isomap does not provide.
2.3.2 Implementation Note
To optimize a motion with respect to the KSE metric, there are two options: optimal control
and dynamic time warping (DTW). The former algorithm includes undefined weights in
the cost function. Also, to use optimal control, the metric is formulated in convex form
to ensure convergence to a solution. Since Cds,dt+1(S, T,r)< Cds,dt(S, T,r), Cds+1,dt(S, T,r)<
Cds,dt(S, T,r), and 0 < Cds,dt(S, T,r) < 1 for all dt > 1 and for all ds > 1, as will be the case
for humanoid robots that are moving, Equation 19 is bounded from above by Equation 20,
which is clearly convex [54].







Motion is optimized with respect to KSE by replacing the cost function in the im-
plementation by the respective spatiotemporal metric. Dynamic time warping optimizes
through three basic operations: insertion, deletion, and hold. To improve the warp smooth-
ness of the trajectory, after the warping algorithm completes, insertions are replaced by
spherical linear interpolation (slerp) between endpoints of the insertion.
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2.4 Motion Capture
Many different types of motion capture systems exist, such as inertial, mechanical, mag-
netic, and optical. Any trajectories generated in this thesis that are attributed to motion
capture were generated using the 12-camera optical Vicon system in Dr. Karen Liu’s
laboratory at the Georgia Institute of Technology.
Motion capture works by overconstraining the human body using a number of reflec-
tive markers greater than the number of degrees-of-freedom on the motion model to which
the data is being fit. A similar set of constraints or handles, which are positioned on the
target kinematic hierarchy (i.e. the robot model), serve to sufficiently constrain the problem
so the mapping between human motion capture markers and robot markers is one-to-one.
The process of finding an optimal mapping for motion from one agent to another is called
retargeting.
The agent whose motion is being captured (in this thesis, a human) wears a suit covered
with markers that are calibrated to specific locations on the human body. After calibration
of the model so that link lengths (i.e. bone lengths) are identical to the human and marker
locations are known, infrared light impinges upon the markers in a dark room. The human
moves in the suit, and cameras capture the reflected light at a sample rate of up to 120
Hertz. This provides a number of time varying point coordinates in 3-dimensional space
that correspond to known locations on the kinematic hierarchy.
An optimization is solved, iterating over the human motion capture data as a function
of time, aligning human and robot markers, to match a set of constraints, one for each
marker, as in Equation 21, to solve for the joint angle trajectories for all angular degrees-









s.t. ol < s, ∀j = 0,1, ..., f loor(T/ol)− 1 (21)
where,
dist(...) = distance function used in optimization
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x(t,k) = Cartesian marker location either recorded from equipment (i.e. actual data)
or marker constraint location on the model for time sample t and constraint k
ol = number of time samples in the data window that overlap
C = number of constraints
s = window size (for data smoothing)
Ω(j) = set of all angular degrees-of-freedom on the model (including center of mass
rotational DOFs)
P(j) = Cartesian position of center of mass
j = new time sample index for resampled, smoothed data
T = total number of samples in recorded data
The optimal mapping allows for scaling the overall size of the robot based on human
participant’s size, given that the proportions of the robot’s parts remain constant with
respect to each other. This ensures the maximum amount of information preservation
over the retargeting process. Upon termination of the optimization, a set of time-varying
point constraints exist on the robot body that align optimally with the human constraint
markers from the motion-capture data. The time-varying point constraints on the robot
create a motion trajectory, in joint angles, that can be executed on the robot.
To improve the optimization, filter windows that overlap in time are used so that
smoother motion results. The optimization minimizes the distance between point coor-
dinates of all of the marker locations from the sample data to the known locations on the
kinematic model. To improve results, six degrees of freedom for the body centroid (3-D
position, and 3-D rotation) are also included in the optimization.
2.4.1 DOF Correspondence Problem
When robot and human (or any two agents’) DOFs differ in number, position, dimension,
magnitude, and/or direction, this is called the DOF correspondence problem.
The DOF correspondence problem is most relevant when projecting human motion
onto a robot kinematic hierarchy that is different with respect to degrees-of-freedom. This
projection process is called retargeting, and it is accomplished typically through use of an
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optimization like that described in Section 2.4. If I optimally retarget human motion onto
a model which has the same kinematic structure and dynamic properties (e.g. torque and
velocity limits), the motion looks excellent on the model (e.g. robot).
However, humans’ and robots’ joints typically do not correspond in terms of location
and number of degrees-of-freedom. Since physical architectures differ, information is lost
and motion appears different when attempting to directly use human motion on a robot.
As two agents become more different in terms of kinematics or dynamics, the captured
human motion looks much worse when projected and used on the target (e.g. robot). Log-
ically, human motion retargeting works best on humanoid robots, but in my experience,
even on Simon, which has no translatable DOFs, the retargeting process produces very
poor motion.
The resultant projection between robot and human coordinate frames (i.e. architec-
tures, kinematics) using retargeting is only scale invariant, and the scale factor must be
equivalent in all Euclidean dimensions to preserve invariance. Since motion capture re-
targeting works by sufficiently constraining in Euclidean space through the collection of
adequate number of markers on a human body, data is lost when the transformation be-
tween the target and human architectures is anything other than a scale factor. Retargeting
algorithms do not solve the DOF correspondence problem. For example, projection of
human translation at the shoulder will not survive a retargeting process, if the robot does
not have a translatable shoulder DOF.
Typically, retargeting produces a input command trajectory for robots with motors that
are controlled by PID control. Thus, it is a kinematic projection only. In other words,
retargeting assumes that the robot dynamic DOF abilities exceed the human DOFs torque
and velocity limits. This assumption, which is quite valid for virtual characters, is often
untrue for robots. Therefore, motion capture trajectories for robots that were created by
retargeting human motion often must execute much slower on the robot than they did on
the human, so the robot can accurately track the human motion. If the trajectories are not
executed slower, then the robot motion from a retargeted human trajectory appears even




The robot platform used in my research is an upper-torso humanoid robot called Simon
(Figure 3). It has sixteen controllable DOFs on the body, four degrees-of-freedom per hand
and per ear, three eye DOFs, and four neck degrees-of-freedom.
The robot operates on a dedicated ethercat network coupled with a real-time PC operat-
ing at a frequency of 1kHz. To maintain highly accurate joint angle positions, the hardware
is controlled with PID gains of very high magnitude, providing rapid transient response.
Figure 3: Hardware (left) and simulation (right) of SIMON.
A dynamic model of the robot hardware used for simulation is shown in Figure 3. The
model was designed by importing 3-D meshes of the same Solidworks1 files from which
the robot parts were manufactured. Solidworks precalculates accurate centers of mass
and the constant part of inertia tensors for all rigid bodies in the simulation. Motors are
modeled in the simulation with identical gains for identical response between simulation
and hardware. Separate gains are modeled for the separate motor control modes available
in the hardware, such as position control and torque control.
1Solidworks is a registered trademark of Dassault Systmes SolidWorks Corp. All rights reserved.
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The simulation environment that adds physics to the virtual world is implemented
using Open Dynamics Engine (ODE), with a time-step corresponding to the update rate
of the actual hardware. Bi-directional communication between hardware and software
is possible in real-time due to efficient code and low network delay, which provides the
ability to use either the robot or the simulation as either input or output at any given
moment in time [55, 56].
Although the robot hardware is not equipped with force sensors beyond the torque
sensors at DOFs, when external forces are applied to the hardware, I leverage simulation
and hardware joint angle position, velocity, and acceleration differences to calculate the
location, magnitude, and direction of the external force imposed in the real-world so it
can also be applied to the simulation in real-time. The result is a full simulation loop and




For decades, traditional animation at Walt Disney Studios has been derived from twelve
principles widely accepted to endow characters with natural behaviors, reactions, timing,
and qualities [41]. In 1987, John Lasseter introduced the twelve principles of 2-D anima-
tion to 3-D animation, which have since been wholeheartedly accepted by the computer
animation community to achieve better looking motion [42].
Since it is widely accepted in animation that these principles imbue a character with
“life” or “naturalness,” it is a reasonable assumption that these twelve principles can tran-
scend the medium of application and bring the same qualities to robot motion. Effective-
ness and engagement in an interaction increase when a machine exhibits human-like traits
[57]. Work in conversational agents also supports the notion that natural motion of the
agent improves the signal-to-noise ratio in communication with a human [30]. Inspired by
initial findings by other researchers, I explore the direct benefits to adding communicative
motion, inspired by these animation principles, to social robot motion beyond the benefit
of improved motion appearance.
The goals then become (1) the adaptation of these principles to robot motion in a
manner that overcomes the challenges that arise from real-world hardware implemen-
tations for social robots (2) establishing the benefits that each different principle has in
HRI situations (3) showing that social robot motion appears more human-like with the
inclusion of these principles and (4) measuring success of the principles as communication
mechanisms.
The next three sections discuss three specific methods of communication, inspired by
the principles of animation. Explicit hypotheses are set forth in each respective section, an
algorithm is presented for the production of the communication mechanism, and experi-




Figure 4: Section 3.1 discusses anticipation.
Anticipation is the first of the three communicative motion algorithms discussed in this
thesis, as shown in Figure 4. It occurs first in the series of three in the high-level motion
algorithm because it modifies the input motion temporally and spatially so that observers
will be prepared for the task earlier. The order of these three communication algorithms in
the high-level algorithm follow the progression of natural motion: preparation, task, and
response [58].
Anticipation is first of three segments of a motion sequence, and the other two seg-
ments are the primary motion and follow-through. Anticipatory motion occurs before
primary motion to prepare the viewer for a forthcoming action. Specifically, the act of an
anticipatory stroke prior to motion communicates information to humans in the vicinity
of the motion, such as the direction of a reaching motion or saliency of objects. A very
common anticipatory motion accompanies the motion when humans change their eye
gaze; humans direct their eyes first, closely followed by their head and body in that order
because the majority of humans must localize targets prior to reaching. Other examples of
anticipation include the wind-up action of a pitcher or a large inhale of air before a strong
exhale. The concept of anticipation is familiar in the domain of computer animation, as
it is one of principles of computer animation made famous by Thomas and Johnston [41].
However, even in the realm of computer animation, there are few autonomous algorithms
to generate anticipatory motion.
Anticipatory motion should not be confused with the primary motion it accompanies.
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For example, the goal of the primary motion is often task-based, such as locating a target or
grabbing an object, in the cases of shifting eye gaze or reaching, respectively. However, the
anticipatory motion that sets up these two tasks yields clues that a gaze shift or reach
motion is about to occur and has very different goals than the primary motion that it
precedes. I want to add this anticipatory motion to robot motion, so that human partners
know what motion the robot will be performing earlier.
For humanoid robots, anticipatory motion is not created automatically by physics. I
hypothesize that if anticipatory motion can be embedded into the motion of social robots
in the appropriate way, humans can use these anticipatory motions to discern subsequent
robot action (i.e. the primary motion it accompanies). If my hypothesis is correct, use of
anticipatory motion can increase robot internal state and strategy transparency in human
robot interaction.
Anticipation in human motion occurs for two primary reasons: to attract observer
attention and to build up momentum. Thus, there are two types of anticipatory motion:
communication-based and momentum-based. In general, the existing anticipatory motion
algorithms focus upon the traditional type of anticipatory motion: motion preparation
that sets up momentum for the following motion. Common examples of this type of
anticipatory motion are in motions from sports, like the retraction of an instrument (e.g.
bat, racket, or club) before swinging or the drawback of an arm before a throw.
Momentum-based anticipation has been created using an algorithm that retracts the
center of mass and joint angles of the agent, modeled as a set of rigid bodies, in the
direction opposite to the given subsequent motion to a retracted, extreme pose from the
initial state using a weight-based strategy [59]. In this particular momentum-based antic-
ipatory motion generation technique from the literature, an original, input (i.e. primary)
motion is provided to the algorithm, and an optimization is solved to find a pose for the
agent that retracts the center-of-mass of the agent in a direction opposite to the primary
motion. If that solution is found, continuity of the trajectory and derivatives (e.g. velocity,
acceleration) is maintained as the agent transitions from current pose, to retracted pose,
and finally to initial pose of the given motion. This augments the given trajectory with
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an anticipatory trajectory at the beginning. This particular algorithm does not work well
without an initial guess to the pose before solving the optimization.
Since anticipation is most commonly associated with preparation of momentum and
other researchers have already presented useful algorithms for momentum-based antici-
patory motion, communicative anticipatory motion is the focus in my work. Social robot
motion contains many gestures, which usually don’t require large quantities of momentum
and don’t exhibit a large change in the robot’s center-of-mass over the duration of the
motion. Therefore, communicative anticipatory motion is more beneficial for robots that
interact with people. Specifically, anticipatory motion in gestures can be used to commu-
nicate motion intent earlier than motion without anticipation. For example, robot handoffs
will be more fluid if the human partner has more time to prepare, since they will be aware
of the robot’s intent sooner.
3.1.2 Insight
The key insight of my algorithm is that gestures used in social communication have a hand
or body configuration that represents a symbol, which has a commonly accepted meaning,
given the social context. If it is possible to extract that symbol and create a variant of the
same motion which displays that symbol sooner, the motion becomes anticipatory, in that
the human partner has advance knowledge of what motion the robot is performing. This
will improve interactions (e.g., allowing the human partner to better coordinate with the
robot in collaborative tasks [60]). For this work, facial gestures and motions for which
anticipation is used for the sense of building momentum are excluded.
Thus, the symbol in my work is defined as state associated with the instant in time in
the original motion that has the highest recognition accuracy. Anticipatory motion is any
motion in which the symbol frame occurs earlier than it does in the original motion.
3.1.3 Goal
In Section 3.1.5, concrete hypotheses for the anticipatory motion experiments will be de-
fined, but in general, robots that display anticipatory motion provide their human partners
with greater time to respond in interactive tasks because human partners are aware of
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robot intent earlier. Therefore, the goals are to:
• design an autonomous algorithm that creates an anticipatory variant of a given mo-
tion exemplar, from which human observers can discern motion intent sooner than
motions without anticipation
• demonstrate the benefits of anticipatory robot motion; for example that humans
can identify anticipatory motion intent with higher accuracy than non-anticipatory
versions
• quantify the motion timing range when human partners can perceive anticipatory
effects
• validate the algorithm using still image frames selected uniformly from motions to
prove that this technique extracts the pose that is most useful in helping humans
identify a motion
3.1.4 Algorithm
Inspired by a concept from computer animation called a motion-graph [61], which identi-
fies points of transition between frames in large databases of motion to create new concate-
nated motion sequences, my algorithm creates anticipatory motion autonomously from a
single motion exemplar by extracting hand and body symbols that communicate motion
intent and moving them earlier in the motion.
The anticipatory motion algorithm begins with the assumption that a trajectory exists
to which anticipation will be added. This original motion can be observed, come from a
database, can be learned (through demonstration or otherwise), or can be provided by any
standard means that trajectories are generated for robot actuators.
One frame is defined as x(i) = {x1(i), x2(i), . . . , xH(i)}, the set of all joint angles for a
robot with H degrees-of-freedom at discrete time increment i. A trajectory, x = {x1, x2, . . . ,
xH},∀i = 1, . . . , T, is defined as the set of all frames and all DOFs for all discrete time
increments up to time T.
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Creating a motion graph is similar to clustering. Frame x(i) belongs to cluster C if
and only if the distance between x(i) and all other frames in C is less than some pre-
determined distance threshold. Mathematically, x(i) ∈ C if and only if dist(x(i), x(g))
≤ distthreshold,∀x(g) ∈ C. Then, one cluster or one node in the motion graph is defined as
C = {{x(i)} : dist(x(i), x(g)) ≤ distthreshold,∀x(g) ∈ C,∀x(i) ∈ x}, i.e. the set of all frames
with some distance less than or equal to some given threshold with respect to all other
frames in cluster C. The distance measure need not be calculated in joint-space and will be
discussed in detail in Section 3.1.4.3.
3.1.4.1 Determine Gesture Handedness: One or both hands?
Non-facial gestures for anthropomorphic robots are either one-handed or two-handed.
Two-handed gestures represent a more constrained system, and they are commonly as-
sociated with a body posture that is part of the symbol. Waving and pointing are examples
of one-handed gestures, whereas, shrugging (‘I don’t know’) and bowing are two-handed.
Additionally, anthropomorphic robots usually have symmetric arms, with DOFs in
the same locations relative to the end-effector. Logically, in one-handed gestures, the
DOFs for one arm move much more than the DOFs of the other arm. Therefore, pairwise
comparisons in variance (Equation 22) can be made for each DOF between both arm
chains to determine if a particular DOF on one arm is moving significantly more than






N − 1 (22)
where,
v(xm) = joint angle variance of arm DOF m
xm(i) = DOF m original joint angle value at time index i
µxm = mean joint angle for trajectory of DOF m
N = number of samples in arm DOF m trajectory
Under the similar arms assumption, ‘handedness’ of the gesture reduces to a linear
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regression of the variances. The least-squares minimization in Equation 23 is solved using






(vl(xm)− (β1 ∗ vr(xm) + β0))2 (23)
where,
vl(xm) = joint angle variance of left arm DOF m
vr(xm) = joint angle variance of right arm DOF m
β0, β1 = regression parameters
M = number of DOFs in one arm
If the correlation coefficient from the regression term in Equation 23 approaches 1.0,
then the gesture is classified as two-handed. No two-handed motion in any of my antici-
patory motion experiments had a correlation coefficient (R2 value) below 0.998.
3.1.4.2 Find & Extract the Symbol
Since this work focuses on hand and body gestures, the symbol is a unique hand configura-
tion that holds a social meaning. Thus, a representative hand configuration must be found
from the input motion.
Gestures have a direction constraint, in that one or both hands during gestures are typ-
ically directed toward something; for example, consider stop gestures, waving, beckoning,
or pointing, all of which make no sense if the hand changes orientation relative to some
world constraint. Thus, the algorithm uses the hand normal vector (HNV, a vector directed
outward from the plane that is parallel to the palm of the robot’s hand) as the feature from
which the motion graph is constructed. This unit vector (palm normal) is calculated for all
discrete time increments in the trajectory, and it is represented in world coordinates, not a
local vector relative to the hand orientation.
As shown in Figure 5, the hand normal vector is easily calculated from two world
points: the hand centroid (xhc, yhc, zhc) and a point one unit in the direction perpendicular
outward from the palm (xhnv, yhnv, zhnv) by subtraction. The original motion graph im-
plementation, which clusters frames from a set of motions, was modified to use the hand
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Figure 5: The hand normal vector extends outward from the palm perpendicular to the
plane of the hand.
normal vector and a corpus of frames from a single motion rather than a set of motions
[61]. Multiple features in addition to the HNV could be combined for posture extraction
with my novel approach, but the given results demonstrate the power of this technique to
extract the symbol frame using a single feature. Accuracy of symbol extraction is likely to
increase as more features are added for posture extraction.
Given two hand normal vectors from frames f1 and f2 respectively, f1 and f2 belong to
the same motion graph cluster if the criteria in Equation 25 is satisfied for appropriately
sized increment thresholds for the two rotation angles, ∆θ and ∆φ.





∆θ > |θ f 1 − θ f 2| and ∆φ > |φ f 1 − φ f 2| (25)
where,
(x,y,z) = coordinate of hnv or hc in Cartesian, world coordinates
hnv = denotes hand normal vector endpoint (i.e. vector head)
hc = denotes hand centroid point
φ f 1 = φ formed from f1 coordinates
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θ f 2 = θ formed from f2 coordinates
Within each cluster, for each DOF, euler angles for all frames in the cluster are averaged
together (DOF h shown in Equation 26). Then, a single representative frame for each clus-
ter is composed from the set of averaged data for all DOFs, pcluster = {pclusterh}, h = 1, . . . , H,
which creates frames in the anticipatory motion which do not occur in the original motion.
If the HNV angular thresholds for clusters are set too high then the graph will have few








xh(i) = joint position of DOF h at time index i
Y = number of frames in the cluster
i = time index of respective cluster frames from original motion
h = index for degrees-of-freedom
At least one node in resultant motion graph will contain a frame similar to the symbol
in the original motion. To identify the symbol cluster (i.e. node) in the motion graph,
the gesture (i.e. given input motion) is assumed to contain a large set of hand poses to
ensure that the expressive message is received. Under this assumption, a large number
of frames will contain the representative symbol hand configuration. After creating the
motion graph, all of these frames should end up in the same node. Therefore, of all clusters
in the motion graph, the symbol cluster is defined as the cluster in the motion graph with
the largest quantity of frames.
3.1.4.3 Find Cluster-to-Cluster Transitions
The angular criteria in Equation 24 is extended to incorporate derivative information by
using windows of frames to become the distance metric (Equation 28) for determining






|θxak − θxbK+1−k |+ |φxai − φxbK+1−k | (27)
where,
w,u = cluster indices being checked for transition (w 6= u)
xai = ith frame in window beginning at original trajectory frame xa1; xa1 ∈ Cu
xb j = jth frame in window ending at original trajectory frame xbK; xbK ∈ Cw
K = number of samples in transition window
Let xa1 be an arbitrary frame from the original trajectory that belongs to cluster Cu.
Similarly, let xbK be an arbitrary frame from the original trajectory that belongs to cluster
Cw. Variables i and j represent index counters for two separate windows of frames of
length K. One window begins at original trajectory frame xa1, and the other window ends
at original trajectory frame xbK. Each frame in each cluster has an associated window of
frames. After all distances for all possible pairs of windows between two clusters have
been calculated according to Equation 27, a directed edge is added from cluster Cu to Cw if
D (as calculated in Equation 28) is less than a predetermined distance threshold.
D = dist(Cu,Cw) (28)
= min
xa1,xbK
dist(xa1, xbK),∀xa1 ∈ Cu,∀xbK ∈ Cw
where,
w,u = cluster indices being checked for transition (w 6= u)
xai = ith frame in window beginning at frame xa1; xa1 ∈ Cu
xb j = jth frame in window ending at frame xbK; xbK ∈ Cw
D = HNV angular distance metric
Intuitively, cluster transitions are calculated in this manner because all frames within a
single cluster are similar according to the hand normal vector. The directed edge implies
that motion can transition unidirectionally from one cluster to the other (i.e. from Cu to Cw
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but not necessarily vice-versa) Thus, the distance metric is constructed to count forward
from frame xa1 and backward from xbK, the respective candidate cluster frames. As a
result, pairs of frames after xa1 are compared with frames before frame xbK to find out if
velocity and acceleration in the original trajectory were similar. If the inter-cluster distance
D is small between Cu and Cw, it means that directionally, the representative frames for
these clusters, pu and pw (respectively) are good candidates for blending over a window
of length K, since a similar transition existed in the original trajectory.
All possible pairs of representative frames in the motion graph are tested according
to the distance metric in Equation 28 to find all clusters in the motion graph that should
be connected by a directed edge. An edge between clusters represents two representative
frames that are similar enough to be sequentially executed (or blended between) on the
robot to create motion. Smaller values of D identify cluster pairs that are candidates
for transition points. Low thresholds on D will create lower graph connectivity. Longer
original trajectories have higher potential for creating motion graphs which have more
node transitions. Higher graph connectivity allows the symbol to occur sooner in the
anticipatory motion, as compared to a graph with lower connectivity.
The number of samples in the transition window, K, is set based upon the desired
length of the transition between motions. One approach is to set K empirically [62], but a
more dynamic approach would vary this transition time length based on a distance metric
between frames being blended (see Section 3.1.4.4 for more details).
3.1.4.4 Compose the Anticipatory Motion
The anticipatory motion path through the motion graph is determined by beginning at the
cluster that contains the initial frame from the original motion and following the path with
fewest number of transitions to the symbol cluster (i.e. the node with the most frames
in the graph), so the symbol occurs as soon as possible in the anticipatory motion. For
motions with cyclic components, e.g. waving, the symbol cluster in the motion graph
may be passed more than once. For cyclic motions, the resultant anticipatory motion is
constrained to exhibit the same number of cycles as the original motion, which is easily
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accomplished by observing the number of temporal discontinuities for frames in the sym-
bol cluster. This is possible because the original motion is produced from a continuous
trajectory for each DOF that has been discretely sampled, as is the case with all trajectories
executed on computer-controlled hardware. After passing the symbol cluster the same
number of times as in the original motion, the anticipatory motion can take any path to
conclude at the cluster that contains the final frame from the original motion.
Since this particular algorithm creates motion from a graph structure, it allows for the
creation of multiple anticipatory variants from one given motion. This flexibility is an
advantage for my system, where creating human-like motion is a goal. For example, under
certain circumstances one anticipatory variant might be better suited to meet the timing
needs in particular context. In the experiments presented herein, the anticipatory variant
with shortest time to the symbol was selected, to prove the benefits of anticipatory motion.
But in general, the variant that best meets the needs of the system at that point in time
should be selected. As long as the selected variant remains anticipatory (i.e. the symbol
occurs sooner than in the original motion), the benefits discussed in my experiments with
anticipatory motion will still apply.
xnewd(t) = slerp(pu(t), pw(t),α(t)) (29)
where,
α(t) = weight function at index t, designed for continuity
d = dth DOF in full body posture
t = frame index during transition, −1 < t < K
Anticipatory motion is synthesized in one of two ways. (1) When few or no candi-
date transitions exist that will allow an anticipatory variant of the motion to be extracted
from the motion graph, splines are used between frames that represent the clusters’ joint-
space averages to generate the anticipatory variant to guarantee continuity of posture,
velocity, acceleration, and other higher order state derivatives. (2) When motion needs
to be generated using more of the frames from the original motion (e.g. when higher
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frequency information would be lost in joint-space blending), the transition window from
Section 3.1.4.3 can be utilized for spherical linear interpolation (Equation 29) with a prop-
erly designed blending weight function for continuity (see reference [61] for examples of
weighting functions that offer C1 continuity).
Regardless of the choice of (1) or (2), the anticipatory motion is reproduced using the
joint angle data from all the DOFs. Since one frame of joint-angle data consists of all
DOFs needed to generate motion, during motion synthesis redundancy is not an issue
for this approach, as it might be if trajectories were represented for synthesis as sequences
of HNVs, thereby creating a many-to-one mapping from Cartesian space to joint space.
3.1.5 Hypotheses
Other researchers have shown that event sequences from human movement generate prior
expectancies regarding the occurrence of future events, and these expectancies play a
critical role in conveying expressive qualities and communicative intent through the move-
ment [63]. But, I have three hypotheses about the anticipatory motion for robots generated
using my algorithm:
• H1: The symbol extracted using the procedure will yield the frame from the motion
with the highest recognition accuracy of any frame in the trajectory.
• H2: In the anticipatory motions generated by the algorithm, human observers will
label motion intent earlier than they can label the intent in the original motion.
• H3: Anticipatory motion is beneficial in helping observers predict motion intent only
during a specific range in timing relative to the symbol. If an observer watches robot
motion beyond the symbol frame, they will be able to predict motion intent with
equal accuracy for anticipatory motion and the original counterpart.
Three experiments test these hypotheses, which were conducted on separate days us-
ing different sets of human participants. The intersection of these participant sets is a null
set to eliminate bias in any of the three experiments.
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3.1.6 Experiment 1: Symbol Validation
To test H1, I must determine if any other frame in the motion yields higher recognition ac-
curacy (i.e. higher labeling accuracy) than the frame extracted by my algorithm, classified
as the symbol. Thus, participants were shown still images taken from frames in motion
trajectories and asked to label robot motions in the absence of motion.
3.1.6.1 Experimental Design
A set of thirteen original motions were obtained via animation with Maya1 3-D animation
software or retargeting from human motion capture data. The gestures were: bow, beckon,
shrug, point, stop, wave, fist bump, yes!, Mmm...tasty, cuckoo, knock, Shhh..., reach. These
original motions were executed on the hardware and videotaped to access individual
video frames. The algorithm was used to extract the symbol from each of these original
gestures. The frame in the original motion that was nearest to the symbol was found, using
a Euclidean distance metric in torque space. This became the representative symbol frame
in the original motion. Some examples of symbols from Experiment 1 motions are shown
in Figure 6.
Figure 6: Example symbols on the Simon hardware extracted using the anticipation
algorithm. Left to right: Bow, Point, Shhh..., I Don’t Know
Since the goal of the experiment was to compare robot states (i.e. poses) based on visual
differences, it was necessary to penalize the distance metric for pose variations that appear
1Copyright 2011 Autodesk, Inc. All rights reserved.
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significantly different when viewed in Cartesian space. A joint-angle-space metric was
insufficient because this treats all DOFs similarly when viewing poses in Cartesian space.
For example, moving the wrist a small amount, does not make the robot configuration
appear as different as moving the torso by the same amount. Furthermore, since gestures
are predominantly free-space motions, payloads were irrelevant. Also weight-tuning was
avoided for a weighted joint-space metric by using a torque-space metric. A torque-space
metric more consistently gives a ‘weighted’ distance metric, which yields greater penalty
for deviations in DOFs closer to the root (center-of-mass) in the chain, and produces better
pose-dependent penalties in Cartesian space for gestures.
Once the symbol frame in the original motion was determined, the same distance
metric was used to calculate the maximum composite torque-space distance from all other
frames in the motion with respect to the symbol frame. This quantified the range of poses
for a given original motion, which allowed them to be ordered according to the metric. The
experiment cannot use all frames from all motions because some of original motions have
over 300 frames. To do so would result in too many experimental conditions, necessitating
too many human participants. Thus, this space was sampled uniformly to select six other
uniformly-distanced frames. A true uniform sampling was not possible since the sample
was selected from the finite number of frames that exist. Therefore, the selection of the
frames was as close to uniform as possible. For all thirteen motions, selections included
frames from before and after the symbol. All frames came from the original motion, since
this experiment was testing whether the extracted frame is the frame of the original motion
that produces the highest motion recognition accuracy from participants (i.e. the true
symbol).
In this experiment, participants viewed one frame from each of the 13 motions in a
random order, and were asked to label it with their best guess.
Participants were given the option to abstain from guessing, if they had no label for the
motion. As a practice example, participants viewed one of seven possible frames from one
of the 13 motions (randomly selected). After the practice example, the participants viewed
only one of the seven possible frames from each of the remaining twelve other motions.
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Motion order and frame were randomized. Participants were not allowed to go back to
review a previous motion or change a label once they had guessed.
This experiment contained one independent variable, which is distance from symbol
frame. Since seven still frames were used for each of the thirteen motions, 224 participants
were recruited to participate, yielding a sample size of 32 per still image. All participants
saw one of seven possible random frames from all thirteen motions. The high number of
participants is necessary for increased data resolution, since results will be expressed in
percentages of participants. 32 participants per condition results in a resolution of 3.125%.
In analysis of the data from Experiment 1, overall gesture recognition accuracy is irrele-
vant. The results should determine if the algorithm can pick out the “best” frame from the
given set of all possible frames in a motion. Thus, the relative recognition accuracy between
frames of the same gesture is the only important criterion. “Best” is the frame with highest
recognition accuracy relative to all other frames.
3.1.6.2 Results
To demonstrate the relationship between frames in the motion relative to the symbol frame,
the results depict the correlation between the distance metric (relative to the symbol) and
percentage of participants who correctly labeled each still image. These results are shown
for all thirteen motions from Experiment 1 in Table 1, where the numbers presented are the
coefficients of determination from a monotonically decreasing power series fit of “percent
correctly labeled” versus “distance from the symbol” ordered so that the symbol frame
is far left and the frame furthest from the symbol is far right. A sample regressive fit is
shown in Figure 7 for the bow motion, and the average of all motions is shown in Figure
8 with error bars. The fits for the other motions resemble these two plots. For the results
presented in Table 1, any still images that had 0% correct recognition for any motion are
excluded from the analysis.
A coefficient of determination of 1.0 means that the percent of participants who cor-
rectly labeled motion intent is perfectly correlated to distance from the symbol frame.
Thus, the composite statistic (using the data from all thirteen motions) of 0.9944 indicates
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Table 1: Coefficient of determination from monotonically decreasing power series fits of
percentage correctly labeled versus distance from symbol frame. Maximum percentage
correctly labeled (PCL) for any still image for each motion from anticipation Experiment 1.
Motion Coeff. of Det. Max. PCL
Bow 0.9025 93.8
Beckon 0.9804 59.4












a strong correlation between torque-space distance from the symbol frame and ability of
participants to accurately predict motion intent from still images. The high coefficient of
determination and a fit that is monotonically decreasing with distance from the symbol is
evidence that my algorithm extracts the true symbol frame. In short, based on the results
from this experiment, when frames with a torque-space distance further from the symbol
(which equates to poses less similar to the symbol) were shown to participants, they were
less likely to predict the motion intent accurately.
The right-hand column in Table 1 shows the maximum percentage (for any frame)
correctly labeled for each given motion. Even in motions where participants were unable
to recognize a motion well on average, the high values of correlation still indicate that
the algorithm was extracting frames that yield highest recognition. This reinforces the
statement made previously that relative recognition accuracy between frames of the same
gesture was more important than overall accuracy rate for motions in Experiment 1. Thus,
use of less familiar or less common motions does not impact the experimental results.
Furthermore, in 12 of the 13 motions, the highest percent labeling accuracy occurred at
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Figure 7: Sample regressive fit from anticipation Experiment 1. Percent of participants
who correctly labeled each static frame of the bowing motion versus torque-space distance
from the true symbol frame. High coefficient of determination and monotonically
decreasing with distance from the symbol means that my algorithm extracts the true
symbol frame.
the symbol frame. The exception was the ‘reach’ motion, where the labeling accuracy was
3% higher for the frame closest to the symbol. Reaching motion is a function of direction-
ality. A reaching motion played forward looks like a ‘placing’ motion (without context),
and a reaching motion executed backward is easily mistaken for a ‘picking’ or ‘grabbing’
motion. This directionality is absent in still frames, which suggests that prediction of intent
for reaching depended more on context than the other motions in this study.
Given the high correlation between recognition accuracy and distance from symbol
frame across motions and the fact that 12 of 13 motions had highest concentration of recog-
nition accuracy near the symbol frame, I concluded that H1 holds true and my algorithm
was extracting the true motion symbols.
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Figure 8: Average percent of participants who correctly labeled each static frame of all
motions from anticipation Experiment 1 vs. average torque distance from the true symbol
frame (Newton-meters). High coefficient of determination and monotonically decreasing
with distance from the symbol means that my algorithm extracts the true symbol frame.
3.1.7 Experiment 2: Communication of Intent
Experiment 2 was designed to test whether humans can perceive motion intent sooner in
anticipatory motion. This experiment also tested whether humans are confident enough
to consistently guess a motion’s intent prior to the symbol frame.
3.1.7.1 Experimental Design
Six motions from Experiment 1 were selected, and videos of these motions on the hardware
were recorded. For the experiment, HTML and Javascript code was written that would
progress through videos at random. To properly control the experimental conditions and
measure accurate timing data, all participants accessed the code-based interface through
the same computer, running the files locally on the computer, rather than over the internet.
Six of the eight motions from Experiment 1 for which any frame was correctly labeled
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by greater than 53.0% of participants, as shown in Table 1, were selected because for
Experiment 2 overall gesture recognition accuracy mattered. Thus, common gestures and
communicative motions that would be familiar to the largest number of participants were
selected and less common motions such as ‘Mmmm...tasty’ which had a maximum of 9.4%
correct recognition for any still image frame in Experiment 1 were eliminated. The six
motions selected were: bow, beckon,‘I don’t know’, point, stop, and wave.
Participants viewed each of the six motions only once, and for each motion, the motion
version (anticipatory or original) was randomly selected. The participants were instructed
to click the “stop video” button immediately, when they thought that they could label the
motion. The stop video button was very large to minimize cursor localization time lag.
After clicking, the screen changed to a blank screen with an empty prompt for typing a
label. The code logged the time from start of video playing to click of the stop button.
If the user didn’t click the stop button and the end of the video was reached, the screen
automatically transitioned to the page prompting for the motion label.
Videos of the robot hardware were used instead of the actual hardware for two reasons:
safety and data integrity. It is safer to stop a video and have it disappear, than to have the
real hardware freeze and hold a position upon press of a button. Second, the motion and
all poses should disappear from view to ensure that participants were not relying more
heavily upon the keyframe where motion ceased in decision making.
To encourage participants to watch as much motion as they needed, “no label” was
not an option. If a participant left the response box blank or input characters that were
not a label, this data was excluded from the experimental results. Since only the time
when a human can first label a motion is important, if participants were unable to label the
motion, then their answer provides no data for the experiment. Under ideal conditions, all
participants would have labeled all motions correctly and waited only the minimum time
necessary before pressing the stop button. Participants were not allowed to re-watch any
videos.
To provide extra incentive, participants were told that only the two participants with
the fastest times to correctly label all six motions would receive $10.00 each for their
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participation in the experiment. The instructions were clear that only times when videos
were actually playing counted toward their cumulative time total. They were allowed to
spend as much time as they wanted typing in their labels for the motions.
3.1.7.2 Results
Eighty-two participants contributed to Experiment 2. This high quantity of participants is
driven by two experimental conditions and the fact that only correct responses are valid
data. I did not analyze data prior to experiment completion (to know how many responses
were invalid data), and thus, to ensure adequate amounts of data were collected, many
participants were required. Using only the correctly-labeled responses, Figure 9 clearly
shows that average participant stop time is statistically significant for all six motions when
comparing data from original and anticipatory motion versions. Since there are two ver-
sions of each motion and data is comprised of only the correct responses for each motion,
the average stop times in Figure 9 are determined from 37-41 correct responses. The mo-
tions in Figure 9 are ordered from left to right in order of increasing symbol time difference
between the original and anticipatory motions to demonstrate that predictability of motion
intent from the symbol is not a strong function of how much the symbol moves relative to
its timing in the original motion. Even with as little as 100 milliseconds of symbol timing
difference in the beckon motion, intent was still more easily predicted with anticipatory
motion. One possible reason is that motion at one time frame is dependent upon the
previous frames (i.e. discrete states of motion trajectories are not independent). Thus,
moving the symbol affects the previous frames to varying extents. By moving the symbol,
human observers have more information about intent even before the symbol frame, and
the symbol frame is not the sole means by which human perceive intent.
The majority of participants watched motions less than the symbol time before stop-
ping to label the motion. Across all six motions, 74% of correct responses from anticipatory
motions were labeled before the symbol, and 65.9% of original motions were labeled before
the symbol. From this, I concluded that people are developing a mental model of motion
intent while viewing motion. This prediction of intent via the motion communication
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Figure 9: Average stop times and symbol times for all six motions, both anticipatory
and original versions. From left to right, difference in original and anticipatory symbol
times increase. Error bars show that average stop time between original and anticipatory
motions is statistically significant for all motions.
channel could explain why turns can overlap in turn taking activities, or humans can react
preemptively to partner motions in collaborative tasks.
On average, with the six anticipatory motions in Experiment 2, participants reacted
697 milliseconds sooner to anticipatory motion with correctly labeled responses for mo-
tion intent. This finding supports H2, and provides evidence that (1) when motions are
familiar, humans can discern intent from motion, (2) the social cue for turns of dynamic
collaboration is not restricted to action completion, (3) anticipatory motion leads to earlier
correct labeling of motion intent than motions that are not anticipatory.
Comparing composite data for recognition accuracy of anticipatory motion against
the original motion shows that by averaging over all six motions, anticipatory motion
was labeled correctly 85% of the time versus 83% for the original motion. Treating all
motions as six samples of a single distribution, the data for correct labeling fails statistical
significance tests (N=6, p>0.05), and thus this is evidence that averaging motions that
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terminate at arbitrarily different points in time is inappropriate. This is motivation and
rationale as to why H3 is hypothesized with a timing relative to the symbol, instead of
being a function of absolute time.
Finally, comparing the results from the first two experiments, overall response rates for
correct labeling were higher for motion than for static images. This suggests that motion
conveys more information about intent than a single frame. Even though both experi-
ments were largely devoid of context, ambiguities in motion intent were better resolved
by viewing more frames.
3.1.8 Experiment 3: Quantifying the Optimum Time Range
In the final anticipatory motion experiment, the time range over which anticipatory motion
is beneficial for human-robot communication was quantified. In this experiment, gener-
alizations across motions needed to made, and therefore a variable that is not specific to
a particular motion was required. H3 is based upon the logic that if the symbol is the
most important frame in the entire motion, then once an observer has seen it, they will
gain very little (in terms of determining intent) from watching the rest of the motion. To
generalize across motions, percent of symbol time was selected as the variable by which
group categories were divided in this experiment. For example, 10% means that the [test
video length] divided by the [time at which the symbol occurs] equals 0.1.
3.1.8.1 Experimental Design
There were two independent variables for this experiment: motion end time and motion
type. Motion end time had one of seven values: videos that ended at 20% increments with
respect to symbol time, up to 120%, and the entire motion. With each of these there were
two possible motion versions that a participant could see: anticipatory or original motion.
Using web-based code running on a single computer (similar to the setup in Experi-
ment 2), one of the two possible versions for each of six different motion videos, each of
which ended at one of seven possible (randomly-selected) end times, were displayed in
a random order. Participants watched one video to the predetermined concluding point,
then the screen would blank and prompt them for a label for the particular motion they
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had just watched. Participants were encouraged to label the motions, even if they were
uncertain. If they had no guess, “no label” was an option. Only correctly labeled data was
included in the analysis. The experiment concluded when a participant had watched all
six gestures.
Since the symbol occurred at different points in time for different motions, using sym-
bol time as the division variable means that based on robot velocity for a given motion,
participants watched different amounts of motion for different lengths of time for the same
20% division across all six different motion videos.
3.1.8.2 Results
Two-hundred ten participants were recruited, which yields a sample size of fifteen per time
division. For each of the seven stop time divisions (20%, 40%,...,120%, and entire motion)
and two motion version groups (original and anticipatory), statistics were tallied across all
motions for the average number of participants who correctly labeled the motion video.
Each group in each division is an average of six motions, and all participants observed all
six motions, where each motion was randomly selected as original or anticipatory.
The results in Figure 10 show that in the time range between 40% to 100% of the
symbol, anticipatory motion is recognized more accurately (p<0.05). The data collected
after the symbol time and too early in the motion is not statistically significant between
anticipatory motion and the original motion. I speculate that for 20% of the symbol time,
too little motion was seen to yield accurate guessing. As the motions progressed beyond
the symbol time in each video, the anticipatory effects were not beneficial with respect
to predicting intent because both the original and anticipatory motions had both shown
enough representative motion. The data in Figure 10 supports H3. Moreover, it quantifies
the time range relative to the symbol when benefits of including an early symbol in motion
are gained: 40% to 100% of symbol time.
More participants correctly labeled motion when they were allowed to watch more
motion. Consider Experiment 2 relative to Experiment 3. In Experiment 2, nearly all
participants waited beyond 20% of symbol time to stop the video to label motion. In
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Figure 10: Average number of participants who correctly labeled the motions based on
motion end time relative to symbol frame. Comparisons in each division for original and
anticipatory motion. 6 motions total, 15 participants per motion. * = statistically significant
(p<0.05).
Experiment 3, participants were forced out of their comfort zone, since they were not
allowed to wait until they felt confident in their label for motion intent. However, results
still demonstrate excellent performance when participants are asked to predict intent when
viewing short motion segments. In contrast to Experiment 1, the 20% of symbol time
correct response rates for viewing these short motion clips were often lower than that of
certain static images. This can be partially attributed to viewing time. In Experiment
1, participants were allowed view a static image as long as they wanted before labeling
without penalty. In Experiment 3, the short motion clips disappeared as soon as they were
complete. Thus, to draw any conclusions about the precise reasons for these differences,
viewing time would have had to have been a controlled variable. However, these conclu-
sions are beyond the scope of my hypotheses.
Recognition accuracy was much higher for motions than for static images. For ex-
ample, using the six motions from Experiment 3 compared to same six static symbol
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frames from Experiment 1, the data shows that when participants watched all motion
up to the symbol frame, recognition accuracy was 89.4% (average for all six motions).
However, using only the static symbol frames, average recognition accuracy for all six
motions dropped to 72.4%. Motion was easier to correctly label as more of it was seen.
3.1.9 Discussion
The value of communicative anticipatory motion is derived from the benefits of knowing
motion intent sooner. In the experiments, the data showed 697 milliseconds earlier average
reaction time with anticipatory motion. There are many examples of how earlier reaction
time can be beneficial during interaction with humans. For example, in coupled interaction
tasks, 697 extra milliseconds to respond can make the difference between not dropping the
object that the human and robot are carrying together. Even in ordinary interactions, 697
extra milliseconds can possibly alter perceived responsiveness of the agent and ultimately
be the difference between frustration and pleasure for the human partner in the interaction.
The instrumental task utility of anticipatory motion is an important element of future work
in this domain. For example, if humans interact longer because the interaction is more
enjoyable with a more responsive agent, robots can learn more from humans and both
partners benefit.
The main limitation of the anticipatory algorithm is that it depends on the motion
having variance in the hand normal vector throughout the duration, as would be expected
from human motion. For extremely simple motions, such as those where available DOFs
on the robot rotate only about one axis, if the HNV is orthogonal to the sole axis of rotation,
then all frames in the motion end up in the same cluster in the motion graph. In such cases,
no anticipatory motion can be produced using the current formulation of the algorithm.
The other drawback for my anticipatory motion algorithm is that it relies upon pres-
ence of a hand and/or body symbol, which is not always present for all gestures. For
example, yes, no, and head turning gestures will produce potentially nonsensical results
from my anticipation algorithm because these gestures do not possess a single static time
instant that captures the motion distinctly. Rather, in these gestures, information is spread
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uniformly throughout the gesture, and the motion acquires its meaning primarily through
movement.
3.1.10 Summary
This section presented an autonomous algorithm that creates communicative anticipatory
motion variants from a single motion exemplar that has hand and body symbols as a part
of its communicative intent. The algorithm was validated to ensure that it extracts the
most salient frame (i.e. the true symbol) which is most informative about motion intent to
human observers. Furthermore, the experiments showed that anticipatory variants created
with the algorithm allow humans to discern motion intent sooner than motions without
anticipation, and that humans are able to reliably predict motion intent prior to the symbol
frame when motion is anticipatory. Finally, the time range for robot motion when the




Figure 11: Section 3.2 discusses exaggeration.
Exaggeration is the second of the three communicative motion algorithms discussed
in this thesis, as shown in Figure 11. It occurs second in the series of three in the high-
level motion algorithm because it modifies the input motion spatially to emphasize the
task to the appropriate extent. It should follow anticipation because anticipation creates
a preparatory effect for the task, and secondary motion should follow exaggeration to
respond appropriately to the emphasized task [64].
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For a social robot to take advantage of its body like humans do, techniques are required
to autonomously modify its instrumental task motion for communicative social task ele-
ments, such as directing attention. Currently, other than eye gaze and referential gestures
(e.g. pointing), the relationship between robot motion and observer attention is not well
understood. In addition to these explicit ways of directing attention, social robots should
be able to communicate saliency and direct attention in all motions.
Exaggeration, a core principle of computer animation [41], is defined in abstract terms
as developing the essence of an idea, where a moderate version of something is replaced by
a more extreme version. In theory, if a social robot needs to attract attention to a certain
body part or region, it can be exaggerated relative to the rest of its body. Exaggeration is
especially important before rapid motion to ensure that observers are directed to receive
information about to be communicated. Exaggeration can be accomplished by minimizing
motion of less important body regions, amplifying motion of the salient regions, or both.
Exaggeration can apply to size (i.e. spatial amplitude) or speed of a motion trajectory
(i.e. temporal). For social robots, exaggeration is important in interactions with human
partners who are unfamiliar with their channels of communication. Human interaction
partners can overlook the methods that a robot uses to communicate with them, especially
when communication modes are subtle. The added benefit of using motion as a com-
munication channel is that it is a more natural method of communication than explicitly
stating internal state information. The open research question is how a social robot can
autonomously synthesize exaggerated motion, rather than relying upon a priori design.
When I discussed anticipatory motion in Section 3.1, I talked about anticipation, pri-
mary motion, and follow-through. The primary motion is the task or intent of the action
that the robot is trying to accomplish, and some parts of the robot body predominantly
contribute to primary motion, while others only contribute to secondary motion. I define
exaggerated motion as any trajectory where there is greater contrast between body parts
that contribute to primary and secondary motion. In doing so, the robot can communicate
importance to human partners and observer eye will be drawn to the important action (i.e.
the task the robot is performing).
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3.2.2 Insight
The relationship between motion and subsequent observer attention has been studied
in different contexts. For example, unexpected changes in motion direction will attract
attention [65]. And when watching videos, movement features, such as magnitude and
direction, impact observer eye movement [66]. Since I don’t want to fundamentally change
the motion type, I focus upon motion magnitude and its impact upon attention to harness
this relationship for use in social robots. Thus, I developed a motion synthesis algorithm,
the output of which produces reliable and consistent predictability in location of observer
gaze.
3.2.3 Goal
In Section 3.2.5, concrete hypotheses for the exaggerated motion experiments will be de-
fined, but in general, robots that display exaggerated motion direct the attention of their
human partners to important body parts. Therefore, the goals are to:
• design an autonomous algorithm that creates an exaggerated variant of a given mo-
tion exemplar, that has predictable observer attention direction for longer periods of
time than motions without exaggeration
• test whether human partners can perceive the difference in motion with exaggerated
motion effects
• determine whether human express a preference for exaggerated or unexaggerated
motion
• demonstrate the benefits of using exaggerated motion in human-robot interaction,
such as directing the attention of the human partner to body parts with more en-
ergy, improving accuracy of contextual prediction, and increasing human partners’
retention of interaction details
• understand whether exaggerated motion is more robot-like, human-like, or cartoon-
like, than unexaggerated motion
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3.2.4 Algorithm
Exaggerated motion techniques developed for cartoon or virtual characters cannot be di-
rectly applied to robots because fundamental differences exist in the real-world. For ex-
ample, cartoon and virtual characters exist in worlds where physics often can be broken
without consequences. In these environments, exaggerated motion is unlimited by real-
world constraints such as torque or velocity limits of actual hardware. The extent of
exaggeration that can be produced safely on a robot is less than on cartoon or virtual
character due to hardware constraints. My algorithm was designed to transform motion
through exaggeration, while respecting the boundaries of the real-world.
Exaggeration in joint-space can be produced by identifying the appropriate coordinates
to modify for a given motion and then diminishing or amplifying these torque trajectories.
Additional steps are necessary if the exaggerated motion must maintain certain features
of the input motion (e.g. still be perceived as a representative exemplar of the input
motion type). The nature and definition of exaggeration in other mediums such as cartoons
and virtual animation provide insight into how to appropriately adjust a trajectory for
exaggerated motion effect. For example, important body parts must be amplified and less
important body parts should be diminished so that gaze is directed away from regions of
the motion which are less important.
My algorithm leverages relative magnitudes and directions of torque in the given mo-
tion to exaggerate the trajectories without changing the representative exemplar type, since
the relative actuation and timings of these degrees-of-freedom are known to produce one
variant of the desired gesture. Logically then, relative DOF importance is determined by
the amount of actuation in the degrees-of-freedom, which can be measured by torque.
Inspired by other research that examines the decomposition of motion by magnitude of
actuation into coordinates in separate spaces [67, 68, 69], I exploit the variance in actuation
among all degrees-of-freedom for a given motion to parameterize that motion according to
a spectrum of actuation. In doing so, relative importance of all DOFs remains constant in
my algorithm, which ensures that as long as physical limitations (e.g. joint limits, torque
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limits) are not exceeded, the exaggerated version of the motion will also be of the same
motion type as the input.
Let qj be the torque trajectory for DOF j of the original input motion with T equidistant
time samples. For a robot with M degrees-of-freedom, the torque trajectories are organized
into a column-stacked matrix τ = [q0,q1, ...,qM]. To identify the actuation spectrum ordered
by DOF for a given motion, a singular value decomposition (SVD) is performed on the
covariance matrix in Equation 30 to obtain an M x M matrix of eigenvectors, denoted U,
and an M x M matrix with eigenvalues along the diagonal, denoted Λ. The magnitude
of the eigenvalues corresponds to a measure of the torque variance within the motion (i.e.
larger eigenvalue indicates more torque variance for that specific DOF in the motion).
SVD((τ − µ)T(τ − µ)) (30)
where,
M = number of DOFs
µM = mean torque of DOF M for the entire trajectory
µ1 = mean torque of DOF 1 for the entire trajectory
T = number of equidistant time samples in the original trajectory
µ = M x T stacked matrix, each column is [µ1...µM]T
τ = M x T column stacked matrix of command torques for the original trajectory
The largest gap in the distribution of the eigenvalues defines a threshold, λth, which
separates the corresponding eigenvectors into mostly actuated and near-unactuated eigen-
vectors. For reference, typically less than ten eigenvectors exist in the mostly actuated set.
The parameter αalgo quantifies the amount of exaggeration for all DOFs in torque space.
Larger values of αalgo equate to more exaggeration. Since exaggeration has a “polarizing”
effect upon motion, pushing motion toward extremes (i.e. highly actuated increase in
actuation, near-unactuated become more diminished), all eigenvalues along the diagonal
of Λ are modified according to the following four rules for DOF j, since αalgo ≥ 1:




2. If λj < λth and λj > 1, then λjnew = λ
−αalgo
j .
3. If λj > λth and λj < 1, then λjnew = λ
−αalgo
j .
4. If λj > λth and λj > 1, then λjnew = λ
αalgo
j .
These four rules are systematically designed to divide the two subspaces of a trajectory:
primary and secondary motion. Rules one and two diminish the minimally existent actu-
ation in near-unactuated torques in the original motion (i.e. diminish secondary motion);
rules three and four exaggerate the torques in highly-actuated coordinates (i.e. amplifying
primary motion). The composite effect of all four rules create the contrast necessary for
exaggeration.
A new diagonal matrix, denoted Λnew, is formed from the new eigenvalues by re-
placing the eigenvalues in Λ by their corresponding amplified or diminished versions.
Along with Λnew, the original eigenvectors are used to determine the new torque matrix of
exaggerated and diminished torques as shown in Equation 31. τnew is the torque trajectory
that is commanded to robot actuators to produce exaggerated motion.
τnew = UTΛnewU + µ (31)
where,
τnew = torque trajectory with exaggeration
Λnew = M x M diagonal matrix of modified eigenvalues
U = M x M column stacked matrix of eigenvectors
The upper bound on αalgo is motion dependent and is a function of the maximum
torque limits of the robot actuators. For safety, I set the upper bound on αalgo to be the
minimum value that would cause any motor to exceed its torque limit.
3.2.5 Hypotheses
I have several hypotheses about the algorithm that I developed, the exaggerated motion it
produces, and the benefits that it brings to social robot interaction with a human partner.
These hypotheses are as follows:
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• H1: Humans can perceive the difference between exaggerated and unexaggerated
motion.
• H2: Exaggerated motion will appear to be more cartoon-like than unexaggerated
motion.
• H3: Exaggerated motion increases the pleasure the human experiences from in-
teraction with a social robot as compared to interaction with a robot that exhibits
unexaggerated motion.
• H4: Exaggerated motion will enable human partners to remember more of the inter-
action details.
• H5: Exaggerated motion changes which body parts are salient for a given motion,
and can be used to direct attention through exaggerating parts of the body that
should be noticed and diminishing body parts that should be ignored.
3.2.6 Experiment 1: Testing Memory
To test the five hypotheses in Section 3.2.5, I conducted two experiments using a story-
telling task. Storytelling was suitable for the experimental goals because it minimized the
intellectual load of the human in the interaction, which allowed participants to devote
more attention to the robot. It engaged the human enough to prevent overanalysis of
motion. Furthermore, storytelling provided a context for the interaction, which facilitated
testing the effects of exaggerated motion on memory, to show instrumental HRI benefits.
3.2.6.1 Experimental Design
For use in both experiments, one of Aesop’s fables was adapted to include the robot as a
main character. Thirteen motions were designed to match the computer-synthesized story
spoken in the background, each motion was timed to a particular sentence, so that the
robot acted out what the narrator said. Contrary to other work in the storytelling domain
(e.g. [70]), I tested the effects of human gaze, when the robot was not being responsive to
the human. The robot was like an actor in the story, rather than a storyteller or narrator. So
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as not to elicit attention and potentially corrupt the human eye gaze data being recorded,
the robot made no intentional eye contact with participants, nor did it speak any words.
Furthermore, to test some of my hypotheses, context was completely omitted from the
story. No objects were used, and no other characters in the story physically existed while
the robot acted out the story.
The experiments included two versions of these 13 motions: the original unexagger-
ated motions (UN), and one exaggerated version per motion (EX), created using the algo-
rithm described in Section 3.2.4.
The 13 motions were shown in the same order to all participants because the context
of the experiment was a story. The 13 motions (in story order) were: walk, look up, reach,
look down, beckon, scan, shucks, grrr..., phooey, leave, point, hands open, and wave.
The robot remained idle during the first two sentences of the story, to give participants
a small period of time to get acclimated to the robot appearance and narrator voice. This
period of time is excluded from my data and analysis, since the motions during this time
were identical for all participants.
Four different experimental conditions were created for the story. They had identical
story text, but differed in the motion types that accompanied the speech.
• AE: All motions in the story seen by participants were exaggerated.
• EU: The first seven motions were exaggerated, and the last six motions were unex-
aggerated.
• UE: The first seven motions were unexaggerated, and the last six motions were
exaggerated.
• AU: All motions in the story seen by participants were unexaggerated.
Experiment 1 was designed to test whether exaggerated motion improves recollection
of interaction with the robot. 54 participants (36 male, 18 female) between the ages of 19
and 30 were recruited, which yields 13-14 participants per experimental condition. 29.6%
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of participants had previous experience with any robot, and 31.5% of participants had
participated in a research study before.
Each participant sat in a chair approximately 193.5 centimeters (cm) away from the
robot and watched one of the four different story conditions. A square table (86 cm per
side) stood between the robot and human, so that 94 cm of free space existed for the robot
to perform its motions. The table was not used in Experiment 1 but was necessary as a
control, so that conditions would be as close as possible to Experiment 2. The participants
were not aware of the story before the experiment (unless they knew the original Aesop
version), and they were never shown text of what the narrator was saying until the exper-
iment was over. Prior to beginning the story, the narrator volume was adjusted to each
specific participant’s preference level by sounding a click through the narrator’s speakers.
After participants watched one of the four story conditions, they rated the story mo-
tions according to sixteen variables, each on a 7-level Likert scale. The sixteen variables
were: subtle, entertaining, realistic, exaggerated, expressive, stiff, accentuated, cartoon-
like, life-like, emphatic, emphasized, natural, noticeable, engaging, smooth, and human-
like. The opposite end of each Likert scale was annotated with the corresponding variable
preceded by the word ‘not.’ A Likert value of 1 corresponded to the ‘not’ condition for all
Likert variables.
After completing the Likert questionnaire, participants answered six fill-in-the-blank
questions and three short answer (SA#) questions. The six fill-in-the-blank questions were
taken verbatim from the text that the narrator spoke, so that the objective was to fill in the
exact word spoken from the story. Three questions were taken from each half of the story so
that in conditions EU and UE, participants answered three fill-in-the-blank questions each
from the UN and EX portions of the story. The answers were paired in both story halves
so that these three answers were a location, an object, and an emotion. Unbeknownst to
participants, the correct answer pairs were synonyms in the story context. I.e.,
• Location: High-above and vine.
• Object: Grapes and fruit.
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• Emotion: Discouraged and unhappy.
These pairings tested the effect of exaggeration on memory substitution. In conditions
where the same participant saw motions with and without exaggeration (i.e. EU and UE),
I wanted to test whether people more frequently substitute one answer for the other when
the accompanying motion is UN or EX. A full analysis of this effect requires a high failure
rate on correct responses to the fill-in-the-blank questions or a large number of participants
so that enough data is collected to use appropriate statistical techniques.
The three short answer questions were designed to test H4:
• SA1: What was the title of the story that the robot just told you?
• SA2: What was the moral of the story?
• SA3: What was the color of the object that the robot was trying to reach?
SA1 and SA3 were not explicitly mentioned during the course of the story, and they
were designed as trick questions, also to test memory substitution. The moral of the story
was explicitly mentioned during the ‘hands open’ gesture, which was the second to last
motion in the story.
Following the short answer questions, participants were asked to tell their favorite
part of the story and their favorite motion from the story, and they were prompted for
reasons why they selected these as their favorites. Any blank answers on the short answer
or fill-in-the-blank questions were followed-up during the post-story interview to clarify
whether the participant intentionally left the answers blank. All participants were asked
to estimate the percentage of speech they understood, and data from any participants who
understood less than 85% of the speech (by their own estimate) was excluded.
At the end of Experiment 1, the following data existed per participant:
• Subjective ratings (1-7) for 16 Likert variables.
• Six fill-in-the-blank question answers.
• Three answers to short answer questions.
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• Favorite part of the story and associated reason.
• Favorite motion from the story and associated reason.
3.2.6.2 Results
3.2.6.2.1 EX Improves Interaction Performance
In support of H3, human-robot interaction performance was measured by the success with
which participants were able to remember the story over a short period of time. Thus,
evaluation of performance was based upon the answers to the fill-in-the-blank and short
answer questions.
Table 2: Correct fill-in-the-blank question answers and percent of participants in each
of four conditions who correctly answered the question. Two columns furthest to
the right (UN and EX) exhibit results for percent of correct fill-in-the-blank question
responses grouped according to motion associations are shown cumulatively across all
four conditions.
Answer AE EU UE AU EX UN
high above 71.4 84.6 30.8 42.9 77.8 37.0
grapes 92.9 76.9 38.5 64.3 85.2 51.9
discouraged 85.7 69.2 69.2 64.2 77.8 66.7
fruit 75.9 30.8 69.2 42.9 74.1 37.0
unhappy 85.7 61.5 84.6 71.4 85.2 66.7
vine 85.7 53.8 92.3 64.3 88.9 59.3
The 6 correct fill-in-the-blank question answers were verbatim from the narrator speech
(Table 2). Any answer other than the exact text spoken by the narrator was counted
as an incorrect answer. Each of the six fill-in-the-blank answers were associated to one
sentence and one motion in the story. Each participant saw only either an exaggerated
or unexaggerated motion for each specific sentence that accompanied each motion. As a
result, question answers can be grouped based upon the type of motion seen during the
story when the narrator spoke the associated sentence (i.e. UN or EX). The percent of
correct fill-in-the-blank question responses grouped according to motion associations are
shown cumulatively across all four conditions in the two columns furthest to the right in
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Table 2 (i.e. the UN and EX columns).
Comparing the columns of conditions with some exaggerated motions (AE, EU, and
UE) to the column of data from participants who saw only unexaggerated motions (AU),
more participants remembered the story better when they watched some exaggerated mo-
tions. Observing the two columns on the right in Table 2 where the participant responses
are grouped according to actual motion type (EX or UN) seen while the sentence with
the correct answer in the story was spoken, the trend is stronger, which demonstrates the
benefit that exaggerated motion helps people to remember the story better.
Table 3: Percentages of incorrect answers where fill-in-the-blank question answer pairs
were substituted across categories of (1) location {high above, vine}, (2) object {grapes,
fruit}, (3) emotion {discouraged, unhappy} in each of four story conditions. EX and
UN columns are percent of incorrect fill-in-the-blank question responses substituted
across contextual synonyms, grouped according to the motion type executing when the
substituted word was heard. The left column still defines the question by the intended
correct response.
Answer AE EU UE AU EX UN
high above 75.0 50.0 66.7 12.5 71.8 31.3
grapes 0.0 66.7 75.0 20.0 37.5 43.3
discouraged 100.0 50.0 75.0 20.0 87.5 35.0
fruit 66.7 77.8 75.0 25.0 72.2 37.5
unhappy 0.0 80.0 50.0 0.0 40.0 25.0
vine 100.0 66.7 100.0 20.0 83.3 60.0
In Table 3, EX and UN are accumulated over the motion type that was executing when
the substituted word was heard; this is different than in Table 2 because for percent correct,
the columns entitled UN and EX are tallied over the motion type associated with the text
in the question.
In Table 3, when fill-in-the-blank answers were incorrect, the contextual synonym was
more frequently substituted for the correct response, when the sentence of the synonym
was associated with an exaggerated motion. These substitution results suggest that partic-
ipants retained the words from a particular story sentence in memory better when an exag-
gerated motion was associated with that sentence. The higher percent incorrect and lower
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substitution rates for associated unexaggerated motions imply that, in general, words and
sentences are not retained as well when the associated motion is unexaggerated. Thus,
exaggerated motion has benefits with respect to retaining interaction details and human
memory in storytelling applications.
Similar trends exist for the data collected from the short answer questions. The moral of
the story was explicitly mentioned during the ‘hands open’ gesture, which was the second
to last motion in the story. The moral of the story was “Do not speak disparagingly of
things that you cannot attain.” Table 4 shows the percent of correct answers as a function
of all four conditions and the two most common substitutions grouped according to the
motion type seen when the participant-given answer was spoken by the narrator in the
story.
Table 4: Participant answers for the short answer question regarding the moral of the
story. EX and UN columns are question responses accumulated across all four conditions,
grouped according to the motion type that was executing when the participant-provided
answer was spoken by the narrator. Substitution 1 = word “attain” exchanged for the word
“reach.” Substitution 2 = words “speak disparagingly of” exchanged for “be discouraged
by”.
Answer AE EU UE AU EX UN
Verbatim Correct 35.7 7.7 30.8 0.0 33.2 3.8
Substitution 1 35.7 15.3 7.7 0.0 25.5 3.8
Substitution 2 7.1 30.7 23.1 7.1 19.0 15.1
Four instances of the word “reach” were heard in the story, and all occurred during
the first half of the story. One instance of “discouraged” occurred in the story, and it
occurred in the first half of the story. The two substitutions in Table 4 are “attain” replaced
by “reach” and “speak disparagingly of” replaced by “be discouraged by.” The short
answer question about the story moral shows the same results as for the fill-in-the-blank
questions. Exaggerated motions were associated to both (1) more correct responses and
(2) a higher percentage of the answer substitutions for incorrect responses made with
contextual-synonyms heard during exaggerated motions.
The two short answer questions that asked participants to tell the story title and color of
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Table 5: Participant answers for the short answer question regarding the color of the
object being reached for in the story. Not in Story = participant explicitly wrote that the
narrator did not say.
Answer AE EU UE AU
Not in Story 21.4 0.0 7.7 0.0
Blank; Knew 64.3 15.3 7.7 0.0
Blank; Didn’t know 0.0 7.7 0.0 42.9
Purple 14.3 61.5 38.9 7.1
Green 0.0 15.3 38.4 0.0
Other 0.0 0.0 0.0 42.9
the object that the robot was trying to reach were not explicitly given in the story. Across
all four conditions, the participants who saw only EX had the highest correct response
rates in both Tables 5 and 6. Furthermore, feasible answers for color of the grapes such as
green or purple were concentrated in the conditions that had at least half of the motions
exaggerated (i.e. AE, EU, and UE). Responses for the blank answers were sorted during the
post-experiment interviews: knew (participant knew that the narrator did not say the an-
swer) and didn’t know (participant left the answer blank because they thought the narrator
had mentioned the answer, and also thought that they couldn’t remember). Participants
who answered ambiguously or indicated uncertainty were placed into the “didn’t know”
category.
Table 6: Participant answers for the short answer question regarding the story title. Not
in Story = participant explicitly wrote that the narrator did not say.
Answer AE EU UE AU
Not in Story 21.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
Blank; Knew 64.3 46.1 46.1 7.1
Blank; Didn’t know 7.1 7.7 0.0 28.6
Adaptation of an Aesop Fable 7.1 46.1 46.1 14.3
The Robot & the [Sour] Grapes 0.0 0.0 7.7 42.8
Other Incorrect 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.1
The final short answer question that asked participants to tell the title of the story was
not explicitly given in story. The correct responses and other responses are displayed in
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Table 6. Across all four conditions, the participants who saw only exaggerated motions had
the highest correct response rates. Responses for the blank answers were sorted during the
post-experiment interviews. The qualifications on the blank answers (i.e. “knew” and “
didn’t know”) clarify whether the participant actually knew that the narrator did not say
the title. Participants who answered ambiguously with answers that indicated uncertainty
were placed into the “didn’t know” category.
Based on the results presented, interaction task performance was improved with ex-
aggerated motion because exaggerated motion led to higher correct response rates for
questions about the interactive experience with the robot. There is a distinct benefit of
using exaggerated motion, when remembering details about the interaction is important.
3.2.7 Experiment 2: Testing Gaze Direction
3.2.7.1 Experimental Design
The same exact story, motions, experimental layout, and four experimental conditions
were repeated in Experiment 2. However, the faceLAB2 system was used to track par-
ticipant eye gaze direction. Using a model of the real-world, calibrated through actual
measurements, and using the exact robot model from which the hardware was manu-
factured, two time-varying trajectories were captured for the duration of the entire story,
which allowed the determination of the exact location on the robot’s body that each eye of
the participant (left and right) was looking at during the story.
The two faceLAB cameras that track eye gaze direction were placed upon the table
edge opposite from the human, 95 cm away from the robot center. The table height was
set at the same height as the robot base. Participant height was adjusted before each
trial to maximize the image of the participants’ heads in the camera field-of-view. The
cameras were adjusted angularly (not positionally) before each trial, and a calibration of
both cameras was run for each participant prior to the story. Participants were asked to
sit as still as possible during Experiment 2 to remain in the camera field-of-view. If they
asked, participants were told that more could be explained about the cameras after the
2faceLAB is a trademark of Seeing Machines. All rights reserved.
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experiment. The duration of the story was less than three minutes, so that it was easier for
participants to minimize body motion for this duration.
While each participant was watching the story, the eye cameras captured the inter-
section of their eye gaze vectors with two virtual planes, (i.e. four data points in real-
time for each time sample). These planes were static in the virtual environment, and
upon completion of the camera calibration, the time varying human eye centroids were
also known in the virtual world in real-time. The two planes were parallel to each other,
both were perpendicular to a directly overhead view of the robot and participant, and
the normal vector of each plane was aligned collinearly with two points: the robot base
centroid and the centroid of the participant’s chair. Thus, the planes were parallel with an
eye vector of someone looking at the robot face-to-face from the front. The planes were
located at horizontal distances of 99.5 cm (table edge) and 193.5 cm (robot centroid) from
the participant. Prior to Experiment 2, a pilot study was conducted for equipment testing
and data integrity. Data from fifteen participants, with and without glasses, was tested to
ensure the accuracy of the models and eye gaze data.
Prior to beginning the story in Experiment 2, participants were given the story text to
read so they would be familiar with the story. This was done to maximize attention on
the motions and minimze off-robot glances while trying to listen intently to understand
speech.
For Experiment 2, 68 participants (44 male, 24 female) between the ages of 19 and
30 were recruited, which yields 17 per experimental condition. 29.4% of participants
had previous experience with any robot, and 30.9% of participants had participated in
a research study before.
After the story finished, participants were asked to give their opinions and rate the
robot according to each criteria using the same 16 variable Likert. Participants were then
prompted for their favorite part of the story, their favorite motion from the story, and their
reasons for both.
In place of the short answer and fill-in-the-blank questions from Experiment 1, partic-
ipants were seated at a virtual model of the robot and given two controls: + (plus) and -
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(minus). These buttons directly controlled the value of αexp, which indirectly controlled the
value of αalgo for the exaggeration using a mapping function. Participants were asked to
use the buttons to select the value of αexp that produced the motions that they considered
to be:
• HL: Most Human-like
• CL: Most Cartoon-like
• RL: Most Robot-like
• VP: Most Visually Pleasing
• LB: They Liked Best
Order of all the five values was randomized for each participant, but each participant
saw the same order for all motions. Motion order was randomized for each participant.
In order to intentionally bias the experiment away from the expected results, the value of
αexp was always initially set at the value, which corresponded to unexaggerated motion.
Each press of the plus or minus button was mapped to increment the value of αexp by 0.01.
The range on αexp was limited between positive and negative one, which included a wide
range of motions, such as motions where subsets of DOFs were static for all time (i.e. no
motion) or motion at maximum exaggeration without exceeding the torque limits of any
motor on the robot. This part of the experiment was not conducted on hardware for safety
reasons.
At the conclusion of Experiment 2, the following data existed per participant:
• Subjective ratings (1-7) for 16 Likert variables.
• Four trajectories of time-varying left and right eye gaze data during the story.
• Five subjective αexp settings per motion, which correspond to preferences for most
human-like, most cartoon-like, most robot-like, most visually pleasing, and liked
“best.”
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• Favorite part of the story and associated reason.
• Favorite motion from the story and associated reason.
3.2.7.2 Results
Data from both experiments is used to support the remaining four hypotheses presented
in Section 3.2.5 because this data leads to conclusions not specific to either experiment. For
example, discussion of the statistically significant variables from the Likert scales is dis-
tributed so that results are presented in support of the appropriate hypotheses. Combining
data from both experiments also helps obtain the data quantities necessary to achieve
statistical significance because variance of subjective data is often large. The mean values
from the Likert variables are shown in Table 7.
Table 7: Mean subjective responses for the sixteen Likert scale variables in the two
exaggerated motion studies. Likert scale ranges from 1 (not) to 7 (variable).
Variable AE EU UE AU
Subtle 2.63 3.48 3.40 5.35
Entertaining 5.20 4.02 3.92 3.67
Realistic 2.87 3.84 3.59 4.21
Exaggerated 4.86 3.82 3.86 3.13
Expressive 4.59 4.08 4.22 3.39
Stiff 3.18 3.26 3.31 3.49
Accentuated 4.62 2.88 3.55 2.90
Cartoon-like 3.34 2.40 2.72 2.50
Life-like 3.24 3.85 3.70 3.62
Emphatic 4.36 3.86 3.77 3.05
Emphasized 4.47 3.76 3.57 2.87
Natural 3.90 3.52 3.50 3.70
Noticeable 4.91 3.92 4.00 3.98
Engaging 5.24 3.84 3.67 3.53
Smooth 5.49 5.43 5.32 5.26
Human-like 4.12 3.56 3.72 3.67
3.2.7.2.1 EX and UN are Perceptibly Different
A good measure of success is to test the algorithm to ensure it accomplished the goal of
creating motion that is exaggerated. Although many of the Likert scales achieved statistical
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significance between participants in the AE and AU groups, three of the sixteen scales add
evidence to support that my algorithm creates exaggerated motion: subtle, exaggerated,
and accentuated.
First, ANOVAs were conducted on all the data from both experiments assuming that all
four conditions (AE, EU, UE, AU) belong to the same distribution. Fcrit for each variable
in the Likert is 2.681. Respectively, the F-values achieved from these ANOVAs are 23.0
(subtle), 3.18 (exaggerated), and 4.85 (accentuated). Thus, for each measure at least one of
the four experimental conditions was statistically different than the rest of the data.
Post-hoc pairwise t-tests were performed. For the subtle variable, three of the six
possible pairings for all four test conditions exhibit statistically significant results (p<0.01):
(AE, AU), (EU, AU), and (UE, AU), which means that participants who saw at least half
of the motions modified by my algorithm indicated that the motions were less subtle than
participants who saw only the original motions.
For both the accentuated and exaggerated Likert variables, three of the six pairings
exhibit statistically significant results (p<0.01): (AE, EU), (AE, UE), and (AE, AU), which
means that participants who saw only motions modified by my algorithm indicated that
the motions were more accentuated and more exaggerated than participants who saw
at least half of the original motions. Thus, I concluded that motions produced by my
algorithm are less subtle, more accentuated, and more exaggerated than the motions input
into the algorithm.
3.2.7.2.2 EX Appears More Cartoon-like Than UN
A good measure of success is whether the output of the algorithm maintains the same
qualities and characteristics of its inspiration. H2 is a logical hypothesis, since the inspira-
tion for exaggerated motion comes from animated and virtual characters. And by testing
whether EX is more cartoon-like than UN, I also am evaluating whether my algorithm
accomplished one of its most fundamental goals. The hypothesis H2, which claims that
exaggerated motions produced by my algorithm are more cartoon-like, is supported by
data from two of the Likert variables: realistic and cartoon-like.
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ANOVAs conducted on all the data from both experiments assuming that all four
conditions (AE, EU, UE, AU) belonged to the same distribution yielded F-values of 3.84
and 4.26 for realistic and cartoon-like respectively. Both of these values exceeded the Fcrit of
2.681, which indicates that for both of these measures at least one of the four experimental
conditions was statistically different than the rest of the data.
For the realistic Likert variable, three of the six possible pairings exhibited statistically
significant results (p<0.05): (AE, EU), (AE, UE), and (AE, AU). These three results were the
three pairings that compare participants who saw only motions produced by my algorithm
with participants who saw at least half of the original motions. And for the cartoon-like
Likert variable, one of the six pairings exhibited statistically significant results (p<0.02):
(AE, AU). These results were the pair that compares participants who saw only motions
produced by my algorithm with participants who only original motions. From these
results, I concluded that motions exaggerated by my algorithm are less realistic but more
cartoon-like than the motions input into my algorithm.
There is further quantitative evidence relevant to H2 from the data of Experiment 2
where participants selected αexp values that pertain to their subjective ratings of most
human-like, most cartoon-like, most robot-like, most visually pleasing, and liked best (HL,
CL, RL, VP, and LB, respectively).
A singular ANOVA was performed using all the data in Table 8. The F-value of 59.71
from this analysis was greater than Fcrit of 2.525, which means there was statistical differ-
ence between at least one of these measures from the rest of the data.
The analysis was then performed assuming that the qualities of HL, CL, RL, VP, and LB
for αexp are motion dependent. Thus, thirteen separate ANOVAs were performed, one for
each motion from the story, assuming all five qualities belonged to the same distribution.
13 of 13 ANOVAs yielded F-values greater than Fcrit, which means that for each motion,
subjective settings for αexp according to each of the five groups held at least one statistically
independent group.
The results from the motion-by-motion analysis for αexp led me to suspect that these
subjective measures were motion independent. To show that these subjective measures for
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Table 8: Average αexp Participant Responses for Most Human-like (HL), Most Cartoon-
like (CL), Most Robot-like (RL), Most Visually Pleasing (VP), and Liked Best (LB).
Motion HL CL RL VP LB
Walk 0.131 0.910 0.056 0.877 0.844
Look Up 0.230 0.967 0.074 0.812 0.754
Reach 0.164 0.787 0.041 0.385 0.501
Look Down 0.607 0.959 0.434 0.836 0.869
Beckon 0.230 0.956 0.066 0.771 0.574
Scan 0.517 0.869 0.246 0.689 0.877
Shucks 0.680 0.851 0.098 0.762 0.844
Grrr... 0.443 0.967 0.197 0.911 0.899
Phooey 0.639 0.926 0.080 0.836 0.756
Leave 0.541 0.754 0.221 0.803 0.639
Point 0.508 0.853 0.148 0.836 0.910
Hands Open 0.623 0.951 0.180 0.885 0.541
Wave 0.320 0.861 0.107 0.615 0.525
Average 0.433 0.893 0.150 0.771 0.733
Table 9: P-values from post-hoc pairwise t-tests of the data in Table 8 for all five measures.
Tests that fail statistical difference p<0.05 are shown in gray. x = captured elsewhere in the
table.
HL RL VP LB
CL 0.008 0.004 0.024 0.016
RL 0.023 x 0.009 0.012
VP 0.021 x x 0.072
LB 0.027 x x x
exaggerated motion were truly independent of motion when equalized on the scale of αexp,
10 more pairwise grouping data averages across all motions were performed to compare
all possible pairings of HL, CL, RL, VP, and LB. The p-values from these tests are shown
in Table 9.
Table 9 shows that across all motions, the qualities of human-like, cartoon-like, and
robot-like were statistically different from each other and all other variables in the study.
Only statistical difference tests failed between visually pleasing and liked best (shaded
gray in Table 9, which indicates that these two subjective measures for exaggerated motion
may not come from independent distributions.
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Previous statistical tests have already shown that human-like, cartoon-like, and robot-
like were statistically independent of motion. For completeness, 10 post-hoc pairings
were performed for each motion, using all possible pairs of the five subjective qualities,
yielding a total of 130 post-hoc pairings. 122 of the 130 pairings were statistically signif-
icant (p<0.05). The eight pairings that failed statistical difference tests were all between
visually pleasing and liked best for the motions of reach, beckon, scan, shucks, phooey,
leave, hands open, and wave. From these results, I concluded that the values of αexp (and
αalgo) are not motion dependent. By modulating αexp (and therefore, αalgo in the algorithm)
I can consistently create motions which are more robot-like, more human-like, and more
cartoon-like.
Average values across all motions for the αexp setting from the experiment are shown
in the bottom row in Table 8. For consistency, prior to the experiment, all unexaggerated,
input motions that were to be used in the story were selected to have αexp values between
-0.2 and 0.0, and no αexp for any exaggerated motion used in the story was less than 0.7. For
reference, exaggerated motion values with an αexp value of 1.0 correspond to exaggerated
motion so that any more exaggeration would cause at least one motor to exceed its torque
limits.
The average human subjective value for αexp of 0.893 for cartoon-like is consistent with
the Likert results, which also found that the exaggerated motions were cartoon-like; it
indicates that exaggerating motions by using my algorithm adds a cartoon-like quality
to the motions. Robot-like motion that was consistent with participants’ expectations
tended to lack the quality of exaggeration, which may help explain the results that are
discussed in Section 3.2.7.2.3 regarding entertainment and engagement of exaggerated
motion. Human-like motion tended to exhibit moderate levels of exaggeration, not near
the torque limits for any motors, but also far from the values of robot-like exaggeration.
For the story, values of αalgo (and therefore, αexp) were used to create each exaggerated
motion that was shown to participants. Similarly, each unexaggerated motion in the story
had a corresponding value of αexp. I can use statistical tests based on the αexp data collected
in the last part of Experiment 2 to reinforce the conclusions drawn from the Likert scales
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by testing whether values of αexp used in the story coincide with participants’ subjective
settings. Therefore, I can determine whether my exaggerated or unexaggerated story
motions are robot-like, human-like, cartoon-like, visually-pleasing, or liked best, without
directly asking participants about the motions.
To do so, the final analysis performed in support of H2, was to evaluate 130 additional
pairwise t-tests (10 per motion) for the αexp values that correspond to the story motions and
the distributions provided in Experiment 2 based upon HL, CL, RL, VP, and LB, to find out
if the UN or the EX motions used in the story were statistically different from the human
subjective measures’ distributions. The ten pairings were all possible combinations of one
member from each of the sets: {UN, EX} and {HL, CL, RL, VP, LB}. 65 of 65 pairwise t-
tests for the UN motion pairs had p<0.05, which indicates that the choice of unexaggerated
motion in the story did not coincide with participants’ distributions of any of the five mea-
sures. The 26 motion pairs for EX with HL and EX with RL had p<0.05, which indicates
that the exaggerated motions used in the story were not robot-like or human-like, using
participants’ subjective responses as the measures of these two variables. However, for 13
of 13 (EX, CL) pairs there was no statistical difference (p<0.05) between the exaggerated
story motion and participants’ expectations of cartoon-like motion.
3.2.7.2.3 Humans Prefer EX Over UN
Supporting H4, two Likert variables provided evidence that humans prefer exaggerated
motion: entertaining and engaging. ANOVAs conducted on all the data from both experi-
ments assuming that all four conditions (AE, EU, UE, AU) belonged to the same distribu-
tion yielded F-values of 3.56 and 3.17 for entertaining and engaging respectively. Both of
these values exceeded the Fcrit of 2.681, which indicates that for both of these measures at
least one of the four conditions was statistically different than the rest of the data.
For the both the entertaining and engaging Likert variables, three of the six post-hoc
t-test pairings exhibited statistically significant results (p<0.05): (AE, EU), (AE, UE), and
(AE, AU). Participants who saw at least half of the story motions exaggerated through
modification by my algorithm indicated that the motions were more entertaining and more
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engaging than participants who saw only original motions. Thus, motions produced by
my algorithm are more entertaining and more engaging than the motions input into the
algorithm.
Returning to the subjective αexp data discussed in Section 3.2.7.2.2, in which partic-
ipants were asked to find values of αexp that are most human-like, most cartoon-like,
most robot-like, most visually pleasing, and liked best, only 3 of 13 (EX, VP) and 5 of
13 (EX, LB) pairs showed statistical significance p<0.05; thus, for the majority of motions
exaggerated motion was not statistically different than the motions that participants found
most visually pleasing and the motions they liked best.
Other data that supports H4 and a preference for exaggerated motion was derived
from the interview questions regarding favorite part and favorite motion from the story.
If all four conditions are included (i.e. AE, EU, UE, AU) from both experiments, then
62.2% of participants chose a favorite part of the story associated with an exaggerated
motion, and 64.8% of participants selected an exaggerated motion as their favorite from all
13 motions in the story. However, in only two conditions did participants actually have a
choice (i.e. for EU and UE). Excluding the other two conditions where participants had no
choice, these percentages increase to 75% and 80% respectively. When participants selected
an exaggerated motion, they described their favorite parts or motions as “animated,”
“expressive,” or “emotional.” Unexaggerated motions were typically selected as favorites
because they seemed more “appropriate.”
3.2.7.2.4 EX Can Be Used To Direct Attention
The final set of results was meant to address H5, and whether exaggerated motion can
be used to direct attention to salient body parts. The gaze data collected was a pair of
time-varying trajectories where the eyes intersect the robot body throughout the story. To
appropriately analyze the data from the faceLAB system and draw meaningful conclu-
sions from the collected gaze data, a measure of the amount of exaggeration that exists at
locations on the robot body or for each robot body part was needed, since the hypothesis
depends on determining whether people look at exaggerated body parts more frequently
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or for greater lengths of time.
αalgo is not a sufficient measure for exaggeration because αalgo corresponds to exagger-
ation within joint-space. The exaggeration for a particular body part is a function of all
of the parent joints on the hierarchy relative to the body part. Since exaggerating a DOF
increases the energy of all the children body parts in the kinematic chain, the appropriate
measure should account for the chain of exaggerated DOFs and their respective energy
increases. Therefore, cumulative energy ratio (CNR, EX over UN) was used to represent
exaggeration in Cartesian space (shown in Equation 32).
The robot hardware was discretized into 12 segments, each corresponding to non-
overlapping regions. These twelve segments were named after the body parts they repre-
sent: left hand, right hand, left forearm, right forearm, left bicep, right bicep, torso top,
torso mid, neck, head, left ear, and right ear. Using the data from Experiment 2, the
intersection of each of the two eye gaze trajectories with the twelve body part segments
was determined and accumulated over all participants. Using these trajectories, percent of
total trajectory time that each participant spent watching each body part was determined
for each motion in the story. Assuming the data for both groups of motions (UN and EX),
all body parts, and all motions belong to the same distribution, the ANOVA yielded an
F-value of 67.4, which was greater than Fcrit = 3.9, and therefore post-hoc analysis was
required.
Assuming each of the distributions are different according to body part and motion
from the story, (UN, EX) data pairs exist. Each of these 156 pairs (12 body parts x 13
motions) represent distributions for the amount of time participants spent watching a
particular body part for a particular motion. 151 of 156 pairwise t-tests were statistically
significant (p<0.05), which indicates that participants watched the same body part in the
same motion for different lengths of time when observing exaggerated motion instead of
unexaggerated motion. The five tests that failed to yield statistical difference were (scan,
left hand), (scan, torso top), (scan, torso mid), (scan, head), and (wave, left hand). Scan
and wave were both performed with the left hand; during gestures, humans focus on
the symbol formed by the salient hand. Additionally, the head is near the left hand for
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a significant portion of the scan gesture, which could help explain why observation time
was not statistically different for EX and UN during these two gestures.
Comparing groups UN and EX includes both between-participants and within-partici-
pants data. To make a stronger claim (i.e. one that shows temporal effect), two groups
can be excluded. UE and EU groups are individuals who witnessed both types of motion.
Comparing UE and EU uses only within-participants data. Thus, the data in the AE and
AU conditions were excluded from the analysis to determine if the same participants will
change their own behavior in a short period of time based on whether they are watching
exaggerated or unexaggerated motion (i.e. to analyze temporal effect). The 156 pairwise t-
tests were repeated using only data from EU and UE to create the distributions. This time,
153 of 156 pairwise t-tests were statistically significant (p<0.05). The three pairings that
failed to be statistically different with respect to percent of gaze time for a specific motion
and body part, when observing exaggerated motion instead of unexaggerated motion were
(scan, left hand), (scan, head), and (wave, left hand). Thus, the same participant changed
their own attention and behavior, when watching UN or EX.
The pairwise t-tests do not provide any information about the data trend with respect
to exaggeration. To test whether attention was directed toward exaggerated body parts, I
used my Cartesian measure for exaggeration and plotted the average percent time watch-
ing both exaggerated and unexaggerated motions against cumulative energy ratio for the




















CNR = cumulative energy ratio
Tf = final time sample for discrete motion trajectory at time t
vx(t) = velocity of body part centroid in x-direction at time t
vy(t) = velocity of body part centroid in y-direction at time t
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Figure 12: Average percent of time participants spent watching a specific body part in
a trajectory (unexaggerated on left; exaggerated on right) vs. cumulative energy ratio for
that body part centroid trajectory.
vz(t) = velocity of body part centroid in z-direction at time t
u = denotes unexaggerated motion trajectory
e = denotes exaggerated motion trajectory
The two plots of average percent time spent watching versus CNR for UN and EX are
shown in Figure 12 (left and right, respectively). Since trajectories for body part motions
with higher CNR are more exaggerated, the horizontal axis is a measure of increasing
exaggeration. Each point on the plots represents the data for one body part from one
motion. From Figure 12, on average the participants spent more time watching body parts
with more exaggeration (right). The absence of a trend in Figure 12 (left) provides evidence
that exaggeration produced this effect upon participant behavior.
Thus, the differences in trends exhibited in Figure 12 (left and right) indicate that
exaggerated motion was used to direct attention to body parts that are exaggerated more,
and attention was directed away from body parts with low exaggeration (i.e. motion that
is diminished). I concluded that hypothesis H5 holds true.
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3.2.8 Discussion
The algorithm presented in Section 3.2.4 provides only spatial exaggeration (i.e. exagger-
ation of the torques). However, I am developing temporal exaggeration, so that modifica-
tions in the timing of relative body parts can be performed autonomously in a way that
also can be employed to increase engagement in the interaction and direction participants’
attention to desired body parts.
Currently, only minor amounts of temporal exaggeration might be perceived when
accelerations or velocities change between relative body parts. However, this is not true
temporal exaggeration, which creates drastic timing changes between relative degrees-
of-freedom. Temporal exaggeration would be able to emphasize salient velocity points
during a trajectory, such as making zero velocity points during a gesture “pop” (i.e. stand
out from the rest of the motion). Or, these points could be lengthened or shortened for
dramatic pause effect, such as in a stop or shrug gesture. Furthermore, true temporal
exaggeration would be able to change the trajectory time length, which currently doesn’t
occur with just spatial exaggeration.
Some might claim that the existence of a tunable parameter, α, is a disadvantage of my
algorithm. Perhaps a systematic method for determining an “optimal” α for any motion is
preferred. However, I believe that optimality is context-dependent (e.g. I provide optimal
values that correspond to robot-like, human-like, and cartoon-like). Since I do not believe
that one α value is optimal for all situations, α is tunable and can be exploited to control
the amount of exaggeration at any given time based on whether a robot needs to attract
attention or increase engagement of human partners.
3.2.9 Summary
My algorithm creates exaggerated variants of an input motion in real-time. Experimental
data confirmed that (1) exaggerated motion is perceptibly different than the input motion,
provided that sufficient exaggeration is added to the motion; (2) different levels of exagger-
ation in motion correlate to human expectations of robot-like, human-like, and cartoon-like
motion; (3) use of exaggerated motion in experiments enhances the interaction through
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the benefits of increased engagement and perceived entertainment. I provided statistical
evidence that the added benefits of exaggerated motion also include increased retention
of interaction details. Furthermore, since observers watched exaggerated parts for longer
durations when motion is executing, I concluded that exaggerated motion changes the
salient body parts and directs gaze away from body parts with less energy.
3.3 Secondary Motion
3.3.1 Introduction
Figure 13: Section 3.3 discusses secondary motion.
Secondary motion is the last of the three communicative motion algorithms discussed
in this thesis, as shown in Figure 13. It occurs third in the series of three in the high-level
motion algorithm because it modifies the task spatially to add the appropriate response
to the primary motion. It should follow exaggeration to respond appropriately to the
emphasized task [68].
Secondary motion (a.k.a. secondary action), a principle of traditional animation, can be
adapted for communication in motion. Despite usages in other literature and fields, in this
thesis these two terms will be used interchangeably, and they are defined to be consistent
with Lasseter’s original intent. Secondary motion is the direct result of the primary, or
task-oriented, action as defined by Newton’s third law. From the standpoint of Newtonian
physics, secondary motion results when forces on any two connected, articulated segments
of a body are unequal in magnitude and/or direction. Then, motion of one body affects
all other connected bodies to varying degrees and magnitudes. Secondary motion can
be produced by both internal and external forces, and the effect is most noticeable when
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the magnitude of the force difference between two connected bodies is large. In general,
secondary motion can go unnoticed if it exists and is accurate, but it becomes noticeable
when it is lacking [41, 42].
3.3.2 Insight
When robots are modeled as a hierarchy of rigid articulated bodies, secondary motion
is the manifestation of Newton’s third law on the articulated body, where forces from
the primary motion produce coupled effects on other attached body parts. Secondary
motion results from a force imbalance between parts of a body. It can also result from
a difference in level of control between actuators that secure DOF positions. When the
difference in level of control between body parts is greater, the secondary motion effect is
more pronounced. Intuitively, DOFs that lack all control, i.e. passive DOFs, exhibit the
most secondary motion.
Since secondary motion enforces a reaction in more passive DOFs from the dynamics
of DOFs with greater actuation, it can be thought of as a mechanism to increase motor
coordination or change the amount of influence DOFs have upon each other, just like cou-
pling or synergies between joints on any hierarchy of articulated rigid bodies. In humans,
this DOF coupling (i.e. secondary motion, coordination) occurs through muscle synergies,
where sets of muscles between different joints act together to drive motion or hold the body
against perturbations [71]. Coupling effects or secondary motion are also created simply
due to the fact that DOFs are connected to each other. Other investigations have also
concluded that an extremity body in a kinematic chain has a “natural” contribution to its
motion from the parent joints in the chain [72]. Therefore, these observations support why
adding secondary motion should make motion more human-like, and they yield insight
as to how it might be algorithmically generated.
Secondary motion uses the natural physics of the entire kinematic chain to improve
the realism by augmenting natural, passive motion to primary action. Secondary motion
typically results from redundancy in a system where a subset of DOFs are unactuated
or under-actuated. Consequently, a technique to produce secondary motion must exploit
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the primary actuation of highly-actuated DOFs to change actuation either in magnitude
or dimension in DOFs with less actuation. Logically, this reduces into a small set of
subgoals that can be composed to create secondary motion: identify the passive or near-
unactuated space, identify the primary or highly-actuated DOFs, and use the actuation
from the highly-actuated space to move the near-unactuated space in a coordinated way
with the rest of the motion (as much as possible, given system constraints).
3.3.3 Goal
Since secondary motion is a product of the laws of physics, in theory, robot movement
should inherently exhibit perceptible secondary motion. If that were true, only the joints
required for a particular primary motion would need to be actuated, and the others would
passively exhibit secondary effects of the motion.
In reality, robots must overcome two main hardware and software constraints to pro-
duce noticeable secondary motion. First, actuator design and robot mass severely damp
any secondary motion that can noticeably result from natural physics. Mechanical limita-
tions, such as large mass, damp transients of motion [11]. And in reality, motor rotor inertia
and frictional inefficiencies reduce secondary motion. Switching motors on and off during
operation to attempt to emulate a more passive, unactuated response is often infeasible
for safety considerations, especially in close proximity to humans. As a result, secondary
motion must be induced while maintaining a finite, non-zero level of active control.
Second, the purpose of control systems is to modulate actuator response, thereby pro-
viding the internal forces necessary for motion. However, robots use control schemes
that typically eliminate the nonlinear dynamics that humans advantageously exploit [73].
Furthermore, robot control systems, such as PID control, can induce artificial dynamics
into trajectories (i.e. artifacts), which become perceptible in robot motion, dominating
secondary motion effects, rather than producing the response consistent with Newton’s
third law. If hardware and control are fixed, then to overcome these challenges, the motion
must be adapted to minimize exhibition of the artificial control system response (e.g. by
using input command shaping) on the hardware or dynamically change control gains on
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hardware (which is a safety issue).
Existing methods for generating natural motion that include secondary motion are
expensive and time consuming. These methods tend to rely on using databases of natural
motion trajectories with inherent secondary motion either from human motion capture
data [61, 74] or created by a professional animator [75]. My goal, on the other hand, is
to develop mechanisms to automatically generate natural motion for a robot. Then, any
algorithm or animator can generate a primary or functional action for the robot to perform,
and my techniques can automatically generate secondary motion for that action.
In Section 3.3.5, concrete hypotheses for the secondary motion experiments will be
defined, but in general, my algorithm augments a given input motion with secondary
motion. Therefore, the goals are to:
• create natural, compliant secondary motion from a single exemplar in real-time for
humanoid robots that overcomes the hardware and software constraints that nor-
mally damp or mask secondary motion
• exploit simulation methods and passivity in actuation to create virtual secondary
motion from both internal and external forces to be used as robot input command,
while keeping all real-world hardware fully actuated for safety
• demonstrate that secondary motion can communicate both internal and external
state parameters
• show that secondary motion can help fill-in missing context
• add evidence that motion is considered to be more natural when it includes sec-
ondary motion
3.3.4 Algorithm
I present three techniques that create natural, compliant, secondary motion for humanoid
robots by overcoming the hardware and software constraints that normally damp or mask
secondary motion. Advantages and disadvantages of each will be discussed in greater
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detail in Section 3.3.12, but three techniques were developed because each algorithm of
the three works better under different circumstances. In other cases, tools necessary for
one technique might not be available, and therefore, one of the other algorithms must be
used.
These approaches exploit dynamic simulation and passivity in actuation to create vir-
tual secondary motion from both internal and external forces to be used as robot input
command, while keeping all real-world hardware fully actuated. Additionally, by cou-
pling a robot to an accurate, real-time simulation, the robot is used as both an input and
output device in real-time; the direction, magnitude, point of application of an external
force can be calculated; and the perceived hardware response to an external force can be
altered by changing simulated characteristics such as mass, gravity, inertia tensors, or ex-
ternal input force magnitudes. Through cameras in the robot eyes, the robot perceives real
objects in the world. Virtual objects are instantiated into the simulation based on what the
cameras perceive. The simulation responds to virtual objects with characteristics different
from the real world to produce different hardware responses. For example, a box with very
small mass in the world can be simulated to appear heavy, and when the robot hardware
lifts the box, the secondary motion will communicate the response consistent with the
heavier box. Thus, secondary motion can be manipulated to communicate realistic or
artificial information about the world, objects in the world, or robot capabilities.
My methods provide two key advantages. First, by simulating secondary motion
virtually, I can manipulate the visual perception of physical properties of a robot, such
as making a light-weight robot appear heavy or a highly actuated robot appear compliant
to perturbations. Second, my methods produce secondary motion ‘on-the-fly’ based on
the dynamic state of the robot in real-world, removing the need of authoring and storing
a large database of pre-scripted motion clips.
3.3.4.1 Simulation-in-the-Loop (SIL)
As discussed in [68], motor rotor inertia and control system response effects impede the
generation or physically-consistent secondary motion on robots. Thus, the communication
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signal of secondary motion must be added to the input command that drives the actua-
tors. Even if the input trajectory already includes secondary effects of the primary motion
(e.g. because it was motion-captured), the secondary effects will need to be adjusted to
communicate a particular internal state in the motion signal or more accurately reflect the
robot’s appropriate secondary motion response. A physics-based simulation coupled to
the control system of the robot can accomplish this modification in real-time [68].
Figure 14: Block diagram of the simulation-in-the-loop technique for generating
secondary motion.
The first technique is called simulation-in-the-loop because it determines the secondary
motion that would exist in passive actuators by simulating frictionless motors unimpeded
by rotor inertia that track primary trajectories and commanding the hardware to the sim-
ulated positions. A block diagram of this technique is shown in Figure 14. To enable
compliant and fluid secondary motion in SIL, control of the virtual robot requires dynamic
selection of passive actuators.
The need for a systematic way to select the underactuated motors and design of a
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dynamic gain switching strategy are disadvantages of SIL. Ramping gains from low to
high values can eliminate unsafe dynamic motor switching transients that might manifest
in the output motion. But, the best results occur through selecting a subset of extremity
motors and passively simulating them for the entire duration of a motion. Since passive
extremity DOFs can be problematic in certain situations, this technique is not useful for
creating secondary motion in all situations. Therefore, two additional techniques were
developed to create secondary motion.
3.3.4.2 Feedforward & Feedback Control (F&F)
Figure 15: Block diagram of the feedforward and feedback control technique for
generating secondary motion.
In feedforward control, the commands to achieve a trajectory are pre-computed or
read from sensors and applied open-loop to produce system response. A well-known
methodology of control is F&F control, where feedforward control is combined with very
low gain state feedback to handle any drift or perturbations to the system that cause
deviation from the desired state. This technique simulates secondary motion using F&F
control and commands the robot to track the simulated trajectory. A block diagram of F&F
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is shown in Figure 15. In my experience with PID control on the Simon robot hardware,
simulated proportional motor feedback gains should be reduced less than 0.5% of actual
hardware gains and noticeable secondary motion will result.
3.3.4.3 Eigenphysics
Based on Ye and Liu’s method for animating responsive motion [67], I developed another
new technique, denoted as “eigenphysics,” to produce secondary motion on robots. Eigen-
physics is motivated by the observation that less actuated degrees-of-freedom usually
exhibit more pronounced secondary motion. Instead of determining these under-actuated
components by heuristics and hand-tuning their physical parameters, eigenanalysis is
applied on the primary motion to define a new set of coordinates, ranked by the level
of joint actuation in the primary motion.
Eigenphysics provides a more principled way to identify underactuated coordinates
(corresponding to eigenvalues close to zero) specific to each primary motion sequence.
For each primary motion sequence, an offline algorithm is used to compute under-actuated
coordinates.
Since torque is the mechanism for DOF actuation, secondary motion would logically
occur in DOFs that have low variance in actuation (i.e. near-unactuated coordinates). Let
qj be the torque trajectory for DOF j of the original input motion with T equidistant time
samples. For a robot with M degrees-of-freedom, the torque trajectories from the input
motion are organized into an M x T column-stacked matrix τ = [q0,q1, ...,qM]. To identify
the actuation spectrum ordered by DOF for a given motion, a singular value decompo-
sition is performed on the covariance matrix in Equation 33 to obtain an M x M matrix
of eigenvectors, denoted U, and an M x M matrix with eigenvalues along the diagonal.
The magnitude of the eigenvalues corresponds to a measure of the torque variance in the
motion.
SVD((τ − µ)T(τ − µ)) (33)
where,
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µM = mean torque of DOF of index M for the entire trajectory
µ1 = mean torque of DOF of index 1 for the entire trajectory
µ = M x T stacked matrix where each column is [µ1...µM]T
τ = M x T column stacked matrix of command torques for the original trajectory
M = number of DOF
T = number of equidistant time samples in the original trajectory
The largest gap in the distribution of the eigenvalues defines a threshold, which sepa-
rates the corresponding eigenvectors into mostly actuated and near-unactuated eigenvec-
tors. For all eigenvalues smaller than the threshold, the corresponding eigenvectors are
considered part of the near-unactuated set. Remaining DOFs are in the mostly actuated
set. For reference, typically less than ten eigenvectors were kept in the mostly actuated set
(out of forty-one independent DOFs).
After projecting to the rotated space, back to the original space, and the adding the
mean for back for each corresponding DOF as in Equation 34, the command torque tra-
jectory that includes secondary motion is known. The result of these operations is a new
torque trajectory that includes control torques in the subset of control space selected as
near-unactuated (i.e. the secondary motion), computed from the torques of the mostly
actuated DOFs set (i.e. the primary motion).
UTU(τ − µ) + µ (34)
where,
U = P x M column stacked matrix of mostly actuated eigenvectors
P = number of eigenvectors kept in the mostly actuated set
Eigenvectors (i.e. principal components) corresponding to lower eigenvalues are less
significant, less important dimensions of motion in terms of active body control [67]. Hence,
eigenphysics can produce the secondary motion from internal forces and torques without
significantly modifying the primary motion. Eigenphysics is coupled with the very low
gain feedback to recover from drift and external forces. The resultant secondary motion
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Figure 16: Block diagram of the eigenphysics technique for generating secondary motion.
impacts all DOF, even the support DOF, and does not require that any specific motors
remain passive in simulation or in hardware. A block diagram of eigenphysics working in
conjunction with a technique for secondary motion in response to external forces is shown
in Figure 16.
3.3.5 Hypotheses
To measure success of my secondary motion algorithms, I established the following criteria
in the form of five hypotheses.
• H1: Greater quantities of secondary motion are produced in near-unactuated DOFs
than in highly actuated DOFs from my algorithm (i.e. the torque trajectory is signifi-
cantly different for near-unactuated DOF)
• H2: Secondary motion can be used to communicate external and internal state pa-
rameters better than motion without a secondary effect
• H3: Secondary motion allows humans to better understand and predict missing
context
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• H4: Primary motion with secondary action is preferred over motion without sec-
ondary motion
• H5: Adding secondary motion helps coordinate the exemplar motion, by decreasing
KSE (see Sections 2.3 and 4.1) and increasing human-likeness
H1 tests the success of my algorithm in accomplishing what it was designed to do. H2
and H3 are hypotheses about some types of information that secondary motion can com-
municate. Whereas, the experiments that evaluate H4 and H5 are designed to demonstrate
that my algorithms produce human-like motion, which is inherently a statement about the
quality of produced results. These hypotheses are given in general terms here, but they
will become more concrete in subsequent sections, as corresponding experiments to test
these hypotheses are outlined.
3.3.6 Experiment 1: Internal Forces
Experiment 1 was designed to exemplify secondary motion in response to the forces and
torques created by the primary internal motion. Experiment 1 used a very specific exem-
plar motion so that the generated secondary motion was different and analysis was able to
be performed easily on a subset of DOFs for all three secondary motion techniques.
3.3.6.1 Experimental Design
The motion used for Experiment 1 was a tennis swing wherein the right arm was highly
actuated over large angle ranges and the left arm held a static equilibrium pose. Since
secondary motion can be induced by internal forces transmitted between body segments
during motion, a primary motion with large acceleration in the joint space results in more
evident secondary motion. Therefore, a rapid swing motion with large disparity between
the right and left arm motion was designed. The left arm keeping a static pose provided
a convenient subspace of DOFs for a secondary motion analysis. Furthermore, the other
scalar product in Newton’s second law, i.e. mass or moment of inertia, was utilized to
amplify the simulated secondary motion for hardware command.
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Secondary motion was created for the tennis swing motion using each of the three
techniques, and their differences were analyzed. Furthermore, in the convenient left arm
subspace, statistical difference between the original and secondary motion trajectories was
expected as discussed in hypothesis H1.
3.3.6.2 Results
For comparison of visual difference, keyframes are presented from the resulting trajecto-
ries. These keyframes are not captured at the same time instants in the different trajec-
tories. Instead, the photos show expressive moments to characterize the full trajectory
produced by each technique.
Figure 17: The tennis swing motion on the SIMON hardware actuates only the right arm
to demonstrate the amount of internal secondary motion that results from left arm actuator
passivity.
Figure 17 shows the primary action of a tennis swing motion designed with the right
arm of the robot, leaving the left arm completely passive on the hardware. A large angle
range was intentionally used on the right shoulder rotation to allow the hardware the
range necessary for large accelerations and decelerations to produce larger amounts of
internal secondary motion while remaining safe distances from joint angle limits.
My algorithm for secondary motion is motivated by the fact that secondary motion
is not automatically created in passive hardware. To demonstrate this point, the left arm
motors were turned off during the tennis swing, so that it could be used to demonstrate
secondary motion due to internal forces when no algorithm is used to generate secondary
motion. Figure 18 shows the insignificant amount of secondary motion that results when
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Figure 18: Close-up and side view of left arm during unmodified tennis swing motion
to demonstrate hardware capability to create secondary motion without algorithmically
modifying the trajectory.
the left arm chain hardware was turned off during the tennis swing.
In the closer view of the baseline trajectory (Figure 18), at the critical points in the
motion, where the right shoulder DOFs changed direction of travel, the expected response
was a deflection of the torso, which should subsequently cascade to the left arm. However,
the left arm remained nearly vertical, only exhibiting small amounts of motion in the wrist
that were not part of the primary action because actuator control and the large mass of the
robot diminished this response.
In order to quantify the lack of internal secondary motion produced in the hardware
without algorithmic modification, trajectories for each of the seven passive DOFs in the left
arm were recorded for the time duration of one swing trajectory. No variance calculated
from the measured data for any of the seven left arm DOFs was greater than 0.01 square
degrees, which is empirical proof that passive hardware does not move and naturally
generate secondary motion. Table 10 shows these variance values individually for each
of the seven left arm DOFs. One interesting trend was that DOFs closer to the torso (nearer
to the top of the table) exhibited less secondary motion when passive on the hardware.
This trend was consistent with expectations because on the robot, larger motors (more
massive) are required closer to the torso, which also have greater friction and rotational
inertias to overcome. Thus, these DOFs should exhibit less secondary motion.
In simulation-in-the-loop, for the tennis swing motion, the left arm was passive in
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Table 10: Variance (square degrees) for each of the seven passive left arm DOFs during
the tennis swing trajectory. Higher variance indicates more secondary motion created due
to internal forces for a particular technique. Orig = original trajectory; HW = passive
hardware; Eig = eigenphysics. Shou = shoulder; Elbw = elbow; Wrst = wrist.
DOF Orig HW SIL F&F Eig
Shou X 0 0.001 50.2 56.8 81.2
Shou Z 0 0.002 1.52 4.79 8.81
Shou Y 0 0.001 2.01 3.53 6.02
Elbw X 0 0.003 16.7 26.4 29.8
Wrst Y 0 0.002 0.78 0.66 1.49
Wrst X 0 0.007 24.6 32.8 35.7
Wrst Z 0 0.006 8.03 14.2 22.4
simulation. As shown in Figure 19, the left arm moved in response to simulated forces that
were transmitted across the simulated torso. Compared to Figure 18, the shoulder, elbow,
and wrist DOFs deflected and moved significantly. The left wrist exhibited movement
away from the body as the torso rotated about the vertical axis, which was a result of
centrifugal and Coriolis forces. SIL produced the smallest amount of noticeable secondary
motion of the three techniques, in terms of joint angle ranges, because the torso remained
under full virtual gains, which restricted force transmission across the body. Torso deflec-
tion backward caused the left arm, elbow, and wrist to also deflect in delayed response.
Figure 19: Close-up of the left arm during a tennis swing to show simulation-in-the-loop
secondary motion.
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In order to quantify the amount of internal secondary motion produced in the hard-
ware with SIL algorithmic modification, trajectories for each of the seven passive DOFs in
the left arm were recorded for the time duration of one swing trajectory. Variances for each
of the seven DOFs are listed in Table 10, which shows that passive degrees-of-freedom
gained secondary motion when simulating those DOFs as passive and commanding the
simulated response to hardware.
Table 10 shows an interesting trend for SIL. The shoulder, elbow and wrist passive
DOFs about x-axis demonstrated the largest quantity of secondary motion. This was
expected since the dominant direction of primary motion should create torque about the
x-axis.
Figure 20: Close-up of the left arm during a tennis swing to show feedforward & feedback
secondary motion.
Feedforward & feedback control in Figure 20 demonstrated that low virtual gains can
produce secondary motion in body parts that support the robot such as the torso because
the majority of actuation is open loop, feedforward command. Secondary motion in the
simulation-in-the-loop technique cannot occur in the torso because it would require pas-
sive torso actuators. Passive torso actuators would not be able to supply sufficient torque
to keep the robot upright (in simulation or hardware). In low gain feedback control, there
is a slight temporal delay in the secondary motion due to control system response that
does not exist when a DOF is completely passive.
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To quantitatively compare the amounts of secondary motion created in non-passive
DOFs for each of my three techniques, I defined a measure called average square deviation
from the original motion (ASDOM), shown in Equation 35, which I used to calculate the
deviation of the trajectory with secondary motion from the primary motion trajectory that




(qpm − qi)T(qpm − qi) (35)
where,
qpm = joint angle trajectory of the primary motion (i.e. original, given trajectory) of
DOF h as a vector
qi = joint angle trajectory of DOF h created by i = {SIL, F&F, or eigenphysics}
as a vector
h = denotes DOF index
N = number of equidistant time samples in the original trajectory
ASDOM is calculated just like variance, except that the mean in the variance calcu-
lation is replaced by the primary motion trajectory in the ASDOM calculation. Thus,
ASDOM is a measure of how much a trajectory for a particular DOF on average deviates
from another trajectory. This is a more appropriate measure to compare secondary motion
in DOFs where motion existed in the primary motion, since secondary motion is relative to
the original trajectory. If variance were used instead, incorrect conclusions could be drawn
since secondary motion increases or decreases dynamics as necessary in already moving
DOFs. Variance cannot capture this effect because the calculation is relative to the mean,
instead of being relative to the values of another trajectory. The ASDOM calculation was
performed for all three techniques for the torso degrees-of-freedom, and the results are
shown in Table 11.
Compared to SIL, the F&F technique used to generate secondary motion for the tennis
swing trajectory in Figure 20 induced more secondary motion in the torso. For F&F,
the large right arm swings pulled the torso back and forth under low simulated gains,
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Table 11: Average square deviation from original trajectory (square degrees) for each
torso DOF during the tennis swing trajectory. Higher average deviation indicates more
secondary motion created due to internal forces for a particular technique. Eig =
eigenphysics.
DOF SIL F&F Eig
torso X 0.00 3.61 12.24
torso Y 0.00 1.42 4.47
transferring more forces across the body—the effect of Newton’s third law. However, torso
movement in F&F was damped by the low gains in the left arm. For SIL, the torso remained
highly controlled and the left arm passive, whereas in F&F both the torso and left arm were
at more median amounts of actuation. Also, using F&F, induced secondary motion in the
torso DOF that rotates the vertical axis (i.e. torso Y DOF) is largest. Since the torso was
supporting the right arm, it had to remain actuated in SIL, and therefore was not able to
exhibit secondary motion.
Figure 21: Close-up of the left arm during a tennis swing to show secondary motion from
eigenphysics.
Eigenphysics in Figure 21 altered the trajectory of all DOF to create secondary motion
everywhere, unlike SIL, which was constrained to create secondary motion in the DOFs
simulated as passive. In eigenphysics, actuation of the left arm did not depend solely
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upon the low gain feedback as in feedforward & feedback control. In eigenphysics, the
actuation command for secondary motion was calculated directly and applied with the
primary motion. The result was a left arm that was swinging in a coordinated, controlled,
but passive-appearing way, synchronized to movement of the torso and the right arm.
Additionally, the eigenphysics projection preserved most but not all of the primary motion,
so even the primary trajectory was affected by this technique. In comparison to F&F, the
actuation delay does not exist in either other technique.
For the tennis swing motion, secondary motion was dominantly produced in three
DOFs: shoulder X, elbow X, and wrist X. Table 10, which shows variance induced by
secondary motion in these three left arm DOF axes, illustrates the fundamental noticeable
difference in the eigenphysics motion: the left arm DOFs spanned a larger range of joint
angles with eigenphysics than with either SIL or F&F.
Furthermore, to add evidence that each of the three techniques produces meaningful
secondary motion over the baseline of passive hardware, pairwise t-tests between each
technique and the baseline were performed for velocity and acceleration trajectories for the
seven left arm DOFs for the tennis swing motion. 14 of 14 of these pairwise t-tests exhibited
statistical significance (p<0.05) for all three techniques (vs. baseline), which means that the
dynamics of the trajectories in the left arm were statistically different than the dynamics
without motion induced by the secondary motion algorithms.
To explore the differences between algorithms and the dynamics they induced in the
space of near-unactuated DOFs, pairwise t-tests were performed between each of the three
techniques for each DOF for both acceleration and velocity trajectories. Results from these
pairwise t-tests are shown in Table 12, where the character ‘b’ indicates that both the
velocity and acceleration trajectories were statistically significant (p<0.05), between the
respective techniques. As expected, the dynamics of many left arm DOFs are different
between techniques, and in other cases, there is no statistical difference between the dy-
namics (indicated by ‘0’). The former is partially attributable to the advantages of certain
techniques over other techniques; and the latter is partially attributable to the fact that all
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Table 12: Pairwise t-test results of left arm dynamics for each of three secondary
motion techniques for the tennis swing trajectory. b = indicates that both velocity and
acceleration trajectories exhibit statistical significance (p<0.05). 0 = neither velocity nor
acceleration trajectory exhibits statistical significance (p<0.05) for the given pairing. Eig =
eigenphysics. Shou = shoulder; Elbw = elbow; Wrst = wrist.
DOF SIL v. F&F F&F v. Eig SIL v. Eig
Shou X 0 b b
Shou Z b b b
Shou Y b b b
Elbw X b 0 b
Wrst Y 0 b b
Wrst X b 0 b
Wrst Z b b b
trajectories created by all three techniques derive from the same input motion, and each
technique is meant to generate the response appropriate with physics (i.e. all techniques
have the same target output trajectory).
Table 13: Average square deviation from the original trajectory (square degrees) for each
arm DOF during the tennis swing trajectory. Higher average deviation indicates more
secondary motion created due to internal forces for a particular technique. Results show
that near-unactuated DOFs (left arm) have more secondary motion than highly-actuated
DOFs (right arm). Eig = eigenphysics. Shou = shoulder; Elbw = elbow; Wrst = wrist.
SIL F&F Eig
DOF Left Right Left Right Left Right
Shou X 47.1 0.00 53.4 3.41 76.5 4.52
Shou Z 1.57 0.00 6.21 1.53 9.03 3.71
Shou Y 1.96 0.00 4.13 0.64 5.59 1.77
Elbw X 17.8 0.00 29.5 3.78 26.5 4.07
Wrst Y 0.63 0.00 0.35 0.19 1.12 0.89
Wrst X 22.2 0.00 33.2 3.32 34.2 4.66
Wrst Z 8.31 0.00 15.1 2.25 20.8 3.31
The final analysis in Experiment 1 tested H1 to find out if more secondary motion is
created in near-unactuated DOFs. To test this hypothesis for secondary motion created
from internal forces, ASDOM was used to compare the right arm (highly-actuated) with
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the left arm (near-unactuated) for the tennis swing. Table 13 shows that near-unactuated
DOFs (left arm) had more secondary motion than highly-actuated DOFs (right arm), which
is consistent with H1.
3.3.7 Experiment 2: External Forces
3.3.7.1 Experimental Design
To exemplify secondary motion produced from external forces for each of the three tech-
niques, in Experiment 2, the robot received an external push from a human hand stimu-
lus during a common pick-and-place task (i.e. lifting a object and moving it to another
location). To emphasize the effect of external forces and allow external-force-induced
secondary motion to be observed with minimal secondary motion produced via inter-
nal forces, the velocity and acceleration in this primary motion was kept low. The force
magnitude of the push was estimated using the robot joint angle sensors and a calibrated
algorithm that determines the exact location of the impact upon the robot exterior. For
safety reasons, perturbations on the hardware were kept low, and when larger stimuli were
required, the magnitude of the push was amplified in simulation. The external secondary
response was then added to the commanded motion for the hardware in real-time. For
Experiment 2, which is demonstrating that each of the three techniques have the ability to
create and add external secondary motion, the resultant responses with secondary motion
may appear disproportionate with respect to expectations for such a small push. However,
this was intentional, and designed to demonstrate the techniques in an non-subtle manner
without forcefully pushing the robot hardware.
3.3.7.2 Results
To demonstrate the real-time simulation and hardware loop, the robot was calibrated using
differences between commanded and actual joint angles to detect velocity and position
changes significant enough to be external hardware disturbances and perturbations. Robot
position sensors were used to calculate velocity and force vectors (magnitude, direction,
and location) of disturbances. Since the accompanying simulation was dynamic, the exact
location of the disturbance was quickly identified on one specific region on one plane of
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one rigid body in the simulation from the reaction of the hardware. The actual measured
angles from the hardware were input into the simulation to solve for the magnitude of
the application of the force because the response of the hardware nearly completely iso-
lates a unique position on the robot body, provided that a sufficient response to the push
manifests in the hardware.
In simulation, the secondary response to an external push was simulated using the
three techniques outlined above, and the robot hardware exhibited secondary motion in
response to external forces.
Figure 22: Pushing the robot during a box-moving trajectory to demonstrate the response
without secondary augmentation. Without an algorithm to augment secondary motion,
the torso deflects less than four degrees.
Figure 22 shows key frames of the box moving trajectory while the robot torso was
pushed in the fore/aft direction in the initial frame. While under complete control, without
any secondary motion technique, the torso deflected a maximum of four degrees when
perturbed. The effect was very subtle and damped after one oscillation. No other DOFs
were noticeably affected by the push without using one of the three secondary motion
techniques.
To further quantify how little the push influenced the box-moving trajectory, the aver-
age square deviation from primary motion in Equation 35 was used to calculate ASDOM
for the torso trajectory with the push in reference to the same trajectory without the pertur-
bation. For the torso DOF nearest to the push, ASDOM was 1.586 square degrees, which
was large enough to be noticeable, but much smaller in magnitude than was created by
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Figure 23: Pushing the robot during a box-moving trajectory to demonstrate the response
using SIL. Simulation-in-the-loop technique exhibits secondary motion in the passive
DOFs (i.e. wrists and elbows).
F&F or eigenphysics (as will be presented later).
For SIL, the elbows and two of the wrist DOFs were chosen to be unactuated in simula-
tion. In Figure 23, the noticeable secondary effect of the push to the torso for SIL was that
the elbows curl upward. Since the wrists remained unactuated in the motion and yet were
holding a box, the wrists limply clutched the box, while the actuated arm DOFs supplied
the force necessary to maintain grasp on the box. When the external push occurred on the
robot, the wrists deflected upward from the joint angle limit of negative 40 degrees to close
to zero, as can be seen in the second and third keyframes of Figure 23. The SIL response
was more realistic than in Figure 22, where the hardware reacted to a similar perturbation
through stiff arm response without algorithmic compensation.
Using the box-moving trajectory as a reference (i.e. original) motion, ASDOM was
calculated for seven DOFs in one arm and the two torso DOFs. This is sufficient to analyze
where each technique creates the larger quantities of secondary motion because the box-
moving trajectory has arm trajectories that are close to symmetric. Table 14 shows that for
SIL, secondary motion was created from external forces only in DOFs that were passively
simulated.
In the F&F technique for the box-moving trajectory (Figure 24), the push significantly
deflected the torso which subsequently created a force imbalance that cascaded through
both arms, as the low gains compensated for the external perturbation. The effect is most
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Table 14: Average square deviation from primary motion (square degrees) for each of the
seven passive left arm DOFs and the two torso DOFs during the perturbed box-moving
trajectory. Higher deviation indicates more secondary motion created due to external
forces for a particular technique. Eig = eigenphysics. Tors = torso; Shou = shoulder; Elbw
= elbow; Wrst = wrist.
DOF SIL F&F Eig
Tors X 0.000 16.9 18.2
Tors Y 0.000 0.37 0.76
Shou X 0.000 36.3 22.1
Shou Z 0.000 0.23 0.19
Shou Y 0.000 0.08 0.05
Elbw X 36.13 6.65 5.59
Wrst Y 0.000 0.04 0.04
Wrst X 0.066 0.07 0.07
Wrst Z 134.8 15.2 11.9
Figure 24: Pushing the robot during a box-moving trajectory to demonstrate secondary
motion from external forces using feedforward & feedback control.
noticeable as the box was lifted much higher in the third frame of Figure 24 because unlike
in SIL, low torso gains had to compensate for the external force. In general, as gains
of a particular motor controller decrease, secondary motion will be more pronounced
in that DOF, which is evident by the rapid damping of the push without algorithmic
augmentation and that secondary motion was only created in the simulated passive DOFs
in SIL.
Table 14 demonstrates why SIL is insufficient for generating secondary motion. Com-
paring the columns of SIL and F&F, the deviation in a wide range of DOFs was canceled in
SIL because the DOFs where secondary motion can be generated needed to be pre-selected.
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Thus, the secondary response to external forces was incomplete in the SIL technique,
especially in DOFs where significant secondary motion was generated (e.g. torso X and
shoulder X) as a result of the push.
Comparing row-wise elements in the SIL and F&F columns in Table 14 for the elbow
X DOF and wrist Z DOF shows that the magnitudes of the average square deviation
from the primary motion was less for both of these DOFs in F&F, which was the result
of two causes: (1) low gains damped the secondary response in F&F as compared to the
completely passive actuators in SIL; and (2) since only a few DOFs are passive in SIL,
the secondary response to the external perturbation must be absorbed in these select few
DOFs, which caused their secondary response to be larger. In F&F, the external push can
be absorbed by the motion of more DOFs because all DOFs have low gain feedback.
Even though all three techniques dropped the box at some point (because it was part
of the original trajectory to let go) the eigenphysics secondary motion in Figure 25 created
a very fluid response after the box was released, evident by the roll over of the wrists at
the end of the trajectory.
Figure 25: Pushing the robot during a box-moving trajectory to demonstrate secondary
motion from external forces using eigenphysics.
In Figure 25, eigenphysics demonstrates the distinct advantage of creating secondary
motion while all motors remained under normal gains. Making DOFs passive as with
simulation-in-the-loop, or using low gains can cause the robot to fail the task (e.g. drop
the box) in the presence of secondary motion because certain degrees-of-freedom can no
longer supply the necessary forces to maintain the task (e.g. when external forces become
too large). However, eigenphysics creates secondary motion in the null-space of the task.
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Therefore, since the task was supplying the torques necessary to track the trajectory and
move the box, eigenphysics caused minimal disruption of the task. With SIL, creating
secondary motion the presence of a task is challenging because DOFs must be chosen that
do not disrupt the task, which isn’t always feasible.
A perfect comparison of the three techniques cannot be performed because the external
push from the human does not occur at the exact same time instant or with the exact same
magnitude. However, the timing and point of application of the external force is critical
to determining how each technique will respond. The main difference between F&F and
eigenphysics lies in how the feedforward control term is calculated. Because the actuation
space of eigenphysics has lower dimension and is derived from the primary motion, it typ-
ically induces larger amounts of secondary motion in the “near-unactuated” coordinates
and less in the “mostly-actuated” coordinates. For example, comparison of the torso in
Figures 22-25 (and also in the torso X row in Table 14) shows that eigenphysics (Figure
25) caused the largest deviation from the box-moving trajectory for the torso fore/aft DOF
(torso X), but less secondary motion in the arm DOFs than F&F. Eigenphysics typically
induces more secondary motion in the “near-unactuated coordinates” than in the “mostly
actuated coordinates.” The force from the push combined with the actuation inherent from
the primary motion or internal secondary motion to impact the same DOF in different
ways for each of the different techniques.
The results of Experiment 2, especially in the calculation of ASDOM, do not describe
the quality of the produced secondary motion, but rather these results examine only the
quantities of motion induced in certain DOFs as a result of algorithmically exploiting
passivity. Thus, further experiments were required to examine the qualitative features and
benefits of the motion. The motion generated with my algorithms is secondary motion
because it does not dominate the original, primary motion, and the generated actuation is
concentrated in DOFs that were previously passive or near-unactuated.
Pairwise t-tests for statistical significance of the dynamics each algorithm induced in
the space of near-unactuated DOFs were not performed for the external forces experiment
because the perturbation on the hardware was not consistent and repeatable for all three
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techniques. Instead, referring to Table 14, comparison of the respective rows in the same
column for near-unactuated DOFs (e.g. wrist Z) and mostly actuated DOFs (e.g. wrist
X and shoulder Z) shows that larger quantities of secondary motion were induced in the
near-unactuated DOFs, and they deviated more from the primary trajectory. This was only
true in possible DOFs, of course, since the SIL technique is restricted in its application of
secondary motion to pre-selected DOFs. This finding is consistent with H2.
3.3.8 Experiment 3: Communicating State Parameters
Experiments 1 and 2 were targeted toward validating the creation of secondary motion
from internal and external forces respectively, which was testing the algorithm to ensure
that it worked as designed. However, Experiments 3-6 were performed to discern the
benefits of adding secondary motion to robot motion.
Throughout the literature, a fundamental assumption often made about secondary
motion is that it can communicate internal and external state parameters. This assumption
is widely believed to be true since it is an involuntary cue that humans frequently use
when sensing the world through vision. For example, the average person might claim that
they can tell just by watching a man carry a box, whether the box is heavy or light and
whether the man is strong or weak. The former (i.e. mass) is an example of an external
state parameter since it measures a state external to the being performing the motion (e.g.
some world state or state of an object in the world), and the latter (i.e. muscle strength)
is an example of an internal state parameter since it measures a state internal to the being
performing the motion. Specifically, Experiment 3 tested whether secondary motion can
communicate internal and external state parameters.
It is important for a social robot to clearly communicate internal and external state
parameters through its motion because this is increasing state transparency and increasing
the redundancy of passing these messages to human partners by adding additional chan-
nel of communication. In the terms of control theory, if the human is a predictor and the
robot is the system, whose internal state is being estimated, this increased observability
leads to better measurements and more accurate predictability of the true system state
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from those measurements by estimative processes. Redundancy increases the likelihood
that the intended message will be received, since communication now occurs through
multiple channels. Estimative processes (e.g. humans) that take advantage of multi-
channel communication have higher confidence in their estimates of social robot partner
state when messages or predictions from multiple channels reinforce each other.
3.3.8.1 Experimental Design
For Experiment 3, eight different tasks were created that lacked any secondary motion:
1. Turn: Robot reaches out, grabs a lever with the right hand, turns it 45 degrees,
releases grasp, and retracts the arm.
2. Handoff: Robot reaches out with right arm, picks up a block off a table, lifts it,
extends the arm to pass it to a partner, releases, and retracts the arm.
3. Wave: Robot performs a waving gesture with the left arm.
4. Beckon: Robot performs a come hither gesture with the right arm.
5. Push: Robot grabs a block with two hands that is idle at waist-height, pushes the
block directly outward using the entire upper body, then the robot returns to an erect
posture.
6. Slide: Robot grabs a block with the right hand, uses a combination of torso and arm
movement to slide the block toward the robot’s left side, then the robot retracts the
arm.
7. Grab: Robot turns to its right side, reaches with the right arm to a shelf near head
height, grabs the block with the right hand, lifts the block off the shelf, turns to place
it on the table in front of itself, releases the block, and retracts the arm.
8. Lift: The robot grabs a block sitting idly in front of it with two hands, lifts the
block upward using mostly torso and forearms, places the block back to its original
position, and retracts its arms.
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These tasks are categorized according to two different internal state parameters and two
different external state parameters:
• Motor Temperature: Turn and handoff.
• Passivity (Motor Gains): Wave and beckon.
• Friction: Push and slide.
• Mass (Weight): Grab and lift.
Each of the state parameters were modulated to three different values, and then the
secondary motion algorithm was used to generate secondary motion for the robot with
these new values. Thus, for each of the eight motions, there are six variants in Experiment
3: three with and three without secondary motion, where the three correspond to low,
medium, and high state values.
A dynamic simulation was used to create the six variants per task with and without
secondary motion. Levers, blocks, tables, and surfaces that contact the robot during any
of the eight tasks were added to the dynamic simulation as rigid bodies with appropriate
parameters such mass, rotational friction, or surface friction. These task-based rigid body
objects imparted force trajectories upon the modeled robot architecture in response to the
motion. The original trajectory for each task was executed in the dynamic simulation after
the corresponding internal or external state parameter was modified to one of the three
values. Modifying this state parameter caused the original trajectory to appear different,
especially for extreme values of the state parameter.
To create the three variants of each task that have secondary motion, my feedforward
& feedback secondary motion algorithm was integrated into the dynamic simulation robot
model so that the original trajectory now appeared different because (1) a state parameter
had changed and (2) the robot motion responded to secondary motion forces and/or
torques.
The feedforward and feedback method was selected because for these tasks where state
parameters were changing, the entire input trajectory is not known in advance. Thus,
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eigenphysics cannot be used. Simulation-in-the-loop was not used because secondary mo-
tion is desired in all DOFs, not a subset of preselected ones. The feedforward & feedback
algorithm enables coupling between the changes in the internal or external state to interact
simultaneously with the dynamics induced by the secondary motion produced at previous
time steps. Use of F&F results in a secondary motion trajectory that is influenced by many
different changes in dynamics that would otherwise remain independent: (1) internal state
parameter changes (2) external state parameter changes (3) changes in task forces due to
changes in secondary motion (4) changes in secondary motion due to changes in task forces
(5) changes in changes in task forces due to state parameter changes and (6) changes in
secondary motion due to secondary motion.
Since levers, heavy boxes, and surfaces of varying frictional coefficients are not easy
to procure (and for safety reasons), trajectories were determined in simulation. Then,
videos of the robot hardware performing each variant of each task were recorded from
three different angles. The three different angles of each particular task variant were
concatenated into a single video for each motion. Thus, forty-eight different videos were
created for Experiment 3, modulated according to:
• Eight Tasks: Turn, handoff, wave, beckon, push, slide, grab, and lift.
• Three State Parameter Levels: Low, medium, and high.
• Two Secondary Motion Options: Present and absent.
All of the motions in the videos on the hardware lacked context. The missing context
for each motion is summarized below.
1. Turn: Lever was absent in the videos.
2. Handoff: Block, table, and partner were absent in the videos.
3. Wave: Person the robot is waving to was absent in the videos.
4. Beckon: Person the robot is gesturing toward was absent in the videos.
5. Push: Block and surface were absent in the videos.
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6. Slide: Block and surface were absent in the videos.
7. Grab: Block, shelf, and table were absent in the videos.
8. Lift: Block and table were absent in the videos.
For the motor temperature internal state parameter, using a dynamic simulation that
modulates motor torque output based on motor temperature, the temperature of all the
motors on the modeled robot plant were raised by a pre-determined number of degrees
Fahrenheit. The task was then executed and the simulated robot turned a simulated lever
or hands an simulated box. The output trajectory was recorded, run on the hardware, and
videotaped from three different angles. This process was repeated to reflect internal state
conditions of normal operating temperature and five degrees Fahrenheit below overheat-
ing.
Similarly, the other internal state parameter of passivity was modulated by changing
gains of the simulated robot plant, which should not be confused with changing gains of
the F&F control algorithm. Passivity was a special case, unlike the other state parameters,
since the two tasks associated with passivity were free-space gestures (i.e. beckon and
wave). They did not interact with the world, and therefore, there was no influence of
external secondary motion forces upon the trajectories produced.
The external state parameters of friction and mass were modulated by changing the
coefficient of friction or the mass of the simulated objects. These state parameter changes
induced secondary motion changes through the influence of changing force trajectories
imparted upon points of the simulated robot body in the plant.
The effects of the state parameter level changes on the original motion are best described
as follows:
• Turn: The velocity of the robot’s level turn decreases as motor temperature increases.
• Handoff: Robot maximum available torque is lower at higher temperatures, and
therefore, since mass of the box being handed is constant, the torso is bent further
over as the motor temperature increases. There is also an increased time delay before
the robot lifts the object as motor temperature increases.
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• Wave: There is an increased time delay between DOF direction changes in the wav-
ing arm (i.e. the DOFs are less synchronized) as gains are lower (i.e. more passivity).
• Beckon: When more motors are passive, the beckoning arm at each cycle is not
stopped as quickly (due to lower available control energy), which results in more
forces being transferred to the torso. Thus, the robot rocks back more during beckon
cycles for the higher passivity.
• Push: The robot moves forward faster for lower surface frictional coefficients of the
surface beneath the pushed object.
• Slide: The velocity of the slide increases for lower surface frictional coefficients be-
neath the slid object. Also, the robot’s right wrist is pushed further back before the
object starts to move when the surface frictional coefficient is higher.
• Grab: As mass increases, the robot lifts the box to a lower height off the shelf, and
eventually, the robot just slides the box off the shelf at highest mass. Also, as mass
increases, the robot’s right hand with the object moves more quickly toward the floor
after it is pulled off the shelf.
• Lift: The velocity of the lift is lower at higher masses. The joint position of the wrists
bend more toward the floor as mass increases. The maximum height of the box lift is
lower for higher masses.
Then, after secondary motion was added to the videos above, the noticeable effects can
be described as follows:
• Turn: The left arm swings forward more as motor temperature increases to compen-
sate for the forces the robot is applying to turn the lever with the right arm.
• Handoff: The torso dips further forward upon object release at higher temperatures.
The left arm then follows by swinging forward more in response to the torso motion
at higher temperatures. The torso also dips further down at higher temperatures
when the robot is initially lifting the object in response to various DOFs reaching
their maximum torque limits during the lift.
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• Wave: The wave motion of the arm is not as tightly controlled at greater passivity,
and therefore, the torso rocks in response to transmitted wave energy.
• Beckon: The neck, torso, and left arm exhibit greater amounts of secondary motion
after each beckon cycle at higher passivity.
• Push: As surface frictional coefficient decreases, secondary motion causes more over-
shoot in the final location where the robot arms push the object before retracting back
to the final location.
• Slide: The left arm, torso, and wrist exhibit more secondary motion at the point when
the object starts moving when surface frictional coefficient is larger.
• Grab: When more massive boxes are dragged off the shelf, as gravity takes over,
a jerk is applied to the robot arm, which responds with larger deflections for more
massive boxes. There is also more secondary response in the form of follow-through,
after the robot releases the more massive boxes on the floor.
• Lift: After the box is placed back to the floor, the secondary motion causes the
hands and arms to follow through due to mass of the box. There are larger amounts
of this secondary response evident by larger torso motion forward and larger arm
downward displacement at higher masses.
Sixty-four participants were recruited for Experiment 3 to cover two experimental con-
ditions and yield twenty-four data points per task. 50% of the participants had previous
robot experience and considered themselves to be at or above a novice level with robot
expertise. The other 50% of the participants had never previously used or interacted with
a robot. Each participant watched six of the eight possible tasks, in one of two randomly
selected secondary motion options. No participant saw the same secondary motion option
for all six tasks.
One of the three videos for one of the two secondary motion options was randomly
selected for each participant. After they watched this one video, participants were asked
which motion they thought the robot was performing in the video. This data was collected
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to supplement the data taken in Experiment 4. These results are included in the results
analysis under Experiment 4.
After their task label answer was recorded, they were told the task that the robot was
supposed to be performing, and all three videos for the same secondary motion option
were presented to the participant. Each participant watched all three state parameter
levels that correspond to the secondary motion option level randomly selected for that
task. These three videos per task were shown in random order. Order of all tasks was
randomized for each participant. After the participants watched all three state parameter
levels for a given task and given secondary motion option, since context was omitted from
the videos, they were posed two questions based upon the state parameter category of the
task:
• Motor Temperature (Turn and handoff): In which of these three motions was the
robot operating at the hottest temperature? In which of these three motions was the
robot operating at the coolest temperature?
• Passivity (Wave and beckon): In which of these three motions was the robot most
stiffly controlled? In which of these three motions was the robot least stiffly (i.e.
most loosely) controlled?
• Friction (Push and slide): In which of these motions was the robot pushing/sliding
the box against the most friction? In which of these motions was the robot push-
ing/sliding the box against the least amount of friction?
• Mass (Grab and lift): Which of these three motions was the robot grabbing/lifting
the heaviest box? Which of these three motions was the robot grabbing/lifting the
lightest box?
Each participant was allowed to watch the three motions as many times as necessary
until they made their selections with respect to the motions that represented the extreme
of a particular state parameter. To limit participant frustration and save time, order of the
videos was only enforced for the first viewing of the set of three motions for each task.
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3.3.8.2 Results
By selecting the two extreme exemplars of a particular state parameter level, the partic-
ipants ordered the set of three videos with respect to that state parameter. Therefore,
between-participants comparisons can be made for each task to see if accuracy of ordering
with respect to a state variable improved when secondary motion was added to the task.
Sixty-four participants total provides twenty-four data points per task per secondary
motion option, since each participant only saw six of the eight possible tasks, and these
forty-eight total samples per task were divided equally between those with and without
secondary motion (N=24).
To test hypothesis H2, the data was grouped into two sets of videos (with and without
secondary motion), which can be ordered for each set according to the respective state
parameter levels for each task. Rank was then applied to each of the videos using the dis-
tinct values selected by each participant when answering the two questions of most/least,
hottest/coolest, heaviest/lightest, etc. for the extreme values of the state parameter level.
Thus, for each participant the three videos were ranked so that lowest magnitude of rank
is the highest state parameter level (i.e. 3=Low; 2=Medium, 1=High). A Friedman test was
run on the rank data for all 24 participants’ responses for each task and for each secondary
motion option, to determine if any of videos within a given secondary motion option and
for a given task were consistently ranked higher or lower than each other. If the Friedman
test produced a p-value less than 0.05, this indicated that further analysis is required to
identify which videos the participants could consistently ordinally define. The results for
all sixteen Friedman tests are shown in Table 15.
The results in Table 15 show that for all eight tasks with secondary motion there was
a statistically significant difference in perception of motion depending on state parameter
level. P<0.05 indicates that participants were able to determine the correct order of at least
two of the three videos with different state parameter levels. Participants were able to
determine the correct order of at least two of the three videos in only six of the eight tasks
without secondary motion. These two videos were both parameterized according to motor
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Table 15: Friedman test results for all eight tasks and both secondary motion options.
Data given in the form χ2(2) = X; P = Y, where the X, Y pairs are given in the table. P-
values less than 0.05 indicate that participants could consistently rank at least two of the
three videos with respect to the given state parameter level that was modulated for the
respective task. (w/o = Friedman test run on three task videos ranked without secondary
motion; with = with secondary motion).
Task w/o with
Turn 0.609, 0.738 21.333, 0.001
Handoff 2.044, 0.360 12.000, 0.002
Wave 11.389, 0.003 21.332, 0.001
Beckon 12.250, 0.002 25.074, 0.001
Push 17.583, 0.001 37.000, 0.001
Slide 12.000, 0.002 33.334, 0.001
Grab 19.011, 0.001 36.969, 0.001
Lift 17.958, 0.001 46.083, 0.001
temperature (i.e. turn and handoff tasks), which is preliminary evidence that secondary
motion helps humans perceive internal state parameter levels from robot motion.
Post–hoc analysis with Wilcoxon Signed–Rank Tests was conducted with a Bonferroni
correction applied, resulting in a significance level set at p<0.017. The p-values from each
of the individual pairings are listed in Table 16.
Participants were able to discern the correct order for the pairing of low and high state
parameters, but in general, intermediate state parameter values were not discernible as
shown by the lack of statistical difference between LM and MH pairings. When sec-
ondary motion was added to the motion, the resolution of perceivable state parameter
values increased, and all three levels were statistically different. The conclusion is that
internal and external state parameters such as motor temperature, passivity, friction, and
mass can be communicated through secondary motion. When humans are provided with
discrete examples from a continuum of a particular state parameter, they are better able
to rank order these motions according to the state parameter, when the motion contains
secondary effects. In Experiment 4, stronger conclusions are sought by testing if humans
can predict the actual magnitude of a state parameter when seeing only one motion, rather
than ordering a set of videos.
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Table 16: Post–hoc analysis with Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test results for all eight tasks and
both secondary motion options. P-values given in the table less than 0.017 (gray) indicate
that participants could consistently rank those two videos correctly with respect to the
given state parameter level that was modulated for the respective task. (w/o = Wilcoxon
test run on three task videos ranked without secondary motion; with = with secondary
motion) and (LM = Low-Medium video pair; LH = Low-High video pair; MH = video pair
of Medium and High state value parameter levels) x = Wilcoxon not run since Friedman
did not achieve statistical significance.
w/o with
Task LM LH MH LM LH MH
Turn x x x 0.015 0.001 0.015
Handoff x x x 0.014 0.014 0.014
Wave 0.260 0.001 0.037 0.010 0.001 0.001
Beckon 0.015 0.012 0.112 0.003 0.001 0.015
Push 0.033 0.001 0.030 0.001 0.001 0.001
Slide 0.034 0.001 0.034 0.001 0.001 0.001
Grab 0.031 0.001 0.026 0.001 0.001 0.001
Lift 0.062 0.001 0.021 0.001 0.001 0.001
To reinforce the conclusions derived from Table 16, the percent of participants who
correctly ranked all three videos according to the respective state parameter level for all
eight tasks and both secondary motion options is shown in Table 17. For all eight tasks,
the addition of secondary motion caused more participants to correctly order the videos
according to the state parameter, which reinforces that hypothesis H2 is correct.
One more analysis was performed on the data from Experiment 3 to support the con-
clusion that secondary motion better communicates internal and external state parameters
than motion without a secondary effect. Each participant provided responses to two ques-
tions when selecting the extreme values of a particular state parameter for a given task.
The responses to these two questions were coded as rank. No video was selected as the
answer to both questions. Therefore, the maximum and minimum distances between any
two ranks in Experiment 3 is 1, and no rank was repeated in Experiment 3 for a given task.
By plotting mean participant rank vs. actual rank for each task, and linearly regressing
the optimal line that fits this data, one additional measure of success is obtained. Ideally,
all participants would rank the motion as actual rank, and the magnitude of the slope
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Table 17: Percent of participants who correctly ranked all three videos according to the
respective state parameter level for all eight tasks and both secondary motion options. (w/
o = videos ranked without secondary motion; with = with secondary motion).









Table 18: Slope magnitude of mean participant vs. actual rank of three videos according
to the respective state parameter level for all eight tasks and both secondary motion
options. Slope magnitude closer to one indicates that participants were better able to
discern rank of the modulated state parameter level for the given task. (w/o = videos
ranked without secondary motion; with = with secondary motion).









of the resultant regression would be 1. However, the distance between the actual slope
magnitude of the regressed line and the optimal value of 1 is a measure of accuracy of
participants in ranking motions with and without secondary effects. The results of these
linear regressions are listed in Table 18.
In Table 18, all slope magnitudes from regressions of actual and average rank for
motions with secondary effects yielded values closer to 1, which indicates that for these
eight tasks, in support of H2, secondary motion increased human accuracy in predicting
internal and external state parameters.
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3.3.9 Experiment 4: Helping to Fill in Missing Context
Experiment 4 was designed to test hypothesis H3. When watching a mime perform, there
is a complete lack of context because the goal of the mime is use only her body to draw the
audience into the story being told. Size and weight of absent objects or forces applied by
invisible objects only become evident when the mime uses the secondary motion response
(i.e. Newton’s Third Law of Motion) upon her own body to communicate how the objects
in the world are affecting her and are affected by her. From this inspiration comes the
hypothesis that secondary motion helps to fill in missing, lost, or unperceived context.
With secondary motion, the trajectory is altered to reflect the natural world response,
which could be considered a form of redundancy in communication because now the social
robot motion and the objects being interacted with match more closely to each other.
Since the presence of internal and external secondary motion can be resolved to force
vectors acting at contact points on the robot hierarchy, context (e.g. boxes, shelves, objects)
can easily be omitted as long as the time-varying force vectors are known because they
can be applied consistently in simulation. Experiment 4 shows trajectories of robot motion
with and without secondary motion, in both cases without context, to support that in the
former case, with secondary motion human observers are better able to predict the missing
context.
3.3.9.1 Experimental Design
For Experiment 4, the same eight tasks and the same forty-eight videos without context
were used. However, Experiment 4 was designed to be more difficult, to find out whether
stronger conclusions could be made with respect to the relationship between secondary
motion and context. Experiment 3 tested whether humans can better discern context
from motions with secondary motion (i.e. a binary answer); whereas Experiment 4 was
designed to quantify to what extent the inclusion of secondary motion improves context
prediction.
300 participants were recruited for Experiment 4. 50% of the participants had previous
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robot experience and considered themselves to be above a novice level with robot exper-
tise. The other 50% of the participants had never previously used or interacted with a
robot. Each participant watched all eight possible tasks in a randomly selected order. Each
participant watched one of the six possible videos per task, randomly selected for each
task (across state parameter level and secondary motion option). No participant saw the
same secondary motion option or same state parameter level for all six tasks.
300 participants were necessary because there are six experimental conditions (3 state
parameter levels and 2 secondary motion options), which yields a sample size of 50 par-
ticipants per experimental condition. Furthermore, some results will be expressed in per-
centages of participants, and 50 participants provides a resolution of 2% for my data.
Web-based code was written and posted to a website so participants could perform
Experiment 4 online. When participants were allowed to watch videos multiple times,
replay buttons were integrated into the interface. The code restricted progression through
the experiment unless answers were provided where required.
In Experiment 4, a series of qualitative and quantitative questions were posed to par-
ticipants in the same serial order. Each question was designed based upon different res-
olution of the state parameter, and order of the questions was constant so as not to bias
participants for subsequent questions. After each of the questions, participants were al-
lowed to watch the video as many times as desired before submitting an answer to each
question. Participants were required to watch a video a minimum of one time between
questions.
At the beginning of Experiment 4, participants watched the randomly selected video
for a given task only one time, and since context was omitted from the video, participants
were asked which motion they thought the robot was performing in the video. After their
task label answer was recorded, they were told the task that the robot was supposed to be
performing and the same motion video for that task was again shown to the participant,
and each participant was asked question one. For question one, participants were given
three qualitative values that corresponded to different abstract ordinal categories for the
state parameter level. Question one and the ordinal, categorical values given are shown
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below, organized by state parameter categories.
• Motor Temperature (Turn and handoff): Based on the robot’s motion during the task
it just performed, do you think the robot was operating at normal temperature, hot,
or near overheating?
• Passivity: (Wave and beckon): Based on the robot’s motion during the gesture it just
performed, do you think the robot was loosely controlled, normally controlled, or
stiffly controlled?
• Friction: (Push and slide): Based on the robot’s motion during the task it just per-
formed, do you think the box it was moving against the floor was fighting very little
friction, a medium amount of friction, or lots of friction?
• Weight: (Grab and lift): Based on the robot’s motion during the task it just performed,
do you think the weight of the box it moved was a small, medium, or large amount?
After recording the answer to question one, the participants were shown the same
motion for the same task again (to refresh their memory) and then asked question two.
For question two, participants were provided with a blank empty text box, the name of the
state variable parameter associated with the task, and the units associated with the variable
that they should enter. To increase intuition, mass was provided to participants as the
variable “weight” in units of pounds-force through the interface, and after the experiment,
it was converted to mass for all calculations and analyses.
• Motor Temperature (Turn and handoff): Robot Motors’ Average Temperature, De-
grees Fahrenheit. Low values correspond to a cold motor. High values correspond
to an overheating motor.
• Passivity: (Wave and beckon): Median Proportional Gain for All Robot Motors, Unit-
less. Low values correspond to a loosely controlled robot. High values correspond to
a stiffly controlled robot. This was not told to participants, but in order to represent
the gains of N DOFs with one value, passivity was set to be a scalar value at the
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median motor proportional gain, and all other motors were scaled proportionately
relative to that value.
• Friction: (Push and slide): Coefficient of Friction between the block and the surface
it’s moving upon, Unitless. Low values correspond to low amounts of friction. High
values correspond to large amounts of friction.
• Weight: (Grab and lift): Weight of the object lifted, pounds-force. Low values corre-
spond to a light object. High values correspond to a heavy object.
After recording the answer to question two, the participants were shown the same
motion for the same task again (to refresh their memory) and then asked question three.
For question three, participants were given a slider with explicitly labeled endpoints.
Participants were told that they should assume that the slider endpoints are the maximum
and minimum values for the respective state parameter value. They were asked to place
the value of the slider in the location that they thought corresponded to the state variable
for the motion seen in the video.
After recording the answer to question three for a given task, the participants were
shown the same motion for the same task again (to refresh their memory) and then asked
question four. For question four, participants were provided with four options, each of
which was labeled with a value from the state variable parameter associated with the task
in the same units from question two. Participants were told to assume that one of the four
given values was the correct value for the internal or external state parameter associated
with the motion (or a missing object in the video) that they just saw. Participants were
asked to select which of the four values they thought was the correct state parameter value
associated with the video they just saw. The three other possible answers were selected so
that they were distributed very tightly around the correct answer, so that if the participant
had correctly labeled qualitatively the correct region of the state parameter spectrum in
question one, this would force them to narrow their answer within that region.
This process then repeated beginning at the context question for the next randomly
selected task until all eight tasks were completed.
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Order of the questions was constant. This was important because I wanted to identify
the strongest relationship possible from humans’ ability to predict state parameters. Ques-
tion one is ordinal and very broad, and it allowed participants to begin thinking about
whether they think the state value should be large or small. However, question two asked
participants to tell the exact correct answer without being given a spectrum. And since
questions three and four could have potentially biased the answer for the most specific
question, it was important to test for stronger conditions before they were biased. Thus,
question two preceded questions three and four. Question three provided additional con-
straints to the participants, and was more helpful for participants who answered question
two outside the valid spectrum range. In short, the questions were ordered by increasing
answer specificity with varying levels of constraints.
• Q1: 3 broad and qualitative values. Low, Medium, High. Without given spectrum or
limits.
• Q2: Text-box with units and variable name. Broad and quantitative. Open-ended
text box. Without given spectrum or limits.
• Q3: Open-ended slider. Given spectrum and limits. Broad and quantitative.
• Q4: Fine resolution. One of four possible multiple choice answers. Specific and
quantitative.
3.3.9.2 Results
3.3.9.2.1 Increases Context Recognition
From Experiment 3, each of the six possible videos per motion (3 state parameter levels
x 2 secondary motion options) was labeled eight times for all tasks, and in Experiment 4
each of the six possible videos was labeled fifty times after the participants watched the
motions only one time, giving a total of 58 labels per video. The percentages of correct
recognition are shown in Table 19 organized according to low, medium, and high values
of state parameter levels and both secondary motion options.
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Table 19: Percentages of correct recognition organized according to state parameter levels
and secondary motion options for secondary motion Experiment 4. Fifty-eight samples per
video. Low = low amounts of state variable. Med = medium amounts of state variable.
High = high value of state variable. with = with secondary motion. w/o = without
secondary motion.
w/o with w/o with
Task Low Med High Low Med High Avg Avg
Turn 24.1 25.9 25.9 29.3 31.0 31.0 25.3 30.5
Handoff 8.6 8.6 8.6 12.1 17.2 15.5 8.6 14.9
Wave 75.9 74.1 70.7 82.8 75.9 77.6 73.6 78.7
Beckon 69.0 67.2 63.8 75.9 70.7 69.0 66.7 71.8
Push 37.9 34.5 31.0 44.8 43.1 31.0 34.5 39.7
Slide 62.1 58.6 55.2 63.8 65.5 60.3 58.6 63.2
Grab 48.3 48.3 51.7 48.3 55.2 56.9 49.4 53.4
Lift 81.0 86.2 89.7 86.2 91.4 96.6 85.6 91.4
Avg 50.9 50.4 49.6 55.4 56.3 54.7 50.3 55.5
The data in Table 19 shows that on average, adding secondary motion increased correct
labeling and recognition for the same state parameter level by approximately 5%. Correct
recognition rates are strong functions of the task (i.e. motion type), as can be seen by the
large differences between recognition rates for different motions. In general, trends for
state parameters vary based more on the state parameter being modulated, rather than
varying as strongly with the motion type. For example, recognition rates tended to be
higher at lower passivity, higher friction, and more massive objects regardless of secondary
motion option; whereas motor temperature does not appear to exhibit a trend.
The fact that secondary motion aids in correct recognition supports H3 because the
label for a given motion is part of the context that is not explicit. However, there is
additional context to be derived from motion in the missing state parameters, which will
be discussed in the subsequent sections.
3.3.9.2.2 Improves State Parameter Prediction
In Experiment 3, I found that people can correctly order videos of robot motion according
to a spectrum of a state variable, when they see at least three points along that spectrum.
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Table 20: Percentages of correct qualitative state parameter level association (i.e. question
one) organized according to state parameter levels and secondary motion options for
secondary motion Experiment 4. Fifty samples per video. Low = low amounts of state
variable. Med = medium amounts of state variable. High = high value of state variable.
with = with secondary motion. w/o = without secondary motion.
w/o with w/o with
Task Low Med High Low Med High Avg Avg
Turn 30.0 36.0 32.0 56.0 58.0 60.0 32.7 58.0
Handoff 38.0 34.0 30.0 40.0 46.0 58.0 34.0 48.0
Wave 42.0 38.0 40.0 68.0 82.0 88.0 40.0 79.3
Beckon 60.0 58.0 58.0 66.0 70.0 74.0 58.7 70.0
Push 40.0 36.0 28.0 84.0 86.0 92.0 34.7 87.3
Slide 36.0 38.0 34.0 78.0 70.0 76.0 36.0 74.7
Grab 60.0 60.0 64.0 84.0 90.0 94.0 61.3 89.3
Lift 56.0 68.0 70.0 88.0 94.0 96.0 64.7 92.7
Avg 45.3 46.0 44.5 70.5 74.5 79.8 45.3 74.9
In Experiment 4, I tested using a single point on the spectrum, to find out how accurate
humans are at discerning state parameter magnitudes when context is missing for motions
with and without secondary effects.
For question one, participants were classifying motion based on state parameter level
into one of three possible qualitative categories: low, medium, or high. Based solely
on chance, prediction should have been 33.3% if there is no trend according to the state
variable or secondary motion option. However, the percent correctly classified data for
question one listed in Table 20 shows that humans are better than chance classifiers for
motion that varies based on state parameter level, regardless of whether the trajectory
includes secondary motion (45.3% on average for motion without secondary effect, and
74.9% on average with secondary motion). These results mean that humans can discern
missing context when the state parameter values manifest change in the motion due to
the missing context alone. However, the addition of secondary motion clearly benefits the
resultant prediction.
One interesting trend found in Table 20 was that without secondary motion, humans
were slightly better at classifying median values of a state parameter (46% on average is
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highest of all three levels without secondary motion). One possible explanation for this is
that these median values tend to coincide with more typical state parameter values (e.g.
normal operating temperatures, normal friction, boxes of average mass), which would
result in motions more common or more familiar to humans (as compared to motion with-
out secondary motion but exhibiting extreme values of state parameter levels). However,
secondary motion tends to manifest more change in motion at extreme values of a partic-
ular state parameter level (e.g. when mass is heavy, when the robot is near overheating,
when the actuators are very passive), and thus, classification of motion with secondary
effects based on qualitative state parameter level was much better at extreme values of
state parameters (79.8% on average at the high state parameter level).
The percent of correct responses improved by 29.7% on average when secondary mo-
tion was included. Furthermore, when the data in Table 20 was treated as independent
distributions (all eight motions in the same distribution; three distributions per secondary
motion option), the pairwise t-tests between the average correct response rates with and
without secondary motion for each of the three state parameter levels showed that the
distributions for all three state parameter levels were statistically significant (p<0.05).
I concluded that the addition of secondary motion to trajectories with either the low,
medium, or high state parameter level produces statistically significant increase in percent-
age of correct responses for participants attempting to discern state parameter magnitude
just from watching the robot move. Therefore, the relative improvements of 25.3%, 28.5%,
and 35.3% for the respective parameter levels of low, medium, and high demonstrate
the benefit of secondary motion in that it improved human ability to predict contextual
information and state parameters.
For question two, participants were asked the most difficult of all four questions be-
cause they were asked to apply a quantitative label for the state parameter without seeing
any other motions, given only the state parameter name, one motion, and the units for the
label. In many cases, it is feasible that participants might be unfamiliar with a particular
unit of measurement or state parameter, and yet, they were still asked to guess a number.
The responses were accumulated into 48 distributions (8 motions x 2 secondary motion
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Table 21: Percentages of error between average state parameter magnitude provided
by participants (i.e. question two) and actual value used to synthesize motion. Data
organized according to state parameter levels and secondary motion options for secondary
motion Experiment 4. Fifty samples per video. Low = low amounts of state variable. Med
= medium amounts of state variable. High = high value of state variable. with = with
secondary motion. w/o = without secondary motion.
w/o with w/o with
Task Low Med High Low Med High Avg Avg
Turn 43.7 50.8 68.7 40.3 47.6 51.2 54.4 46.4
Handoff 44.3 56.4 65.0 39.7 51.3 43.4 55.2 44.8
Wave 606.2 249.9 1146.4 599.8 219.7 334.2 667.5 384.6
Beckon 429.8 300.7 1006.7 393.8 223.4 831.7 579.1 483.0
Push 319.0 246.5 156.9 290.6 195.6 131.1 240.8 205.8
Slide 977.0 221.3 161.3 882.1 166.2 138.7 453.2 395.7
Grab 334.1 67.9 51.6 309.9 63.3 41.0 151.2 138.1
Lift 402.2 41.0 44.2 376.4 37.4 29.7 162.5 147.8
Avg 394.5 154.3 337.6 366.6 125.6 200.1 295.5 230.8
options x 3 state parameter levels). Percent error between the mean of the participant-
provided distribution of responses and the actual value is given in Table 21. The mag-
nitudes of the percent error provided a measure of how familiar participants were with
a given state parameter. High values of percent error indicate that participants were
unfamiliar with the relationship between a state parameter and how it manifests in motion.
The data in Table 21 shows that humans were more accurate predictors of state param-
eters when secondary motion is included. However, based on the high values of percent
error, I concluded that humans were not very adept at discerning exact magnitudes of
state variables based on seeing motion alone. Experiment 4 was testing a combination of
factors: (1) do humans understand the state parameter? and (2) do humans understand
how changing the state parameter will affect the robot’s motion? In certain cases it is
difficult to tell based solely upon percent error because percent error is a strong function
of the correct value, and very small correct values have more percent error bias when
participants guess at an answer. However, from the data, it is clear that mass is an example
of a state parameter that humans understand well and understand it’s effect on motion
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well. Friction also appears to be a state parameter that participants were familiar with, but
the percent errors are biased high likely due to small actual values. Temperature seems to
be an example opposite of friction. My participants understood temperature well, but not
its effect on motion. And finally, the data suggests that passivity seemed to be a variable
that participants did not understand, nor did they understand it’s effect on motion well.
Each of the distributions for human-provided values of state parameters were com-
pared against the actual value used in motion generation to determine statistical signifi-
cance. 48 t-tests were performed to find out if the actual value for each motion fell within
the human-provided distributions (p<0.05). 18 of 24 possible motions without secondary
effects were statistically significant; whereas, 13 of 24 possible motions with secondary
effects were statistically significant. This means that in 18 of the possible cases without
secondary motion, the actual value for the state parameter was statistically different than
the distribution of human-provided responses for that parameter, after watching the mo-
tion. However, for only 13 of the possible videos with secondary motion, the actual value
for the state parameter was outside the distribution. This means that secondary motion
improves humans’ ability to predict state parameter values and fill-in missing context.
Question two was a very difficult task to expect humans to perform well, even when
they understand the state variables and the effects on motion well, which is why the
percent errors in Table 21 are so high. I expected that such a task would be difficult, which
is why questions three and four existed for the study.
In question three, participants were given a slider, with bounded ends, and they were
asked to place the slider at the location of the state variable they thought corresponded to
the value used to create the motion in the video. This task revealed the quantitative spec-
trum for a given state parameter, which means that participants could have interpreted
the endpoints as maximum and minimum acceptable values (even though they weren’t
explicitly told this). These bounds make the task of labeling the correct answer easier,
especially in cases where the participants do not understand the state variable or have
intuition about its units. For example, if they thought that the state variable is high, they
could have placed the slider in the general area of the upper half of the spectrum and have
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Table 22: Percentages of error between the average state parameter magnitude provided
by participants (i.e. question three) and actual value used to synthesize motion. Data
organized according to state parameter levels and secondary motion options for secondary
motion Experiment 4. Fifty samples per video. Low = low amounts of state variable. Med
= medium amounts of state variable. High = high value of state variable. with = with
secondary motion. w/o = without secondary motion.
w/o with w/o with
Task Low Med High Low Med High Avg Avg
Turn 40.1 47.6 64.6 33.3 29.8 41.6 50.8 34.9
Handoff 48.4 43.6 59.1 29.5 30.3 39.2 50.4 33.0
Wave 69.7 68.7 52.1 18.9 33.7 31.2 63.5 27.9
Beckon 45.1 49.3 42.3 27.6 22.5 20.5 45.6 23.5
Push 50.5 55.9 54.4 19.4 29.4 28.6 53.6 25.8
Slide 62.6 65.0 68.1 25.9 35.4 45.2 65.2 35.5
Grab 32.9 33.8 40.9 35.8 26.4 26.1 35.9 29.4
Lift 34.9 30.1 31.6 31.3 29.3 27.8 32.2 29.5
Avg 48.0 49.3 51.6 27.7 29.6 32.5 49.6 29.9
a better guess than in question two, where state variable bounds are not provided.
The same analysis as in question two was repeated with the distributions provided
by the sliders for question three. These results can be interpreted by the hypothetical
statement of ‘if all participants had answered question two knowing acceptable limits of
all state variables, the results from question two would have been...’
The percent error values in Table 22 are drastically improved over the values in Table
21, which shows that by providing valid bounds on acceptable state parameter ranges,
humans were better able to predict missing context. More importantly, humans had less
error in their state variable value predictions when secondary motion was included.
The 48 t-tests were repeated to find out if the actual value for each motion fell within
the human-provided distributions (p<0.05) from the sliders in question three. 13 of 24
possible motions without secondary effects were statistically significant; whereas, 1 of 24
possible motions with secondary effects was statistically significant. This means that in
13 of the possible cases without secondary motion, the actual value for the state parame-
ter was statistically different than the distribution of human-provided responses for that
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parameter, after watching the motion. However, for only 1 of the possible videos with
secondary motion, the actual value for the state parameter was outside the distribution (23
of 24 distributions for state parameter estimates of motions with secondary motion were
not statistically different than the actual value for that state parameter). This means that
secondary motion improves humans’ ability to predict state parameter values and fill-in
missing context.
The percent error was improved by 19.7% on average when secondary motion was
included. Furthermore, when the data in Table 22 was treated as independent distributions
(all eight motions in the same distribution; three distributions per secondary motion op-
tion), the pairwise t-tests between the percent errors with and without secondary motion
for each of the three state parameter levels, showed that the distributions for all three
state parameter levels were statistically significant (p<0.05). I concluded that the the
addition of secondary motion to trajectories with either the low, medium, or high state
parameter level produced statistically significant improvement in percentage error for
participants attempting to discern state parameter magnitude just from watching the robot
move. Therefore, the relative improvements of 20.3%, 19.7%, and 19.1% for the respective
parameter levels of low, medium, and high demonstrated the benefit of secondary motion
in that it improves human ability to predict contextual information and state parameters.
In question four, the participants were presented with a four-option multiple choice
question for each motion in the study. For each of the eight motions per participant,
they were asked to identify the correct value for a given state parameter when given four
different options. The values were tightly distributed around the correct value to increase
difficulty and test humans’ ability to discern state parameters at a very fine resolution.
Since 25% is chance, any trend must be greater than this percentage. On average, partici-
pants’ ability to discern the magnitude of a state parameter level was better than chance,
regardless of whether the trajectory includes secondary motion, as shown in Table 23. This
means that state parameters manifest perceptible change in the trajectory. However, it was
necessary to test whether secondary motion improved the human ability to discern state
parameter magnitude from motion.
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Table 23: Percentages of correct quantitative state parameter level association (i.e.
question four) organized according to state parameter levels and secondary motion
options for secondary motion Experiment 4. Fifty samples per video. Low = low amounts
of state variable. Med = medium amounts of state variable. High = high value of state
variable. with = with secondary motion. w/o = without secondary motion.
w/o with w/o with
Task Low Med High Low Med High Avg Avg
Turn 25.8 19.2 27.4 19.3 16.1 17.4 24.1 17.6
Handoff 22.8 24.3 26.1 22.9 23.4 20.3 24.4 22.2
Wave 27.5 28.6 23.5 23.6 24.0 21.1 26.5 22.9
Beckon 19.9 22.8 25.6 23.2 24.7 22.9 22.8 23.6
Push 20.2 25.3 20.6 18.9 17.4 17.1 22.0 17.8
Slide 29.3 24.9 22.7 17.6 18.3 17.6 25.6 17.8
Grab 20.9 26.7 23.1 15.4 17.8 17.0 23.6 16.7
Lift 15.5 22.3 23.2 14.2 16.9 15.3 20.3 15.5
Avg 22.7 24.3 24.0 19.4 19.8 18.6 23.7 19.3
The percent of correct responses improved by 4.4% on average when secondary motion
was included. Furthermore, when the data sets in Table 23 were treated as independent
distributions, the pairwise t-tests between the average correct response rates with and
without secondary motion for each of the three state parameter levels, showed that the
distributions for all three state parameter levels were statistically significant (p<0.05).
Just by watching the robot move, regardless of the state parameter level, participants
were able to more accurately discern state parameter magnitude due to the presence of
secondary motion when compared to motion that lacked secondary action. The relative
improvements of 3.4%, 4.4%, and 5.4% for the respective parameter levels of low, medium,
and high demonstrated that secondary motion is beneficial in improving human ability to
predict contextual information and state parameters.
Overall, the data from all four questions supports hypotheses H2 and H3, that includ-
ing secondary motion helps participants to predict state parameters and fill-in missing
context. Regardless of how familiar the participants were with state parameters, their
error rates and percentage of correctly predicted responses for state parameter values
(qualitative and quantitative) improved in Tables 20 - 23. And in the three questions
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where participants were given either options or the spectrum for a state parameter, the
distribution of responses at all three motion levels were statistically different. Question
two was challenging since it asks participants to predict the exact numerical value of a
state parameter without being explicitly given boundaries of the distribution or any other
constraints. Unlike the other three questions, where statistical significance could be found
across motions and state parameters, for question two I can only draw conclusions for
the same state parameter level and motion. In these pairwise t-tests, trajectories without
secondary motion showed an increase in the number of occurrences of the actual value
being statistically different from the human predicted distribution.
During the interviews following Experiment 4, one interesting point raised by partici-
pants was that certain assumptions have to be made for estimation of state parameters. For
example, since mass (an external state variable) is not independent of the robot strength
(an internal state variable), prediction requires that assumptions be made about dependent
variables. Therefore, some participants said that they used physical size and appearance
to fill in the missing (i.e. ungiven) context of robot strength. The robot is big, so it is likely
strong. For clarity, it is helpful to make statements about dependent variables during the
course of the study so that it is more controlled and participants do not need to make
assumptions.
3.3.10 Experiment 5: Making Motion More Natural
In Experiment 5, participants were asked to state qualitative preferences while watching
motion pairs with and without secondary motion. Secondary motion as created by my
algorithm creates a response that is more consistent with physics (as discussed in Section
3.3.2). Since physics is the basis for natural motion of an articulated body, then in theory,
humans should state a preference for motions with secondary motion over motion with-
out the secondary motion dynamics. Also, humans are used to seeing motion consistent
with physics that includes secondary motion dynamics. Motion without these secondary
dynamics should, in theory, seem less natural.
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3.3.10.1 Experimental Design
In Experiment 3, each participant only viewed six of the eight possible tasks. In order to
maximize use of participants, during the final part of Experiment 3, each participant was
asked to watch two of the possible six videos for each of the last two remaining tasks that
the participant had not previously seen.
The two videos selected were one of three possible pairs, and each pairing contained
one video with and one video without secondary motion. Since each of the trajectories
without secondary motion had been used to create a version of that trajectory with sec-
ondary motion, pairings were naturally assigned based on origin.
Sixteen participants watched the 2 unseen tasks from Experiment 3, which yields an
average of 5.33 viewings per video pair per task. Since larger data quantities were desired,
an additional one hundred eighty-five participants were recruited to watch one video pair
in a random order for all eight tasks. This provides an average of 67 viewings per video
pair per task, which for results expressed as a percentage is 1.4925% data resolution.
In Experiment 5, participants watched the video pair in a random order as many times
as they desired. Afterward, they were asked to tell which motion looked better and which
motion looked more natural. This continued until all eight tasks were done in random
order. When performed as a supplement to Experiment 3, only two video pairs were
shown before the supplementary part of that experiment was complete.
3.3.10.2 Results
The data in Table 24 demonstrates that approximately seven out of ten people prefer
trajectories with secondary motion, which supports H4. Furthermore, different trends
exist for each of the different state variables. Low temperatures, high gains (low passivity),
median amounts of friction, and heavy weights are preferred. Except for heavy weight, the
other three state variables matched more closely with values typical of normal operating
conditions.
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Table 24: Percent of participants who chose trajectories with secondary motion as “looked
better” and “looked more natural” as compared to trajectories without secondary motion.
Low = low amounts of state variable. Med = medium amounts of state variable. High =
high value of state variable.
better more natural
Task Low Med High Avg Low Med High Avg
Turn 71.6 67.2 64.2 67.7 71.6 68.7 64.2 68.2
Handoff 74.6 74.6 62.7 70.6 73.1 65.7 65.7 68.2
Wave 53.7 64.2 71.6 63.2 56.7 76.1 77.6 70.1
Beckon 58.2 64.2 74.6 65.7 55.2 65.7 74.6 65.2
Push 67.2 58.2 76.1 67.2 77.6 68.7 74.6 73.6
Slide 89.6 65.7 85.1 80.1 71.6 70.1 80.6 74.1
Grab 62.7 71.6 74.6 69.7 64.2 67.2 77.6 69.7
Lift 68.7 76.1 79.1 74.6 74.6 76.1 77.6 76.1
Avg 68.3 67.7 73.5 69.8 68.1 69.8 74.1 70.6
3.3.11 Experiment 6: Improving Motor Coordination
In Section 4.1, a full analysis of a metric for human-like motion was performed, which was
inspired by observations made during Experiment 6 with secondary motion.
Coordination of distributed, independent actuators results from a small number of con-
trolled degrees-of-freedom, constituting a primary or goal-oriented motion, which exhibit
small variance and common direction of motion [76, 49]. Since the definition of motor
coordination sounds very similar to the low dimensional representation of actuated coor-
dinates, I believe that a relationship between motor coordination and secondary motion
exists. Thus, I exploited this controllable subspace to add evidence for my hypothesis
that spatiotemporal correspondence (i.e. motor coordination) in task space is a metric for
human-like communicative motion.
As discussed in Sections 2.3 and 4.1, Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy, which measures rate
of system state information loss as a function of time, is a proven metric for spatiotemporal
coordination of distributed actuators [51]. Dependent DOF variance in magnitude and di-
rection is a characteristic of natural movements [77]. Also, computer animation has widely
accepted for decades that primary motion coupled with secondary motion looks better
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than the former alone [41, 42]. Thus, if secondary motion can be consistently correlated to
more coordinated actuators, then my hypothesis that a relationship between Kolmogorov-
Sinai entropy (i.e. motor coordination, correspondence, DOF inter-dependence) and sec-
ondary motion is correct. Also, as will be shown in Section 4.1, evidence suggests that
Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy is correlated to human-like motion. Therefore, if a relation-
ship between secondary motion and KSE can be found in Experiment 6, based on the
data presented in Section 4.1, conclusions can be drawn about secondary motion and its
relationship to both motor coordination and human-likeness of motion. Specifically, if
secondary motion can be correlated to more coordinated actuators, by use of Kolmogorov-
Sinai entropy, then I can add evidence that motion that includes a secondary response is
more human-like than motion without it. The latter is a reasonable expectation because by
virtue of Newton’s third law, secondary motion is a natural element of motion.
The existence of a relationship between secondary motion and motor coordination is
intuitive. Consider the extreme situation presented in Experiment 1, where a subset of
DOFs were moving and a subset of DOFs were completely idle. In the tennis swing motion,
these two distinct groups of motors were not coordinated because to create coordination
requires that the actuated DOFs stop moving or the unactuated DOFs begin to move. The
latter is the preferred method of creating coordination, since the objective is motion. In
short, if the subset of idle DOFs exhibit motion, motor coordination should improve.
3.3.11.1 Experimental Design - Initial
As an initial test of hypothesis H5, I examined all the secondary motion algorithms for the
tennis swing motion with respect to Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy presented in Experiment
1. Details of the KSE calcuation are outlined in Section 2.3 [51]. The robot hardware has
finite spatial extent due to finite number of DOF with finite joint angle and torque limits,
and finite temporal extent due to the motion trajectories being cyclic.
Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy was calculated using a measure called K2, which has two
distinct parts: spatial correspondence (SC) and temporal correspondence (TC). These mea-
sures assess coordination in magnitude and timing, respectively. One of the conclusions
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of my thesis is that for K2 to be used as a measure for human-likeness of motion quality,
SC and TC are best kept as independent measures, since they provide more information
in these separate numbers (see Section 4.1.6.2.3 for details). Thus, subsequent analysis
will refer to SC and TC independently. For both of these measures, values closer to zero
indicate more coordination.
3.3.11.2 Results - Preliminary
Perfect motor coordination exists when KSE is zero. By calculating baseline KSE without
any secondary motion and comparing with KSE of each of the three techniques, any tech-
nique that improves the KSE over the baseline, also produces more coordinated motion.
For the tennis swing motion, since the left arm is passive, these left arm DOF belong
to the null space in task- and joint-space. The calculated baseline entropy rate of the
original trajectory, using the correlation entropy estimate K2 from [52] with fixed time
delay corresponding to the duration of the motion and fixed spatial extent including all
sixteen controllable hardware body DOF was 0.33 for SC and 0.27 for TC. Both simulation-
in-the-loop and feedforward & feedback techniques improved K2 to (0.24 for SC and 0.13
for TC) and (0.14 for SC and 0.18 for TC) respectively, indicating that simply by moving the
left arm DOF the overall motion was more coordinated in actuation. Eigenphysics further
improved the KS-entropy to 0.09 for SC and 0.10 for TC, suggesting that, in general, eigen-
physics produces the most coordinated motion of all three secondary motion techniques.
These preliminary results support my hypothesis of task-space motor coordination,
and the order of the KSE values for these results (i.e. SIL as least coordinated and eigen-
physics as most coordinated) was expected because techniques that add secondary motion
to more DOFs have greater impact on overall coordination through affecting more DOFs.
SIL had the smallest number of DOFs affected since secondary motion was isolated to
the left arm. After adding secondary motion, those DOFs moved in passive response
to primary motion, which produced coordinated motion in spatial extent. F&F control
allowed all DOF to deviate slightly from the feedforward command, restructuring the
motion with more coordination, but still the effect had temporal delay since it was filtered
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by the low gains. Whereas, eigenphysics affected all DOFs by producing new torques that
are a linear combination of the old torques for all DOF, which allows for the possibility of
more space and time coordination between actuators without the time-lag created by low
gain control, which adversely affects temporal coordination of distributed actuators.
3.3.11.3 Experimental Design
To increase confidence that adding secondary motion improves human-likeness, KSE was
calculated for 492 motions that were motion-captured from humans mimicking twenty
unique motions (i.e. 24-25 examples per motion, the participant unconstrained mimicking
examples from Section 4.1.6). Each of these motions represent a human attempting to
perform their own variant of a specific type of motion (e.g. waving, shrugging). Thus,
the calculated KSE from these examples provided a human-like distribution for KSE that
captures a range of different ways that a particular motion type can be performed.
Since these 492 motions come from humans, secondary motion is likely to already be
included in the trajectory. Therefore, one trajectory of each of the twenty unique motions
was synthesized that did not include secondary motion. These variants were created
through animation of a scale model of the robot in Maya 3-D animation software. Tra-
jectories were recorded from the animations in Maya for execution on the hardware. Each
of these twenty trajectories was augmented with secondary motion by the three different
algorithms outlined in previous sections. Comparison of KSE for each of the four trajec-
tories (i.e. without secondary motion, SIL, F&F, and eigenphysics) with the mean of the
KSE for the human-like distributions can be used to provide insight as to whether KSE (i.e.
motor coordination) is more human-like with or without secondary motion.
Furthermore, these same results can be used to find out if H5 holds true in general
across a variety of motions. If KSE is consistently lower for trajectories with secondary
motion, I will have higher confidence that secondary motion increases motor coordination.
The comparison criteria for motor coordination and human-likeness are different. Co-
ordination is optimal at zero, which is unachievable for human motion because muscles
supply finite torque and joints have limited angle ranges. Therefore, human-likeness is
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optimal as close to zero KSE as possible given the constraints of the human body, which
means that optimal KSE for human-likeness will always be some finite non-zero number.
As a follow-up calculation, the participant unconstrained data (i.e. set of 24-25 human
motions per motion type) was projected onto the robot hardware to become the ground
truth data set for human-like motion. Nearest-neighbor, with a Euclidean distance metric
in joint angle space, was used to find the minimum distance between the each of the four
categories of secondary motion (i.e. without, SIL, F&F, and eigenphysics) and a trajectory
in the ground truth set. This analysis assumes that distance to a ground truth trajectory is
a good metric for human-like quality of a given motion. Certain DOFs (eyes, eyelids, and
ears) were excluded from the analysis because they are not measurable with the motion
capture equipment.
3.3.11.4 Results
As a general rule, for one-handed gestures such as 1-handed bow, scan, wave, throw, and
beckon, the DOFs in the entire arm not utilized in the gesture were selected as passive
for SIL. Additionally, the wrist X and wrist Z DOFs on the arm involved in the primary
motion were typically selected to be passive in simulation in SIL, unless they were part of
a symbol for the gesture, such as support for the hand in waving. Thus, each of the twenty
motions had 2-9 passive DOFs for SIL (of 16 total body DOFs), depending on what was
deemed appropriate for the given gesture.
Table 25 shows the spatial correspondence for the twenty motion for human averages,
as well as the animations without secondary motion and each of the three secondary
motion algorithms. For all twenty motions, adding secondary motion (for all three tech-
niques) reduced the value of SC, bringing it closer to the human mean value. By adding
secondary motion and improving the SC value closer to zero, I concluded that the presence
of secondary motion improves the motor coordination, which supports hypothesis H5.
Furthermore, 14 of 20 F&F values and 19 of 20 eigenphysics values of SC were within
one standard deviation of the human mean SC. 13 of 20 of these SC values for F&F and
14 of 20 of the SC values for eigenphysics failed t-tests for statistical significance (p<0.05)
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Table 25: Spatial correspondence (SC) for twenty different motion types. Human
represents the mean SC from 24-25 human motion-captured examples. W/o = animated
trajectory without secondary motion. SIL, F&F, and Eig represent KSE for the animated
trajectory with secondary motion created by one of the three algorithms. (w/o = without
secondary motion; Eig = eigenphysics)
Motion human w/o SIL F&F Eig
Wave 0.108 0.424 0.239 0.181 0.117
Beckon 0.090 0.294 0.247 0.177 0.113
Shrug 0.109 0.308 0.290 0.139 0.087
Move Object 0.115 0.306 0.287 0.134 0.089
1-hand Bow 0.124 0.378 0.219 0.180 0.111
2-hand Bow 0.102 0.398 0.279 0.164 0.103
Scan 0.112 0.335 0.249 0.181 0.123
Look Around 0.088 0.297 0.261 0.167 0.104
Worship 0.113 0.328 0.269 0.167 0.102
Present 0.144 0.397 0.228 0.160 0.107
Air Guitar 0.157 0.422 0.279 0.168 0.112
Shucks 0.149 0.429 0.253 0.149 0.099
Bird 0.136 0.276 0.273 0.154 0.103
Stick ’em up 0.134 0.374 0.273 0.142 0.085
Cradle 0.129 0.438 0.276 0.149 0.099
Call/Yell 0.119 0.378 0.298 0.144 0.088
Sneeze 0.088 0.374 0.316 0.143 0.090
Cover 0.112 0.272 0.293 0.136 0.091
Throw 0.139 0.387 0.230 0.187 0.115
Clap 0.090 0.269 0.307 0.110 0.065
when compared with the human distribution for unconstrained versions of the gesture,
which is statistical evidence that adding secondary motion makes a trajectory magnitude
more human-like.
Table 26 shows the temporal correspondence for the twenty motion for human aver-
ages, as well as the animations without secondary motion and each of the three secondary
motion algorithms. For all twenty motions, adding secondary motion (for all three tech-
niques) reduced the value of TC, bringing it closer to the human mean value. By adding
secondary motion and improving the TC value closer to zero, I concluded that the presence
of secondary motion improves the motor coordination, which supports hypothesis H5.
Furthermore, 6 of 20 SIL values, 2 of 20 F&F values and 19 of 20 eigenphysics values of
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Table 26: Temporal correspondence (TC) for twenty different motion types. Human
represents the mean TC from 24-25 human motion-captured examples. W/o = animated
trajectory without secondary motion. SIL, F&F, and Eig represent KSE for the animated
trajectory with secondary motion created by one of the three algorithms. (w/o = without
secondary motion; Eig = eigenphysics)
Motion human w/o SIL F&F Eig
Wave 0.045 0.340 0.113 0.183 0.072
Beckon 0.021 0.217 0.129 0.266 0.048
Shrug 0.040 0.281 0.184 0.188 0.026
Move Object 0.049 0.344 0.180 0.257 0.024
1-hand Bow 0.067 0.333 0.106 0.298 0.037
2-hand Bow 0.042 0.234 0.179 0.252 0.045
Scan 0.068 0.328 0.136 0.166 0.059
Look Around 0.073 0.329 0.141 0.176 0.050
Worship 0.052 0.279 0.148 0.168 0.051
Present 0.060 0.202 0.109 0.184 0.025
Air Guitar 0.061 0.247 0.177 0.251 0.086
Shucks 0.107 0.335 0.141 0.225 0.030
Bird 0.052 0.262 0.168 0.186 0.024
Stick ’em up 0.052 0.231 0.171 0.189 0.031
Cradle 0.130 0.233 0.173 0.210 0.023
Call/Yell 0.067 0.253 0.194 0.221 0.062
Sneeze 0.140 0.248 0.196 0.228 0.036
Cover 0.083 0.321 0.185 0.241 0.062
Throw 0.062 0.253 0.118 0.296 0.050
Clap 0.039 0.326 0.198 0.201 0.031
TC were within one standard deviation of the human mean TC. 4 of 20 of these TC values
for SIL and 15 of 20 of the TC values for eigenphysics failed t-tests for statistical significance
(p<0.05) when compared with the human distribution for unconstrained versions of the
gesture, which is statistical evidence that adding secondary motion makes a trajectory
magnitude more human-like.
These results also illustrate the advantages and disadvantages of SIL. This technique
improved the temporal motor coordination more significantly than the spatial coordina-
tion. The temporal advantage arises because SIL has no low gain feedback on the passive
DOFs, and passive DOFs move without an artificially-induced temporal delay. Secondary
motion was only allowed to influence at most nine degrees-of-freedom in the motions
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for SIL in this analysis, which is just 56.25% of all possible controllable body DOFs (for
any motion). Nearly all DOF trajectories require modification if a trajectory is to become
human-like. However, this is dependent upon the initial trajectory to which secondary
motion is added. If this primary trajectory is highly coordinated in the DOFs that SIL
cannot affect, the results of SIL can be very good. However, in Experiment 6, these primary
motions were animations, and to not bias the experiment, no attempt was made to ensure
they were coordinated prior to use.
Tables 25 and 26 show that motor correspondence (i.e. coordination) is highly motion
dependent. This result was expected because humans exploit the position, velocity, and
acceleration of their degrees-of-freedom relative to each other to create different motions
and gestures.
Table 27 shows the distance between the nearest neighbor in the human-like data set
and original trajectory in each of the four possible forms of secondary motion (without,
SIL, F&F, and eigenphysics). When comparing columns relative to each other, lower values
in Table 27 indicate that for a particular motion, the technique with that type of secondary
motion is more similar to a human example from one of the twenty human motions that
were optimally projected onto the robot kinematic hierarchy.
For all twenty motions, all three secondary motion algorithms were closer in Euclidean
distance to a human exemplar from the data set, than any motion without secondary
motion. On average, the eigenphysics secondary motion was nearest to human-likeness,
when using Euclidean distance to projected human examples in joint space as the measure
of human-like motion.
3.3.12 Discussion
I presented three independent techniques for generating secondary motion. Each of the
three techniques for producing secondary motion has advantages and disadvantages, and
the following discussion supports identification of situations when each technique would
be the appropriate implementation choice to create secondary motion.
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Table 27: Distance of the motions from the three secondary-motion-generating techniques
to its nearest neighbor in the human-like data set, for each of the twenty gestures. Values
measure joint angle Euclidean distances in radians. (w/o = without secondary motion; Eig
= eigenphysics)
w/o SIL F&F Eig
Wave 0.233 0.202 0.155 0.139
Beckon 0.274 0.193 0.184 0.155
Shrug 0.261 0.179 0.149 0.162
Move Object 0.212 0.167 0.161 0.141
1-hand Bow 0.239 0.189 0.172 0.167
2-hand Bow 0.312 0.199 0.182 0.172
Scan 0.272 0.204 0.178 0.181
Look Around 0.256 0.213 0.192 0.185
Worship 0.234 0.177 0.181 0.170
Present 0.256 0.164 0.156 0.149
Air Guitar 0.271 0.153 0.164 0.144
Shucks 0.239 0.188 0.183 0.136
Bird 0.241 0.196 0.171 0.172
Stick ’em up 0.244 0.172 0.172 0.145
Cradle 0.254 0.159 0.158 0.133
Call/Yell 0.271 0.182 0.147 0.179
Sneeze 0.261 0.191 0.177 0.161
Cover 0.281 0.194 0.206 0.182
Throw 0.290 0.186 0.172 0.149
Clap 0.214 0.166 0.159 0.121
SIL has the advantages of being simple and intuitive; it can be validated, easily ampli-
fied, and requires no a priori specification of the trajectory to create secondary motion from
internal forces.
If an accurate dynamic model of the robot does not exist, then it is difficult to use
SIL to generate secondary motion. Another consideration when using SIL is deciding
which DOFs to select to simulate passively; the appropriate DOFs depend on the task.
To appropriately select these DOFs for SIL, it is important to understand which ones play
an essential role in the primary action. Generally, DOFs near the robot’s extremities are
best to select for secondary motion. However, if for example a wrist DOF is being used,
then it is not ideal to have it in the secondary motion set. For example, the requirement of
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simulated passive DOFs makes SIL an unfavorable choice for producing secondary motion
during manipulation trajectories.
There are many advantages to F&F in creating secondary motion. The feedforward
torques greatly reduce the control energy necessary to command a trajectory. Additionally,
the very low control gains make the system less stiff. F&F requires a less strict model for
the robot than that needed for SIL. Only accurate models of the feedforward terms are
necessary to correctly control the robot and create secondary motion. These feedforward
terms can also be read directly off the robot, which further reduces modeling requirements.
Additionally, F&F can be used even when a trajectory is unknown in advance, for
example predicting the feedforward torques through online planning algorithms, which
are pervasive in robotics. Even when there is no advance planning, the feedforward
torques to hold against gravity for the current time step are a decent estimate for one time
step in the future, thereby reducing the amount of actuation dependently supplied by low
gain feedback.
One of the main drawbacks to the F&F technique is creating a new set of stable gains for
the low gain feedback portion. Often gain tuning can be considered an art form, despite the
many developed techniques to assist (e.g. bode, root locus, Ziegler-Nichols). However, this
disadvantage needs to be overcome only one time, and thereafter, does not hinder usage
of the technique. It is also a disadvantage that occurs in development and does not impose
penalties at run-time or affect real-time performance. Thus, in terms of disadvantages, the
need for an additional set of gains is relatively benign.
Eigenphysics is the most computationally costly of the three techniques, but I rec-
ommend this technique over the others when trajectories are known in advance. The
presented results prove it can produce secondary motion similar to the other techniques
without the complexity of determining unactuated DOFs as in SIL. And, the computation
cost is moved offline when the trajectories are known in advance, instead of being calcu-
lated in real-time. Eigenphysics produces secondary motion in all DOF, which makes it




I presented three novel techniques to create natural, compliant, secondary motion for
humanoid robots. The approaches exploit simulation methods and passivity in actuation
to create virtual secondary motion from both internal and external forces that is used to
command the robot, while keeping all real-world hardware fully actuated. The techniques
overcome hardware and software limitations that reduce secondary motion created by nat-
ural means. By coupling a robot to an accurate, real-time dynamic simulation, perception
of internal and external robot characteristics (or world object characterstics) can be altered.
I demonstrated resulting motions for internal and external forces, and illustrated the
trade-offs between the three techniques. Furthermore, I have presented quantitative evi-
dence to show that greater quantities of secondary motion are produced in near-unactuated
DOFs than in highly actuated DOFs and that the torque trajectories are significantly differ-
ent from the original motion for near-unactuated DOFs. Statistical evidence was presented
to support the conclusions that secondary motion improves humans’ ability to predict
missing context, as well as internal and external state parameters. Subjective evaluations
demonstrate a preference of robot trajectories with secondary motion, and trajectories with
secondary motion were shown to decrease K2, which is known to increase the human-
likeness of robot motion.
Additional communication must be added to motion as secondary motion in the null
space of the task by increasing task-space motor coordination to communicate as clearly
as possible with the human partner during interaction scenarios. Based on the presented





Human-like motion will be created through an optimization that adds coordination be-
tween robot motors, which emulates the effects of degrees-of-freedom coupled by mus-
cles. The resultant motion appears more human-like, which is validated by a series of
experiments. Furthermore, to avoid repetition, which is a quality absent in human motion
trajectories, I designed a variant-generating algorithm that synthesizes an infinite number
of exemplars from a single input motion.
4.1 Synthesis & Evaluation
4.1.1 Introduction
Figure 26: Section 4.1 discusses the human-like optimization.
The human-like optimization is the first of the two human-like motion algorithms
discussed in this thesis, as shown in Figure 26. It follows the three communicative motion
algorithms because the three communicative motion algorithms establish the appropriate
task and bring the input motion closer to the desired state before optimizing. The spa-
tiotemporal optimization precedes the variance algorithm because the variance algorithm
outputs multiple motions; fewer computations need to be performed if the optimization is
only performed once [78].
By using motion as a communication channel, redundancy and consistency in the sig-
nal being communicated increase. But multimodality and sharing a common “language”
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are just a couple reasons why social humanoid robots should move like their collabora-
tive counterparts. Communicating in a manner that is socially relevant and familiar to
their human partners is called “natural human-robot interaction,” and requires believable
behavior to establish appropriate social expectations [33]. Thus, motion control for social
robots must address this overall problem of how to generate human-like motion for an
anthropomorphic robot.
Interaction and collaboration with human partners necessitates the goal of anthropo-
morphic social robots to communicate with humans as humans communicate with each
other. Thus, robot motion must communicate desired messages to human partners with-
out confusion or misinterpretation. For human partners, these goals are measured with
recognition and accurate labeling of the motion performed or the information communi-
cated. The challenge is to synthesize human-like motion, preferably with minimal input
information, and then success of the synthesis procedure must be measured. A metric for
human-like motion can accomplish both of these goals.
Human perception can be used as the metric for quality in robot motion, which means
that motion with errors beyond the range of sensitivity of the human eye are effectively
equivalent to the human eye [79, 80]. Studies that quantify this range are valuable as both
synthesis and measurement tools. However, the primary problem with this type of metric
is dependency on human input to judge acceptable ranges. Since these metrics depend
upon quantifying the measurement device (i.e. human perception), the metric may not be
extensible to all motions without new user studies that exhaustively test new motions.
Classifiers have been used to distinguish between natural and unnatural movement
based on human-labeled data. If a Gaussian mixture model, hidden-Markov model, switch-
ing linear dynamical system, naive Bayesian, or other statistical model can represent a
database of motions, then by training one such model based on good motion-capture data
and another based on edited or noise-corrupted motion capture data, the better predictive
model for testing would have a higher log likelihood of matching the test data under the
model. This approach is inspired by the theory that humans are good classifiers of motion
because they have witnessed a lot of motion. However, data dependence is the problem,
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and retraining is necessary when significantly different exemplars are added [81].
To my knowledge, there is no widely accepted metric for human-like motion in the
fields of robotics, computer animation, or biomechanics. By far, the most common val-
idation efforts rely upon subjective observation and are not quantitative. For example,
the ground truth estimates produced by computer vision algorithms are evaluated and
validated widely based on qualitative assessment and visual inspection [82, 83, 84]. Other
forms of validation include projection of motion onto a 2-D or 3-D virtual character to see
if the movements seem human-like [83].
Just as with prior attempts at evaluation, problems exist with prior attempts at the
synthesis of human-like motion for robots. Dependence on large quantities of data is often
an empirical substitute for a more principled approach. Whether building a model of
motion from a large number of exemplars [85, 86, 87], or relying upon a database to bias
the solution toward realism, data and databases become the bottleneck for online planning,
which can affect algorithm runtime and reduce practical usefulness [88].
Existing anthropomorphic robot motion often extrapolates characteristics derived from
human motion to constrain robot actuators to create motion that appears more human-
like [89, 90, 91]. This includes optimal criteria such as joint comfort, movement time,
jerk [92, 93]; and human pose-to-target relationships [94, 95]. When motion capture data
is used, often timing is neglected, causing robot motion to occur at unrealistic and non-
human velocities [96, 90]. These models of natural systems are often only applicable for
specific motions or body parts, and they fail to capture any interaction between degrees-
of-freedom on an articulated body.
However, the large majority of robot motion algorithms just ignore the concept of natu-
ralness in motion, since they are concerned with more environment-based objectives such
as grasp orientations, manipulation without dropping, planning obstacle-free trajectories,
etc. Thus, my metric-based approach can augment these base trajectories to increase their




Human motion is characterized by interdependent degrees-of-freedom [49]. This implies
that the underlying movement data has a level of coordination—the phenomenon that
motions of connected bodies or joints are related in terms of space and timing. Humans
have muscles, which inherently cause coupling, influence, or coordination between DOFs.
This basic insight is the inspiration for my metric. Since robots have motors (naturally
uncoupled), emulation of human DOF coupling in robot motion can produce human-like
motion.
Thus, in theory, if you increase the amount of spatial and temporal coordination for a
given robot motion, it should become more human-like. Intuitively, coordination could be
thought of as correlation or similarity in space and time of two trajectories, but correlation
and similarity already have specific mathematical definitions. Bernstein theorizes that the
amount of coordination in motion may only be limited by constraints (e.g. kinematic
& dynamic limits, environmental, task) [97], which is important because in Chapter 5 I
demonstrate how my metric works in conjunction with constrained motion.
Since physical architectures differ, due to the DOF correspondence problem (Section
2.4.1), information is lost and motion appears different when attempting to directly use
human motion on a robot. Since coordination depends on the interaction between DOFs,
coordination is part of the motion information lost when trying to apply human motion
to robots. For example, translation of the human shoulder will not appear on the robot,
if the robot does not have a translatable shoulder DOF. Serial, one-dimensional motors on
a humanoid robot cannot create the same motion as integrated, coupled DOFs, such as
ball-and-socket joint motions, in real humans. So until technology invents a single motor
that provides control of 3-DOFs simultaneously that also has specifications appropriate to
fit on a humanoid robot, an alternative solution is required to achieve human-like motion.
In Sections 2.4 and 4.1.4.3, a process called retargeting is described, which allows hu-
man motion to be applied to a robot. However, even the best retargeting algorithms
still lose data in the transformation process. If sufficient interdependence between DOFs
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survives the retargeting process, my experiments show that optimizing the remaining
trajectories with respect to my metric discussed in Section 4.1.4 will re-coordinate the
motion given the constraints of the new, projected, robot kinematic chain (i.e. as much
as possible given differences in joint angle limits and DOF locations).
4.1.3 Goal
In Section 4.1.5, concrete hypotheses for the human-like motion experiments will be de-
fined, but in general, since I hypothesize that anthropomorphic robot motion will appear
more human-like if coordinated spatially and temporally, my algorithm synthesizes a
coordinated version from a given input motion. Therefore, the goals are to:
• add evidence to the hypothesis that spatiotemporal correspondence of distributed
actuators (i.e. motor coordination) is a component of human-like motion
• demonstrate one method of generating human-like motion from a single exemplar
• present a metric useful for the synthesis and evaluation of human-like motion
• validate the results of the method using a user study based on mimicking
• show that humans can more accurately identify, recognize, and mimic STC-optimized
motion than the retargeted version without modification
• present data that suggests that coordinating robot motion with respect to the given
metric makes the motion more human-like
• discuss empirical data on potential reasons why coordinating motion increases recog-
nition and human ability to mimic
4.1.4 Algorithm
The spatiotemporal correspondence problem has already been heavily studied and ana-
lyzed mathematically for a pair of trajectory sets, where there is a one-to-one correspon-
dence between trajectories in each set (e.g. two human bodies, both of which have com-
pletely defined and completely identical kinematic hierarchies and dynamic properties)
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[98, 50]. Given two trajectories x(t) and y(t), correspondence entails determining the
combination of sets of spatial (a(t)) and temporal (b(t)) shifts that map two trajectories
onto each other. In the absence of constraints, the temporal and spatial shifts satisfy the
equations in 36, where reference trajectory x(t) is being mapped onto y(t).
y(t) = x(t′) + a(t)
t′ = t + b(t) (36)
where,
x(t) = first reference trajectory
y(t) = second reference or output trajectory
a(t) = set of time-dependent spatial shifts
b(t) = set of time-dependent temporal shifts
t = time
t′ = temporally shifted time variable
The correspondence problem is ill-posed, meaning that the set of spatial and temporal
shifts is not unique. Therefore, a metric or cost function is often used to define a unique
set of shifts.
Spatial-only metrics, which constitute the majority of “distance” metrics, are insuf-
ficient when data includes spatial and temporal relationships. Spatiotemporal-isomap
is a common algorithm that takes advantage of STC in data to reduce dimensionality.
However, the geodesic distance-based algorithm at the core of ST-Isomap was not selected
as the candidate metric in my work due to manual tuning of thresholds and operator
input required to cleanly establish correspondence [53]. Another critical requirement for a
human-like motion metric is nonlinearity, since human motion data is nonlinear.
Prokopenko et. al. used K2 as a metric for STC for modular reconfigurable robots
to identify optimal configurations that overcome environmental constraints on motion
[51, 52]. I take advantage of their temporally extended version of the K2 metric, which
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is nonlinear and an upper bound of Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy (Section 2.3). In short, KSE
describes rate of system state information loss as a function of time. Therefore, a lower
value of K2 is more optimal, since it indicates higher retention of system state information
over time.
4.1.4.1 STC as a Synthesis Tool
In order to use K2 to synthesize coordinated motion, two things are required: an opti-
mization algorithm that can optimize with respect to a cost (or objective) function and
one input motion to use as the basis (or reference) trajectory for the optimization. The K2
metric presented in Equation 38 becomes the cost function used in the optimization, with
a K2 value of zero being the target for the optimal solution.
Optimal control and dynamic time warping are 2 examples of well-known approaches
that can yield a solution for the optimal set of spatial and temporal shifts that solve the
correspondence problem with respect to a cost or objective function, given the reference
trajectory [99]. For example, if these were selected to generate optimized (i.e. coordinated)
motion, Equation 38 would be used as the cost function for either optimal control or DTW.
Dynamic time warping is solved via dynamic programming [99].
During development, motion was optimized using both these algorithms. Although
nonlinear optimal control formulations can be difficult to solve, the optimal control solu-
tion is known if the cost function is quadratic [49]. Given the constraints of robot actuators
(e.g. finite spatial extent) and the constraints of the input motion (e.g. finite temporal
extent), the required convexity for an optimal control solution is handled by squaring
the individual spatial and temporal terms on the right-hand side of my metric presented
in Equation 38. The new squared version still satisfies K2 as an upper bound of KSE.
However, the squared version is a less strict bound, which means that the minimum value
of Equation 38 is higher for optimal control due to the constraints of optimal control motion
synthesis. In other words, an optimal control problem formulated by squaring individual
K2 terms has less potential to optimize coordination.
After implementation of both algorithms, DTW demonstrated clear advantages over
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optimal control. Due to the formulation of the optimal control problem, DTW produced
motion that was more coordinated than the motion produced with optimal control. As a
result, DTW was selected over optimal control for synthesis of a trajectory with respect to
the human-like metric (subject to constraints).
The K2 metric presented in Equation 38 constrains the amount of warping in its three
parameters: r, S, and T. The value r can be thought of as a resolution or similarity thresh-
old. Every spatial or temporal pair below this threshold would be considered equivalent
and everything above it, non-equivalent and subject to warping. I empirically determined
a 0.1 N.m. threshold for r on the Simon robot hardware.
Since my study, which is described in Section 4.1.6, used predefined motions, temporal
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i+dt−1] , time delay vectors
vki = element of time series trajectory for actuator k at time index i
ds = spatial embedding dimension
dt = temporal embedding dimension
S = number of actuators
T = number of motion time samples
r = correspondence threshold
Originally, the algorithm warped with a spatial extent, S, equal to all actuators on
the robot, which means that the robot motion would be coordinated to all other DOF
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trajectories in the original motion. However, preliminary results showed that this created
motion which appeared too fluid, such as hair or a flag flapping in the wind. The algorithm
was modified because only DOFs coupled by muscles should influence each other. To
emulate the local coupling exhibited in human DOFs (e.g. ball-and-socket joints) on an
anthropomorphic robot, which typically has serial DOFs, the spatial parameter, S, was set
at a value that optimizes only based upon parent and children degrees-of-freedom, in the
hierarchical anthropomorphic chain.
The optimization begins at the “root” DOF (typically a rotationally motionless DOF,
like the pelvis), and it extends outward toward the fingertips. For Simon, this “root” DOF
represents the rigid mount to the base. In other robots, the DOF nearest to the center-of-
gravity is a logical selection for beginning of the optimization, which can extend outward
along each separate DOF chain.
In this context, the term “spatial” warping is synonymous with torque magnitude,
since the given reference trajectories are torques for each DOF as a function of time.
4.1.4.2 STC as an Evaluation Metric
In order to use STC as a mechanism to evaluate motion quality with respect to human-
likeness, the spatial and temporal correspondence numbers on the right-hand side of Equa-
tion 38 are evaluated for a trajectory. Then, the procedure outlined under Section 4.1.4.1 is
used to optimize that trajectory with respect to spatial and temporal correspondence. Since
coordinated motion is more human-like, the difference between the optimal and original
spatial and temporal numbers from Equation 38 indicate “human-likeness” of the original
trajectory. If the difference is small, the original trajectory is closer to being human-like.
The advantage of this technique is that the values for spatial and temporal correspon-
dence are evaluated in separate domains (i.e. robot and human DOFs may be different),
and yet the metric provides results that are comparable.
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4.1.4.3 STC Application
Any motion can be spatially and temporally coordinated using the algorithm described
above, but in my evaluation I use trajectories collected from human motion-capture equip-
ment that are subsequently retargeted to the Simon robot. This retargeted motion is op-
timized with respect to STC as described in Section 4.1.4.1. My hypothesis, which will
be tested in Section 4.1.6, is that this makes the motion more human-like on the robot
hardware.
The motion-capture trajectories include position data from the 28 upper-body markers
on the suit. During the process of retargeting, a similar set of constraints or handles, which
are positioned on the target kinematic hierarchy (i.e. the robot model), serve to sufficiently
constrain the problem so the mapping between human motion capture markers and robot
markers is one-to-one. An optimization problem is solved, iterating over the human mo-
tion capture data as a function of time, aligning human and robot markers. The optimal
mapping allows for scaling the overall size of Simon based on human participant’s size,
given that the proportions of Simon’s parts remain constant with respect to each other.
This ensures maximum amount of information preservation over the retargeting process.
Upon termination of the optimization, a set of 28 time-varying point constraints exist on
the robot body that align optimally with the human constraint markers from the motion-
capture data. The time-varying point constraints on the robot create a motion trajectory, in
Simon joint angles, that can be executed on the robot [100].
As mentioned previously, the resultant projection between robot and human coordi-
nate frames (i.e. architectures, kinematics) using retargeting is only scale invariant, and
the scale factor must be equivalent in all Euclidean dimensions to preserve invariance.
Since motion capture retargeting works by sufficiently constraining in Euclidean space
through the collection of adequate number of markers on a human body, data is lost when
the transformation between the target and human architectures is anything other than a
scale factor. Retargeting algorithms do not solve the DOF correspondence problem. For
example, projection of human translation at the shoulder will not survive a retargeting
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process, if the robot does not have a translatable shoulder DOF.
4.1.5 Hypotheses
In Experiment 1, more hypotheses were tested than the fundamental hypothesis that I
wanted to investigate with Experiment 1 (i.e. hypothesis H3). This was done for com-
pleteness and to rule out competing hypotheses. These hypotheses are explained in greater
detail later and will become clearer in Section 4.1.6.2.2, after variables and data are intro-
duced. But for now, they are explained in general terms.
• H1: Human motion is not independent of constraint. All human motion capture data
comes from the same distribution.
• H2: Mimicked motion is not independent of constraint. All mimicked (i.e. con-
strained) data comes from the same distribution.
• H3: Coordinated motion is indistinguishable from human motion in terms of spatial
and temporal coordination.
• H4: Optimizing human-like motion with respect to spatial and temporal coordina-
tion does not significantly affect the trajectories when the target model of the motion
capture projection is nearly identical to the human from which the motion data was
collected.
• H5: Optimizing downsampled human-like motion with respect to spatial and tem-
poral coordination will recover information lost in the downsampling process when
the target model of the motion capture projection is nearly identical to the human
from which the motion data was collected. As the sampling rate increases (i.e. more
information is lost), less information will be recovered by the SC and TC metrics.
Hypotheses H1-H3 are analyzed in Experiment 1. H4 and H5 are investigated in
Experiments 2 and 3 respectively.
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4.1.6 Experiment 1: Mimicking
The purpose of Experiment 1 was to quantitatively support that spatiotemporal corre-
spondence of distributed actuators is a good metric for human-like motion. Since human
motion exhibits spatial and temporal correspondence, robot motion that is more coordi-
nated with respect to space and timing should be more human-like. Thus, I hypothesize
that STC is a metric for human-like motion.
In order to test this hypothesis, a quantitative way to measure human-likeness is re-
quired. Distance measures between human and robot motion variables (e.g. torques, joint
angles, joint velocities) in joint space cannot be used without retargeting (i.e. a domain
change) due to the DOF correspondence problem. Thus, I designed an experiment based
on mimicking. In short, people mimicked robot motions created by different motion syn-
thesis techniques and the type of motion that humans were able to mimic the “best” (to
be defined later) was the technique that generates the most human-like motion. Thus,
this experiment relied on the idea that a human-like motion should be easier for people
to mimic accurately. And, since there is a documented effect of practice on coordination
(i.e. practice makes perfect) [101], only people’s first mimicking attempt was valid data. I
theorized that awkward, less natural motions would be harder to mimic, and participants’
motions would be less coordinated with the motions from the technique that produced
more awkward results.
4.1.6.1 Experimental Design
Differences in mimicking performances across the three experimental groups of stimulus
motion were examined. The following are the groups of motion that participants in the
experiment watched and attempted to mimic:
• OH: Twenty motions were captured by a single male. This data is denoted as “origi-
nal human”.
• OR: The human motions (i.e. OH set) were retargeted to the Simon hardware using
the position constraint process described in Section 4.1.4.3. This is the “original
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retargeted” data set.
• OC: The retargeted motions (i.e. OR set) were then coordinated using the algorithm
and metric described in Section 4.1.4. This set of motions is called “original coordi-
nated.”
Before the experiment it was necessary to create the above groups of motions. Twenty
motions were used in the experiment including common social robot gestures with and
without constraints such as waving and object-moving, but also nonsense motions like
“air-guitar.” The full set of the motions used is: shrug, one-hand bow, two-hand bow,
scan the distance, worship, presentation, air-guitar, shucks, bird, stick ’em up, cradle, take
cover, throw, clap, look around, wave, beckon, move object, sneeze, and call/yell. The
latter four were constrained with objects for gesture directionality or manipulation, such
as a box placed in a certain location to move or wave toward. The air-guitar motion was
unconstrained because when humans perform an air-guitar motion, they do not have a
guitar in their hands.
Figure 27: Virtual human model used in human-like Experiment 1.
In the experiment, participants were shown a video of a motion and then asked to
mimic it. The OR and OC motion trajectories were videotaped on the Simon hardware
from multiple angles for the study. Similarly, the original human motion was visualized on
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a simplified virtual human character (Figure 27) and also recorded from multiple angles.
Each video of the recorded motion contained all recorded angles shown serially. There
were 60 input (i.e. stimulus) videos total (20 motions of 3 groups).
Forty-one participants (17 women and 24 men), ranging in ages from 20-26 were re-
cruited for the study. Each participant saw a set of twelve motions from the possible
set of twenty that were randomly selected for each participant in such a way that each
participant received four OH, four OR, and four OC motions each. This provided a set of
492 mimicked motions total (i.e. 164 motions from each of three groups, with 8-9 mimicked
examples for each of 20 motions).
4.1.6.1.1 Part One - Motion Capture Data Collection
Each participant was equipped with a motion capture suit and told to observe videos
projected onto the wall in the motion capture lab. They were instructed to observe each
motion as long as necessary (without moving) until they thought they could mimic it
exactly. The videos looped on the screen showing each motion from different view angles
so participants could view each DOF with clarity. Unbeknownst to them, the number
of views before mimicking (NVBM) was recorded as a measure for the study. When the
participant indicated they could mimic the motion exactly, the video was turned off and
the motion capture equipment was turned on, and they mimicked one motion. Since
there is a documented effect of practice on coordination [101], they were not allowed to
move while watching and only their initial performance was captured. This process was
repeated for twelve motions. Prior to the twelve motions, each participant was allowed an
initial motion for practice and to get familiar with the experimental procedure. Only when
a participant was grossly off with respect to timing or some other anomaly occurred, were
suggestions made about their performance before continuing. This happened in only two
cases.
Constraints accompanied some motions, such as objects or eye gaze direction. These
constraints were given to the participants when necessary to facilitate ability to mimic
accurately. For example, a cardboard box and two stools were given for the “move object”
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motion, so the participant could move the box from one stool to the other. For all partici-
pants, the constraint locations and the standing position of the participant were identical.
When constraints were given, they were given in all cases (i.e. OH, OR, and OC).
After mimicking each motion, the participant was asked if they recognized the motion,
and if so, what name they would give it (e.g. wave, beckon). Participants did not select
motion names from a list. After mimicking all twelve motions, the participant was told the
original intent (i.e. name) for all 12 motions in their set. They were then asked to perform
each motion unconstrained, as they would normally perform it. This data was recorded
with the motion capture equipment, and in my analysis it is labeled the “participant un-
constrained” (PU) set.
While the participants removed the motion capture suit, they were asked which mo-
tions were easiest and hardest to mimic; which motions were easiest and hardest to rec-
ognize; and which motion they thought that they had mimicked best (TMB). They were
asked to give their reasoning behind all of these choices.
Thus, at the conclusion of part one of the experiment, the following data had been
collected for each participant:
• Motion capture data from 12 mimicked motions:
– 4 “mimicking human” (MH) motions.
– 4 “mimicking retargeted” (MR) motions.
– 4 “mimicking coordinated” (MC) motions.
• Number of views before mimicking for each of the 12 motions above.
• Recognition (yes/no) for each of the 12 motions.
• For all recognizable motions, a name for that motion.
• Motion capture data from 12 “participant unconstrained” (PU) performances of the
12 motions above.
• Participant’s selection of:
– Easiest motion to mimic, and why.
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– Hardest motion to mimic, and why.
– Easiest motion to recognize, and why.
– Hardest motion to recognize, and why.
– Which motion they thought that they mimicked the best, and why.
4.1.6.1.2 Part Two - Video Comparison
After finishing part one, participants watched pairs of videos for all twelve motions that
they had just mimicked. Each participant watched the OR and OC versions of the robot
motion serially, but projected in different spatial locations on the screen to facilitate mental
distinction. The order of the two versions was randomized. The videos were shown
once each and the participants were asked if they perceived a difference. Single viewing
was chosen because it leads to a stronger claim if difference can be noted after only one
comparison viewing. Then, the videos were allowed to loop serially and the participants
were asked to watch the two videos and tell which they thought looked “better” and which
they thought looked more natural. The participants were also asked to give reasons for
their choices. Unbeknownst to them, the number of views of each version before deciding
“better” and more natural was also collected. Video order for all motions and motion pairs
was randomized.
Thus, at the conclusion of part two of the experiment, the following data had been
collected for each participant:
• Recognized a difference between OR and OC motion after one viewing (yes/no); for
each of 12 motions mimicked in part one (Section 4.1.6.1.1)
• For motions where a difference was acknowledged,
– Selection of whether OR or OC is “better”
– Selection of whether OR or OC is more natural
• Rationale for “better” and more natural selections




The results from the study allowed me to conclude that STC-optimized motion makes
robot motion easier to recognize. The data in Table 28 represents the percentage of par-
ticipants who named a motion correctly and incorrectly, as well as those who opted not
to try to identify the motion (i.e. not recognized). This data is accumulated over all 20
motions and sorted according to the three categories of stimulus video: OH, OR, and OC.
Coordinated robot motion was correctly recognized 87.2% of the time, and was mistakenly
named only 9.1% of the time. These are better results than either human or retargeted mo-
tion. Additionally, coordinating motion lead human observers to try to identify motions
more frequently than human or retargeted motion (i.e. not recognized = 3.7% for OC). This
suggests that coordinating motion makes the motion more familiar or common.
Table 28: Percent of motion recognized correctly, incorrectly, and not recognized by
participants.
Human (OH) Retarg (OR) Coord (OC)
% correct 72.1 46.6 87.2
% incorrect 19.4 42.3 9.1
% not recog. 8.5 11.0 3.7
In Table 28, on a motion-by-motion basis, percent correct was highest for 16 of 20
coordinated motions and lowest for 17 of 20 retargeted motions. In 17 of 20 motions
percent incorrect was lowest for coordinated motions, and in a different set of 17 of 20
possible motions, percent incorrect was highest for retargeted motion. These numbers
support the aggregate data presented in Table 28 suggesting that naming accuracy, in
general, is higher for coordinated motion, and lower for retargeted motion. Comparing
only coordinated and retargeted motion, percent correct was highest for 19 of 20 possible
motions, and in a different set of 19 of 20, percent incorrect was highest for retargeted
motion. This data implies that relationships for recognition comparing retargeted and
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coordinated robot motion are maintained, in general, regardless of the particular motion
performed. For reference, overall recognition of a particular motion (aggregate percentage)
is a function of the motion performed. For example, waving was correctly recognized
91.7% of the all occurrences (OH, OR, and OC), whereas imitating a bird was correctly
recognized overall only 40.2% of the time.
The subjective data also supports the conclusion that coordinated motion is easier
to recognize. Participants were asked which of the 12 motions that they mimicked was
the easiest and hardest to recognize. Table 29 shows the percentage of participants that
chose an OH, OR, or OC motion, indicating that 75.3% of participants chose a coordinated
motion as the easiest motion to recognize, while only 10.2% chose a coordinated motion as
the hardest motion to recognize. A significant majority of participants (78.3%) selected a
retargeted motion as the hardest motion to recognize.
Table 29: Percent of responses selecting types of motions as easiest and hardest motion to
recognize.
Human (OH) Retarg (OR) Coord (OC)
Easiest 14.8 9.9 75.3
Hardest 11.5 78.3 10.2
When asked, participants claimed that coordinated motion was easiest to recognize
because it looked better, more natural, and was a more complete and detailed motion. On
the other hand, retargeted motion was hardest because it looked “artificial” or “strange”
to participants.
The majority of participants agreed that coordinated motion is “better” and more nat-
ural. In 98.98% of the trials, participants recognized a difference between retargeted and
coordinated motion after only one viewing. When difference was noted, 56.1% claimed
that coordinated motion looked more natural (27.1% chose retargeted), and 57.9% said
that coordinated motion looked “better” (compared with 25.3% for retargeted). In the
remaining 16.8%, participants (unsolicited) said that “better” or more natural depends on
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context, and therefore they abstained from making a selection. Participants who selected
coordinated motion indicated they did so because it was a “more detailed” or “more
complete” motion, closer to their “expectation” of human motion.
Statistical significance tests for the results in Tables 28 and 29 were not performed due
to the nature of the data. Each number is an accumulation expressed as a percentage. The
data is not forced choice; all participants were trying to correctly recognize the motion;
some attempted and failed, and some did not attempt because they could not recognize
the motion.
4.1.6.2.2 Makes Motion Human-like
Four sets of motion-capture data exist from Experiment 1 part one (Section 4.1.6.1.1): mim-
icking human (MH), mimicking retargeted (MR), mimicking coordinated (MC), and par-
ticipant unconstrained (PU) motion. Analysis must occur on a motion-by-motion basis.
Thus, for each of the 20 motions, there is a distribution of data that captures how well
participants mimicked each motion. For each participant, I calculated the spatial and
temporal correspondence according to Equation 38, which resolved each motion into two
numbers, one for each term on the right-hand side of the equation. For each motion, 8-
9 participants mimicked OH, OR, and OC. Three times more data exists for the uncon-
strained version because regardless which constrained version a participant mimicked,
they were still asked to perform the motion unconstrained. Thus for the analysis, I resolved
MH, MR, MC, and PU into distributions for SC and TC across all participants. There are
separate distributions for each of the 20 motions, yielding 4 x 2 x 20 unique distributions.
The goal was to analyze each of the SC and TC results independently on a motion-by-
motion basis, in order to draw conclusions about MH, MR, MC, and PU. I used ANOVAs
to test the following hypotheses:
• H1: Human motion is not independent of constraint. In other words, all the human
motion capture data sets, (MH, MR, MC, and PU) do not have significantly different
distributions. The F values, for all twenty motions, ranged from 7.2-10.8 (spatial) and
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6.9-7.6 (temporal) which is greater than Fcrit = 2.8. Therefore, I concluded at least one
of these distributions is different from the others with respect to SC and TC.
• H2: Mimicked motion is not independent of constraint. In other words, all mim-
icked (i.e. constrained) data, (MH, MR, and MC) do not have significantly different
distributions. In these ANOVA tests, values for all 20 motions ranged between 6.1-
8.6 (spatial) and 5.3-6.6 (temporal), which are greater than Fcrit = 3.4-3.5. Therefore, I
concluded that at least one of these distributions for mimicked motion is statistically
different.
• H3: Coordinated motion is indistinguishable from human motion in terms of spatial
and temporal coordination. MH, MC, and PU sets do not have significantly different
distributions. Fobserved of 0.6-1.1 (spatial) and 0.9-1.9 (temporal), which are less than
Fcrit of 3.2-3.3, meaning that with this data there was insufficient evidence to reject
this hypothesis for all twenty motions.
Since the above analysis isolated that retargeted motion is different from the other
spatial and temporal correspondence distributions in mimicked motion, at this point, pair-
wise t-tests were performed to determine the difference between data sets on a motion-
by-motion basis. Table 30 shows the number of motions for which there is a statically
significant difference in spatial correspondence (the table for temporal correspondence
is identical but not shown). For example, when participants mimicked retargeted mo-
tion, twenty motions were statistically different than the original retargeted performance.
However, for the data when participants mimicked human or coordinated motion, the
distributions failed to be different from their original performance for both spatial and
temporal coordination (H3). From this, I concluded that humans are not able to mimic
retargeted motion as well as the coordinated or human motion.
Since the above statistical tests do not allow me to conclude that the distributions were
identical (H3), I performed a regression analysis of the data across all twenty motions
to determine how correlated any two variables are in the study. For the purpose of this
regression analysis the variables are either the mean or the standard deviation of SC, TC,
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Table 30: Number of motions with p<0.05 for pairwise spatial correspondence
comparison t-tests for the indicated study variables. Note: Table is identical for temporal
correspondence.
OH OR OC MH MR MC PU
OH X 20 0 0 20 0 0
OR X X 20 20 20 20 20
OC X X X 0 20 0 0
MH X X X X 20 0 0
MR X X X X X 20 20
MC X X X X X X 0
PU X X X X X X X
or STC, for each of the distributions (OH, OR, OC, MH, MR, MC, PU). However, OH,
OR, and OC are only one number (not a distribution) so they were not included in the
standard deviation analysis. The intuition for this analysis is that if two variables are
highly correlated with respect to both mean and variance, then it is further evidence that
their distributions are similar. Specifically, results showing high correlation between the
human and coordinated motions were expected.
The R2 values from the linear data fits, are shown in Tables 31 and 32. This data
shows that participants mimicking coordinated and human motion were highly correlated
(line 14 in Table 31 and line 2 in Table 32, lightly shaded), whereas the data from when
participants mimicked retargeted motion was less correlated to all other data including
the original human performance (lines 2, 6, 10, 13, and 16 in Table 31). When two variables
have high correlation in a linear data fit, it means that either variable would be a excellent
linear predictor of the other variable in the pair. These higher correlations between human
and coordinated motion are further evidence that coordinated motion is more human-like
than retargeted motion.
Furthermore, the standard deviation correlation on line 3 in Table 32 is low for the
spatial and temporal components when regressing mimicked human and participant un-
constrained data, which shows that mimicking does in fact constrain people’s motion.
Variance increases for the PU distribution because motion is unconstrained and humans
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Table 31: R2 value from linear regression analysis on spatial (SC), temporal (TC) and
composite mean correspondence (STC) for pairs of variables. R2 = 1 (perfectly correlated);
0 = (uncorrelated). Note the high correlation between mimicked human and coordinated
motions seen in row 14.
Variables SC TC STC
1 OH v. MH 0.9783 0.9756 0.9914
2 OH v. MR 0.6339 0.0427 0.5483
3 OH v. MC 0.9792 0.965 0.9933
4 OH v. PU 0.9859 0.9378 0.9843
5 OR v. MH 0.0103 0.0009 0.0022
6 OR v. MR 0.0915 0.008 0.0526
7 OR v. MC 0.0001 0.0002 0.0004
8 OR v. PU 0.0011 0.0003 0.0001
9 OC v. MH 0.9494 0.9626 0.9819
10 OC v. MR 0.6084 0.0491 0.5176
11 OC v. MC 0.9834 0.962 0.9918
12 OC v. PU 0.9836 0.9414 0.9795
13 MH v. MR 0.6412 0.0421 0.5612
14 MH v. MC 0.9531 0.9749 0.9809
15 MH v. PU 0.969 0.9271 0.9756
16 MR v. MC 0.6728 0.0516 0.5365
17 MR v. PU 0.6414 0.017 0.5076
18 MC v. PU 0.9881 0.9144 0.9822
Table 32: R2 value from linear regression analysis on standard deviation of spatial,
temporal and composite correspondence for pairs of study variables. R2 = 1 (perfectly
correlated); 0 = (uncorrelated). Variables not shown have a standard deviation of 0. Note
the high correlation between mimicked human and coordinated motions seen in row 2.
Variables SC TC STC
1 MH v. MR 0.1005 0.1231 0.3507
2 MH v. MC 0.8847 0.7435 0.9842
3 MH v. PU 0.0674 0.0906 0.8348
4 MR v. MC 0.0746 0.1749 0.346
5 MR v. PU 0.5002 0.0002 0.2239
6 MC v. PU 0.0986 0.096 0.8537
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Table 33: Average number of times participants watched each motion before deciding
that they were prepared to mimic the motion.
Motion Human (OH) Retarg (OR) Coord (OC)
Wave 2.8 ( 0.33 ) 3.9 ( 1.04 ) 3.5 ( 0.75 )
Beckon 2.9 ( 0.24 ) 4.9 ( 1.32 ) 3.3 ( 0.95 )
Shrug 1.2 ( 0.11 ) 2.2 ( 0.75 ) 2.0 ( 0.47 )
Move Object 3.4 ( 0.94 ) 5.4 ( 1.54 ) 3.7 ( 0.83 )
1-Hand Bow 2.1 ( 0.53 ) 3.9 ( 0.88 ) 2.2 ( 0.58 )
2-Hand Bow 1.2 ( 0.22 ) 1.8 ( 0.70 ) 1.6 ( 0.39 )
Scan 2.7 ( 0.61 ) 4.7 ( 1.11 ) 2.9 ( 0.85 )
Look Around 3.1 ( 0.83 ) 3.6 ( 0.89 ) 3.2 ( 0.90 )
Worship 4.4 ( 0.91 ) 6.0 ( 2.03 ) 5.1 ( 1.07 )
Presentation 1.5 ( 0.33 ) 3.1 ( 0.89 ) 1.4 ( 0.65 )
Air Guitar 1.7 ( 0.77 ) 2.5 ( 0.86 ) 1.5 ( 0.63 )
Shucks 1.1 ( 0.48 ) 1.8 ( 0.78 ) 1.2 ( 0.44 )
Bird 4.2 ( 0.98 ) 5.5 ( 1.57 ) 4.4 ( 0.94 )
Stick ’em Up 2.9 ( 0.23 ) 4.0 ( 1.01 ) 3.3 ( 0.90 )
Cradle 2.7 ( 0.54 ) 4.8 ( 1.42 ) 3.0 ( 1.10 )
Call/Yell 2.4 ( 0.48 ) 3.1 ( 0.91 ) 2.7 ( 0.64 )
Sneeze 1.7 ( 0.47 ) 2.9 ( 1.21 ) 1.7 ( 0.72 )
Cover 1.5 ( 0.33 ) 2.3 ( 0.95 ) 1.7 ( 0.78 )
Throw 3.8 ( 0.89 ) 5.3 ( 1.22 ) 4.0 ( 0.66 )
Clap 1.4 ( 0.25 ) 2.5 ( 1.01 ) 1.8 ( 0.67 )
Average 2.43 ( 1.02 ) 3.71 ( 1.32 ) 2.71 ( 1.10 )
are free to perform the motion as they please. This validates my premise in this study that
mimicking performance is a method by which to compare motion.
The data shown in Table 33, which was collected for number of views before mim-
icking, also supports the claim that coordinated motion is more human-like. On average,
humans viewed a retargeted motion more times before they are able to mimic (3.7 times) as
compared to coordinated motion (2.7 times) or human motion (2.4 times). Pairwise t-tests
between these distributions, on a motion-by-motion basis for NVBM, showed that 19 of 20
retargeted motions exhibited statistical significance (p<0.05) when compared with human
NVBM whereas only 3 of 20 coordinated motions NVBM were statically different (p<0.05)
from human NVBM. This suggests coordinated motion is more similar to human motion
in terms of preparation for mimicking.
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Table 34: Percent of responses selecting types of motions as easiest and hardest motion to
mimic.
Human (OH) Retarg (OR) Coord (OC)
Easiest 14.6 9.8 75.6
Hardest 31.7 56.1 12.2
Of the 12 mimicked motions, each participant was asked which motion was easiest
and hardest to mimic. Of all participant responses, 75.6% of motions chosen as easiest
were coordinated motions, and only 12.2% of participant responses chose a coordinated
motion as hardest to mimic (Table 34). In my assertion stated earlier, I claimed that a
human would be able to more easily mimic something common and familiar to them.
These results suggest that coordination adds this quality to robot motion, which improves
not only ability to mimic, as presented earlier, but also perception of difficulty in mimicking
(Table 34).
During questioning of participants in post-experiment interviews, I gained insight into
people’s choices of easier and harder to mimic. Participants felt that human and coor-
dinated motion were “more natural” or “more comfortable.” Participants also indicated
that human and coordinated motion were easier to mimic because the motion was “more
familiar,” “more common,” and “more distinctive.” In comparison, some people selected
retargeted motion as being easier to mimic because fewer parts are moving in the motion.
Others said retargeted motion is hardest to mimic because the motion felt “artificial” and
“more unnatural.”
4.1.6.2.3 SC and TC are better than STC
In Equation 38, the individual terms (spatial and temporal) on the right-hand side can
be evaluated separately, rather than summing to form a composite STC. In my analysis,
when the components were evaluated individually on a motion-by-motion basis, 20 of
20 retargeted motions exhibited statistical difference (p<0.05) from the human mimicked
data and 0 of 20 coordinated motions exhibited correspondence that is not statistically
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different (p>0.05) than human data distribution (Table 30). However, with the composite
STC used as the metric, only 16 of 20 retargeted motions were statistically different than
the original human performance (p<0.05). Since the results were slightly less strong when
combining the terms and using composite STC as the metric rather than analyzing SC
and TC individually, I recommend that the SC and TC individual components be used
independently as a metric for human-likeness.
4.1.7 Experiment 2: Human Motion
The purpose of Experiment 2 was to further quantitatively support that spatiotemporal
correspondence of distributed actuators is a good metric for human-like motion. Since hu-
man motion exhibits spatial and temporal correspondence, if SC and TC are good metrics
for human motion, then optimizing human motion with respect to these metrics should
not significantly change the spatial and temporal correspondence of human motion.
4.1.7.1 Experimental Design
Experiment 2 was designed to test hypothesis H4. In Experiment 1, I tested retargeting
human motion onto two different models: a human model and a robot model (i.e. Si-
mon). In Experiment 2, I focused more on the human model to add evidence that SC and
TC are good metrics for human motion. I did not explain the details in Experiment 1,
but the human model that was used for the OH, MH, and PU data sets was actually 42
different human models (i.e. one for each participant and one for the original human).
The optimization for SC and TC in Equation 38 uses torque trajectories, and each human
participant in my study was physically different (e.g. mass, height, strength). In order
to get accurate dynamic models for my human data, when Experiment 1 was performed,
I collected basic anthropometric data from my participants: height, weight, gender, and
age. Using the model scaling functionality of the Software for Interactive Musculoskeletal
Modeling (SIMM) Tool1 and the dynamic parameters I collected, I was able to produce
accurate dynamic models of all humans from which I collected motion capture data.
1Trademark of MusculoGraphics Inc. All rights reserved.
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In Experiment 1, human subjects were visualizing the OH data on the simplified hu-
man model shown in Figure 27. Although the SIMM tool provides trajectories for 86 DOFs,
in the motion capture data, markers were not placed to sufficiently capture all 86 DOFs
because I focus on body motion in my research. Thus, the number of DOFs in the human
model was also simplified. Degrees-of-freedom in the eyes, thumbs, toes, ears, and face of
the human model were removed since motion capture markers were not placed to capture
sufficient motion in these areas when I collected data. Additional DOFs were removed
in the human model in locations such as the legs, since the majority of these degrees-of-
freedom were not significantly animated in the 20 motions from Experiment 1. The final
human model was comprised of 34 joints, concentrated in the neck, abdomen, and arms.
When the motion capture data was retargeted to the human model, 45 markers were used
as constraints to animate the 34 DOFs.
The human motion capture data was retargeted to this 34-DOF simplified human model
optimally, after each model was scaled for dynamic parameters unique to each participant
(thereby creating 42 human models). After this optimal retargeting, I had the OH and MH
data sets. Since each participant in Experiment 1 mimicked 4 OH motions, I had distri-
butions of MH data formed from 8-9 human performances per motion. For Experiment
2, I combined these OH and MH data sets to create a data set that I call pre-optimization
(pre-op), which consists of 9-10 similar human examples for each of 20 different motions.
To test H4, I optimized each of these 184 trajectories (4 MH motions per participant x 41
participants + 20 OH motions) according to the procedure in Section 4.1.4. This provided
a comparison dataset of 9-10 similar human examples for each of 20 different motions
optimized according to the STC metric. This set is called post-optimization (post-op).
The SC and TC were evaluated for each of the trajectories in the pre-op and post-op
data sets to create paired distributions of SC and TC for each motion. According to hypoth-
esis H4, if SC and TC are good metrics for human-like motion, the optimization should




For the initial analysis, on a motion-by-motion basis, twenty pre-op and twenty post-op
distributions were combined to create twenty distributions (one for each motion). H4
states that SC and TC will not be affected by my human-like optimization. In other words,
the SC and TC of the pre-op and post-op data come from the same distribution.
Twenty F-tests were performed, i.e. one for each combined motion distribution. The F
values, for all twenty motions, ranged from 0.7-1.3 (spatial) and 0.8-1.4 (temporal) which
were less than Fcrit = 4.4-4.5. Therefore, the data for all 20 motions was not statistically
different before and after the optimization with respect to SC and TC. This data does
not allow me to prove H4 definitively, but it is a first step toward understanding the
performance of my metric. Since I believe that my metric is valid, I can increase confidence
that the pre-op and post-op data belong to the same distribution with a regression analysis.
Assuming a normal distribution, high correlation between the pre-op and post-op dis-
tributions’ mean values and standard deviations would increase confidence in H4. Using
the twenty independent data points (one for each motion), I formed a linear regression
from the pre-op and post-op distributions’ mean values and standard deviations. After
performing these four linear regressions, the correlation coefficient of the means was 0.9874
(SC) and 0.9657 (TC), and the standard deviations resulted in a correlation coefficient of
0.9791 (SC) and 0.9580 (TC). Ideally, the correlation coefficient of both of these regressions
would be 1.0, which would indicate that they are identical distributions. The correspond-
ing slopes of these two lines were 0.9954 (mean, SC), 0.9879 (mean, TC), 0.9481 (standard
deviation, SC), and 0.9823 (standard deviation, TC). The ideal slope is 1.0, and these results
show that the optimization did not significantly affect SC or TC of human-like motion
when the models used for retargeting and optimization were identical.
4.1.8 Experiment 3: Downsampling Human Motion
Experiment 3, which was designed to test H5, is an extension of Experiment 2. In Exper-
iment 2, I provided evidence that the optimization does not significantly affect SC and
TC for human-like motion when the model is identical for retargeting and optimization.
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With Experiment 3, I wanted to test the strength of the optimization in “retrieving” lost
information and data. In other words, after Experiment 2 I knew that the optimization
would function as expected under ideal conditions (i.e. ideal model and ideal data), but
in Experiment 3 I wanted to test the metric to see whether it would function as expected
when used in non-ideal conditions (i.e. in the manner in which it was originally created).
Recall that KSE is a metric from chaos theory that estimates the information lost as
a function of time for a stochastic signal. I used KSE to estimate information difference
between two deterministic signals. Thus, in Experiment 3, I intentionally eliminated some
information in the motion signal for an optimal model by downsampling the motion
signal, and I tested how much of that information the optimization process was able to
return for human motion.
4.1.8.1 Experimental Design
For Experiment 3, the same human model and same two data sets from Experiment 2
(pre-op and post-op) for all 20 motions were used. I created eight new datasets, each of
which represents the pre-op data set uniformly decimated to remove information from the
184 trajectories. There were eight new data sets because the subsampling occurs at eight
distinct rates: downsampling by rates in half integer intervals from 1.5 to 5.0 (i.e. 1.5,
2.0,...,5.0). These data sets are denoted by the label “pre-op” followed by the sampling rate
(pre-opN, e.g. pre-op1.5 refers to the pre-op data set of trajectories with each trajectory
decimated by a rate of 1.5). For reference, the original data set, pre-op, from Experiment 2
represents pre-op1.0.
Then, I optimized each of the 1,472 trajectories (184 x 8) according to the procedure
in Section 4.1.4 to create an additional eight new datasets for each of 20 motions. This
provided paired comparison datasets of 9-10 similar human examples of each of 20 differ-
ent motions for each of 8 unique sampling rates optimized according to the STC metric.
These eight data sets are denoted by the label “post-op” followed by the sampling rate, i.e.
generically as post-opN, where N refers to the sample rate (e.g. post-op1.5 refers to the
pre-op1.5 dataset after optimization).
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For each trajectory in these 16 new datasets (2,944 trajectories), SC and TC were evalu-
ated. According to hypothesis H5, if SC and TC are good metrics for human-like motion,
the optimization should compensate for SC and TC lost in the downsampling process
when the models used for retargeting and optimization are identical. Also, H5 states that
SC and TC for post-opN trajectories with subsampling rates closer to 5.0 will be less similar
to the pre-op (a.k.a. pre-op1.0) and post-op (a.k.a. post-op1.0) datasets for each motion.
4.1.8.2 Results
Since there are a large number of variables in the statistical significance tests (which result
in many combinations of statistical tests), I will omit the details of the intermediate series
of numerous tests that begin from the most broad hypothesis (i.e. that sampling rate has
no effect on the pre-op1.0 trajectories; this means that the optimized, downsampled, and
original data (pre-op1.0, post-op1.0, pre-op1.5, post-op1.5,..., pre-op5.0, post-op5.0) come
from the same distribution). The intermediate set of tests led me to conclude the following:
1. Downsampled trajectories prior to optimization (pre-opN) were statistically signif-
icant (p<0.05) from pre-op1.0 and post-op1.0 for all sample rates greater than 1.0
(i.e. N>1.0) on a motion by motion basis for all 20 motions (with respect to both SC
and TC). I concluded that decimation causes a motion trajectory to lose spatial and
temporal information.
2. Downsampled trajectories prior to optimization (pre-opN) were statistically signif-
icant (p<0.05) with respect to downsampled trajectories after optimization (post-
opN) for all evaluated sample rates greater than 1.0 (i.e. N>1.0) on a motion by
motion basis for all 20 motions (with respect to both SC and TC). I concluded that my
human-like optimization significantly changed the spatial and temporal information
of downsampled trajectories when the downsample rate was greater than or equal
to 1.5.
3. Downsampled trajectories prior to optimization (pre-opX) were statistically different
(p>0.05) from each other (pre-opY) on a motion by motion basis for all 20 motions
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(with respect to both SC and TC) for all sample rates where X 6=Y. I concluded that
downsampling at higher sample rates caused more spatial and temporal motion
information to be lost.
The remainder of the tests are captured in Table 35. In Table 35 the data from human-
like Experiment 2 (i.e. pre-op1.0 and post-op1.0) is combined into a single distribution and
compared against the SC and TC data from downsampled datasets after optimization (i.e.
post-opN, where N>1.0).
Table 35: Number of motions with p<0.05 for pairwise spatial and temporal
correspondence comparison t-tests for the composite data set of pre-op & post-op (from










Numbers closer to 20 in Table 35 indicate that more motions were unable to be recov-
ered and restored with respect to SC or TC, as compared to the respective distributions
without downsampling. Too much information was lost at higher sample rates, and the
optimization was not able to compensate for the lost data, which provides evidence for
the second half of H5. For lower values of downsampling rates, the optimization was able
to perform well and recover lost information, but as downsampling rate increased less
information was recoverable.
To increase confidence in distribution similarity for the data in Table 35, linear re-
gressions on the distribution means and standard deviations (pre-op1.0 & post-op1.0 vs.
post-opN) were performed. The slopes and correlation coefficients, as shown in Table
36, indicate that for motion distributions that were not statistically different, the pre-op1.0,
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Table 36: Slopes and correlation coefficients (R2) of mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ)
for linear regressions of SC and TC of pre-op & post-op (from human-like Experiment 2)
vs. post-opN, where N = downsample rate. Only data from non-statistically significant
motions is included in regressions. Sample rates not shown did not include enough data
to regress a non-trivial line.
Spatial, SC Temporal, TC
N µ, Slope µ, R2 σ, Slope σ, R2 µ, Slope µ, R2 σ, Slope σ, R2
1.5 0.983 0.995 0.942 0.954 0.969 0.975 0.980 0.971
2.0 0.976 0.957 0.941 0.958 0.951 0.942 0.947 0.943
2.5 0.945 0.965 0.972 0.970 0.995 0.947 0.994 0.951
3.0 0.967 0.955 0.953 0.975 0.982 0.967 0.969 0.973
3.5 0.950 0.961 0.996 0.957 0.963 0.972 0.987 0.972
post-op1.0, and post-opN distributions are similar (slopes close to 1.0 with high correlation
coefficient). This means that for downsampled trajectories where sufficient information
content survives the downsampling process, after optimization, the distributions of SC
and TC of these trajectories (on a motion by motion basis) appeared similar to the distribu-
tions where there is no information loss (pre-op and post-op from Experiment 2, without
downsampling data).
4.1.9 Discussion
During part one of Experiment 1, all participants were asked which motion they thought
they mimicked the best and why. On average, 63.4% of responses selected a coordinated
motion as the motion that they thought they mimicked the best (as compared with 26.8%
that chose human and 9.8% that chose retargeted motion). Comparing the results of the
participants’ TMB motion selections to the actual data, I discovered that humans are not
reliable predictors of their own ability to mimic. Using SC and TC as the metrics to gauge
ability to mimic, I found that only 12 of 41 participants (29.3%) successfully labeled as
TMB the motion (of the 12 motions given) with SC most similar between their own and
the original performance; only 9 of 41 participants (22.0%) successfully labeled as TMB
the motion (of the 12 motions shown) with TC most similar between their own and the
original performance.
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The rationale behind why humans chose a particular motion as the one they thought
that they mimicked the best is very similar to the rational for easiest to mimic. This
rationale favors comfort, naturalness, and familiarity for human and coordinated motion,
but simplicity for retargeted motion.
The statistics for number of views before deciding “better” and “more natural” were
not discussed above because in 9 of 20 motions the data was statistically significant (p<0.05)
when comparing the distributions for coordinated and retargeted motion. Additionally,
there was no consistent trend for one particular type of motion over the other (e.g. coordi-
nated motion was always watched fewer times before people decide they like it “better”).
Thus, this data does not add any conclusive value to my experiment. My hypothesis is that
number of views before deciding “better” or “more natural” is motion dependent, rather
than being a general characteristic of coordinated or retargeted motion.
Although for these experiments, the input motions came from motion-capture data,
they do not need to come from motion capture or retargeting; it can come from any source
(e.g. animation of any quality, dynamic equations, online planning algorithm). If retar-
geting is used as the mechanism to generate the trajectories used for optimization, more
interaction between DOFs will survive the retargeting process if the robot is as similar
as possible to the living entity whose motion is captured (e.g. human motion capture
retargeting works better on humanoid robots, when the human is more physically similar
to the robot).
4.1.10 Summary
If the goal of anthropomorphic robots is to communicate with humans as humans commu-
nicate with each other, then robot motion can be improved with my STC metric to create
human-like motion. In addition to presenting spatial and temporal correspondence (i.e
motor coordination) as an quantitative metric for human-like motion, I presented objective
and subjective data to support my claims that motion optimized with respect to SC and
TC is more human-like and easier to recognize, and therefore has benefits for human-
robot interaction. This metric is useful as both a tool for human-like motion synthesis for
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Figure 28: Section 4.2 discusses the variance algorithm.
The variance algorithm is the second of the two human-like motion algorithms dis-
cussed in this thesis, as shown in Figure 28. It follows the spatiotemporal optimization
because this sequence requires fewer computations. Also the variance algorithm can easily
be combined with the subsequent external constraint-preserving algorithm, which allows
for greater algorithmic efficiency [102].
Human motion at any instance in time is the result of a huge number of variables
(personality, age, sex, culture, environmental conditions, experiences, intents, beliefs, etc.)
[103, 2, 31, 104]. This makes repetitive motion in humans highly unlikely. Several works
find that human-like qualities in robots will facilitate a more effective interaction [6, 7,
29]. Thus, for a social robot, having the ability to easily produce variants of its exemplar
motions or gestures, is important for generating human-like behavior.
Chapter 3 describes my contributions in adding communication to motion. However,
communication tasks require meaningful motion variance so that the motions are not
repetitive. Social robots, which interact with humans as a part of their functional goal,
can benefit from motion variance because non-repetitive gestures and motions will be
more natural and intuitive for the human partner. Sometimes, natural variance arises
from interaction with the environment and motion preparatory action [105]. But, social
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robots require a systematic method of variance generation that does not solely depend
upon environmental and state conditions external to the robot.
Motion variance can be produced by dependence upon a database [106, 88]. Under
these circumstances, one from a set of pre-annotated gestures is selected randomly when
the system commands a specific motion. In most online applications, there is a trade-off
between the richness (i.e. quality) of variations and the size of dataset.
Even when databases are large, variance is only possible when more than one motion
exemplar for a specific motion type (e.g. wave, beckon) exists in the database. Ideally,
an infinite number of variants of any motion type could be generated from one exemplar.
The motions in the database come from either professional animators or motion capture
data (e.g., [107]), both of which have significant lead-times to generate new exemplars.
In general, unless environmental constraints, such as obstacles, induce variability, most
robotic systems exhibit repetitive motion. For example, on one walking robot, variance is
limited by joint angle constraints based on anthropometric data. This specific restriction is
imposed for stability reasons [13].
The field of computer animation has explored creating variations in animation, for
example, by building models of style and variance from human motion capture data for
subsequent interpolation to generate new motions [108]. Or, given an input motion se-
quence, a simple way to generate variations is to introduce random noise in the joint
trajectories [109, 110]. These methods can be computed efficiently in real-time applications,
but the results highly depend on careful parameter tuning for the stochastic models. Other
techniques that rely upon direct manipulation of trajectories are not applicable because
they require manual intervention, which affects online application [111, 112, 113].
4.2.2 Insight
The simplest solution to generate variance is to inject random white noise into the joint
angle trajectories for each degree-of-freedom. However, applying this technique to robots
creates problems. First, the robot will appear to vibrate and shake, and these unsmooth
trajectories may damage actuators. But I overcome this problem by applying noise in the
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torque domain. The second problem is that purposeful motion is disrupted by random
noise. This issue requires algorithms that induce variations in motion, while respecting
the “task” the robot is performing.
Since all existing methods of variance generation exhibit problems undesirable for so-
cial humanoid robotic applications, I introduce a new approach for synthesizing variance
in both the presence and absence of constraints using a stochastic process. This algorithm
was originally published under the name task-aware variance (TAV), which combined the
algorithms in Section 4.2 and Chapter 5, thereby showing how to generate variance and
respect constraints simultaneously [102]. However, the part of the original TAV algorithm
that I designed to respect constraints is useful in a more general sense for robot motion
control. Thus, constrained motion synthesis is allotted the entirety of Chapter 5 so it can be
discussed in a larger, more general context without redundancy. Furthermore, situations
exist when variance is desired without constraints (or vice-versa), and so independent
presentation is more useful.
My variance algorithm is based on insight from optimal control. The linearized version
of the optimal control problem presented in Section 2.2 provides an optimal value function
with time-varying Hessians as the solutions. The Hessian represents the curvature of the
state space. The shape of the value function yields insight into the control policy’s toler-
ance to perturbations. High curvature is large cost of deviation from tracking the trajectory
optimally, and the eigenvector of the Hessian corresponding to the largest eigenvalue
is a direction in state space that would cost the most in terms of tracking the reference
trajectory. Since the eigenvalue-eigenvector pairs provide local information regarding cost
and corresponding directions in the task space, I exploit this information to add noise in
low-cost directions, in which injecting noise will minimally disrupt the task.
For the purposes of discussion in Section 4.2, for an algorithmic or mathematical stand-
point, a task is defined as a cost function that measures motion execution (e.g. desirability
of joint position, joint velocity and torque usage). In Chapter 5, this definition for “task”
will be extended to include constraints. My algorithm adds biased torque to the optimal
control torques according to a defined cost function. The resultant torque preserves the
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characteristics of the input motion encoded in the cost function, but stochastically pro-
duces motion that is visually different from the input.
I also define a “task” from a functional perspective for the purposes of discussion in the
same section (i.e. Section 4.2), as the intent or action of the original input motion that is fed
into my algorithm. Thus, all trajectory modulation (i.e. variance) must be “task-aware”
and maintain the original intent or motion type. Any variants produced by my algorithm
must still be perceived as and classified as the same gesture of the input motion.
4.2.3 Goal
In Section 4.2.5, concrete hypotheses for the variance experiments will be defined, but
in general, my algorithm synthesizes an infinite number of variants from a given input
motion. Therefore, the goals are to:
• generate an infinite number of motion variants from one input motion in real-time
that resemble the kinematic and dynamic characteristics of the input motion se-
quence
• synthesize variance in the presence of full posture constraints (e.g. free gestures)
• introduce a stochastic method to generate smooth but nondeterministic transitions
between arbitrary motion variants
• evaluate the human-likeness quality of task-aware variants relative to other algo-
rithms that can induce variance into motion
4.2.4 Algorithm
Given a sequence of poses (i.e. time sequence of joint angles), qt, 0≤ t ≤ N that constitute
a motion, a reference state trajectory x̄, and its corresponding reference control trajectory ū
are constructed. The state trajectory consists of both qt and q̇t, while the control trajectory
ū consists of joint torques computed from an inverse dynamics process. The core of the
algorithm computes a time-varying multivariate GaussianN (0,Σt) and a feedback control
policy, ∆ut = −Kt∆xt. The time-varying covariance of the Gaussian, Σt, is shaped using
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a special variable (derived below), which results in the creation of task-aware variance.
The characteristics of the input motion are represented by the Gaussian and the feedback
policy (described in Section 4.2.4).
Variation to a given input motion is generated online by applying the following opera-
tions at each time step.
1. Draw a random Gaussian sample from a shaped distribution: ∆xt ∼ N (0,Σt); Σt =
S−1t
2. Compute the corresponding control force via the feedback control policy: ∆ut =
−Kt∆xt
3. Apply ūt + ∆ut as the current control force
Given an input reference state and control trajectory, x̄t and ūt, respectively, t = 1, ..., N,
an optimization is formulated to track the reference trajectory. x̄t ∈ <2n contains the joint
angles and velocity at frame t while ūt ∈ <m contains the joint torques. The task can be
viewed as minimizing the state and control deviation from the reference trajectory, subject











(‖xt − x̄t‖2Qt + ‖ut − ūt‖
2
Rt) (39)
subject to xt+1 = f (xt,ut)
where,
SN = final state, final time Hessian matrix (i.e. state weight matrix at final frame)
Qt = time-varying state weight matrix for 0 < t < N − 1
Rt = time-varying control weight matrix for 0 < t < N − 1
N = discrete final time and number of samples in given reference trajectory
SN , Qt, and Rt are positive semidefinite matrices that indicate the weight between
different objective terms. In Formulation 39, the shorthand ‖x‖2Y = xTYx is used. Similar
shorthand is used in subsequent equations. The method by which these matrices are
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determined will be discussed shortly. To solve an optimal control problem, it is convenient
to define an optimal value function, v(xt) that measures the minimal total cost of the
trajectory starting from state xt. The optimal value function can be written recursively





(‖xt − x̄t‖2Qt + ‖ut − ūt‖
2
Rt) + v(xt+1) (40)
The optimal value function is the key to Bellman’s optimality principle. If the optimal
value function can be evaluated, then an optimal control policy can be defined that maps
a state to an optimal action: Π : X→U(X).
I use the optimal value function to derive probabilistic models for generating motion
variance. The key insight is that the shape of this value function reveals important infor-
mation about the tolerance of the control policy to perturbations. With this information,
a perturbation can be selected that causes minimal disruption to the task execution while
inducing visible variation to the reference motion.
However, optimizations can be very difficult to solve when the problem is nonlinear.
One notable exception is the linear-quadratic-regulator (LQR) which has a linear dynamic
equation and a quadratic cost function. A common practice in approximating a nonlinear
dynamic tracking problem is to linearize the dynamic equation around the reference tra-
jectory and substitute the variables with the deviation from the reference, ∆x and ∆u. The























The primary reason to approximate the problem with a time-varying LQR formulation is
that the optimal value function can be represented in quadratic form with time-varying
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The Hessian matrix St in Equation 42 is a symmetric matrix. At time step t, the optimal
value function is a quadratic function centered at the minimal point x̄t. Therefore, the gra-
dient of the optimal value function at x̄t vanishes, while the Hessian is symmetric, positive
semidefinite, and measures the curvatures along each direction in the state domain. A de-
viation from x̄t along a direction with high curvature causes large penalty in the objective
function and is considered inconsistent with the task. For example, the perturbation in the
direction of the first eigenvector (corresponding to the largest eigenvalue) of the Hessian
induces the largest total cost of tracking the reference trajectory. My algorithm uses this
bias to induce more noise in the dimensions consistent with the tracking task. Using the
Cholesky decomposition and a vector of standard normal samples, random samples are
drawn from a zero-mean Gaussian with a time-varying covariance matrix defined as the
inverse of the Hessian: xt = sample(N (0,S−1t )). The matrices St can be efficiently com-
puted by the Riccati equation, shown in Equation 43, which exploits backward recursive
relations starting from the weight matrix at the last frame SN . The subscript t is omitted
on A, B, Q, and R for clarity (detailed derivation in [114]).
St = Q + ATSt+1A− ATSt+1B(R + BTSt+1B)−1BTSt+1A (43)
The random sample, ∆xt, drawn from the GaussianN (0,S−1t ) indicates deviation from
the reference state trajectory x̄t. Directly applying this “task-aware” deviation to joint
trajectories will cause vibration. Instead, my algorithm induces noise in control space
via the feedback control policy derived from LQR: ∆ut = −Kt∆xt. In the discrete-time,
finite-horizon formulation, the feedback gain matrix Kt is a m × 2n time-varying matrix
computed in closed-form from Equation 44.
Kt = (R + BTSt+1B)−1BTSt+1A (44)
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4.2.4.1 Singular Hessians
Occasionally, the Hessians of the optimal value function become singular. In this case,
singular value decomposition is applied to the Hessian to obtain a set of orthogonal eigen-
vectors E and eigenvalues σ1 · · ·σn (because St is always symmetric). For each eigenvector
ei, a one-dimensional Gaussian with zero mean and a variance inversely proportional
to the corresponding eigenvalue is defined: Ni(0, 1σi ). For those eigenvectors with zero
eigenvalue, I set the variance to a chosen maximal value (e.g., the largest eigenvalue of
the covariance matrix in the entire sequence). The final sample ∆xt is a weighted sum of
eigenvectors: ∆xt = ∑i wiei, where wi is a random number drawn from Ni.
4.2.4.2 Determine weight matrices
The cost weight matrices, SN , Qt Rt, can be selected manually based on prior knowledge of
the input motion and control. Intuitively, when a joint or actuator is unimportant, a small
value should be assigned to the corresponding diagonal entry in these matrices. Likewise,
when two joints are moving in synchrony, it is intuitive to give them similar weights. Q
and R in theory can vary over time, but most practical controllers hold Q and R fixed to
simplify the design process. Still, when the robot has a large number of DOFs, tuning these
weight matrices manually can be difficult.
I propose a method to automatically determine the cost weights based on the coor-
dinations observed in the reference trajectory. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is
applied to the reference motion x̄ and on the reference control ū to obtain respective sets of
eigenvectors E and eigenvalues Σ (in diagonal matrix form). The weight matrix for motion
can be computed by Q = EΣET. By multiplying ∆x on both sides of Q, ∆x is transformed
into the eigenspace, scaled by the eigenvalues. As a result, Q preserves the coordination of
joints in the reference motion, scaled by their importance. R can be computed in the same
way. In my implementation, I set SN equal to Q.
My variance algorithm can also integrate with existing techniques that organize multi-
ple motions into graph structures or state-machines. As a practical implementation detail,








Figure 29: (a): If the transition-to pose is directly set to x∗0 = x̄0 + ∆x0, it is possible to
generate an awkward transition when x∗0 is further away from the current pose x than
from x̄0. (b): All poses with the same likelihood as x̄0 + ∆x0 form a hyper-ellipsoid. (c):
∆x0 defines a hypercube aligned with the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix. Select x∗0
as the corner that lies in the same quadrant as x to find motion transitions that span shorter
distances and appear more realistic in Cartesian space.
described in Section 4.2.4.3.
4.2.4.3 Nondeterministic transitions
In this section, an algorithm is described that enables my technique to transition between
multiple motion sequences. It is possible to transition to the next desired motion from a
wide range of states. The state from which the next motion begins is termed the “transition-
to pose.” Furthermore, to make the transition reflect natural variance as well, the transition-
to pose for the next motion is stochastically selected online. I call this technique nonde-
terministic transition because the transition motion between the same two given motion
sequences is different each time.
Once the next motion is selected, the algorithm selects a transition-to pose x∗0 via a
stochastic process, so that the robot does not always predictably transition to the first frame
of the next motion. This can be viewed as a task-aware deviation from the first frame of
the next motion x̄0. The GaussianN (0,S−10 ) computed for the next motion is reused to get
a random sample ∆x0. When the transition-to pose is directly set to x∗0 = x̄0 + ∆x0, it can
generate an awkward transition if x∗0 is further away from the current pose x than from x̄0
(Figure 29 (a)).
To overcome this issue, the current state x is taken into account when selecting the
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transition-to pose x∗0 . Since ∆x0 is drawn from a symmetric distribution, poses with the
same likelihood form a hyper-ellipsoid in multi-dimensional space. To bias x∗0 toward the
x, a state from this hyper-ellipsoid should be selected that lies in the same quadrant in
the coordinates defined by the eigenvectors of the covariant matrix S−10 (Figure 29 (b)). To
speed up computation, I use ∆x0 to define a hypercube aligned with the eigenvectors and
select x∗0 to be the corner within the same quadrant as x (Figure 29 (c)). This particular
corner of the hypercube produces a more natural, more realistic transition because it is
closer to the end-point of the motion from which the robot is transitioning (i.e. the current
pose at the start of the transition).
After determining the transition-to pose, spline interpolation and PID-tracking move
the robot to this pose from the current pose. This interpolation works well because the
transition-to pose is both consistent with the next task and biased toward the current pose.
4.2.5 Hypotheses
To measure success of my variant-generating algorithm for free-space gestures, I estab-
lished the following criteria in the form of three hypotheses:
• H1: Variants produced by my algorithm significantly differ from the original, given,
input motion in DOF important for expressing the gestures
• H2: Variants produced by my algorithm significantly differ from each other
• H3: Variants produced by my algorithm rival or surpass the quality of variants
generated with other existing techniques
H1 and H2 are more quantitative because they make claims about whether the algo-
rithm actually modifies motion, without regard to quality of the produced results. Whereas,
the experiment that evaluates H3 was designed to demonstrate that my algorithm pro-
duces human-like variants, which is inherently a statement about the quality of produced
results. These hypotheses are given in general terms here, but they will become more
concrete in subsequent sections, as corresponding experiments to test these hypotheses
are outlined.
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4.2.6 Experiment 1: Variance in Unconstrained Gestures
Although the best way to demonstrate the amount of variance that can be created with
my algorithm is to view the algorithm running in real-time on the robot, Experiment 1
was designed to quantify the amount of variance that can be generated. However, to fully
quantify the algorithm, there were two variances that had to be measured: variance from
the original motion and variance from other variants.
At the most fundamental level, Experiment 1 cannot evaluate quality of the variants.
Instead, it only quantified the range-space of motion produceable from a single exemplar.
This latter criterion is important to support arguments that the amount of variance pro-
duced by my algorithm is not merely minimal variance and is significant enough to produce
noticeable variants. “Noticeable” will be further quantified with subsequent experiments.
4.2.6.1 Experimental Design
In the unconstrained case, the capability of my algorithm was demonstrated through two
common social robot gestures: waving and an “I don‘t know” gesture. To characterize
algorithm-generated variation, average variant square deviation from the original motion
using 12 generated variants was calculated for each DOF individually using Equation 45.










(q̄− qi)T(q̄− qi) (45)
where,
σh
2 = average square deviation of DOF h with respect to original, input motion
qi = the joint angle trajectory of DOF h from variant i as a vector
q̄ = the joint angle trajectory of DOF h from the original, input motion as a vector
K = number of variants used in the analysis
N = number of time samples in given reference trajectory
Equation 45 has the potential to show that my algorithm produces motions different
from the original, but it does not show that variants are different from one another. To
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verify that all variants are sufficiently different, the original motion in Equation 45 is
replaced with variants from the set, which gives Equation 46. Similarly, average variance
between variants (i.e. average inter-variant variance, AIVV) using 12 generated sequences












(qj − qi)T(qj − qi), i 6= j (46)
4.2.6.2 Results
For the purposes of this analysis, only the left arm DOFs were evaluated. This is valid
for a couple of reasons. The waving gesture used in this analysis was performed with
the left hand. Furthermore, the cost function used in the optimal control formulation of
the algorithm ensures that more variance is created in DOFs where there is more torque
(i.e. it is “task-aware”). This is consistent with the expectation for a variance-generating
algorithm, since the goal was to create more variance in the gesture (e.g. the waving
hand) as opposed to the other hand which would only exhibit secondary motion. Also,
the original “I don’t know” gesture was symmetric, and analysis of the right arm would
have provided negligible additional information. Thus, the left arm was sufficient to
characterize the output of a variance-generating algorithm with these input gestures.
For the waving motion, shoulder Y, wrist Y, and wrist X were the DOFs with most ac-
tuation. For the shrug (“I don’t know”) motion, all the arm DOFs were moving with near-
equal actuation, except for the elbow X and wrist Y DOFs, which were moving significantly
more than the other DOFs. Table 37 shows that large variance was created in the DOFs
with most actuation for different motions. But at this point, the numbers in Table 37 allow
me only to conclude that my algorithm creates variants that are quantifiably, measurably
different from the input motion. If these numbers were close to zero, it would mean that
my algorithm for these particular gestures was unable to create significant variance in
the important DOFs for the given gestures (e.g. waving motions should be different (have
more variance) in the arm that is waving). This analysis was important to perform because
it may not be immediately intuitive that the small amounts of torque noise injected by my
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Table 37: Average variance and standard deviation from the original motion, of joint
angles in the left arm. Averages taken over first 12 exemplars generated by the algorithm.
Variance in square degrees. Larger numbers indicate more average deviation from the
original motion.
Left Arm “Waving” “I don’t know”
DOF var. (st. dev.) var. (st. dev.)
shoulder X 364 (309) 974 (900)
shoulder Z 170 (137) 751 (229)
shoulder Y 1198 (488) 1238 (684)
elbow X 185 (176) 5993 (2412)
wrist Y 649 (57) 5354 (347)
wrist X 664 (384) 1742 (290)
wrist Z 177 (111) 834 (358)
algorithm could give rise to anything beyond minimal output variance in DOFs important
for specific gestures. However, I have only examined the lower bound of variance with
Experiment 1. Subsequent experiments will evaluate my algorithm to ensure that the
output variance is “noticeable.”
A variance-synthesizing algorithm is not very useful if the produced variants always
resemble each other. The results in Table 38 show that on average the variants generated
by my algorithm are different from each other, especially in the “I don’t know” gesture.
Furthermore, as a general rule, the variances computed in Tables 37 and 38 should
not only have moderate variance in important DOFs (as has already been discussed), but
standard deviation should also be moderately-high. “Moderate” depends on the units
used for the analysis. A standard deviation near zero in Table 37 would mean that variance
from the original motion is fairly uniform regardless of the variant (i.e. all variants differ
to a similar extent from the original motion). This is a measure similar to the information
in Table 38, and in general, a good variance-producing algorithm should produce motions
both similar to and different from the original input motion (which is what a moderately-
high standard deviation indicates). Similarly, a standard deviation near zero in Table 38
would indicate that variance between variants was uniform, which can lead to repetitive
produced motion (i.e. variants differ from each other to the same extent). The variance
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Table 38: Average variance between variants (i.e. inter-variant variance) and standard
deviation for joint angles of the left arm (in sq. degrees). Averages taken using the first 12
motions generated by my algorithm.
Left Arm “Waving” “I don’t know”
DOF var. (st. dev.) var. (st. dev.)
shoulder X 294 (143) 3740 (1847)
shoulder Z 90 (81) 1078 (867)
shoulder Y 2143 (1637) 2902 (2348)
elbow X 1627 (712) 2846 (2288)
wrist Y 704 (383) 643 (520)
wrist X 1470 (756) 235 (189)
wrist Z 510 (437) 202 (173)
algorithm was created to avoid repetitive motion. Neither standard deviation in Table 37
or Table 38 should be too high because this can indicate “task” corruption. It is important
that the variants do not corrupt the original gesture intent, but I chose not to quantify the
exact upper bounds for standard deviation or variance in Experiment 1; my subsequent
experiments will demonstrate that my algorithm does not corrupt the “task.”
As mentioned previously, my algorithm is capable of generating infinite variants of a
motion in the absence of constraints. But, the best way to see this difference is visually.
Some of the variants produced for the “I don’t know” gesture are shown in Figure 30.
The disadvantage of the analysis of Experiment 1, is that deviation in that experiment
is being determined in joint space, which does not linearly correlate to the amount of
Figure 30: “I don’t know” motion. Far left is the original motion. Other three are the
inflection points in three variants generated by my algorithm.
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variance in Cartesian space. Amount of perceived variance in Cartesian space is important
because this is the space in which motions are observed. Since joint space is nonlinear,
redundancy in degrees-of-freedom can cause large deviation in joint space but small de-
viation in Cartesian space, which could result in misleading conclusions from the analysis
performed in Experiment 1. Thus, Experiments 2 and 3 will focus on variance in Cartesian
space to show that variance is noticeable and significant but without corrupting the task.
4.2.7 Experiment 2: Variance is Task-Aware
Recall that “task” is used to refer to the original motion that the robot performed, and
therefore, “task-aware” means that all variants should also be classified as the same motion
type, gesture, or action as the original motion input to the algorithm, from which the
variants were created. In other words, when the robot moves using a variant, observers
should perceive or label the robot intent to be the same as the intent they would perceive
or label if the robot were moving using the input motion.
Experiment 2 was motivated to demonstrate that the amount of variance produced
by my algorithm is not so significant that it distorts the “task” to the extent that variants
would be labeled as a gesture differently than the original, input motion. Since quantifying
an upper bound on the variance calculations in Equations 45 and 46 is motion-specific,
determining these upper-bounds is not the most intelligent means to confirm that my
algorithm does not produce excessive variance. Thus, to show that excessive variance
is not produced and that variants remain “task-aware,” I designed Experiment 2.
4.2.7.1 Experimental Design
In Experiment 2, 153 participants were asked label one version of five separate motions.
The five motions were: shrug (i.e. “I don’t know”), beckon, wave, bow, and point. Partic-
ipants watched videos of motions executed on the hardware so that the experiment could
proceed more quickly, be more repeatable, and be well controlled. Participants watched
the videos through web-based code, sequentially, and the experiment was conducted over
the internet. After a video stopped playing, the screen blanked and prompted the user for
a label. The next motion video appeared after the label was entered.
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153 participants provided only 10 samples per variant, since the original motion was
allotted higher samples rates for data resolution. In the results, variants will be compared
against the original motion with respect to percentages of participants, and the data reso-
lutions of each are 10% for individual variants, 0.833% for cumulative variants, and 3.03%
for the original motion.
The order of the five motions was randomized, and each participant saw either the
original motion version or one of 12 variant versions created using my algorithm. For
Experiment 2, the 12 variant versions were approximately uniform selections based on
inter-variant variance for each motion, so that the range of variants produced by my
algorithm could be evaluated for “task” corruption. The next experiment, Experiment
3, will eliminate this bias of selecting particular variants for evaluation, and select variants
randomly generated in the natural order produced by my algorithm.
Thirty three participants saw the original motion version for a particular motion, leav-
ing ten people who saw each variant version of that same motion. All orders and motions
were randomized. No participant saw only original motion versions for all five motions.
4.2.7.2 Results
Recognition was the metric used for Experiment 2, to provide evidence that my variance
algorithm does not distort the “task.” Earlier I defined the task as a cost function that
measures motion execution (e.g. desirability of joint position, joint velocity and torque
usage). In other words, the task is to produce the free-form gesture that was given as the
input motion. Thus, recognition (i.e. labeling of the variants with the same label as the
original motion), was an appropriate metric to measure the success of not disrupting the
“task.”
By comparing the bottom two rows in Table 39, in four of five motions, percent correct
recognition is slightly higher for the variants than for the original motion. Additionally,
percent correctly labeled is never more than 0.8% worse for the variants generated with my
algorithm. Therefore, I conclude that my variance algorithm does not distort the original
intent or meaning of the gesture (i.e. the original “task”).
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Table 39: Percent correctly labeled (%) for 12 variants and the original motion of five
different gestures. (10 samples per variant, 33 samples for each original motion). Average
for all motion variants as compared to the original motion, show that recognition does not
decrease for generated variants (i.e. the algorithm does not corrupt the task of producing
variants that are consistently labeled as the same motion type as the original motion).
Motion Beckon Bow Point Shrug Wave
Variant 1 100 100 100 90 100
Variant 2 100 100 100 90 100
Variant 3 100 100 100 100 90
Variant 4 100 100 100 100 100
Variant 5 90 90 100 100 100
Variant 6 100 90 100 100 100
Variant 7 100 100 100 100 100
Variant 8 100 100 100 100 100
Variant 9 100 100 100 100 100
Variant 10 90 100 100 100 100
Variant 11 100 90 100 100 100
Variant 12 100 100 100 100 100
Var. Avg. 98.3 97.5 100 98.3 99.2
Original 93.9 93.9 100 87.9 100
4.2.8 Experiment 3: Frequency of Noticeably-different Variants
A variance-producing algorithm is less useful if noticeably-different variants are produced
rarely. Therefore, Experiment 3 is designed to show two things: (1) my algorithm does
not produce a series of similar variants in a row, and (2) noticeably-different variants are
produced frequently.
4.2.8.1 Experimental Design
In Experiment 3, one hundred sixty five participants were asked to watch video pairs of
five separate motions. The five motions were: shrug (i.e. “I don’t know”, beckon, wave,
bow, and point. The first twelve variants of each motion produced by the algorithm were
executed on the hardware and recorded. These variants were labeled variant 1, variant
2, etc. The videos were then paired for a particular motion based on order. I was trying
to determine the average minimum number of variants created from my algorithm that a
participant must watch before they see a noticeable difference between generated variants.
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Thus, videos were paired according to their generated sequence.
Let the original motion be equal to variant i=0. Then, the following three sets of motion
pairs were used in the experiment, from the first twelve variants produced using my
algorithm (represented by i=1 to i=12).
• Set 1: Variants produced sequentially. (i, i + 1), 12 pairs
• Set 2: Variants generated one apart. (i, i + 2), 11 pairs
• Set 3: Variants synthesized two apart. (i, i + 3), 10 pairs
There were twelve possible pairings of videos in Set 1: (0,1), (1,2), ...,(11,12). There were
eleven possible pairings of videos in Set 2: (0,2), (1,3), ...,(10,12). There were ten possible
pairings of videos in Set 3: (0,3), (1,4), ...,(9,12). One hundred sixty five participants yields
five viewings of each of the 33 possible pairs of videos in Experiment 3 (for a given motion
type). For Set 2 and Set 3, the participants were still only watching two motions; videos of
the intermediate variants are not shown to participants.
By examining the responses, the percentage of participants who saw noticeably-different
motion in each variant, in every other variant, and in every third variant was calculated.
Additionally, I calculated the average number of variants produced with my algorithm
that a participant had to watch before seeing noticeably-different motion.
Participants watched videos of motions executed on the hardware so that the experi-
ment could proceed more quickly, be well controlled, and be more repeatable. Participants
watched the videos through web-based code, sequentially, and the experiment was con-
ducted over the internet since speed was not an issue. Participants were told that both
motions that they would see in a video pair were the same length in time, and therefore,
differences in speed or timing should be neglected in their responses. After a video pair
stopped playing, the screen blanked and the user was prompted with a single question.
“Did you notice a difference between the motions in pair of videos you just watched?”
Only two possible responses were given: “yes” and “no.” A blank text box was provided
in cases where users wanted to explain the difference or their answer. However, this text
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box was optional. The next motion video appeared only after the forced selection was
completed. The experiment was complete after a participant watched five pairs of videos
(one pair for each motion).
For Experiment 3, order of the pair of videos for a particular motion mattered. There-
fore, only the order of the five motions and the selection of the particular video pair (for a
given motion) were randomized.
4.2.8.2 Results
Table 40 shows the data for all twelve pairs of motion videos of variants that were gener-
ated sequentially. On average, the data indicates that noticeably-different motion variants
tend to occur one-after-another. My motion algorithm produces them frequently and does
not produce many similar variants in a row. It varies slightly by motion, but at least 85%
of participants recognized motion difference in sequential motion variants.
Table 40: Percent (%) of participants who noticed a difference in back-to-back motion
variants for five different gestures. (5 samples per video pair). Average for all variant
pairs (V1-V12) shows that the majority of participants see noticeable motion difference in
subsequent motion variants. V0 = original motion.
Video Pair Beckon Bow Point Shrug Wave
V0 - V1 100 100 100 100 100
V1 - V2 60 80 100 100 100
V2 - V3 60 100 80 100 100
V3 - V4 60 100 100 100 100
V4 - V5 100 80 80 100 100
V5 - V6 80 100 100 100 80
V6 - V7 100 100 80 100 100
V7 - V8 100 100 100 80 100
V8 - V9 80 80 100 100 100
V9 - V10 100 100 60 100 100
V10 - V11 100 60 100 100 100
V11 - V12 80 100 80 100 100
Avg. V1-V12 83.6 90.9 89.1 98.2 98.2
Since the data in Table 40 supported the argument that each motion variant produced
using my algorithm is noticeably different, there is no reason to expect different results
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Table 41: Percent (%) of participants who noticed a difference in alternating motion
variants for five different gestures. (5 samples per video pair). Average for all variant
pairs (V1-V12) shows that the majority of participants see noticeable motion difference in
alternating motion variants. V0 = original motion.
Video Pair Beckon Bow Point Shrug Wave
V0 - V2 80 100 80 100 100
V1 - V3 100 80 100 100 100
V2 - V4 100 80 100 80 100
V3 - V5 80 100 100 100 80
V4 - V6 100 100 80 100 100
V5 - V7 100 80 100 100 100
V6 - V8 100 100 80 100 100
V7 - V9 100 100 100 100 100
V8 - V10 80 80 80 100 80
V9 - V11 100 100 100 80 100
V10 - V12 100 80 100 100 100
Avg. V1-V12 96.0 90.0 94.0 96.0 96.0
from alternating motion variants or every third variant produced using my algorithm.
If different results were produced, it would indicate a bias in my algorithm. Based on the
data in Tables 41 and 42, a trend similar to that shown in Table 40 is apparent. The majority
of participants (greater than 90%) noticed that the generated variants are different.
From the data in Tables 40, 41, and 42, I concluded that there is a recognizable differ-
ence in each motion variant. Generalizing across motions, 92.0% of people noticed that
variants differed after seeing the next motion; 94.4% of people saw noticeable difference
between variants in alternating motions; and 93.8% of participants noticed variance from
my algorithm in every-third variant. If efficiency of this algorithm can be measured by
how frequently it produces noticeably-different variants, then in general, my algorithm
will produce noticeable variance 93.4% of the time, which is the average of the bottom row
in Table 43. H2 was supported by this data, and variants are different from each other as
measured by human perception.
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Table 42: Percent (%) of participants who noticed a difference in every third motion
variant (from the sequence of the first twelve motion variants) for five different gestures. (5
samples per video pair). Average for all variant pairs (V1-V12) shows that the majority of
participants see noticeable motion difference in every third motion variant. V0 = original.
Video Pair Beckon Bow Point Shrug Wave
V0 - V3 100 60 100 100 100
V1 - V4 100 100 100 100 100
V2 - V5 100 100 80 100 100
V3 - V6 80 80 100 100 100
V4 - V7 100 100 100 100 100
V5 - V8 100 100 100 80 100
V6 - V9 80 80 80 100 100
V7 - V10 80 100 100 100 80
V8 - V11 80 100 60 100 100
V9 - V12 100 80 100 100 80
Avg. V1-V12 91.1 93.3 91.1 97.8 95.6
Table 43: Average percent (%) of participants who noticed a difference in motion variants
(from the sequence of the first twelve motion variants) for five different gestures organized
by the three sets.
Set Beckon Bow Point Shrug Wave
Set 1 83.6 90.9 89.1 98.2 98.2
Set 2 96.0 90.0 94.0 96.0 96.0
Set 3 91.1 93.3 91.1 97.8 95.6
Average 90.0 91.3 91.3 97.3 96.7
4.2.9 Experiment 4: Creating Human-like Variants
H1 and H2 ignore the quality of the produced motion, and therefore, it was necessary to
demonstrate that my variance algorithm produces motions that are as human-like as the
input motion. This is further evidence that it does not corrupt human-like characteristics
of the motion (i.e. it is task-aware).
4.2.9.1 Experimental Design
In order to prove that my variance algorithm produces human-like variants, an objective,
comparative evaluation against human motion was required. A data set of “waving” and
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“I don’t know” gestures were collected from 24 different humans with motion capture
equipment. Each of these 48 motions were projected onto the Simon robot architecture
using an optimization that calculates Simon’s joint angle values as a function of time from
the 28 upper-body position constraints collected from human motion capture markers and
a similar set of constraints positioned on the robot body. The optimal mapping allows for
proportional scaling the overall size of Simon based on a human participant’s size. This
procedure creates a motion trajectory that the robot can execute [100].
This data set of 48 human motions projected onto the robot hardware was the ground
truth for human-like motion. Motions generated from my algorithm were compared to
three alternative variance-inducing algorithms, yielding the following four test cases:
• My variance-generating algorithm. Hereafter, for simplicity of reference it will be
referred to as task-aware variance (TAV).
• Random White Torque Space Noise (RWTSN). This is a naı̈ve variance approach,
that generates smooth motion based on the idea of allowing unbiased torque noise
to alter trajectories without intelligent shaping. To produce unbiased torque noise,
step two in Section 4.2.4 was replaced by ∆ut ∼ N (0, I). Subsequent results show
that purposeful motion is distorted and disrupted by random noise.
• Operational space control + RWTSN. Random torque noise was projected onto the
robot body after applying two time-varying Cartesian end-effector point constraints
(one per hand) calculated from the average of all the human motion-capture data.
For point constraints and partial posture constraints, white noise torques projected
into the null space of the robot architecture creates one of two outcomes: task disrup-
tion or lack of naturalness.
• Style-based inverse kinematics (SIK). I implemented a basic form of style-based in-
verse kinematics, in which human motion capture data is represented in a low di-
mensional space. By learning probability density functions of the data and interpo-
lating in the low-dimensional model space, motion variants were generated [115].
The disadvantages of SIK are that variance is limited by the database and motion
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variants generated may appear unnatural when interpolating between drastically
different exemplar models. The implementation details for style-based IK can be
found in [115].
For each of the four test cases, 20 variants of both “waving” and “I don’t know” ges-
tures (40 total) were generated. Nearest-neighbor, with a Euclidean distance metric in joint
angle space, was used to find the minimum distance between the technique-generated
variant and a trajectory in the ground truth set. This assumes that distance to a ground
truth trajectory is a good metric for human-like quality of a given motion. For this analysis,
all techniques were constrained to robot joint angle limits, i.e., torque noise was not applied
to any DOF which would force it to exceed a joint angle limit. Additionally, certain DOFs
(e.g. eyes, eyelids, and ears) were excluded from the analysis because they were not
measurable with the motion capture equipment.
4.2.9.2 Results
The results are presented in Table 44 for “waving” and “I don’t know” gestures. The means
presented are averages for all times during the trajectory, for all DOFs, and for all 20 motion
variants. For the style-based IK technique, cross validation was performed ten times using
random sets of 12 exemplars to test and 12 exemplars to model the probability density
functions. In Table 44, the averages for the cross validation are presented.
Table 44 shows that for two common social robot gestures, OSC and random torque
Table 44: Average distance of resultant motions from the four variance generating
techniques to its nearest neighbor in the human-like data set, for two gestures. Results are
an average of 20 variants, and values measure joint angle Euclidean distances in radians.
SD = standard deviation.
RWTSN OSC SIK TAV
Waving Mean 0.723 0.502 0.198 0.155
Waving (SD) (0.246) (0.176) (0.178) (0.074)
I don’t know Mean 0.628 0.424 0.217 0.151
I don’t know (SD) (0.254) (0.146) (0.142) (0.144)
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Figure 31: Average distance to nearest human neighbor in human-like set. Techniques are
random white torque space noise (RWTSN), operational space control (OSC), task-aware
variance (TAV), and style-based IK (SIK). T-tests results with error bars for “waving” and “I
don’t know” gestures. TAV is statistically different from RWTSN and OSC in both gesture
cases. TAV and SIK are not significantly different with respect to the utilized human-
likeness measure.
noise are less human-like than task-aware variance and style-based IK. As shown in Figure
31, paired t-tests showed statistical significance between all techniques (p<0.01) for both
gestures, except task-aware variance and style-based IK. This suggests that TAV provides
all the variance benefits of a high-quality technique like style-based IK, without segment-
ing, time-warping, annotating data, and other preprocessing steps necessary for model
synthesis. Unlike SIK, which requires dozens of input exemplars, TAV produces motion
without training a model and uses only one exemplar.
4.2.10 Discussion
My algorithm is capable of producing an infinite number of motion variants from a single
exemplar. Based on human sensitivity to difference (i.e. what is “noticeable” to the human
eye), a subset of these variants will be effectively equivalent to the original input motion.
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Similarly, a different subset of generated variants will be effectively equivalent to each pro-
duced variant. Human sensitivity to difference between variants causes subtle variance to
appear effectively equivalent. This human sensitivity manifests in the data in Experiment
3. However, based on the design of my experiments, it was not necessary to quantify this
human sensitivity.
Earlier I stated that a good variance-generating algorithm produces both motions sim-
ilar to and different from the original. In Experiment 3 the numbers were high for notice-
ably different exemplars (more than 93% of variants appear different); these high percent-
ages can mean either that (1) the variants were significantly different or (2) the variants
were subtlely different, but people are acute at noticing difference in generated motion.
Regardless, the important result is that humans perceive this difference because that is the
true measure of success of any variant-generating algorithm.
4.2.11 Summary
In an effort to create better human-robot interaction, I add variance to create human-like
motion in social robots. I address the problem of creating variability in a set of exemplar
gestures for a robot by presenting task-aware variance, an autonomous algorithm capable
of generating an infinite number of human-like motion variants in free-form gestures.
Furthermore, I use the solution to the optimal control problem to create variance in the
initial condition of the trajectory by directing the selected sample to be closest to the current
point in the state space; the latter is useful when transitioning between motions to avoid
initial condition redundancy.
I quantified the range of variance capable from my algorithm for a subset of common
robot gestures and proved that the variants maintained the intent of the original gesture
(i.e. the algorithm is task-aware). Finally, I showed that my algorithm creates motion
variants more human-like than two other variance-generating algorithms, in real-time




5.1 Extended Operational Space Control
5.1.1 Introduction
Figure 32: Chapter 5 discusses constraints.
The constraint-preserving algorithm is the final algorithm discussed in this thesis, as
shown in Figure 32. It follows all other algorithms because external constraints must be
satisfied for the robot to function in the world. Changes induced by the communication
or human-like algorithms should not disrupt the robot’s ability to interact with the world;
and thus, since satisfying constraints is the most important task, motion is adapted for
constraints last in the algorithmic sequence.
One of the most essential aspects of social robot motion control involves interaction
with the environment. My communication, human-likeness, and variance algorithms were
designed assuming free-form gestures as trajectories. However, social robots interact with
humans and their environment constantly. Therefore, the challenge is to design a method
that allows these algorithms to work in conjunction with the other “tasks” that a robot
must perform, under the entire set of “constraints” imposed upon robots functioning in
the real-world without interrupting the hierarchy of other actions being simultaneously
performed.
In this section, the words “task” and “constraint” will be used interchangeably, and
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a precise definition is needed. In Section 4.2.2, the word “task” was defined by a cost
function that measured how well a given motion could be tracked. But Section 4.2.2
discussed adding variance to motion, and variance can be thought of as an “internal”
constraint imposed upon motion (i.e. trajectories should not be perfectly, repetitively
tracked). Based on the real-world needs of social robots, the definition of the word “task”
needs to be extended to include anything internal and/or external to the robot that affects
its motion. This new definition implies that a task is measured both by (1) the cost function
for motion tracking and (2) how closely a set of physical criteria (i.e. constraints) on
motion can be maintained. And when multiple “tasks” are competing for control of robot
motion, they must be composed on a single architecture. Thus, robot motion is essentially
a composition of “tasks,” resulting from simultaneous competing goals, algorithms, and
demands on the system. The process of composing these factors (e.g. communication,
variance, constraints) will be described in detail in Chapter 6.
The following basic constraints will be addressed in detail: trajectory (i.e. posture)
constraints, kinematic point constraints, orientation constraints, point-at constraints, look-
at constraints, velocity constraints, synchronization constraints, timing constraints, and
dynamic constraints. Also, I will discuss how more sophisticated constraints (e.g. volume
constraints, proximity constraints) can be handled by the simultaneous application of the
more basic constraints.
5.1.2 Insight
Constraints can be specified as trajectories of forces, velocities, torques, positions, angles,
or accelerations depending on the implementation of a particular robotic system. Hence,
to be universally applicable and composable on a singular architecture, they need to be
represented in a singular domain.
Techniques such as inverse kinematics (IK) that transform between domains are the
insight for my technique to satisfy constraints and handle the diverse set of “tasks” that
social robots require. Trajectories, forces, velocities, etc. specified in Cartesian space can be
transformed to joint space by inverse kinematics using the Jacobian for redundant systems.
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Through the use of techniques such as IK, external kinematic constraints are transformed
into internal constraints, which then allows all constraints (both internal and external) to
be handled in a single, consistent manner.
Redundancy exists on social robot architectures when the number of dimensions in
joint space is greater than the number of degrees-of-freedom in Cartesian space. This can
be described by a nonlinear, many-to-one mapping between spaces. Since there is a dis-
crepancy between the number of degrees-of-freedom in these spaces, trajectories specified
in the lower-dimensional space (i.e. real-world coordinates, three-dimensional Cartesian
space) map to many different possible trajectory solutions in the higher-dimensional space
(i.e. robot joint actuators, joint space). This underspecification does not fully constrain the
higher-dimensional space and the range of possible mappings creates a null space in joint
space. For example, point-to-point end-effector trajectories allow the arm to trace any path
in Cartesian space to the target location, with any timing, using multiple configurations
for any given hand position, due to a redundant set of DOFs.
The minimum intervention principle is a motor control strategy wherein feedback is
used only to correct trajectory deviations that interfere with task goals, thereby constrain-
ing motor variability to the uncontrolled manifold [116]. Additionally, through coupling
control variables (i.e. exploiting redundancy and synergies), tasks can constrain sums of
state variables to increase variability in redundant dimensions [49]. Analysis of people
hopping in place at constant frequency demonstrates that joint torque variance (i.e. redun-
dancy) can be exploited for functional, task-specific control. Fore/aft corrections to vertical
hopping are used to minimize cycle-to-cycle ground reaction force variance. This human
data has shown that inducing meaningful end-effector variance in one direction can be
used to maintain a task constraint (minimum variance) in another degree of freedom [117].
Inspired by the hopping experiments, I can maintain constraints on a redundant robotic
architecture via a projection of forces to cancel influence in dimensions that would inter-
rupt the task. For example, consider a robot performing a shrug motion while trying to
hold its left hand at a specific point in Cartesian space. Based on the shrug torque trajectory,
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a trajectory of forces can be calculated that will keep the hand at the point. These three-
dimensional forces are transformed into a set of torques for the robot actuators using the
Jacobian. The shrug torques are projected to cancel actuation in dimensions that would
disrupt the point constraint.
The composition of constraints in my formulation arises through successive projections
into the null space on the robot architecture. Each added constraint reduces the space of
redundant coordinates, successively leading to a smaller null space. In general, as more
constraints are imposed upon the robot architecture, less motion occurs. Thus, the key to
my constrained motion lies in the exploitation of the null space and redundancy to satisfy
a set of prioritized constraints in an optimal (i.e. least-squares) sense, given the order of
applied constraints.
5.1.3 Goal
In general, my algorithm demonstrates how a constraint or task, represented as a torque
trajectory can be applied to a robot without violating the state space dimensions required
to maintain the constraint. Therefore, the goals are to:
• demonstrate how to transform constraints and tasks into the torque domain
• present a mathematical formulation that exploits redundancy and the task null space
• show how to apply constraints to posture tasks (i.e. motion)
• formulate the composition of multiple constraints
• describe Operational Space Control to maintain kinematic constraints
• modify my task-aware algorithm (from Section 4.2) to satisfy dynamic constraints
(e.g. synchronization, timing, velocity)
5.1.4 Algorithm
To handle the diverse set of “tasks” that social robots require, it is beneficial to divide these
“constraints” into two categories:
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• External: any task or constraint that can be resolved into Cartesian variables (e.g.
position, velocity, acceleration, force trajectory)
• Internal: any task or constraint that is represented in joint-space variables (e.g. posi-
tion, velocity, acceleration, torque trajectory)
The method to maintain and compose each of the two distinct types will be discussed
separately, since they are handled differently in my formulation. Before discussing the
representative algorithms, I will discuss how to formulate each of the distinct constraints
in both categories into torque trajectories, since both types need to be represented in this
consistent domain.
5.1.4.1 Internal Constraints
Internal constraints can be formulated to encompass a wide breadth of common scenarios
that social humanoid robots encounter in the real-world. Internal constraints could be
considered “soft” constraints because unlike external constraints there is no guarantee that
they will always be perfectly satisfied. However, the algorithm that will be presented to
maintain internal constraints is designed with the flexibility (i.e. weighting) so that tasks
can be strictly or loosely constrained.
Internal constraints are always provided to the framework in the form of an input
or given motion. Internal constraints are timing or dynamic constraints where a certain
region (i.e. time period) of the trajectory is constrained to be synchronized to the input
motion. Internal constraints typically come from joint position or its derivatives:
• Posture: The most basic form of internal constraint is a posture constraint where the
joint angle position of a set or subset of DOFs are synchronized to the given original,
input trajectory. This trajectory is a given motion that the robot should perform in
addition to all other tasks.
• Velocity: Similarly, velocity of the robot joints can be constrained over a certain time
region to match or synchronize with the velocity trajectory of the given motion.
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• Acceleration (or Torque): And finally, the joint acceleration trajectory (i.e. torque tra-
jectory) of the given motion can act as a constraint for the robot. Thus, the task would
be trying to maintain this acceleration trajectory for a set of DOFs for a specified time
range, in the presence of all other robot tasks.
For all these different internal constraints, the time range can be as short as one time
sample or as long as the time range for the specified input motion.
5.1.4.2 Algorithm - Internal
The algorithm for maintaining internal constraints is derived by solving a discrete optimal
control problem. Given a sequence of poses qt, 0≤ t ≤ N that constitute a motion, a refer-
ence state trajectory x̄, and its corresponding reference control trajectory ū are constructed.
The state trajectory consists of both qt and q̇t, while the control trajectory ū consists of joint
torques computed from an inverse dynamics process.
In optimal control, an optimization is formulated to track the reference trajectory. x̄t ∈
<2n contains the joint angles and velocity at frame t while ūt ∈ <m contains the joint
torques. The task can be viewed as minimizing the state and control deviation from the
























In Formulation 47, the shorthand ‖x‖2Y = xTYx is used. Similar shorthand is used in
subsequent equations. In the discrete-time, finite-horizon formulation, the feedback gain
matrix Kt is a m× 2n time-varying matrix computed in closed-form from Equation 48.
Kt = (R + BTSt+1B)−1BTSt+1A (48)
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Solving backward from an appropriate initial choice of SN , I exploit the formulation of
optimal control, which tracks a trajectory according to a cost function, in order to satisfy
soft constraints. The state in the optimal control formulation contains both joint position
and velocity. Thus, all the synchronization constraints reduce to increasing the penalty
against violating all important features increases closer to the point in time when those
features must be maintained. For example, by introducing very high weights for all con-
strained DOFs at the constrained velocity trajectory points, the output torques from the
optimization ut = −Ktxt will be very close to the velocities at the same time points in
the given input trajectory. The reason that this algorithm can preserve velocity and time-
dependent task features is because the optimal control policy accounts for the cost of the
entire trajectory; the cost of a future state will affect the action of the current state.
Multiple internal constraints are easily composed since the weight matrices are distinct
for each constraint in the optimal control formulation. The weight matrices are indepen-
dently set higher for constrained position, velocity, or torque times, and the optimization is
solved only once. Thus, the composition of all internal constraints occurs simultaneously
when the LQR problem is solved. A “pseudo-priority” can be imposed upon internal
constraints based on relative constraint importance with respect to each other through
the actual values imposed on joint position, velocity, and torque at different points in
time. Higher weights will act as higher-priority constraints, since they will be more strictly
satisfied. Solution of the LQR formulation ensures that the resultant constrained motion
remains smooth.
As a starting point for the definition of weight matrices, a baseline of values is com-
puted in Section 4.2.4.2. Position, velocity, or acceleration weights should be set lower than
this baseline for timing ranges when they are unconstrained and when synchronization
is unimportant. Constrained times may need higher weight values than this baseline,
but it depends on the relative timing of other constraint weights’. For example, if the
velocity is constrained at sample indices 1 and 5, then the weight for constrained velocity




Four primary external constraints will be discussed and defined in the subsequent sections
that can be formulated to encompass a wide breadth of common scenarios that social





Sections 5.1.4.3.1 to 5.1.4.3.4 will describe how each of these four constraints can be
represented as forces upon the robot kinematic hierarchy, so that they can be subsequently
transformed into torques for use in my algorithm.
5.1.4.3.1 Point Constraints
Point constraints describe any situation where a 3-D point location in Cartesian space
on the robot’s body (hereafter denoted a robot point) must be held to another 3-D point
location in world coordinates (hereafter denoted as world point). Both the robot and world
points can be varying in time and space relative to the world origin, and they are specified
in world coordinates. The world point can be a trajectory in Cartesian space. The most
common application of point constraints is for specifying motion in terms of end-effector
trajectories; for example to make the humanoid robot pick up an object or touch a certain
location in the world.
Formulations to calculate forces for constraints exist that use a single point instead of
two distinct points. Under ideal conditions (i.e. when the constraint is perfectly satis-
fied) both the world and robot point are equivalent, and under these conditions the two
approaches converge. However, during interim periods when constraints are applied or
released on real hardware, transient states occur while the hardware transitions rapidly
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to maintaining the constraint. This is due to the limitations of real hardware implemen-
tations (e.g. motor torque limits). Thus, my approach that considers two points is more
general and readily handles transient states, whereas when forces are calculated on a single
point for the constraint, the robot is assumed to move infinitely fast with infinite available
torque. With my two point formulation, three distinct constraint force contributions exist:
(1) forces due to changing the commanded constraint (i.e. world forces), (2) forces due to
changing the robot commanded position, velocity, acceleration (i.e. robot forces), and (3)
forces to overcome positional difference between the two points (i.e. transient forces).
Let xworld(t) be a given desired trajectory that pre-specified point on the robot’s body,
denoted xrobot,local(t) in local coordinates, must follow for all time, t. xrobot,local(t) is trans-
formed from coordinates in kinematic hierarchy (i.e. local reference) into world coordi-
nates, xrobot(t), using forward kinematics at all time t. In forward kinematics, a series
of rotation and translation matrices are used with the current (i.e. measured versions of
commanded angles) joint angle positions of the robot to change domains. Since forward
kinematics is a well-known algorithm, the details of this transformation can be found here
[17].
Both the robot and world point trajectories are given here as functions of time. The
robot point is a trajectory once it is specified in world coordinates because the robot may
be performing a motion in addition to maintaining this constraint, and the world point
need not be specified statically.
Through successive derivatives of the world point trajectory, xworld(t), velocity and ac-
celeration trajectories are formed. The second derivative represents an acceleration trajec-
tory and the first derivative represents a velocity trajectory for the point constraint. From
Equation 49, the force contributions from the given point constraint trajectory, Fworld(t) can
be computed. Effective masses and inertias are used according to the operational space
formulation [118].
F(t) = Λ(x(t)) ∗ ẍ(t) + µ(x(t), ẋ(t)) + g(x(t)) (49)
where,
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µ(x(t), ẋ(t)) = Centrifugal & Coriolis force vector
g(x(t)) = gravity force vector
Λ(x(t)) = kinetic energy matrix
F(t) = 3-dimensional force vector in Cartesian space
ẍ(t) = time-varying acceleration trajectory in Cartesian space
ẋ(t) = time-varying velocity trajectory in Cartesian space
x(t) = time-varying position trajectory in Cartesian space
For the derivation and full specification of the matrices and vectors in Equation 49, see
reference [46].
Similarly, velocity and acceleration trajectories are calculated through successive deriva-
tives of the robot point trajectory, xrobot(t); this can be accomplished by representing or
modeling the robot hierarchy as a set of moving rigid bodies. The second derivative
represents an acceleration trajectory and the first derivative represents a velocity trajectory
for the robot body point. From Equation 49 and using the appropriate kinetic energy
matrix, Centrifugal & Coriolis force vector, and gravity force vector, the force contributions
from the given robot body point trajectory, Frobot(t) can be computed.
The torque trajectory for one point constraint is then calculated from forces acting upon
the robot body at the location of the robot body point, as in Equation 50.
Γpoint(t) = −JTpoint(Frobot(t) + Fworld(t)) (50)
where,
Γpoint(t) = joint-space torques for the point constraint task as a vector
Frobot(t) = time-varying force vector from robot internal motion in Cartesian space
Fworld(t) = time-varying force vector from specified point constraint trajectory in
Cartesian space




Body part orientation constraints (as opposed to joint orientation constraints) are used
in any situation where a part of the robot’s body must be held at a specified angle with
respect to a plane in the world. For example, orientation constraints are commonly used
in for holding the palms of the robot’s hands parallel to a table plane for grasping objects
on the table.
Unlike point constraints, orientation constraints are constraints that represent the align-
ment of two planes: one on the robot body and one relative to the world. However,
orientation constraints are very similar to point constraints because they can be satisfied
by the coincidence of points in world coordinates (i.e. two pairs of points, with a distance
of zero between the points in each pair).
The key to handling body part orientation constraints as kinematic constraints is to
represent the two planes that need to be aligned by their respective unit normal vectors.
Any vector (including normal vectors) in 3-D Cartesian space can be defined by one pair
of points (i.e. vector head and tail). The base point of the world vector (i.e. the world
vector tail) can translate to any point in space without loss of meaning, and therefore, to
simplify calculations, at every time step, the tails of both vectors should coincide at the
world location of the robot body vector tail. Since both vectors are unit normal vectors (i.e.
same length), dimensionality of the problem of satisfying orientation constraints is halved
by selecting the arbitrary base point of the world vector to always align with the robot
vector tail (i.e. instead of aligning two pairs of points in Cartesian space, only vector head
points need now be aligned).
Furthermore, the head of robot body vector is easily implemented as an imaginary ex-
tension to the robot kinematic hierarchy (i.e. one unit in the direction perpendicular to the
robot plane). The location of the head of robot body vector can then be determined using
the translation and rotation matrices in forward kinematics, which facilitates constraint
calculations.
Neither the robot body vector nor the world vector need to be defined statically. Since
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the tails of these vectors are placed at the same Cartesian location, by defining xworld(t)
to be the point corresponding to the head of the world vector and xrobot(t) to be the
point corresponding to the head of the robot body vector (both in world coordinates),
the calculations found under Section 5.1.4.3.1 can be reused to find the torque trajectory
for orientation constraints. However, the Jacobian needs to be extended to include the
imaginary unit robot body vector on the kinematic hierarchy since the head of this vector
is the point of application of the forces.
For example, consider placing an orientation constraint on the palm so that it always
points directly down in the world (i.e. xworld(t) would always be one unit beneath the
hand centroid, regardless of what configuration or orientation the hand was in, as the
robot moves). The xrobot(t) point would be rotating about the hand centroid as the arm,
wrist, elbow, and body DOFs change commanded position. The Jacobian in Equation 50 is
extended to include the imaginary xrobot(t) as part of the kinematic hierarchy. By aligning
the tails of both the plane normal vectors, the generalized forces calculated in Equation 50
would be computing the forces required to apply at the point xrobot(t) onto the robot body
to align the xrobot(t) and xworld(t) points, which also aligns the two requisite planes in the
orientation constraint.
5.1.4.3.3 Point-at Constraints
Point-at constraints are used in any situation where the social robot wants to point with
its finger at a 3-D location in the world. They are a collinearity constraint for three points
(two on the robot finger and one in the world). The two points on the robot index finger
are located at the fingertip and at the proximal knuckle joint, so the index finger can be
extended in a straight line.
The key to handling point-at constraints as kinematic constraints is to constrain the
knuckle motors of the fingers (especially the index finger) so that the hand remains always
in a pointing pose. In this configuration, two of the three necessary points always remain
collinear.
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For point-at constraints, the kinematic hierarchy is augmented with an imaginary seg-
ment extending from the tip of the finger. This imaginary segment always points in the
direction collinear with the line created by the two index finger locations (fingertip and
proximal knuckle). The length of this imaginary kinematic extension (calculated by Equa-




(xpointAt(t)− x f ingertip(t))T(xpointAt(t)− x f ingertip(t)) (51)
where,
x f ingertip(t) = Cartesian coordinates of the robot’s fingertip in vector form
xpointAt(t) = Cartesian coordinates of the world point to point-at in vector form
Since both the robot body and the point-at location can be changing position with time,
by defining xworld(t) to be xpointAt(t)and xrobot(t) to be x f ingertip(t), the calculations found
under Section 5.1.4.3.1 can be reused to find the torque trajectory for point-at constraints.
However, the Jacobian needs to be extended to include the imaginary fingertip vector on
the kinematic hierarchy as if it were a real and rigid segment, since the forces are applied
to this imaginary fingertip extension at a point of distance Dist(t) (calculated by Equation
51 with the variable substitutions mentioned above).
5.1.4.3.4 Look-at Constraints
Look-at constraints are used when the social robot with a humanoid head and eyes (or
cameras) needs to look at a 3-D location in the world. They are a collinearity constraint
for three points per eye (two on each robot eye and one in the world). The two points on
each robot eye are located at the centroid of the eye and at the center of the pupil. For
the following discussion, constraints for only one eye will be discussed. However, the
technique applies to both left and right eyes.
Two of the three necessary points always remain collinear as long as the robot eyes are
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able to rotate about the centroid of the eyes. For look-at constraints, the kinematic hierar-
chy is augmented with an imaginary segment extending from the center of the pupil. This
imaginary segment always points in the direction collinear with the line created by the two
eye locations (centroid and pupil center). The length of this imaginary kinematic extension
is calculated by Equation 51, where the variable x f ingertip(t) is replaced by xpupil(t), and the
variable xpointAt(t) is replaced by xlookAt(t) . The length, Dist(t) is time-varying since the
robot pupil can be moving and/or look-at location in the world can be time-varying.
Since both the robot body and the look-at location can be changing position with time,
by defining xworld(t) to be xlookAt(t) and xrobot(t) to be xpupil(t), the calculations found
under Section 5.1.4.3.1 can be reused to find the torque trajectory for look-at constraints.
However, the Jacobian needs to be extended to include the imaginary eye extension vectors
on the kinematic hierarchy as if they were real and rigid segments, since the forces are
applied to these imaginary eye extensions at a point of distance Dist(t) (calculated by
Equation 51 with the variable substitutions mentioned above).
5.1.4.3.5 Algorithm - External
The initial point for the algorithm that handles external constraints is the trajectory of time-
varying forces represented as the force summation on the right-hand side of Equation 49,
Frobot(t) + Fworld(t). The appropriate variable substitutions were discussed and derived
for point, orientation, point-at, and look-at constraints under their respective sections
previously so that the developed framework would be generic and applicable to a variety
of kinematic constraints useful for social robots.
First, one external constraint will be considered in the presence of a lower priority
torque trajectory (e.g. a time-varying posture constraint). For the following discussion,
assume that this trajectory been given in joint space, represented by the trajectory of poses,
q(t). In Section 5.1.4.4, the framework will be extended to demonstrate how to compose
multiple constraints, so that a robot can perform many simultaneous tasks while concur-
rently respecting many constraints.
Since every external constraint that was discussed previously involved the calculation
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of forces on two points, for simplicity the quantity Ftask(t) will be defined in Equation 52
as this summation of forces. The same appropriate variable substitutions as defined above
allow it to be applicable to any of the four external constraints.
Ftask(t) = Frobot(t) + Fworld(t) (52)
where,
Fworld(t) = Cartesian space time-varying forces on one point for a external constraint
Ftask(t) = time-varying constraint forces in Cartesian space
Frobot(t) = time-varying forces on the other of the two points for a external constraint
in Cartesian space
Applying the Jacobian for a given task using the generic Ftask(t) on the right-hand side
in Equation 50 , Γtask(t) will be used to represent a generic constraint’s time-varying torque






xrobot(t) = time-varying Cartesian space vector of the constraint point associated with the
robot kinematic hierarchy
q(t) = time-varying vector of degrees-of-freedom representing a lower priority
joint-space motion
Based upon a formulation called operational space control for controlling robotic agents
to achieve simultaneous tasks [119] (Section 2.1) at each iteration, I define a projection ma-
trix, P(t), that maps the torque for the lower priority motion, Γlower(t), to the appropriate
control torques that do not interfere with the given external constraint.
P(t) = I − J(t)T Jdcgi(t)T (54)
where,
Jdcgi(t) = dynamically consistent generalized pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian
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J(t) = the Jacobian as defined by Equation 53
I = appropriately sized identity matrix
In Equation 54, Jdcgi(t) is one of the many pseudo-inverse matrices of J(t). In the
operational space control formulation, Jdcgi(t) is selected to be the “dynamically consistent
generalized inverse,” as in Equation 55, according to [119].
Jdcgi(t)T = Λt J(t)M−1t (55)
where,
Λt = Cartesian space inertia matrix
Mt = joint space inertia matrix
By applying the projection matrix P(t) to a torque vector, it removes the components
in the space spanned by the columns of Jdcgi(t), where the torque will directly affect the
constraint. Thus, to maintain one constraint in the presence of lower priority motion, the
final applied torque will be Γapply(t) = Γtask(t) + P(t)Γlower(t).
5.1.4.4 Composing Multiple Constraints
Multiple constraints may be composed on the robot hardware by establishing a prioritized
order for all the tasks the robot must perform simultaneously. Each lower priority task or
constraint is projected into the null space of the higher priority tasks, using the projection
defined explicitly for the specific higher priority tasks and constraints. Each projection
assumes the form in Equation 54. However, the Jacobian is formed using the uniquely
defined xrobot(t) for each constraint and task. The unique Jacobian will tailor Jdcgi(t) so
that dynamics of the task are respected. Thus for each external constraint defined by a
unique xrobot(t), there is an associated unique P(t).
The following example is the easiest way to illustrate the approach. In the following
example, the numerical subscripts denote the priority of the task (1 is the highest priority,
assigned to the task that is most important to maintain). For example, J1 is the Jacobian for
task with priority 1, as calculated by Equation 53; F2(t) would denote the force trajectory
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for task with priority 2, as calculated by Equation 52; P3(t) would designate the projection
matrix for task with priority 3, calculated by Equation 54, using the corresponding J3(t).
1. For the highest priority constraint or task (i.e. number 1), the null space is equivalent
to the entire torque space of the robot hierarchy. Thus, task number one does not
need to respect any other forces on the robot body or any other torque trajectories
(i.e. no projection exists for the highest priority task). The torque to apply to robot
actuators to maintain only task one is Γapply(t) = Γ1(t) = J1T(t)F1(t).
2. The torque trajectory for the second highest priority constraint or task (i.e. Γ2(t) =
J2T(t)F2(t)), cannot disrupt any of the torques from task 1. Therefore, components
along these coordinates are removed from the task before its application to actuators
through the use of the projection matrix from the higher priority task (i.e. Γ2(t) =
P1(t)J2T(t)F2(t)). Then the torque to apply is the sum of both torque trajectories (i.e.
Γapply(t) = Γ1(t) + Γ2(t)).
3. Considering just one more task so the trend becomes apparent, the third-highest
priority task needs to respect both task 1 and task 2. Components of this trajectory
along all of these coordinates need to be removed before application to ensure that
the higher priority tasks are respected (i.e. Γ3(t) = P2(t)P1(t)J3T(t)F3(t)). Then the
torque to apply is the sum of both torque trajectories (i.e. Γapply(t) = Γ1(t) + Γ2(t) +
Γ3(t)).
4. Generically, this pattern is defined for a task of nth priority as Γn(t) = (∏i=n−1i=0 Pi(t))
JnT(t)Fn(t). Under this formulation, P0(t) = I, an appropriately sized identity matrix.
5. After the appropriate number of applied tasks, the lowest two tasks are always
motion composed from internal constraints and variance (if they exist). Assume
that Γinternal(t) represents this former trajectory. If q(t), a joint position trajectory, is
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given, the corresponding torque trajectory, Γinternal(t) =−Ktxt, by following the pro-
cedure described in Section 5.1.4.2. From Section 4.2, the torque from the variance-
generating algorithm is defined as ut =−Kt∆xt. Thus, these two trajectories are com-
posed in exactly the same way all other tasks are composed. However, no Jacobian
exists for either of these two tasks. Let the variable ε represent the index for these
two lowest priority constraints, which can be composed simultaneously, since they
are not external constraints. Therefore, Γε(t) = (Pε−1(t)Pε−2(t)...P1(t))(−Kt∆xt +
Γinternal(t)).
5.1.4.5 Constraint Transients
The existing formulation of operational space control in the literature [118] does not handle
transient performance when external constraints are applied and released. The algorithm
is torque-based and designed to move as quickly as robot actuators will allow on real
hardware to reach constraints when applied or return to a posture when constraints are
released. Due to high torques, it is unrealistic and dangerous to satisfy constraints as fast
as the hardware is capable. A more principled, fluid, and elegant approach is required.
To avoid burnout and unnecessary replacement of actuators, filtering of torque ap-
plication when constraints are applied and released is one useful option. If filtering is
used, feedback should be implemented between the hardware and the higher level control
system to communicate when constraints are reached in real-world applications. Such
feedback might be necessary for subsequent action. For example, the robot needs to close
its hand (subsequent action) after the hand reaches (constraint transient) a target (point
constraint) to grab an object.
However, to eliminate the need for communication and guarantee safety, I implemented
a technique to handle constraint transients. Flash & Hogan are famous for their use of
bell-shaped velocity profiles based on human reaching experiments [93]. These profiles
are biologically inspired and ensure smooth transition to an external constraint target.
At the time instant when an external constraint is applied, the maximum velocity (or
amount of transition time to the constraint), the current xRobot(t), desired xWorld(t) (desired
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end constraint point from Section 5.1.4.3.1), and the symmetric bell-shaped speed profile
are used to define a force profile to reach constraint. Knowing the two points in Cartesian
space that correspond to the endpoints of the constraint transients, the profile uniquely
defines the force trajectory when either the maximum velocity or amount of transition
time is given [93]. The constraint will be satisfied at the end of the transition period.
Until release, the standard formulation of OSC with an augmented Jacobian and hier-
archy (i.e. augment so it can handle all external constraints as point constraints) are used
to keep look-at, point-at, or orientation constraint points satisfied. Upon release, another
symmetric bell-shaped velocity profile and maximum velocity (or time-to-target) are used
to command the robot the desired number of discrete time increments to reach a posture
without the released constraint.
5.1.5 Hypotheses
In general, my hypotheses are constructed to test that the two algorithms for internal and
external constraints preserve the constraints specified. Subsequent experiments will test
these hypotheses individually, and then a few combinations of constraints are tested to
demonstrate composite constraint performance.
• H1: My external constraint algorithm maintains point, orientation, look-at, and point-
at constraints to a level of less than 1% error in deviation from the constraint when
executed as the highest priority constraint.
• H2: My internal constraint algorithm maintains position, velocity, and torque con-
straints to a level better than the smallest angular measurement tolerance on the
robot hardware.
• H3: External constraints closer in proximity on the robot architecture will exhibit
more error in the lower priority constraint than for external constraints further apart
on the robot architecture. Distance between constraints measured through connect-
ing robot link lengths only (i.e. in robot-relative hierarchy space, not in Cartesian
world space).
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• H4: As constraint priority decreases, error in the maintenance of the constraint in-
creases. This effect is due to a smaller null space, and is more pronounced as the
number of simultaneous constraints increases.
5.1.6 Experiment 1: Point Constraints
The following quantitative experiment tested the operational space framework for satisfy-
ing point constraints in the presence of lower priority motion. Experiment 1 quantified the
maximum performance of point constraints using the framework, since point constraints
were implemented as the highest priority task, with a single subtask (i.e. a posture con-
straint) for the experiment.
5.1.6.1 Experimental Design
To test H1, 400 random point constraints were selected in the reachable space for the robot
that did not collide with the robot body. Half the points were tested with each hand
centroid (200 with the left hand; 200 with the right hand). All 400 point constraints were
tested in both simulation and on the robot hardware. The 400 point constraints occurred
at different times throughout the lower priority posture constraint to add variability into
the experiment and verify that constraint satisfaction is not specific to one posture. Five
different lower priority motions (i.e. five different posture constraints) were used. They
were gestures of shrugging (symmetric), right-arm pointing, left-arm waving, right-arm
stop, and two-handed bowing (symmetric). Since the experiment was performed using
three different methods, a specific point constraint location was paired to the same lower
priority posture constraint for all 400 constraints to ensure data consistency.
In addition to the results presented from simulation of the algorithm, the measure-
ments of the point constraints’ actual locations in the real-world were performed in two
ways: (1) capturing the measured joint angles from robot sensors and calculating the point
location with forward kinematics and (2) physical measurement (all measurements by one
person). To increase confidence, each measurement of the actual position of the hand
centroid (i.e. joint angles or distance between hand centroid and constraint location) was
taken three times, and all 1,200 measurements were taken in randomized order.
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In simulation, the 3-D world locations of the hand centroid and the position constraint
are known exactly. Therefore, the distance between them was precisely and easily mea-
sured with appropriate timing. Since the constraint technique requires application of
torques to the robot actuators, the simulation used was a dynamic simulation developed
using Open Dynamics Engine (see Section 2.5).
5.1.6.2 Results
Table 45 shows that simulation was the most accurate measurement method since every-
thing is calculated under ideal conditions. Furthermore, Table 45 shows that symmetric
motions tend to have similar error for both arms (i.e. right arm vs. left arm). In the posture
constraints that were asymmetric, the arm with less dynamics in lower priority motion had
slightly less error. This means that the calculation that projects and eliminates disruption
in the null space is not perfect; This is most likely due to inertia matrix errors (actual
hardware vs. that used in calculations). This asymmetric error was more pronounced
when there was more velocity or acceleration in joint space because the inertia matrix has
a more significant impact when motion dynamics are larger.
Table 45: Average distance measured from random point constraints in reachable space
(i.e. point constraint error) for five different posture constraints (i.e. lower priority
motions). Averages taken over 400 measurements, measured three times each, in three
different ways (Sim = simulation; Joint = hand centroid calculated from measured actual
robot joint angles; Human = measured by human). Distance in centimeters. Standard
deviations given in parentheses.
Left Hand Centroid Right Hand Centroid
Motion Sim Joint Human Sim Joint Human
Bow 0.039 (.009) 0.104 (.034) 3.36 (1.68) 0.023 (.005) 0.093 (.031) 2.54 (1.27)
Point 0.174 (.043) 0.202 (.067) 1.65 (0.83) 0.213 (.053) 0.289 (.095) 2.77 (1.38)
Shrug 0.044 (.011) 0.089 (.029) 4.06 (2.01) 0.027 (.007) 0.056 (.016) 3.01 (1.49)
Stop 0.224 (.056) 0.354 (.115) 2.17 (1.05) 0.252 (.063) 0.376 (.124) 2.55 (1.24)
Wave 0.314 (.078) 0.478 (.150) 2.98 (1.42) 0.263 (.063) 0.413 (.133) 2.81 (1.39)
Avg. 0.159 (.121) 0.245 (.170) 2.84 (1.02) 0.156 (.126) 0.245 (.172) 2.74 (0.51)
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Table 45 allows me to conclude that point constraints using the operational space frame-
work as developed in Section 5.1.4.3.1 are maintained at less than 3 centimeters (for all
different measurement techniques) from the desired constraint position on average in the
presence of a variety of common social robot tasks. Although no explicit percent error
can be calculated for the distances measured, 3 centimeters provides evidence in support
of H1, since it quantifies maximum deviation for point constraints given the different
measurement techniques. Very low error was expected for point constraints because the
operational space framework has been in existence for over 30 years to satisfy task con-
straints with lower priority posture constraints.
5.1.7 Experiment 2: Orientation Constraints
The following quantitative experiment tested the operational space framework for sat-
isfying orientation constraints in the presence of lower priority motion. Experiment 2
quantified the maximum performance of orientation constraints using the framework,
since orientation constraints were implemented as the highest priority task, with a single
subtask (i.e. a posture constraint) in the experiment.
5.1.7.1 Experimental Design
To test H1, 1,400 total orientation constraints were generated. 100 orientation constraints
per body part were randomly selected from all possible vector directions in Cartesian
space for 14 different right or left arm body parts and applied to the centroid of the
corresponding body part. All 1,400 orientation constraints were tested on both simulation
and on the robot hardware, and measurements were taken to determine the error between
the commanded and actual constraint. Each measurement of the actual position of the
DOF angle was taken three times, and all 4,200 measurements were taken in random-
ized order. Only one orientation constraint was imposed upon the robot architecture at
any given instant in time. The 1,400 orientation constraints occurred at different times
throughout the lower priority posture constraint to add variability into the experiment
and verify that constraint satisfaction is not specific to one posture. Five different lower
priority motions (i.e. five different posture constraints) were used. They were gestures
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of shrugging (symmetric), right-arm pointing, left-arm waving, right-arm stop, and two-
handed bowing (symmetric). A specific orientation constraint was paired to the same
lower priority posture constraint on both the real hardware and the simulation for all
constraints to ensure data consistency.
In simulation, the joint angles that satisfy the constraint are known exactly. The same
dynamic model used for Experiment 1 was used also for Experiment 2 to ensure model
kinematic and dynamic accuracy. In the dynamic simulation, two invisible rigid bodies
that represented the position of head of the robot body vector and the head of the world
vector were added. Therefore, the error between commanded constraint and simulated
value was precisely and easily calculated via distance between these two bodies with
appropriate timing.
The measurements of the orientation constraints’ actual locations on the hardware were
captured by measuring the joint angles from robot sensors. Since there was no way to
easily instrument the robot measure angles in Cartesian space quickly, the actual joint
angles on the hardware were measured instead. These joint angles were tracked in a
simulation that was augmented with the two points that represented head of the robot
body vector and the head of the world vector. Then error was calculated as the difference
between these two points using the measured data instead of simulated data for joint
angles that satisfy the constraint.
Prior to running Experiment 2, all orientation constraints were simulated to ensure that
each constraint could be met without robot self-collision. Any constraints where the robot
collided with itself in order to satisfy the constraint were excluded, and a new constraint
was selected in place of the one that caused self-collision.
5.1.7.2 Results
In order to test orientation constraints applied to all parts of the robot (and not just end-
effector orientation constraints), the robot body in simulation was augmented with robot
body vectors at the centroid of every rigid body on the left and right arms.
Recall that orientation constraints are satisfied by matching the head of the robot body
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Table 46: Average simulated error between commanded orientation constraints and actual
values for five different posture constraints (i.e. lower priority motions). Averages taken
over 100 measurements per DOF, measured three times each. Error in degrees multiplied
by 1000 (x1000). Standard deviations given in parentheses multiplied by 1000 (x1000). (l =
left arm; r = right arm; s = shoulder DOF; e = elbow DOF; w = wrist DOF)
DOF Bow Point Shrug Stop Wave Average
leX 15 (5) 3 (3) 2 (5) 7 (5) 13 (6) 8 (8)
lsY 31 (9) 20 (5) 13 (4) 18 (5) 24 (6) 21 (10)
lsZ 47 (14) 32 (9) 21 (6) 29 (8) 35 (9) 33 (16)
leX 65 (19) 37 (11) 27 (8) 32 (9) 39 (12) 40 (21)
lwY 72 (20) 53 (15) 62 (18) 55 (16) 51 (17) 59 (22)
lwX 79 (23) 71 (23) 84 (12) 62 (19) 77 (17) 75 (21)
lwZ 86 (23) 81 (24) 95 (22) 81 (20) 84 (21) 85 (25)
rsX 28 (8) 15 (4) 9 (2) 15 (4) 17 (5) 17 (9)
rsY 35 (11) 23 (6) 19 (6) 23 (6) 28 (8) 25 (13)
rsZ 55 (16) 34 (10) 22 (6) 30 (8) 36 (10) 36 (17)
reX 68 (12) 47 (14) 46 (13) 32 (10) 40 (12) 47 (15)
rwY 72 (20) 66 (19) 68 (20) 58 (17) 54 (16) 64 (21)
rwX 86 (22) 83 (24) 71 (21) 77 (23) 65 (22) 76 (24)
rwZ 85 (25) 84 (25) 72 (21) 76 (22) 70 (19) 77 (27)
vector (i.e. the unit normal of a plane attached to the robot kinematic hierarchy) with the
head of the unit normal vector for the constraint. For Experiment 2, the tails of both of
these vectors were placed at the centroid of a rigid body on either the left or right arm of
the robot in the simulation. In the subsequent tables of results, data is listed by joint angle.
This joint angle uniquely identifies the rigid body centroid from which the two vector
tails extended. Since one and only one rigid body exists between each DOF on the robot
arms, the rigid body for a given DOF corresponds to the rigid body nearest to the DOF,
but further away from the kinematic root (i.e. closer to the end-effector). For example, for
DOF shoulder Z, the hierarchy was augmented at the centroid of the bicep rigid body. And
for all constraints listed under DOF shoulder Z in the tables, the robot body vector at the
bicep was constrained to the world vector. Similarly, for DOF wrist Z, the hierarchy was
augmented at the centroid of the hand rigid body. Most of these orientation constraints
have little practical value and would rarely be used in practice. However for the sake of
thorough testing, they are included in the subsequent tables.
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Table 47: Average measured error between commanded orientation constraints and actual
values for five different posture constraints (i.e. lower priority motions). Averages taken
over 100 measurements per DOF, measured three times each. Error in degrees multiplied
by 1000 (x1000). Standard deviations given in parentheses multiplied by 1000 (x1000). (l =
left arm; r = right arm; s = shoulder DOF; e = elbow DOF; w = wrist DOF)
DOF Bow Point Shrug Stop Wave Average
leX 44 (15) 41 (13) 47 (15) 37 (17) 40 (16) 42 (22)
lsY 48 (18) 44 (14) 53 (14) 48 (15) 44 (11) 47 (21)
lsZ 47 (19) 45 (18) 51 (16) 49 (17) 51 (12) 49 (23)
leX 51 (19) 51 (18) 57 (18) 52 (17) 49 (16) 52 (25)
lwY 52 (20) 57 (19) 62 (18) 55 (16) 52 (14) 56 (23)
lwX 56 (19) 60 (17) 60 (17) 66 (15) 67 (15) 62 (21)
lwZ 58 (22) 65 (24) 61 (21) 70 (17) 63 (17) 64 (20)
rsX 41 (18) 45 (24) 49 (12) 50 (19) 47 (15) 37 (22)
rsY 39 (16) 43 (16) 41 (17) 48 (18) 48 (19) 45 (19)
rsZ 44 (12) 54 (19) 39 (18) 43 (14) 46 (21) 46 (26)
reX 45 (11) 44 (18) 41 (19) 48 (12) 50 (18) 41 (22)
rwY 49 (24) 46 (19) 58 (20) 50 (13) 60 (17) 54 (22)
rwX 50 (21) 52 (21) 51 (21) 47 (13) 65 (21) 56 (29)
rwZ 55 (20) 51 (23) 50 (26) 54 (22) 69 (20) 60 (30)
Table 46 compared to Table 47 shows that on average orientation constraint error for
the simulation is smaller than measured, as was expected due to the ideal conditions of
the simulation. In Table 46 orientation constraint error slightly increases in the DOFs
toward the end effector. However, this same effect was not evident for the constraint
angles measured on the hardware. The reason this effect occurred in simulation is that
error in the values for the mass and inertia matrices can stack up as calculation includes
more of the kinematic chain. However, when using measured joint angle values from the
hardware to calculate the locations of the head of the robot body vector, the simulation is
used for tracking only, and this small trend disappears.
Using Equation 56 to calculate the percent error for the orientation constraints aver-
aged over all degrees-of-freedom and all gestures, the average simulated percent error for
orientation constraints was 0.42% and average percent error measured from the hardware
was 0.53%, both of which are consistent with H1. For reasons mentioned previously (i.e.
inertia tensor accuracy), simulated percent error was lower closer to the root DOF and
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measured joint angles lead to lower percent error in orientation constraints applied closer
to the end-effectors. This result is advantageous because typically orientation constraints





5.1.8 Experiment 3: Point-At Constraints
The following quantitative experiment tested the operational space framework for satisfy-
ing point-at constraints in the presence of lower priority motion. Experiment 3 quantified
the maximum performance of point-at constraints using the framework, since point-at
constraints were implemented as the highest priority task in Experiment 3, with a single
subtask (i.e. a posture constraint).
5.1.8.1 Experimental Design
To test H1 for point-at constraints, 400 point-at constraints were randomly selected from
all 3-D locations in Cartesian space not occupied by the robot body volume. Each point-
at constraint was satisfied with both arms (but not simultaneously) to force the robot to
turn when necessary to satisfy the constraint. The only exceptions for when a constraint
was applied to a single arm were either when applying that constraint to a particular arm
caused self-collision or body penetration.
Prior to running Experiment 3, all point-at constraints were simulated to ensure that
the constraint could be met without robot self-collision. Any constraints where the robot
collided with itself in order to satisfy the constraint using a particular were excluded for
that particular arm, and a new constraint was selected in place of the one that caused
self-collision. A new constraint was also selected for all point-at locations that penetrated
the robot body volume during motion (i.e. a constraint was specified that was inside the
volume occupied by the robot body at the time of constraint application).
At any given instant in time, only the right arm or left arm was constrained because
the criteria of the experiment dictated that single constraints be tested in the presence of
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only a posture constraint. Applying two simultaneous point-at constraints would violate
this criteria. All 400 point-at constraints were tested on both simulation and on the robot
hardware, and measurements were taken to determine the error between the commanded
and actual constraint. Each measurement of the actual constraint position was taken
three times, and all 1,200 measurements per arm were taken in randomized order. The
400 point-at constraints occurred at different times throughout the lower priority posture
constraint to add variability into the experiment and verify that constraint satisfaction is
not specific to one posture. Five different lower priority motions (i.e. five different posture
constraints) were used. They were gestures of shrugging (symmetric), right-arm pointing,
left-arm waving, right-arm stop, and two-handed bowing (symmetric). A specific point-
at constraint was paired to the same lower priority posture constraint on both the real
hardware and the simulation for all constraints to ensure data consistency.
The same dynamic model used for Experiment 1 was used again for Experiment 3 to
ensure model kinematic and dynamic accuracy. In the dynamic simulation, two invisi-
ble rigid bodies that represented the position the robot is pointing at and the constraint
position were added. Therefore, the error between commanded constraint and simulated
value were precisely and easily calculated via distance between these two bodies with
appropriate timing.
To simplify and increase the speed of measurement for 3-D pointing location in the
real-world, small targets were created with concentric rings of radial distance pre-written
on them. Since the 3-D locations in the world were known in advance, the targets were
placed at the locations in advance. A small laser pointer was fixed to the index finger on
each of the robot’s right and left hands.
5.1.8.2 Results
Table 48 shows that on average point-at constraint error for the simulation was smaller
than measured on the hardware by humans, as was expected due to the ideal conditions
of the simulation. The measurement scheme is not ideal for human measurement of point-
at constraints on the hardware, but the results are accurately satisfied on the hardware.
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Table 48: Average distance measured from random point-at constraints (i.e. point-
at constraint error) for five different posture constraints (i.e. lower priority motions).
Averages taken over 400 measurements per hand, measured three times each, in two
different ways (Sim = simulation; Human = human measured. Distance in centimeters.
Standard deviations given in parentheses.
Motion Left Sim Left Human Right Sim Right Human
Bow 0.136 (0.064) 1.69 (0.87) 0.149 (0.051) 2.14 (1.04)
Point 0.197 (0.081) 2.09 (1.12) 0.177 (0.033) 1.71 (1.30)
Shrug 0.223 (0.060) 1.99 (1.01) 0.184 (0.090) 1.66 (1.49)
Stop 0.157 (0.049) 1.71 (1.54) 0.232 (0.047) 1.59 (1.71)
Wave 0.179 (0.052) 1.42 (1.33) 0.192 (0.056) 1.92 (0.88)
Average 0.178 (0.085) 1.78 (1.63) 0.187 (0.094) 1.80 (1.24)
The results demonstrate that the point-at constraints on the hardware were accurate to
within less than 2.15 centimeters for the robot pointing.
Although no explicit percent error can be calculated for the point-at constraints mea-
sured (i.e. error would be a function of the reference point), 2.15 centimeters provides
evidence in support of H1, since it quantifies maximum deviation for point constraints
given the different measurement techniques. Considering the ultimate goal of a point-
at constraint, which is to add the functionality for the social robot to indicate location of
something in the world, accuracy within 2.15 centimeters is sufficient for human partners
to discern location or which object the robot is pointing toward.
5.1.9 Experiment 4: Look-At Constraints
The following quantitative experiment tested the operational space control framework
for satisfying look-at constraints in the presence of lower priority motion. Experiment
4 quantified the maximum performance of look-at constraints using the framework, since
look-at constraints were implemented as the highest priority task in Experiment 4, with a
single subtask (i.e. a posture constraint).
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5.1.9.1 Experimental Design
To test H1 for look-at constraints, 500 look-at constraints were randomly selected from
all 3-D locations in Cartesian space not occupied by the robot body volume. Each look-
at constraint was satisfied with both eyes, since single eye constraint satisfaction is not
common in HRI.
Prior to running Experiment 4, all look-at constraints were simulated to ensure that
the constraint could be met without robot self-collision. Any constraints where the robot
collided with itself in order to satisfy the constraint using a particular arm were excluded
for that particular arm, and a new constraint was selected in place of the one that caused
self-collision. A new constraint was also selected for all look-at locations that penetrated
the robot body volume during motion (i.e. a constraint was specified that was inside the
volume occupied by the robot body at the time of constraint application). Furthermore,
any look-at constraints outside the visible range were also discarded (e.g. behind the
robot’s head).
All 500 look-at constraints were tested on both simulation and on the robot hardware,
and measurements were taken to determine the error between the commanded and actual
constraint. Each measurement of the actual position of the look-at constraint was taken
three times, and all 1,500 measurements were taken in randomized order. The 500 look-at
constraints occurred at different times throughout the lower priority posture constraints to
add variability into the experiment and verify that constraint satisfaction is not specific to
one posture. Five different lower priority motions (i.e. five different posture constraints)
were used. They were gestures of shrugging (symmetric), right-arm pointing, left-arm
waving, right-arm stop, and two-handed bowing (symmetric). A specific look-at con-
straint was paired to the same lower priority posture constraint on both the real hardware
and the simulation for all constraints to ensure data consistency.
The same dynamic model used for Experiment 1 was used again for Experiment 4 to
ensure model kinematic and dynamic accuracy. In the dynamic simulation, two invisible
rigid bodies that represented the position the robot is looking at and the constraint position
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Table 49: Average distance measured from the specified look-at constraints (i.e. look-
at constraint error) for five different posture constraints (i.e. lower priority motions).
Averages taken over 500 measurements, measured three times each, in two different ways
(Sim = Simulation; HW = Hardware. Simulation distance in centimeters. Hardware
distance in pixels. Standard deviations given in parentheses.
Motion Left Sim Left HW Right Sim Right HW
Bow 0.147 (0.189) 51.9 (23.7) 0.176 (0.161) 46.5 (27.1)
Point 0.188 (0.154) 47.3 (28.2) 0.164 (0.135) 44.3 (23.2)
Shrug 0.202 (0.127) 27.5 (15.7) 0.221 (0.190) 35.4 (19.0)
Stop 0.195 (0.132) 38.6 (25.4) 0.264 (0.203) 40.1 (22.9)
Wave 0.276 (0.198) 41.3 (23.3) 0.199 (0.187) 42.2 (28.6)
Average 0.202 (0.235) 41.3 (33.6) 0.205 (0.241) 41.7 (31.2)
are added. Therefore, the error between commanded constraint and simulated value was
precisely and easily calculated via distance between these two bodies with appropriate
timing.
To simplify and increase the speed of measurement for look-at location in the real-
world, the robot eye cameras were used. Additionally, this helps test whether the robot
was actually looking at the desired constraint location. Since the 3-D locations in the world
were known in advance, steel bearings were placed at the constrained world locations
in advance. The camera image for eyes at the moment corresponding to the constraint
timing was saved for each constraint during the experiment execution. Then, distances
for the constraints were measured on the hardware in units of pixels as calculated by the
difference between the center of the image and the 2-D center of the ball bearing in the
captured image. Each eye camera is 640 x 480 pixels.
5.1.9.2 Results
Table 49 does not allow comparison of average look-at constraint error for the simulation
and the hardware, since the units are different. However, on average the location the robot
was commanded to look-at on the hardware was approximately 6.5% of the camera image
distance away from the center of the image for both eyes. This supports H1 because the
robot will always be looking at the commanded constrained look-at location in 3-D space.
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From a functional standpoint, as long as the full object remains in the camera image, the
look-at constraint is successfully maintained. The alternative measure of success, wherein
the centroid of the object must remain in the camera image, was used instead in Experiment
4. The functional goal of measuring if the entire object being looked-at was within camera
image was a goal that was not tested in the Experiment 4, since small steel bearings were
used in place of real objects that social robots frequently interact with. Steel bearings were
used in place of common social robot objects because their small size better approximate
points in Cartesian space. Using objects that better approximated points in Cartesian
space facilitated the measurement process for look-at constraint error. The data in Table
49 shows that the centroid of the object being looked-at was, on average, approximately
200 millimeters from the direct line of sight of the constrained eyes or 41 pixels from the
centroid of the camera.
5.1.10 Experiment 5: Two Commonly Combined Constraints
The following quantitative experiment tested the operational space framework for satis-
fying orientation and position constraints in the presence of lower priority motion (i.e. a
posture constraint) simultaneously. Experiment 5 quantified the maximum performance of
these simultaneous constraints using the framework. These two specific constraints were
selected because grasping, a very common social robot task, was accomplished through
simultaneously constraining the robot hand with one point constraint and at least one
orientation constraint in the experiment.
5.1.10.1 Experimental Design
To test H1, 400 random point and orientation constraint pairs were selected in the reachable
space for the robot in locations that did not collide with the robot body. Half the constraints
were tested with each hand centroid (200 with the left hand; 200 with the right hand). All
400 constraint pairs were measured in the simulation and on the robot hardware.
The measurements of the point constraints actual locations in the real-world were
performed in two ways: (1) capturing the measured joint angles from robot sensors and
calculating with forward kinematics and (2) physical measurement by one person. In the
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latter case, since the random point constraint positions were known before the experiment
began, steel bearings were placed at the pre-measured world constraint locations to facili-
tate human measurement.
For Experiment 5, the constraint pairs were applied for the entire duration of a lower
priority motion. Since the framework takes a finite time to reach a constraint, to mea-
sure only steady state performance of satisfying constraints, each lower priority motion
was executed serially three times with smooth transition between runs. During the first
execution, the constraint was applied, and the remainder of motion timing was allotted
for the hand to reach both of its constraints. During the second serial execution of the
motion, all the actual hardware joint angles and a human recorded maximum distance
between the hand centroid and the steel bearing during the entire trajectory (instead of
instantaneous distance at a predefined point in time as in Experiment 1) were measured for
the entire duration of the second execution. For Experiment 5, the same person performed
all measurements. During the third serial motion execution, the constraints were released
to allow sufficient time to set up for the next constraint pair.
Five different lower priority motions (i.e. five different posture constraints) were used.
They were gestures of shrugging (symmetric), right-arm pointing, left-arm waving, right-
arm stop, and two-handed bowing (symmetric). A specific point constraint location was
paired to the same lower priority posture constraint in both the real hardware and the
simulation for all constraints to ensure data consistency. Each of the five different posture
constraints were different lengths of time.
All measurements for the hand constraints (i.e. joint angles or distance between hand
centroid and constraint location) were taken three times, and all 1,200 sets of measure-
ments were taken in randomized order.
When taking measurements in simulation, the 3-D world locations of the hand centroid
and the position constraint are known exactly. The robot model was also augmented
with the appropriate “invisible” rigid bodies to directly measure orientation constraints in
simulation (see Section 5.1.7). Therefore, all constraints were precisely and easily measured
with appropriate timing in simulation. Since the constraint technique requires application
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of torques to the robot actuators, the simulation used was the same dynamic simulation
from Experiment 1.
The measurements of the orientation constraints’ actual locations on the hardware
were captured by measuring the joint angles from robot sensors. Since there was no
way to easily instrument the robot measure angles in Cartesian space quickly for humans,
the actual joint angles on the hardware were measured instead. These joint angles were
tracked in a simulation that was augmented with the two points that represent head of
the robot body vector and the head of the world vector. Then maximum orientation
constraint error during the execution of the lower priority trajectory was calculated from
the difference between these two points using the measured data instead of simulated data
for joint angles that satisfy the constraint.
Prior to running Experiment 5, all constraint pairs were simulated to ensure that the
constraint could be met without robot self-collision. Any constraints where the robot
collided with itself in order to satisfy the constraint were excluded, and a new constraint
was selected in place of the one that caused self-collision.
For Experiment 5, priority was randomized so that for 50% of each the cases for per
hand point constraints are implemented as the highest priority task; and in the remaining
50% of trials in the experiment the orientation constraint for the palm has the highest
priority; the single posture constraint subtask always was assigned the lowest priority
since this is true whenever my algorithm is used.
5.1.10.2 Results
Comparing Tables 50 and 51, the maximum error in the point constraints during any of the
five lower priority posture constraints was slightly higher when the point constraint was
the lower priority. This finding is consistent with H4.
Furthermore, the Tables 52 and 53 exhibit a similar trend for maximum orientation
constraint error during all posture constraints, in that the error was slightly larger for all
measurement techniques when the orientation constraint was lower priority.
The trends evident from Experiment 1 are also evident in all four tables in the results
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Table 50: Average of maximum distance between the hand centroid and actual specified
point constraints (i.e. maximum point constraint error) over the duration of entire lower
priority motion for five different posture constraints (i.e. lower priority motions). Averages
taken over 200 measurements per hand, measured three times each, in three different
ways (Sim = simulation; Joint = constraint calculated from measured actual robot joint
angles; Human = human measured). Distance in centimeters. Standard deviations given
in parentheses. Data taken with an orientation constraint as second-highest priority.
Left Hand Right Hand
Motion Sim Joint Human Sim Joint Human
Bow 0.149 (.089) 0.371 (.124) 4.21 (2.06) 0.133 (.101) 0.402 (.110) 3.51 (1.27)
Point 0.162 (.093) 0.332 (.181) 3.78 (1.91) 0.148 (.190) 0.367 (.144) 2.96 (1.58)
Shrug 0.178 (.123) 0.318 (.211) 3.19 (1.82) 0.169 (.177) 0.354 (.131) 3.25 (1.78)
Stop 0.166 (.141) 0.370 (.201) 3.62 (1.74) 0.154 (.164) 0.382 (.156) 3.76 (2.04)
Wave 0.148 (.097) 0.400 (.191) 3.42 (1.87) 0.172 (.081) 0.369 (.133) 3.36 (2.02)
Avg. 0.161 (.209) 0.358 (.220) 3.64 (2.42) 0.155 (.217) 0.375 (.254) 3.37 (2.31)
Table 51: Average of maximum distance between the hand centroid and actual specified
point constraints (i.e. maximum point constraint error) over the duration of entire lower
priority motion for five different posture constraints (i.e. lower priority motions). Averages
taken over 200 measurements per hand, measured three times each, in three different
ways (Sim = simulation; Joint = constraint calculated from measured actual robot joint
angles; Human = human measured). Distance in centimeters. Standard deviations given
in parentheses. Data taken with an orientation constraint as highest priority, and the point
constraint as second highest priority.
Left Hand Right Hand
Motion Sim Joint Human Sim Joint Human
Bow 0.201 (.160) 0.452 (.215) 4.18 (2.16) 0.220 (.154) 0.471 (.209) 4.15 (2.51)
Point 0.234 (.139) 0.422 (.220) 4.30 (2.61) 0.214 (.204) 0.430 (.212) 3.90 (2.31)
Shrug 0.251 (.188) 0.441 (.233) 4.21 (2.09) 0.264 (.165) 0.432 (.226) 4.10 (2.05)
Stop 0.228 (.133) 0.451 (.218) 3.99 (2.18) 0.230 (.151) 0.439 (.251) 3.88 (2.35)
Wave 0.271 (.180) 0.418 (.217) 4.01 (2.22) 0.209 (.167) 0.414 (.229) 4.11 (2.34)
Avg. 0.237 (.219) 0.437 (.276) 4.14 (2.93) 0.227 (.245) 0.437 (.239) 4.03 (2.81)
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Table 52: Average of maximum error between the commanded and actual specified
orientation constraints over the duration of entire lower priority motion for five different
posture constraints (i.e. lower priority motions). Averages taken over 200 measurements
per hand, measured three times each, in two different ways (Sim = simulation; Joint =
constraint calculated from measured actual robot joint angles). Error given in degrees.
Standard deviations given in parentheses. Data taken with a point constraint as second-
highest priority.
Left Hand Right Hand
Motion Sim Joint Sim Joint
Bow 0.071 (0.103) 0.105 (0.124) 0.084 (0.107) 0.117 (0.122)
Point 0.073 (0.095) 0.119 (0.108) 0.069 (0.076) 0.132 (0.090)
Shrug 0.071 (0.054) 0.127 (0.127) 0.091 (0.087) 0.115 (0.129)
Stop 0.076 (0.081) 0.117 (0.126) 0.093 (0.079) 0.127 (0.119)
Wave 0.088 (0.090) 0.131 (0.130) 0.066 (0.083) 0.132 (0.089)
Average 0.076 (0.156) 0.120 (0.167) 0.081 (0.149) 0.125 (0.171)
Table 53: Average of maximum error between the commanded and actual specified
orientation constraints over the duration of entire lower priority motion for five different
posture constraints (i.e. lower priority motions). Averages taken over 200 measurements
per hand, measured three times each, in two different ways (Sim = simulation; Joint =
constraint calculated from measured actual robot joint angles). Error given in degrees.
Standard deviations given in parentheses. Data taken with a point constraint as highest
priority.
Left Hand Right Hand
Motion Sim Joint Sim Joint
Bow 0.132 (0.121) 0.171 (0.142) 0.121 (0.145) 0.169 (0.191)
Point 0.119 (0.177) 0.182 (0.172) 0.113 (0.149) 0.192 (0.146)
Shrug 0.111 (0.134) 0.188 (0.204) 0.127 (0.197) 0.178 (0.199)
Stop 0.106 (0.142) 0.181 (0.183) 0.123 (0.156) 0.166 (0.166)
Wave 0.188 (0.161) 0.148 (0.142) 0.126 (0.139) 0.156 (0.159)
Average 0.131 (0.227) 0.174 (0.243) 0.122 (0.295) 0.172 (0.225)
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from Experiment 5. In all of these tables the simulated error is lowest and human measured
error is highest. This was caused by the ideal conditions of the simulation.
The error values in all four tables are very small, regardless of which technique was
used to measure the error in position or orientation constraint. With less than 4 centime-
ters of point constraint error and less than 0.2 degrees of orientation constraint error, I
concluded that these two constraints can be combined successfully.
To prove that these two constraints work well together under their most common appli-
cation (i.e. grasping), 72 point constraints were commanded with both arms to reach onto a
table to grasp rectangular blocks from either side or the top (three total different orientation
constraints). Using successful grasps as the measure of success of the constraint-based
framework, each of the 72 x 3 combinations was executed on the robot hardware five times
(i.e. 1,080 total attempted grasps). Of the 1,080 total attempted grasps, 997 were successful
on the robot hardware (89.7% successful from the right side; 98.3% from the top; 88.9%
from the left side). 92.3% success for this task-based success measure gives an indication
of how well these two constraints work well together.
5.1.11 Experiment 6: Joint Position Constraints
The following quantitative experiment tested my optimal control-based algorithm for sat-
isfying joint position constraints. Experiment 6 quantified the average performance of
these constraints for a variety of arm and torso DOFs.
5.1.11.1 Experimental Design
Five different motions (i.e. five different posture constraints) were used as the basis from
which joint position constraints were defined. They were gestures of shrugging (sym-
metric), right-arm pointing, left-arm waving, right-arm stop, and two-handed bowing
(symmetric). The data for Experiment 6 was collected from both simulations and on the
real hardware by recording actual joint angles, and thus, the same constraints were run on
both to ensure data consistency.
Three joint position constraints per DOF per motion trial were randomly selected. Each
motion was executed 150 times with the three joint position constraints at different timings.
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Table 54: Average simulated error between commanded joint position constraints and
simulated values in five different motions. Averages taken over 450 measurements per
DOF, per motion, measured once each. Error shown in degrees multiplied by 1000.
Standard deviations (x1000) given in parentheses. (l = left arm; r = right arm; t = torso;
s = shoulder DOF; e = elbow DOF; w = wrist DOF)
DOF Bow Point Shrug Stop Wave Average
tX 63 ( 41 ) 13 ( 10 ) 91 ( 11 ) 57 ( 49 ) 52 ( 52 ) 55 ( 67 )
tY 22 ( 42 ) 44 ( 24 ) 72 ( 47 ) 14 ( 21 ) 39 ( 26 ) 38 ( 48 )
lsX 88 ( 68 ) 91 ( 31 ) 91 ( 59 ) 60 ( 57 ) 25 ( 32 ) 71 ( 26 )
lsY 93 ( 28 ) 25 ( 15 ) 56 ( 18 ) 99 ( 46 ) 95 ( 24 ) 74 ( 35 )
lsZ 64 ( 63 ) 40 ( 36 ) 23 ( 31 ) 66 ( 21 ) 94 ( 53 ) 57 ( 33 )
leX 22 ( 47 ) 26 ( 56 ) 58 ( 25 ) 96 ( 39 ) 77 ( 28 ) 56 ( 21 )
lwY 29 ( 42 ) 68 ( 35 ) 57 ( 45 ) 70 ( 53 ) 48 ( 28 ) 54 ( 29 )
lwX 62 ( 41 ) 25 ( 22 ) 12 ( 16 ) 53 ( 45 ) 76 ( 66 ) 46 ( 29 )
lwZ 66 ( 30 ) 13 ( 17 ) 16 ( 8 ) 20 ( 15 ) 42 ( 60 ) 31 ( 18 )
rsX 69 ( 31 ) 51 ( 48 ) 92 ( 24 ) 36 ( 42 ) 10 ( 15 ) 52 ( 68 )
rsY 20 ( 47 ) 98 ( 50 ) 83 ( 66 ) 74 ( 21 ) 60 ( 14 ) 67 ( 57 )
rsZ 56 ( 35 ) 56 ( 17 ) 65 ( 67 ) 57 ( 19 ) 28 ( 32 ) 52 ( 64 )
reX 62 ( 45 ) 46 ( 66 ) 69 ( 37 ) 62 ( 34 ) 97 ( 65 ) 67 ( 36 )
rwY 67 ( 25 ) 31 ( 39 ) 71 ( 31 ) 72 ( 38 ) 44 ( 27 ) 57 ( 19 )
rwX 39 ( 17 ) 41 ( 10 ) 10 ( 22 ) 67 ( 29 ) 91 ( 25 ) 50 ( 43 )
rwZ 24 ( 36 ) 95 ( 19 ) 15 ( 14 ) 12 ( 69 ) 82 ( 30 ) 46 ( 50 )
Avg 53 ( 94 ) 48 ( 114 ) 55 ( 86 ) 57 ( 82 ) 60 ( 78 ) 55 ( 71 )
With 16 total DOF (2 torso, and 7 per arm), this yielded 36,000 total position constraints for
the entire experiment.
5.1.11.2 Results
Based on the data in Table 54, joint position constraints were met to within 0.1 degrees of
the commanded values on average for five common social robot gestures in simulation. On
the hardware, joint position constraints exhibited less than 0.5 degrees of error on average,
as shown in Table 55. If the gains were increased for the optimal control formulation, these
values could be improved. However, the hardware error is approaching the value of the
resolution of the joint angle sensors, which supports H2. Therefore, there is little need to
change the gains and improve these results.
The trend seen in previous experiments where simulated values performed better than
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Table 55: Average measured error between commanded joint position constraints and
values measured off the hardware in five different motions. Averages taken over 450
measurements per DOF, per motion, measured once each. Error in degrees multiplied
by 1000. Standard deviations (x1000) given in parentheses. (l = left arm; r = right arm; t =
torso; s = shoulder DOF; e = elbow DOF; w = wrist DOF)
DOF Bow Point Shrug Stop Wave Average
tX 153 ( 67 ) 158 ( 76 ) 133 ( 86 ) 194 ( 85 ) 161 ( 75 ) 160 ( 20 )
tY 17 ( 22 ) 115 ( 68 ) 186 ( 35 ) 33 ( 57 ) 34 ( 37 ) 77 ( 88 )
lsX 130 ( 23 ) 124 ( 76 ) 53 ( 56 ) 18 ( 48 ) 168 ( 36 ) 99 ( 31 )
lsY 51 ( 36 ) 143 ( 56 ) 147 ( 52 ) 171 ( 15 ) 16 ( 12 ) 106 ( 58 )
lsZ 174 ( 84 ) 138 ( 48 ) 120 ( 78 ) 53 ( 71 ) 170 ( 72 ) 131 ( 89 )
leX 88 ( 37 ) 108 ( 36 ) 114 ( 99 ) 81 ( 57 ) 196 ( 72 ) 117 ( 43 )
lwY 109 ( 50 ) 189 ( 34 ) 68 ( 59 ) 138 ( 48 ) 20 ( 61 ) 105 ( 85 )
lwX 38 ( 63 ) 101 ( 34 ) 26 ( 77 ) 48 ( 62 ) 116 ( 95 ) 66 ( 12 )
lwZ 117 ( 46 ) 151 ( 49 ) 41 ( 41 ) 29 ( 51 ) 92 ( 71 ) 86 ( 65 )
rsX 193 ( 16 ) 73 ( 23 ) 164 ( 49 ) 150 ( 35 ) 166 ( 51 ) 149 ( 45 )
rsY 106 ( 75 ) 119 ( 19 ) 60 ( 33 ) 69 ( 85 ) 35 ( 63 ) 78 ( 94 )
rsZ 46 ( 41 ) 144 ( 72 ) 140 ( 60 ) 108 ( 48 ) 82 ( 46 ) 104 ( 32 )
reX 72 ( 42 ) 144 ( 90 ) 55 ( 23 ) 95 ( 77 ) 60 ( 68 ) 85 ( 42 )
rwY 155 ( 46 ) 196 ( 23 ) 189 ( 26 ) 59 ( 98 ) 172 ( 29 ) 154 ( 86 )
rwX 78 ( 36 ) 171 ( 14 ) 32 ( 56 ) 181 ( 50 ) 130 ( 58 ) 118 ( 41 )
rwZ 139 ( 49 ) 109 ( 91 ) 165 ( 95 ) 184 ( 83 ) 157 ( 48 ) 151 ( 58 )
Avg 104 ( 114 ) 136 ( 137 ) 106 ( 195 ) 101 ( 180 ) 111 ( 96 ) 112 ( 148 )
measured values on the hardware is also evident in Tables 54 and 55. As mentioned
previously, this is most likely due to the inaccuracies of the inertia matrix.
5.1.12 Experiment 7: Joint Velocity Constraints
The following quantitative experiment tested my optimal control-based algorithm for sat-
isfying joint velocity constraints. Experiment 7 quantified the average performance of
these constraints for a variety of arm and torso DOFs.
5.1.12.1 Experimental Design
Five different motions (i.e. five different posture constraints) were used as the basis from
which joint velocity constraints were defined. They were gestures of shrugging (sym-
metric), right-arm pointing, left-arm waving, right-arm stop, and two-handed bowing
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Table 56: Average simulated error between commanded velocity constraints and simulated
values in five different motions. Averages taken over 450 measurements per DOF, per
motion, measured once each. Error in degrees per second multiplied by 1000. Standard
deviations (x1000) given in parentheses. (l = left arm; r = right arm; t = torso; s = shoulder
DOF; e = elbow DOF; w = wrist DOF)
DOF Bow Point Shrug Stop Wave Average
tX 64 ( 57 ) 120 ( 99 ) 219 ( 68 ) 120 ( 21 ) 48 ( 106 ) 114 ( 83 )
tY 116 ( 107 ) 144 ( 48 ) 135 ( 32 ) 169 ( 99 ) 144 ( 71 ) 142 ( 40 )
lsX 230 ( 14 ) 205 ( 45 ) 51 ( 29 ) 211 ( 35 ) 63 ( 69 ) 152 ( 109 )
lsY 225 ( 120 ) 193 ( 67 ) 48 ( 26 ) 116 ( 66 ) 129 ( 26 ) 142 ( 108 )
lsZ 157 ( 100 ) 233 ( 20 ) 155 ( 11 ) 132 ( 81 ) 235 ( 34 ) 182 ( 37 )
leX 105 ( 46 ) 106 ( 49 ) 234 ( 114 ) 216 ( 24 ) 223 ( 73 ) 177 ( 67 )
lwY 179 ( 83 ) 181 ( 53 ) 54 ( 24 ) 210 ( 94 ) 137 ( 20 ) 152 ( 32 )
lwX 150 ( 34 ) 142 ( 34 ) 97 ( 120 ) 112 ( 102 ) 126 ( 47 ) 125 ( 98 )
lwZ 149 ( 83 ) 157 ( 66 ) 210 ( 74 ) 126 ( 81 ) 98 ( 111 ) 148 ( 100 )
rsX 115 ( 30 ) 168 ( 31 ) 184 ( 69 ) 160 ( 30 ) 135 ( 13 ) 152 ( 99 )
rsY 154 ( 85 ) 103 ( 50 ) 168 ( 25 ) 91 ( 107 ) 152 ( 120 ) 134 ( 108 )
rsZ 250 ( 28 ) 165 ( 97 ) 131 ( 79 ) 145 ( 74 ) 159 ( 97 ) 170 ( 107 )
reX 161 ( 18 ) 79 ( 79 ) 128 ( 117 ) 56 ( 50 ) 181 ( 39 ) 121 ( 90 )
rwY 165 ( 81 ) 139 ( 61 ) 130 ( 43 ) 120 ( 87 ) 141 ( 28 ) 139 ( 34 )
rwX 118 ( 57 ) 122 ( 56 ) 127 ( 116 ) 90 ( 105 ) 131 ( 74 ) 118 ( 120 )
rwZ 108 ( 115 ) 215 ( 33 ) 133 ( 79 ) 87 ( 25 ) 149 ( 76 ) 139 ( 54 )
Avg 153 ( 180 ) 154 ( 112 ) 138 ( 175 ) 135 ( 134 ) 141 ( 149 ) 144 ( 153 )
(symmetric). The data for Experiment 7 was collected from both simulations and on the
real hardware by recording actual joint angles, and thus, the same constraints were run on
both to ensure data consistency.
Three joint velocity constraints per DOF per motion trial were randomly selected. Each
motion was executed 150 times with the three joint velocity constraints at different timings.
With 16 total DOF (2 torso, and 7 per arm), this yielded 36,000 total velocity constraints for
the entire experiment.
5.1.12.2 Results
Based on the data in Table 56, joint velocity constraints were met to within 0.14 degrees per
second error of the commanded values on average for five common social robot gestures
in simulation (1.76% of maximum velocity for any of the five motions). On the hardware,
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Table 57: Average measured error between commanded joint velocity constraints and
values measured off the hardware in five different motions. Averages taken over 450
measurements per DOF, per motion, measured once each. Error in degrees per second
multiplied by 1000. Standard deviations (x1000) given in parentheses. (l = left arm; r =
right arm; t = torso; s = shoulder DOF; e = elbow DOF; w = wrist DOF)
DOF Bow Point Shrug Stop Wave Average
tX 396 ( 207 ) 453 ( 95 ) 398 ( 200 ) 420 ( 222 ) 430 ( 237 ) 419 ( 202 )
tY 469 ( 236 ) 375 ( 194 ) 228 ( 125 ) 494 ( 59 ) 311 ( 91 ) 375 ( 142 )
lsX 456 ( 98 ) 183 ( 249 ) 461 ( 153 ) 143 ( 59 ) 193 ( 250 ) 287 ( 232 )
lsY 189 ( 98 ) 193 ( 204 ) 165 ( 167 ) 196 ( 178 ) 146 ( 163 ) 178 ( 90 )
lsZ 146 ( 99 ) 177 ( 104 ) 463 ( 68 ) 351 ( 93 ) 167 ( 183 ) 261 ( 177 )
leX 448 ( 126 ) 407 ( 85 ) 243 ( 180 ) 235 ( 160 ) 285 ( 86 ) 324 ( 155 )
lwY 121 ( 133 ) 313 ( 186 ) 170 ( 135 ) 205 ( 133 ) 188 ( 68 ) 199 ( 79 )
lwX 451 ( 150 ) 161 ( 186 ) 210 ( 201 ) 498 ( 136 ) 331 ( 195 ) 330 ( 230 )
lwZ 347 ( 233 ) 188 ( 220 ) 395 ( 205 ) 119 ( 126 ) 419 ( 105 ) 294 ( 124 )
rsX 111 ( 204 ) 105 ( 176 ) 364 ( 229 ) 272 ( 170 ) 494 ( 31 ) 269 ( 244 )
rsY 336 ( 112 ) 370 ( 48 ) 170 ( 164 ) 210 ( 164 ) 315 ( 150 ) 280 ( 82 )
rsZ 238 ( 118 ) 247 ( 115 ) 314 ( 92 ) 438 ( 158 ) 232 ( 232 ) 294 ( 106 )
reX 214 ( 185 ) 218 ( 216 ) 277 ( 132 ) 248 ( 166 ) 130 ( 153 ) 217 ( 93 )
rwY 265 ( 209 ) 207 ( 111 ) 469 ( 111 ) 244 ( 184 ) 332 ( 202 ) 303 ( 139 )
rwX 225 ( 241 ) 183 ( 96 ) 354 ( 107 ) 292 ( 242 ) 354 ( 87 ) 282 ( 227 )
rwZ 286 ( 165 ) 410 ( 145 ) 386 ( 172 ) 285 ( 159 ) 384 ( 152 ) 350 ( 233 )
Avg 294 ( 269 ) 262 ( 331 ) 317 ( 314 ) 291 ( 303 ) 294 ( 256 ) 291 ( 328 )
joint velocity constraints exhibited less than 0.30 degrees per second of error on average
(3.77% of maximum velocity for any of the five motions), as shown in Table 57. If the
gains were increased for the optimal control formulation, these values could be improved.
However, the hardware error is approaching the limit imposed by the resolution of the
joint angle sensors, which supports H2. Therefore, there is little need to improve these
results.
The trend seen in previous experiments where simulated values performed better than
measured values on the hardware is also evident in Tables 56 and 57. As mentioned
previously, this is most likely due to the inaccuracies of the inertia matrix.
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5.1.13 Experiment 8: Multiple Simultaneous Constraints
The previous seven experiments have not thoroughly tested the maintenance of multiple
internal and external constraints concurrently imposed upon the robot hierarchy in a prior-
itized fashion. Thus, Experiment 8 was designed to test hypotheses H3 and H4, to quantify
constraint error as a function of both priority and kinematic distance between constraints
on the robot hierarchy.
Kinematic distance is defined as link-length distances between the force impacting
points xrobot(t) of two external constraints on the robot body. Recall that all internal con-
straints have the same priority in my constraint formulation (i.e. always lowest priority),
and thus kinematic distance makes no sense with respect to internal constraints. To un-
derstand kinematic distance, the robot architecture is treated as a skeleton or “stickman”
of single link segments of finite, static length between actuators. The kinematic distance
ignores any joints or joint angles in the calculation (i.e. it is time and configuration inde-
pendent), and it is calculated by measuring the distance between the two xrobot(t) points
on the skeleton model as measured only along the link lengths. This is similar to the
calculation of Manhattan or “city block” distance in 3-D space. However, the nodes for
Manhattan distance are substituted by 3-D robot joints or actuator positions in kinematic
distance. For example, the kinematic distance between the robot elbow and the sternum
is the summation of the distance from the elbow to the shoulder and the distance from
the shoulder to the sternum (assuming the shoulder DOF is the only actuator between
these two points). Alternatively, the kinematic distance between two points on the robot
body can be thought of as the accumulation of distances between all actuators in-between
the two xrobot(t) constraint points plus each of the distances from the constraint points to
the nearest actuator in the hierarchical direction toward the other xrobot(t) point on the
kinematic hierarchy.
5.1.13.1 Experimental Design
To support H3 and H4, the same five lower priority motions as in all previous experiments
were used as the lowest priority constraint. Then for the higher priority constraint, up
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to 10 external constraints were imposed. The amount, timing, type, and position on the
robot hierarchy varied for all five different lower priority motions. Experiment 8 was
performed completely in simulation due to the safety concerns with switching constraints.
Constraint error, position (i.e. point of application on the robot body, xrobot(t)), and priority
was recorded.
The simulation was run randomly for two hours. Data recording was automated. Since
all data for Experiment 8 was simulated, all different external constraint types were mea-
sured and represented in the common units of centimeters by using the distance between
the two constrained points xrobot(t) and xworld(t). These points were easily measured since
the simulated Cartesian locations could be directly read off the rigid bodies attached to the
augmented model hierarchy in the simulation. Common units of measurement were used
so that the conclusions could be drawn from the data that were independent of constraint
type.
5.1.13.2 Results
Figure 33 shows a subset of all the data collected in Experiment 8. All the points during
the simulation when only two constraints were imposed upon the robot simultaneously
were collected. The kinematic distance between these constraints was calculated and the
lower priority constraint error is plotted against kinematic distance in Figure 33.
H3 is supported by the trend exhibited in Figure 33, which shows that as the kinematic
distance between two external constraints increased, the higher priority constraint had
less influence on the lower priority constraint. Therefore, the lower priority constraint was
more easily maintained and error in maintaining the second-highest priority constraint
decreased. The data for only two constraints in the presence of an lower priority posture
constraint was used because the nonlinear interaction between three or more constraints
on the hierarchy makes it difficult to isolate the separate influences of the two constraints
on the third external constraint.
Figure 34 shows average constraint error versus decreasing constraint priority for up
to ten simultaneous external constraints imposed upon the robot. Error bars indicate one
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Figure 33: Constraint Error vs. Kinematic Distance. The error in the second-highest
priority constraint decreases as kinematic distance between the points of application of
the two highest priority constraint increases. Plot shows simulated data for two external
constraints and a posture constraint (lowest priority).
standard deviation of the error. Since amount, timing, type, and position of the constraints
were varied in Experiment 8, the data in Figure 34 averages across all four types of external
constraints and includes situations where anywhere from two to ten constraints were
simultaneously imposed on the robot.
Figure 34 supports hypothesis H4, as the clear trend that adding more constraints to
the hierarchy affects how well all the constraints can be satisfied. Specifically, for lower
priority constraints (i.e. numbers closer to 10 in Figure 34), the error increased due to a
smaller remaining null space when subsequent projections were performed. The smaller
null space resulted in constraints that were less perfectly satisfied, as indicated by the error
trend in Figure 34.
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Figure 34: Average Constraint Error vs. Constraint Priority. As constraint priority
becomes lower (i.e. higher numbers), average constraint error increases due to a smaller
null space (i.e. constraints are satisfied less accurately). Error bars show one standard
deviation for all data collected during two hours of simulation.
5.1.14 Discussion
Using the four external constraints, more sophisticated constraints can be developed, sim-
ilar to the manner in which point and orientation constraints are combined to produce
constrained grasping. These complex constraints do not require their own frameworks.
Rather, they can be achieved through clever combination of the four external constraints
previously developed.
Furthermore, all four basic constraints developed previously use attractive forces to
ensure that two points stay together. However, repulsive forces that keep a point on
the robot’s body apart from a point, angle, etc. have many useful common social robot
applications. Three interesting examples of more sophisticated constraints are proximity
constraints, collision avoidance (e.g. self or other obstacles), and volume constraints.
A proximity constraint is easily implemented as a point constraint that can freely rotate
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about all three Cartesian axes. For example, if the hand needs to stay a finite distance from
an object, the point constraint is offset from the hand centroid by a finite extent. Then the
point constraint is allowed to freely move on the surface of the sphere of radius equal to
the length of the proximity required. If the required constraint is similar to an orbit or
satellite constraint, attractive forces pull the world and robot points together. The robot
constraint is always on the surface of the sphere directed along the axis collinear with the
robot and world constraint point points.
Collision or obstacle avoidance is simply the point constraint framework with repul-
sive forces. However, care must be taken in assigning the magnitude of the repulsive forces
so they influence motion only in the desired vicinity of the obstacle or object.
Volume constraints represent inequality constraints. In a volume constraint, the objec-
tive is to disallow a point on the robot’s body to penetrate the volume (e.g. the volume
might represent a table, which the robot’s hand shouldn’t penetrate). In all the previously
presented constraints, all three Cartesian dimensions were simultaneously constrained.
However, a volume constraint represents a situation where only one or two of the three
Cartesian dimensions are constrained. In the example of the table and robot end-effector,
where the table is represented as a volume constraint, and all the Cartesian coordinate
axes (and negative axes) coincide with the normals of a rectangle, which represent the
volume constraint not to be penetrated). When the hand reaches the surface of the table,
which is represented by a plane, the hand is free to move in two dimensions along the
surface of the table. But, penetration of the table would occur if the robot hand moved
along the third Cartesian axis in only one direction (i.e. an inequality constraint). For
volume constraints, conditionals check for robot motion that would penetrate the volume.
When motion would penetrate the volume, the projection triggers forces to nullify robot
motion only in that particular direction. In the table and hand example, this would be
accomplished by using a point constraint where two of the coordinates are constrained
to match the robot hand centroid coordinates when forces at the robot hand are directed
toward penetrating the box volume (i.e. the point constraint moves along the table surface,
at a finite distance away). To maintain the volume constraint completely, similar inequality
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and conditional constraints would be imposed from all six sides of the rectangle volume.
5.1.15 Summary
My contributions in the area of internal and external constraints for social robot applica-
tions were to:
1. develop an intelligent application of an existing technique called operational space
control (background details in Section 2.1).
2. demonstrate how optimal control can be used to satisfy joint position, velocity, and
torque constraints, especially in dynamic constraints that require synchronization.
3. describe how Cartesian and joint-space constraints can be designed as trajectories for
use with OSC.
4. develop orientation, point-at, and look-at constraints in the form of point constraints
for OSC.
5. show the accuracy of point, orientation, point-at, and look-at constraint and quantify
their average and worst-case performance for common social robot gestures.
6. quantify the performance of internal constraints, such as joint position and joint
velocity, for common social robot gestures.
7. demonstrate that two external constraints close in proximity on the robot hierarchy
produce more error in the secondary constraint than two external constraints applied
further apart on the robot.
8. show the effect of a decreasing null space on increasing constraint error as more




6.1 Composition of Algorithms
6.1.1 Introduction
Figure 35: Block diagram composing all algorithms.
All the separate algorithms have been explained, and each can be used independently
to perform their separate functionality. However, social robots can benefit from using
the composition of all the algorithms simultaneously. One possible combination is shown
Figure 35, which is the true vision of my research.
Although, a composition of my algorithms might seem straightforward, consideration
must be taken to ensure the appropriate sequence is maintained so that the algorithms
don’t adversely effect the output of any other preceding algorithms.
Therefore, this integration section is devoted to discussion of appropriate forms of
composition for all the algorithms presented herein, to optimize performance and the goals
that I am trying to achieve with robot motion: (1) communication, (2) human-likeness,
and (3) functional HRI improvement. Also, experiments were conducted to test that in-
teraction between the algorithms does not adversely affect benefits derived by preceding
algorithms. Since six independent algorithms exist, there are 720 possible ways to combine
all the algorithms in a serial order. Therefore, it is not possible to present experiments that
exhaustively test all permutations for all possible benefits. Rather, a few select examples
were chosen to demonstrate the power of the algorithms when correctly composed be-
cause often, instead of adversely influencing the output of previously applied algorithms,
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subsequent algorithms enhance the effects and benefits provided by algorithms applied
earlier in the sequence.
6.1.2 Insight
The insight for the proper integration of all six algorithms comes from an in-depth un-
derstanding of each of the algorithms and the effects they produce on a motion trajectory.
Moreover, each of the algorithms were designed to be complementary, each addressing a
deficiency in typical robot motion. Thus, their composition was always envisioned. To
a significant extent, their appropriate integration stems from logical cause-effect relation-
ships. For example, I purport that the order of the communicative algorithms is: anticipa-
tion, exaggeration, and then secondary motion. Anticipation is known to be preparatory
motion; exaggeration emphasizes the primary trajectory; and secondary motion creates the
proper effects of the primary trajectory. Hence, a causal order is imposed largely due to
the algorithms’ roles in the motion. More examples of these relationships will be discussed
in Section 6.1.4.
6.1.3 Goal
The goal of the composition of my algorithms is to demonstrate the advantages of different
ways of composing the individual parts. I show the performance improvement when
certain algorithms are combined properly. In other cases, I demonstrate that benefits are
not lost through certain algorithm combinations.
6.1.4 Algorithm
Since each algorithm outputs a trajectory, composition is nothing more than a serial con-
catenation of the algorithms. However, the caveat is the order in which they should be
combined.
Although exceptions exist to the following order that have different advantages in
different situations, I present what I believe to be the optimal order for a large number
of scenarios. Any individual algorithm can be removed from the sequence and only the
benefits of that specific algorithm will be lost to the overall output.
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As shown in Figure 35, a motion trajectory should have communication added first.
Communication should be added before making the motion more human-like or adding
variance because these qualities should influence the communication trajectory that is
added also.
To a significant degree, the order of the three communicative algorithms are inter-
changeable. However, different orders make more sense than others. There are six possible
permutations on order of these three algorithms. Here are the advantages and disadvan-
tages of each, using the abbreviations (S = secondary motion, E = exaggeration, and A =
anticipation):
• SEA: The effects of secondary motion are diminished (or worse amplified) by the
subsequent exaggeration algorithm. Secondary motion won’t be appropriate in re-
sponse to the anticipation motion.
• SAE: Secondary response to the anticipation motion won’t be included in the trajec-
tory. True secondary response to the exaggerated dynamics could be corrupted by
the exaggeration process.
• ESA: Exaggerated dynamics will have appropriate secondary motion. Secondary
motion will be incorrect for the anticipation motion.
• EAS: Secondary response to the anticipation motion will be appropriate. But, the
anticipation algorithm might reduce some of the previously-added exaggeration.
• ASE: Secondary response to the anticipation motion will be appropriate. True sec-
ondary response to the exaggerated dynamics could be corrupted by the exaggera-
tion process.
• AES: Secondary response to the anticipation motion will be appropriate. Exagger-
ated dynamics will have appropriate secondary motion.
From the discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of each combination, AES
is the combination that has more advantage and fewer disadvantages than any other
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combination. Anticipation should occur before exaggeration because anticipation changes
the trajectory timing more than any other algorithm. And to appropriately match the
secondary motion trajectory to the exaggerated motion trajectory, the secondary motion
algorithm should modify the trajectory after exaggeration. Thus, I apply secondary motion
last of all possible communicative motion techniques.
When one of these communicative motion algorithms is excluded, it becomes much
easier to decide proper order. For example, it doesn’t often make sense to use anticipation
on motions that don’t include a symbol. In these certain cases, the anticipation algorithm
can be excluded from the concatenated series.
Following communication, the motion trajectory should be changed to be made more
human-like. In theory, it is feasible to exchange the order of the human-like and vari-
ance algorithms, but variance is placed as close to last as possible since the output of the
variance is an infinite number of motions. This can be an advantage to place earlier, as
long as a single variant is carried through the rest of the algorithm because then the most
visually pleasing variant or perhaps the most human-like variant can be selected using the
algorithm in Section 4.1 as a metric. If the variant-generating algorithm is placed too early
and the multiple variants are desired, then the other algorithms must execute many more
times than if the variance algorithm was placed in the location shown in Figure 35. The
other advantage of placing the variance algorithm with the extended OSC is that internal
constraints and variance can be solved together, meaning that the optimal control problem
is solved only one time.
External constraints are typically hard constraints that should never be violated. And
since the other algorithms modify the trajectory without a guarantee of respecting any
external constraints (e.g. human-like, variance), my extended operational space control
algorithm is placed last in the sequence.
The final note is regarding concatenating trajectories to create continuous robot motion.
The same methodology that was used for non-deterministic transitions (Section 4.2.4.3) is
also used to create continuous motions, which is another reason that variance is applied
last in the sequence. Furthermore, since transitory motions are known in advance (when
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the previous motion trajectory is solved), internal and external constraints are easily ap-
plied during these motion sequences too.
6.1.5 Hypotheses
Specifically, I want to address the interaction between my constraint-satisfying, my vari-
ance, and my human-like algorithms because the constraint-satisfying algorithm, by de-
sign, cancels torques. Intuitively, this can cause adverse effects upon my human-like
algorithm, which relies upon a specific coordination between torques. Similarly, canceling
torques can logically reduce variance, since less torque means less motion. Thus, I want
to address concerns that under normal conditions the resultant variance is still noticeable.
Practically, as the number of constraints approaches infinity, the null space disappears,
which means that eventually variance will not be noticeable. However, I would like to
quantify a typical number of constraints for which variance remains noticeable.
• H1: Constraints reduce motor coordination, but my human-like optimization (Sec-
tion 4.1) still improves spatial and temporal correspondence in the presence of con-
straints.
• H2: Internal and external constraints reduce variance, especially closer to the point
of application of the constraint. However, I hypothesize that my variance algorithm
still produces noticeably different trajectories for typical applications. The phrase
“point of application of the constraint” means physical (i.e. spatially proximal to)
locations on the robot body where the constraint is applied for external constraints, I
expect less variance in those nearby DOFs. For internal constraints, the phrase “point
of application of the constraint” only has temporal meaning (i.e. closer to the time
increments when joint position, velocity, or torque are constrained, I hypothesize that
less variance can be produced simultaneously with these constraints). The temporal
meaning also applies to external constraints.
• H3: Self-collision in human motion occurs infrequently, and therefore, my algorithm
will also produce self-colliding motion rarely (including all variants) when the input
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motion does not cause self-collision.
The following five experiments were designed to test H1-H3.
6.1.6 Experiment 1: Human-likeness in the Presence of Constraints
6.1.6.1 Experimental Design
Experiment 1 was designed to test H1 and the interaction between the human-like and
constraint-satisfying algorithms. In previous experiments, participants were recruited to
test whether spatially and temporally optimized motion appeared more human-like than
other types of motions. SC and TC were presented as a metric for human-like motion
to find a quantitative measure for humans’ subjective perception with respect to human-
likeness in motion. Thus, participants did not need to be recruited to determine which
motions are more human-like. The intuition behind the design of integration Experiment 1
is that if the benefits of lower SC and TC values are preserved in the presence of constraints,
then the motion with constraints remains more coordinated (and therefore, more human-
like) than motion that excludes the human-like optimization.
Therefore, in Experiment 1, four types of motion were compared:
• OH: Reference condition (i.e. not a test condition) used for comparison of SC and TC
of the original human motion against the three test conditions.
• WB: With both the human-like optimization and constraints.
• WH: With only the human-like optimization (without constraints).
• WC: With only the constraint-preserving algorithm (without the human-like opti-
mization).
Human-like Experiment 1 part one from Section 4.1.6.1.1 was extended to include
constraints, since this prior experiment included 20 trajectories for which the values of
SC and TC had already been computed (i.e. 20 original coordinated (OC) motions). These
20 values for OC motions were the WH motions for Experiment 1. To form the other
two groups needed for the analysis in this experiment, the 20 motions from Experiment 1
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part one in Section 4.1.6.1.1 that represent the OC motions without coordination (i.e. the
original retargeted (OR) motions) had random constraints applied. This formed the WC
set of motions. Finally, the WH motions had the same set of random constraints applied to
create the WB group of trajectories. The algorithm from Section 4.1.4 was used as a metric
to evaluate the human-likeness of each of the groups of trajectories (WB, WH, and WC).
Specifically, since I hypothesized that WH would have the lowest SC and TC values,
followed by WB, and then WC, if the results show this order, then I will have provided
evidence in support of hypothesis H1.
To strengthen the results, the number of simultaneously applied constraints varied
from 1 to 5 for each of the 20 motions to help demonstrate that as number of constraints in-
creases SC and TC decrease. H1 is independent of constraint type, and therefore, Cartesian
position, orientation, look-at, point-at, joint position, joint velocity, and joint acceleration
(i.e. all types of internal and external constraints) were the types from which random
selection was made. Each constraint was applied for a time duration of 5% of the total
length of the trajectory. In cases where more than one constraint was simultaneously ap-
plied, all constraints were applied during the same time period and for the same duration.
Constraint type, duration, number simultaneously applied, and time period of application
were identical between the WB and WC groups.
6.1.6.2 Results
Table 58 demonstrates a distinct trend for constraints. As more constraints were added to
a particular motion in both the WB and WC groups, SC and TC increased, which means
that motion became less coordinated. Although the trend was more apparent with more
constraints added to the motion, the WH group, which is unconstrained motion that is
optimized according to the SC and TC metrics had values closest the original human per-
formances for 16 of the 20 motions (spatial) and 14 of 20 motions (temporal). Considering
only the two data groups that were optimized according to my human-like metric, the
SC values were closest to the original human trajectories in 20 of 20 motions, and the TC
values were closest in 18 of 20 motions.
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Table 58: SC and TC values for three data groups (WH, WB, WC) as calculated by
the respective parts of Equation 38. Motions grouped between double horizontal lines
according to number of simultaneously applied constraints (i.e. first four motions have
one constraint, second four have two simultaneously applied constraints, etc.). OH =
original human performance; WH = with only the human-like algorithm applied; WB
= with both the human-like and constraint preserving algorithms; WC = with only the
constraint-preserving algorithm.
SC TC
Motion OH WH WB WC OH WH WB WC
Move Object 0.189 0.198 0.204 0.212 0.165 0.154 0.158 0.162
Look Around 0.088 0.087 0.089 0.092 0.066 0.061 0.063 0.065
Sneeze 0.068 0.069 0.071 0.072 0.082 0.079 0.083 0.086
Take Cover 0.167 0.163 0.165 0.171 0.126 0.128 0.131 0.136
Shrug 0.178 0.183 0.190 0.204 0.151 0.148 0.151 0.155
One-hand Bow 0.148 0.145 0.155 0.167 0.120 0.116 0.127 0.128
Worship 0.208 0.204 0.209 0.214 0.190 0.187 0.189 0.200
Shucks 0.145 0.151 0.156 0.163 0.124 0.122 0.131 0.133
Beckon 0.092 0.091 0.098 0.109 0.125 0.129 0.131 0.148
Presentation 0.143 0.139 0.146 0.147 0.104 0.108 0.111 0.116
Call/Yell 0.158 0.155 0.157 0.163 0.156 0.148 0.162 0.179
Throw 0.127 0.135 0.137 0.152 0.122 0.128 0.147 0.162
Wave 0.108 0.103 0.117 0.139 0.140 0.141 0.159 0.187
Two-hand Bow 0.166 0.171 0.183 0.218 0.143 0.140 0.154 0.168
Stick ’em Up 0.137 0.135 0.151 0.159 0.101 0.119 0.138 0.145
Clap 0.175 0.170 0.196 0.217 0.127 0.127 0.143 0.157
Scan 0.105 0.108 0.113 0.120 0.094 0.096 0.097 0.112
Air Guitar 0.150 0.163 0.169 0.172 0.121 0.124 0.137 0.151
Bird 0.182 0.195 0.196 0.243 0.165 0.157 0.175 0.206
Cradle 0.150 0.143 0.149 0.153 0.150 0.151 0.158 0.175
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Furthermore, of the three data groups that were tested (WH, WB, and WC), WH was
the most coordinated motion of all three, as seen by the lowest SC and TC values in Table
58. This data supports H1 and the conclusion that concatenating the constraint-preserving
algorithm in series after the human-like algorithm does not corrupt the benefits added by
human-like optimization by canceling torque using a null-space projection.
6.1.7 Experiment 2: Variance with External Constraints
In Chapter 5 a thorough set of experiments were performed to measure the performance
of constraints when combined with each other, but it was also important to test that the
projection into the null-space to satisfy these constraints does not adversely affect the
variance induced by my algorithm. To support H2, Experiment 2 was designed to analyze
variance in the presence of multiple constraints.
6.1.7.1 Experimental Design
Specifically, one point constraint and one orientation constraint were applied to the robot’s
left hand for the entire duration of a shrug trajectory to constrain the hand so that a cup
of water did not spill. Deviation in the left arm was then analyzed with respect to the
original motion (Equation 45) and average inter-variant variance (Equation 46) for two
conditions: with and without constraints. Comparable numbers for these two conditions
on a per-DOF basis would support the null hypothesis that constraint projection does not
adversely affect variance. This analysis was specifically performed on the arm closest to
the constraint because part of hypothesis H2 suggests that variance decreases closer to the
constrained location on the architecture.
6.1.7.2 Results
To measure task-aware variance in the presence of constraints, the variance of the left arm
DOFs provided more insight into how constraints affect the task space because the left arm
was closer to the constraint in the task. I first applied operational space control to constrain
the original motion, and then I used the original motion torques as the mean to compute
the variance (Equation 45). The results are shown in Table 59.
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Table 59: Average variance (standard deviation) of joint angles for all left arm DOFs
(in square degrees). Deviation from original motion and inter-variant variance (deviation
between generated variants) given for conditions of constrained and unconstrained
motion. Averages taken using the first 12 motions generated by the variance algorithm
for a shrug (“I don’t know”) gesture while constrained with the left hand holding a cup.
Unconstrained Constrained
DOF w.r.t. orig between variants w.r.t. orig between variants
shoulder X 312 (241) 396 (197) 116 (55) 354 (121)
shoulder Z 305 (190) 213 (209) 271 (123) 133 (58)
shoulder Y 314 (139) 457 (212) 298 (286) 599 (342)
elbow X 602 (229) 954 (799) 581 (119) 846 (837)
wrist Y 442 (251) 941 (642) 560 (175) 1132 (899)
wrist X 279 (281) 260 (317) 22 (16) 189 (119)
wrist Z 171 (192) 194 (236) 44 (37) 124 (63)
As expected, physical constraints reduce variance overall, as shown in Table 59. This
was especially true closer to the actual constrained DOF, which for the cup constraint
occurred in the wrist for the x and y degrees-of-freedom. This effect was also evident
in the calculations that reference the other variants. However, average variance between
variants was still large for the left arm DOFs.
By comparing data for constrained and unconstrained, the trend was that constrained
deviation was smaller when further from the wrist (i.e. point of constraint application).
The constrained numbers approach unconstrained variance further from the wrist, which
indicates the impact of constraints upon variance. From my analysis I concluded that my
variance algorithm also produces variance in constrained motion, provided that a null
space for the constraints exists. To a certain extent, H2 is supported, although the data
clearly indicates that variance is limited near the point of application of a constraint. As
more constraints are added, less variance can be expected.
6.1.8 Experiment 3: Variance with Internal Constraints
In Experiment 2, I provided support for H2 for external constraints. In Experiment 3, I will
provide evidence in support of H2 for internal constraints.
When my variance algorithm uses an exemplar that is already human-like, the cost
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function in the optimal control solution helps to maintain naturalness. This unique frame-
work provides a simple way to maintain internal constraints (e.g. joint position, velocity,
torque) by modulating the cost function weights over the motion timing. For example,
synchronization to the reference (i.e. input) motion can be produced from internal con-
straints by enforcing velocity constraints at specific time instants during the trajectory. I
demonstrated this combination of algorithms using a common robot task: timing gestures
to speech.
Although there are many ways to define the task of synchronizing motion to speech,
I defined this task through ensuring that the emphasized word in a phrase is spoken at
the very same instant in time as the zero velocity point in the accompanying gesture. I
demonstrated this with an “I don’t know” gesture. My goal in Experiment 3 was to prevent
the added variance from disrupting the synchronized points so that the same speech can
be triggered to synchronize the gesture variants. This goal is possible with my algorithm
because salient time instants in the variants remain deterministic.
6.1.8.1 Experimental Design
For comparison, I implemented a basic version of style-based inverse kinematics, a com-
puter animation technique which builds a low-dimensional model from human input
motions, and interpolates the space of motions to generate new motions. The output
motions produced through this approach can be realistic because they are based on human
input data. However, interpolation does not guarantee that the task features such as zero
velocity points will align in different exemplars unless preprocessing of the input data
occurs to warp the timing of all motions, which I did not perform.
My variance algorithm can maintain the synchronized gestures by setting high cost
for deviation at the moments of emphasized words. Unlike interpolation, my variance
algorithm only requires one representative exemplar in order to create an infinite number
of variants, which removes the tedious process of warping and aligning a large number of
motions.
In Section 4.2.9, I showed that no statistical difference (in terms of human-likeness)
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exists between style-based inverse kinematics and the variants produced by my variance
algorithm. By adding internal constraints, I wanted to test the coupled effects between
variance and internal constraints, to ensure that variance was still significantly noticeable
and that internal constraints were still satisfied when solved together with variance. Since
my variance algorithm is task-aware, internal constraints should remain satisfied in the
presence of variance.
An “I don’t know” motion was chosen for Experiment 3 since the single zero velocity
inflection point (i.e. when the robot arms hit the peak of the gesture) provides a clear
timing point to synchronize to speech. 1,000 gesture variants of this motion with and
without internal constraints were generated and three analyses were performed: devi-
ation, velocity, and timing. (1) Deviation: average deviation from the original motion
(Equation 45) and average inter-variant variance (Equation 46) were calculated with inter-
nal constraints to determine if adding internal constraints limits variance. (2) Velocity: at
each constrained time increment, zero average velocity was expected. Thus, to measure
how well the constraint magnitudes were maintained in the presence of variance, average
velocity was calculated for these points over all variants. (3) Timing: to measure how well
the timing of the constraints was maintained in the presence of variance, average difference
between the constrained time and actual time of the occurrence of the zero velocity point
in each gesture was calculated. For (1), (2), and (3), for comparison, these same measures
were calculated for 1,000 gesture variants without internal constraints.
6.1.8.2 Results
The optimal way to determine success of synchronizing speech and gesture is to actually
view the algorithms working in combination, where speech and gesture are synchronized
according to emphasized words. For example, “I don’t know” versus “I don’t know”.
With my variance algorithm, the gesture can be varied autonomously, but the timing
of the zero-velocity point still remains deterministic and predictable, thereby allowing
synchronization of speech and varied motion simultaneously.
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Table 60: Average variance (standard deviation) of joint angles for all left arm DOFs
(in square degrees). Deviation from original motion and inter-variant variance (deviation
between generated variants) given for conditions of constrained and unconstrained
motion. Averages taken using the first 1000 motions generated by the variance algorithm
for a shrug (“I don’t know”) gesture. Averages also taken over entire motion time length.
For the constrained condition, the internal constraint is a zero velocity inflection point.
Unconstrained Constrained
DOF w.r.t. orig between variants w.r.t. orig between variants
shoulder X 1047 (663) 2745 (1549) 884 (541) 2300 (1113)
shoulder Z 991 (343) 701 (544) 854 (387) 645 (478)
shoulder Y 1409 (931) 2011 (1629) 1297 (877) 1607 (1472)
elbow X 5487 (1406) 2817 (522) 5351 (1284) 1927 (379)
wrist Y 5562 (1442) 2342 (794) 5369 (1327) 2231 (656)
wrist X 1376 (389) 477 (228) 1263 (422) 437 (202)
wrist Z 1270 (391) 424 (294) 1214 (503) 411 (255)
6.1.8.2.1 Noticeable Variance
Using the first 1,000 variants generated from the “I don’t know” motion, Equation 45
produced an average deviation from the original motion and between variants on a per-
DOF basis as shown in Table 60. Although the analysis was conducted for all degrees-
of-freedom, only the left arm data is shown in Table 60 because the original input motion
was symmetric for both arms. Therefore, one arm was sufficient to demonstrate the pro-
duced variance. Paired t-tests on each of these two distributions (per DOF) produced a
p-value greater than 0.05 for all 16 controllable body DOFs, which means that on a per-
DOF basis, each of these distribution pairs are not statistically different. The p-values for
all distribution pairs on a per-DOF basis exceeded 0.05 for both deviation from original and
inter-variant variance. In Sections 4.2.6 to 4.2.8, I established that my variance algorithm
produces noticeable variants without constraints. From the first analysis of Experiment 3,
my variance algorithm produces variants with internal constraints that are not statistically
different than the noticeable variants that are produced without constraints.
The sample size of 1,000 used in this analysis is large, and as sample sizes increase,
sample means of distributions become more accurate with respect to the true mean. For
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the particular “I don’t know” motion used in this analysis, the mean value of deviation for
each DOF was slightly lower in the constrained case, which supports H2 in that variance
was slightly limited by adding an internal constraint.
The mean was lower slightly for constrained variance because when solving the op-
timization a constraint at one point affects the solution for other points in the temporal
vicinity of the internally constrained point. The cost function in the optimization is bi-
ased against producing discontinuities in the trajectory (unless discontinuities exist in the
original motion). Thus, even a single internally constrained point limits variance through
biasing the trajectory in the temporal vicinity toward the constrained position, velocity,
or torque. Since deviation is calculated based on joint position variance, joint position
constraints will impact the variance to the most significant extent of all the possible internal
constraints.
Comparing integration Experiments 2 and 3, external constraints more severely re-
stricted variance in more degrees-of-freedom. However, this was strongly dependent upon
the location of the external constraints. When the constraints were placed closer to the end
of the kinematic chain, less per-DOF variance was produced in DOFs between the root
and constraint location, since more of these parent DOFs were affected by the external
constraint.
6.1.8.2.2 Constraint Magnitude
For each of the seven DOFs in each arm, there existed a single velocity constraint at the
point when the arms reach the apex of the gesture. The average error in velocity magnitude
from 1,000 variants with and without constraints are displayed in Table 61 as a function of
arm DOF.
Since an internal velocity constraint is a “soft” constraint, it is not satisfied perfectly
on the hardware. However, the distribution of constrained DOFs were closer to zero
than the unconstrained case (i.e. lower error and lower standard deviation) for velocity
magnitude. Comparing unconstrained and constrained data for each DOF, all 14 of these
distribution pairs were statistically significant (p<0.05), which means that the magnitude
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Table 61: Average error in velocity magnitude (standard deviation x1000) for all arm
DOFs (in degrees per second x1000) taken over the first 1,000 generated variants with
and without an internal velocity constraint for a shrug (“I don’t know”) gesture. For the
constrained condition, the internal constraint is a zero velocity inflection point.
Left Right
DOF Unconstrained Constrained Unconstrained Constrained
shoulder X 379 (154) 101 (32) 365 (143) 130 (29)
shoulder Z 424 (187) 180 (46) 390 (178) 154 (43)
shoulder Y 409 (192) 118 (55) 359 (193) 167 (61)
elbow X 388 (178) 187 (71) 420 (144) 192 (44)
wrist Y 321 (166) 142 (84) 364 (113) 131 (52)
wrist X 365 (208) 176 (79) 384 (169) 173 (49)
wrist Z 346 (155) 188 (60) 356 (142) 140 (54)
of the zero velocity points were significantly closer to constrained value when the con-
straint algorithm was used to accompany the variance algorithm. In short, it is proof that
the constraint algorithm performs its job well, despite being solved simultaneously with
variance. This supports H2, since the zero velocity points are more deterministic when
constrained in the presence of variance.
Compare the results in Table 61 for my algorithm against the results for style based in-
verse kinematics, shown in Table 62. The units in Table 62 are not scaled by 1000. The style-
based inverse kinematics has no method to maintain internal constraints, and therefore,
as expected, the velocity errors in Table 62 are significantly larger than the velocity error
presented in Table 61. Even comparing the unconstrained condition with my algorithm
against style-based IK, my algorithm maintained all 14 degrees-of-freedom to a statistically
smaller error (p<0.05) when compared to style-based IK. The result of this unpredictable
velocity inflection point was that using style-based IK it was difficult to synchronize the
gestures to speech because timing of the inflection point is not deterministic.
6.1.8.2.3 Constraint Timing
Instead of measuring velocity magnitude error, the temporal error was measured to deter-
mine how well the constraint is satisfied. This measure for constraint error makes more
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Table 62: Average error in velocity magnitude (standard deviation) for all arm DOFs
(in degrees per second) taken over the first 1000 generated variants for a shrug (“I don’t
know”) gesture. Only data without a constraint is presented since style-based IK is not
capable of handling constraints.
DOF Left Arm Right Arm
shoulder X 1.46 (1.62) 1.81 (1.45)
shoulder Z 1.17 (1.64) 1.44 (1.51)
shoulder Y 0.89 (1.37) 1.01 (0.60)
elbow X 1.91 (0.46) 1.56 (0.79)
wrist Y 1.04 (0.93) 1.79 (2.01)
wrist X 0.71 (0.58) 0.96 (1.82)
wrist Z 0.88 (0.72) 0.42 (0.59)
sense from the perspective of achieving task-based goals because the goal is to know that
the constrained timing is more deterministic and repeatable. The average error in velocity
timing from 1,000 variants with and without constraints are displayed in Table 63 as a
function of arm DOF.
Table 63: Average error in velocity timing (standard deviation) for all arm DOFs (in
milliseconds) taken over the first 1,000 variants with and without an internal velocity
constraint for a shrug (“I don’t know”) gesture. For the constrained condition, the internal
constraint is a zero velocity inflection point.
Left Right
DOF Unconstrained Constrained Unconstrained Constrained
shoulder X 472 (348) 14 (26) 490 (373) 22 (15)
shoulder Z 489 (327) 19 (32) 508 (327) 21 (19)
shoulder Y 456 (336) 21 (21) 521 (398) 16 (24)
elbow X 602 (321) 17 (15) 578 (309) 13 (25)
wrist Y 498 (384) 14 (26) 471 (313) 15 (27)
wrist X 441 (375) 11 (24) 452 (295) 17 (26)
wrist Z 486 (366) 17 (29) 499 (401) 14 (30)
Comparing unconstrained and constrained data for each DOF, all 14 of these distri-
bution pairs were statistically significant (p<0.05), which means that the timing of the
zero velocity points were significantly closer to constrained value when the constraint
algorithm is used to accompany the variance algorithm. The timing of the zero velocity
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points was deterministic when internal constraints were included, which enabled better
timing of gesture and speech.
To produce a task-based measure of success for these zero velocity points, the tim-
ing was compared to style-based inverse kinematics to demonstrate the ability of my
algorithm to maintain synchronization. 50 variants were generated with my variance
and internal constraints algorithms and with style-based inverse kinematics. The average
timing difference between the emphasized word and apex of the gesture was recorded
for all 50 generated variants. When timing of the apex of the gesture is deterministic, the
appropriate time to wait between playing speech and moving is known.
For style-based IK, the algorithm does not include a method for determining the timing
of the apex of the gesture, since variants are produced by blending two or more gestures.
Thus, two different strategies were attempted for style-based IK: random and weight-
based. In the weight-based strategy, the timing of the resultant variant apex was assumed
to occur at t1 ∗ w1 + t2 ∗ w2 + ... + tN ∗ wN , where ti represents the timing of gesture i and
wi represents the weight used to blend motion i for the final gesture.
Averaging over all DOFs, the timing difference in style-based IK was 1.823 (0.147,
standard deviation) seconds between the apex of the gesture and the emphasized word
in the speech for the random strategy, and 1.149 seconds (0.227 standard deviation). For
my variance algorithm with constraints, the average time difference was 0.017 seconds
(0.012 seconds, standard deviation). Thus, synchronizing gesture and speech was more
accurate because timing remained deterministic with my approach.
6.1.9 Experiment 4: Variance in Internal and External Constraints
In integration Experiments 2 and 3, I supported H2 for external and internal constraints
separately. In Experiment 4, I will provide evidence in support of H2 for the combination
of both types of constraints, and I demonstrate variance in the presence of internal and
external constraints with the example of a synchronized dancing task.
Although there are many ways to define the task of dancing, I defined it as moving
the body rhythmically to the same beat as a reference motion that is timed according to
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the music (e.g. the dance partner’s motion can be observed while dancing and used as a
reference).
The specific task goal was to maintain the same joint velocity as the input motion at the
moments when the joint velocity is zero. This is an example of internal constraints used
to define a task. In the resultant combination of two algorithms (i.e. internal constraints
and variance), the output variants synchronize with the original dancing motion. Addi-
tionally, I included eye gaze a part of the dancing task, imposed as a time-varying look-at
constraint, that is enforced by my algorithm in Chapter 5.
6.1.9.1 Experimental Design
I concatenated two simple dance moves together to use as the input motion. In the first
primitive motion, one arm moved up as the other moved down and the robot turned to
the side. The other motion was a similar motion, except all DOFs moved in the opposite
direction. Two representative poses from these primitives are shown in Figure 36. When
concatenated, they created a cyclic, repetitive dance sequence. For my task, the internal
constraints that I desire to maintain were the zero velocity points, when one motion primi-
tive transitions to the other. These constraint points occurred only twice during each cycle
of the dance.
Figure 36: Representative poses of the two concatenated dancing input motions.
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To measure variance, Equation 45 was used to determine deviation from the original
motions, and 46 was used to compute deviation from the other dance cycles (i.e. inter-
variant variance). The test conditions included the following groups:
• OV: Only the variance algorithm was used to produce typical variance in the absence
of constraints.
• VI: The variance algorithm with internal synchronization constraints was used to
find typical variance in the presence of only internal constraints.
• VB: Operational space control was used on the VI motion to satisfy a look-at task.
In previous experiments with more than one algorithm combined, the combination
of algorithms was a serial concatenation. For Experiment 4, the internal constraint and
variance were combined into a single optimal control formulation. Thus, the influence of
both algorithms upon each other needed to be tested. I needed to test the ability to maintain
the task, which was defined by how closely the output velocity points match the constraint
value at the appropriate discrete time instants. For the dancing task, the constraints were
tested over a series of 100 cycles per experimental condition to measure average deviation
of the velocity trajectory inflection points from zero (i.e. the constrained value).
6.1.9.2 Results
The best way to verify the results is to see the varied dancing as it changes velocity in sync
with the primitives from which it was generated, when both are running simultaneously.
Although synchronization cannot be shown from static images, a sequence of a few poses
can provide some idea of the variance. Contrast the varied poses in Figure 37 against the
input motions shown in Figure 36 to see the variance induced.
Systematically, I calculated deviation from the original motion and inter-variant vari-
ance, as I had for previous experiments to support that the variance algorithm still works
in the presence of internal and external constraints. The analysis was performed on a
single arm since the arms are physically symmetric on the robot and the original dancing
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Figure 37: Representative poses from the varied dancing produced by TAV. These poses
are taken at the time-dependent feature points during the task.
trajectories were out of phase by one-half of a cycle for the left and right arms. Therefore,
it sufficed to analyze variance only on a single arm.
Comparing the first column (OV) with the second column (VI) in Tables 64 and 65,
the variance decreased slightly in the left arm DOFs when the internal velocity constraint
was added. For paired t-tests, 6 of 7 left arm DOFs and 0 of 7 eye chain DOFs between
OV and VI were statistically significant for deviation with respect to the original motion.
This result is consistent with H2 because the constrained velocity points during each dance
cycle restrict the amount of realizable variance. The eye chain DOFs were not significantly
affected by the constrained arm velocity points since they are a part of a different kinematic
chain.
Similarly, comparing columns VI and VB, the left arm deviation from the input motion
did not change much when the external constraint was added (1 of 7 DOFs statistically
significant) because the left arm and eye chains are mostly independent. The external look-
at constraint decreased variance in the DOFs that comprise the eye chain (6 of 7 statistically
significant for VI vs. VB).
Inter-variant variance in Table 65 provided similar evidence to support H2 because
when more constraints are added, the total potential for variance on an agent decreases
(due to a smaller null space). Thus, inter-variant variance should be largest for OV, and VB
should have the smallest average inter-variant variance. With one constraint (i.e. VI), 12
of 14 DOFs were statistically significant (p<0.05), and the two that failed the t-tests were
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Table 64: Average deviation from the original motion (standard deviation) as calculated
by Equation 45 for all left arm DOFs and the eye chain (in square degrees) taken over the
first 100 dance cycles (i.e. variants) for three test conditions: (1) OV: without constraints,
(2) VI: with only internal velocity constraints for synchronization, and (3) VB: VI with an
external look-at constraint.
DOF OV VI VB
shoulder X 1376 ( 901 ) 1107 ( 888 ) 1238 ( 865 )
shoulder Z 145 ( 132 ) 92 ( 141 ) 121 ( 127 )
shoulder Y 211 ( 178 ) 168 ( 182 ) 179 ( 165 )
elbow X 773 ( 602 ) 690 ( 570 ) 688 ( 564 )
wrist Y 824 ( 578 ) 704 ( 554 ) 672 ( 523 )
wrist X 125 ( 80 ) 103 ( 102 ) 99 ( 71 )
wrist Z 213 ( 145 ) 181 ( 122 ) 170 ( 117 )
neck X 54 ( 40 ) 57 ( 47 ) 45 ( 28 )
neck Y 49 ( 42 ) 42 ( 46 ) 33 ( 29 )
top neck X 61 ( 59 ) 66 ( 64 ) 51 ( 51 )
neck Z 116 ( 92 ) 121 ( 101 ) 104 ( 66 )
l. eye Y 35 ( 21 ) 39 ( 22 ) 31 ( 29 )
r. eye Y 37 ( 25 ) 41 ( 40 ) 30 ( 38 )
eye X 121 ( 88 ) 118 ( 100 ) 105 ( 73 )
Table 65: Average deviation between variants (standard deviation) as calculated by
Equation 46 for all left arm DOFs and the eye chain (in square degrees) taken over the first
100 dance cycles (i.e. variants) for three test conditions: (1) without constraints (OV), (2)
with only internal velocity constraints for synchronization (VI), and (3) VI with an external
look-at constraint (VB).
DOF OV VI VB
shoulder X 3506 ( 1253 ) 2489 ( 569 ) 1991 ( 532 )
shoulder Z 755 ( 274 ) 612 ( 171 ) 489 ( 142 )
shoulder Y 496 ( 168 ) 356 ( 125 ) 284 ( 108 )
elbow X 962 ( 281 ) 774 ( 204 ) 622 ( 143 )
wrist Y 923 ( 360 ) 743 ( 301 ) 595 ( 275 )
wrist X 361 ( 181 ) 147 ( 79 ) 132 ( 81 )
wrist Z 358 ( 174 ) 176 ( 122 ) 155 ( 106 )
neck X 287 ( 132 ) 246 ( 127 ) 110 ( 75 )
neck Y 623 ( 211 ) 568 ( 199 ) 491 ( 172 )
top neck X 371 ( 215 ) 337 ( 204 ) 288 ( 174 )
neck Z 385 ( 194 ) 322 ( 186 ) 231 ( 160 )
l. eye Y 117 ( 68 ) 109 ( 73 ) 74 ( 46 )
r. eye Y 110 ( 65 ) 90 ( 81 ) 71 ( 50 )
eye X 106 ( 63 ) 88 ( 59 ) 72 ( 48 )
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in the eye chain where the internal constraint had less influence. Adding the second con-
straint and comparing inter-variant variance, 12 of 14 DOFs were statistically significant
(p<0.05), and the two degrees-of-freedom that were not statistically different between one
and two constraints are in the arm chain, where the added eye constraint had less impact.
Variance decreased near the constraint because constraints have a more local effect (i.e.
largely isolated to a single chain) as hypothesized by H2.
The preceding analysis for dancing has only demonstrated the effects of constraints
on variance. The following analysis tests the effects of variance on constraints. The robot
was run for 100 cycles of dancing with the variance algorithm. The sequence without
variance would provide a single number of zero under the ideal conditions, and since
the measurement error is likely extremely close to the measurement tolerance, the dance
sequence without variance was not executed. The static value of zero was used as the
reference for comparison. If the results show high average timing deviation, I can conclude
that variance corrupts the ability to maintain internal constraints for this specific dancing
task. This is a highly improbable result because the internal constraints are solved simulta-
neously with the variance, (i.e. they are taking both taken into account in the optimization
and the optimal result for each should be achieved for both).
On a DOF-by-DOF basis, the experimental results are shown in Table 66. Based on
the small deviation between the velocity inflection points in the varied dance motions, I
concluded that variance does not corrupt the ability to maintain internal constraints.
The final analysis for Experiment 4 was meant to ensure that the look-at (i.e. external
constraint) was not disrupted by either variance or the internal constraint. External con-
straints are always the last algorithm executed and always occupy higher priority than
internal constraints. Based on data presented previously for the respective individual
algorithms, there is no reason to expect that external constraints are affected by any other
algorithm. For the sake of completeness, I conducted the analysis.
Two test conditions were required for the analysis: OE (only the external constraint)
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Table 66: Average error in velocity timing (standard deviation) for all arm DOFs (in
milliseconds) taken over the first 100 cycles with variance for a dancing task. The internal
constraint is a zero velocity inflection point.
DOF with variance
shoulder X 15 (24)
shoulder Z 21 (29)
shoulder Y 17 (20)
elbow X 16 (19)
wrist Y 12 (25)
wrist X 13 (26)
wrist Z 11 (23)
and VB (variance and both internal and external constraints). Statistical significance be-
tween the data for these groups for the dancing task will support the unexpected con-
clusion that variance or the internal constraint corrupts the extended operational space
control algorithm’s ability to maintain external constraints.
Over the duration of the entire dancing task the OE error was accumulated into a dis-
tribution for the look-at constraint error, which was 1.98 (2.31) millimeters on average for
the left eye and 2.00 (2.14) millimeters for the right eye. Comparatively, when data for 100
variants that included the internal constraints for synchronizing velocity was accumulated,
the distributions were 2.17 (2.14) millimeters for the left eye and 2.09 (1.99) for the right
eye. Paired t-tests were not statistically significant (p<0.05) for these two data sets, which
means that external constraint error is not statistically different when the motion includes
internal constraints and variance.
6.1.10 Experiment 5: Self-Collision
Experiment 5 was designed to test H3 to characterize how frequently my algorithm and
variants generated by it produce self-colliding motion. I do not hypothesize that the
trajectory modulation that occurs as a result of my algorithm will never produce self-
colliding trajectories. It produces human-like motion, and since humans occasionally
collide due to their motion (e.g. biting their own lip, stubbing their toe) an algorithm
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that produces human-like motion well should also include these rare accidents. A more
important research question is what is the most appropriate human-like motion response
after a collision. I will discuss this topic more in future work (Chapter 7). For now, I
wanted to understand the severity of the self-collision problem for my current algorithm
implementation when used without a collision detection and avoidance algorithm.
6.1.10.1 Experimental Design
To support H3, that my algorithm produces self-colliding motion from collision-free input
motion very rarely, I used 19 separate collision-free motions as the input to my algorithm. I
randomly applied constraints (internal and external) while transitioning between these 19
motions and I counted the number of separate occurrences of self-collision in the continu-
ous output motion. Motion was continuous throughout the experiment. The next motion
in the sequence was selected randomly and non-deterministic transitions (Section 4.2.4.3)
were used to vary the starting point of the next motion. Collisions were counted during
the entire experiment, including constraint and motion transition times.
The 19 motions used were: reach out, place, grab, backoff, retract arm, choo-choo,
beckon, handoff, shrug, wave (two versions), turn head, one-handed bow, sneeze, throw,
cradle, air guitar, bird, and ‘I don’t know.’
Experiment 3 was performed in the same dynamic simulation used previously so that
the model was physically accurate with respect to the volume occupied by the real hard-
ware and so that even the smallest collisions could be detected. A collision detection
algorithm was used to identify when two rigid bodies representing the robot body parts
penetrated each other, thus causing a self-collision event. This algorithm was used for
measurement and detection only. It did not affect any motion trajectory.
6.1.10.2 Results
Three measurements were taken for Experiment 3 to help quantify which parts of my
algorithm induce the self-collisions. The first measurement was taken after the human-
like algorithm. All 19 motions were input to my algorithm and the output motion after the
human-like optimization was simulated. None of the 19 collision-free input trajectories
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experienced self-collision after the stage of the spatiotemporal optimization.
The second measurement was taken after the variance algorithm. Measurement two
contained no constraints and did not include continuous motion transitioning between
variants. 500 variants of each of the 19 motions were generated and simulated to detect
self-collisions. Of the 9,500 (19 x 500) trajectories generated after my variance algorithm
only 1 experienced self-collision (0.01%).
Measurement three is the most realistic measurement because it includes continuous
motion, transitions between the 19 different motions (and variants) randomly, random ap-
plication of constraints, nondeterministic transitions, constraint transients, simultaneously
applied constraints, and full algorithm functionality. The simulation ran for 24 continuous
hours. Each of the 19 input motions or a variant of that motion was executed at least
613 times. During the 24 hour period, 23,300 motion transitions, 40,005 constraints (at
least 5,715 of each constraint type), and 80,010 constraint transitions occurred. There were
35,467 instances of simultaneously applied constraints (2-10 constraints simultaneously
applied).
Over the 24 hour period, the 19 input motions and full functionality of the algorithm
resulted in a total of 3 self-collisions. Maximum penetration depth of one body part into
the other was 6.73 millimeters (0.26 inches).
While these results are not bad, I believe that typical humans do not collide with
themselves three times each day. Improvement is still necessary to reach human-like
performance with respect to collisions.
When using the algorithm in my development environment (instead of real-time on the
robot), I simulate the next variant dynamically to check for self-collision while executing
the current motion. If the next motion will cause self-collision, I generate a new variant
instead. This provides me with extra collision protection because the odds of two self-
colliding motions occurring in series is infinitesimal. According to the data from Experi-
ment 5, it does not occur even once in a 24-hour period. For real-time performance on the
hardware, I use a bounding box collision detection strategy and stop the hardware when
motions cause the rigid bodies to come too close to self-collision in the accompanying
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simulation. Future work is necessary to define a more human-like strategy than simply
stopping the hardware when collisions are imminent.
6.1.11 Discussion
Throughout this thesis an effort is made to provide systematic ways to define the algo-
rithms and parameters for consistent performance of my algorithms. However, someone
with more experience using these algorithms can cleverly exploit the few available pa-
rameters to achieve “better” results, where “better” is defined by the person using the
algorithm. For example, assume that human-likeness of the output motion is the most
important criteria for a particular robot or application. The flexibility remaining in my
algorithm can be harnessed to make the resultant motion more human-like. Strategically
placed internal (i.e. waypoint) constraints, weight tuning on optimizations, appropriately
selected alpha values for exaggeration, or diminishing variance torques can result in more
human-like motion.
Whether this is seen as an advantage or disadvantage, some flexibility remains in most
of the individual algorithms that can be used to enhance performance beyond what is
described in this thesis. In short, the output of this algorithm still partially depends on
the implementation and definition of constraints. Control is relinquished to craft the con-
straints in a manner that enhances motion, which also leaves the potential for problematic
output when constraints are improperly defined. For example, if an constraint is specified
far from the given trajectory, the algorithm will attempt to optimize the motion, for mis-
taken constraints too. Thus, care must be taken in constraint definition and application. At
that point, the algorithm is only as intelligent as the person defining its constraints.
With respect to real-time performance, the fundamental underlying assumption re-
mains that if the motion and internal constraints are known in advance, my algorithm
can produce motion in real-time to satisfy them. External constraints are implemented
as projections so they can be defined instantaneously, if desired. However, as mentioned
in previous sections, avoiding extreme torque transients is desirable so as to not damage
hardware. The fundamental assumption is not unrealistic, since in reality, humans need
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to know where an object is before they reach for it. Thus, a priori, they know constraint
location and motion, which are my two assumptions.
One possible disadvantage is that the output is unknown until it is executed, which
leaves a lot of ambiguity since the variance algorithm can produce a wide range of variants.
A wide range of variants is an advantage, and if more subtle variants are required, then the
variance torques can be proportionately scaled to ensure that deviation from the original
remains smaller than that presented in this thesis.
One major advantage of my algorithm is that it saves huge amounts of data storage
space and data collection time. One exemplar of a motion can be used to replace the entire
database, and it takes a fraction of the time to collect one exemplar, when compared to
what it takes to collect, preprocess, and synthesize a database.
6.1.12 Summary
I presented three algorithms for adding communication to robot motion. I supported
these algorithms as communication mechanisms by presenting data that shows that they
increase recognition accuracy, decrease recognition time, allow humans to better fill in
missing context, increase observer prediction of state parameters from robot motion, and
improve motion appearance. I discovered a metric for the synthesis and measurement of
human-like motion, and I developed a method to produce an infinite number of variants
from one motion exemplar. I extended operational space control to encompass beyond
just kinematic constraints, and I composed all the algorithms to demonstrate composite
performance.
In closing, social robots will benefit from using my algorithm because their motion
will engage human partners more by increasing the perceived entertainment value and
demonstrating more emphatic motion. This leads to prolonged interaction time. If a social
robot is learning from its human partner, prolonged interaction time may allow the robot
perform more different examples or new tasks with its partner, thereby learning more than
if the interaction ended earlier. By using my algorithm to generate motion, coordination
between human and social robots increases due to increased state transparency, which
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allows human partners clearer understanding of internal robot state and increased time
to react. Fluidity of interaction increases because there is greater redundancy in informa-




FUTURE WORK & CONCLUSION
7.1 Future Work
This thesis began by scoping out a small portion of a larger problem that could yield suc-
cessful results and significant contribution in the course of a 5-year Ph.D. program. Thus,
many interesting avenues of research went unexplored, left for future work. Each finding
led to more hypotheses, and positive results fueled ideas and other possible directions to
take my research. In the end, I have a very long list of ideas that I still want to pursue in
the vein of making social robots move more like human beings, in order to communicate
with humans using their motion. Due to space limitations, I cannot discuss all possible
ideas that I have. However, I would like to discuss a few of these ideas. The majority of
my directions for future work arise when I consider relaxing the assumptions made at the
outset of this thesis or eliminating constraints imposed upon me by research conditions.
7.1.1 Other Plug-And-Play Algorithms
The algorithm to synthesize human-like motion was always designed with the intent that
it would be customizable to meet the motion needs of all social robots. Algorithms could
be swapped or removed when not needed without disrupting the operation of other algo-
rithms. Thus, the most obvious extension to my work is to create additional communica-
tive motion algorithms and add them to my pipeline.
As mentioned in numerous locations throughout this thesis, the three communication
algorithms were inspired by principles of animation set forth by Thomas and Johnston
[41]. There are more than just three principles of animation that are widely accepted
to imbue cartoon characters with life and help them communicate with their audiences.
Thus logically, these other principles might be adapted to benefit human-robot interaction.
Specifically, I have hypotheses about a subset of five more of the principles of animation
and what they might add to HRI. These principles are: slow in and out; timing; follow
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through; overlapping action; and squash and stretch.
However, adding other principles doesn’t change the underlying contribution of my
thesis. I presented three methods of generating communicative motion and demonstrated
their contributions for HRI. Adding others would only serve as additional support for
this contribution. I believe that exploration of other communicative motion algorithms is
important future work because these algorithms have the potential to add other benefits
to HRI.
7.1.2 Constraints & Self-Collision
The algorithm was designed with a “plug-and-play” mentality, which does not only ap-
ply to the communicative motion generating algorithms. The controlled, experimental
environment of the research lab where I perform user studies cannot compare to the real-
world, where social robots will be deployed. Thus, constraints will exhibit rapid dynamics,
and assumptions made about a semi-static environment (i.e. the world doesn’t change
for the duration it takes me to execute one motion) will no longer hold true. To satisfy
these rapidly changing environmental constraints, my constraint algorithms will have to
be adapted to guarantee that both internal and external constraints can be satisfied. The
remainder of the algorithms do not require adjustment. For now, as long as objects don’t
move in the duration it takes to reach them and the world does not change at the discrete
points in time when the next motion begins execution, all constraints can be satisfied.
An important consideration for robot motion is self-collision. I could implement a col-
lision detection or collision avoidance algorithm. However, I do not believe that a human-
like robot never collides with itself because humans sometimes collide with themselves
(e.g. accidentally biting a lip while chewing). I believe that the occurrence of collision
events is infrequent. Therefore, a human-like robot motion generation algorithm will
also create motion that causes collisions infrequently. Thus, I propose that collision is a
separate research question: what is the appropriate human-like response when a human
body collides with itself or an object in the world? To answer this question is another
year or two of research, and thus, not achievable in the time-frame of my Ph.D. thesis.
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However, I am very interested in studying and implementing an algorithm that would
be added to my pipeline to generate this response. Most likely it would be placed before
or after constraints, since I see many similarities between the two. In fact, my extended
version of OSC is capable of handling self-collision in its present form, but it is resource
intensive to do so.
7.1.3 Hardware Limitations
A constraint imposed upon me based upon my research environment was that I had access
to only one humanoid social robot for the majority of my work. I pursued some work in
computer animation to attempt to circumvent this limitation of my work, but it is often
unfair to compare results in the virtual and real worlds, since robots that operate in the
real world are far more constrained. Therefore, my work to date has only been thoroughly
tested on a single hardware platform, Simon (Section 2.5). Simon provides two main
limitations: (1) it does not achieve the specifications of real human motion in terms of
torque limits, joint velocity, and degrees-of freedom (e.g. no translatable DOFs), and (2)
it is humanoid in form, which does not allow me to test operation of my algorithm on
non-humanoid robots.
7.1.3.1 High Velocity
The first limitation of Simon (i.e. non-human-like DOF specifications) is not as significant
of a disadvantage, since results with this limitation at least partially removed can be seen
in simulation. However, I believe that to develop robot motion that is human-like, this
goal must be in mind from the outset of the project, even before the robot is designed and
built. Unfortunately, Simon’s actuators were not designed with the torque and velocity
limits of a typical human. The response of the control system is not adequate to imitate a
human response without introducing artificial dynamics, since the robot was not designed
this way. Thus, these constraints affected the development of my algorithms, influencing
how I generate human-like motion with Simon. The advantage is that Simon is typical of
most humanoid social robots, which makes my algorithm applicable across a wide breath
of platforms. The disadvantage is that I cannot demonstrate on real hardware the true
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power and capability of producing human-like motion until I have a platform that was
designed with hardware to handle my research problem. In fact, I hypothesize that some
of my findings will change when a robot can move more quickly. For example, anticipation
in cartoon animation is used to prepare the audience for a subsequent fast motion, but
since Simon could not move quickly, anticipation manifests as very direct motion on social
robots, rather than a preparatory action like in cartoons. I hypothesize that if Simon could
move more quickly, anticipation as a preparatory action would be much more useful. Since
Simon moves slowly now, the preparatory actions are more direct than they are in cartoons.
Having a robot that was designed specifically for my research has another advantage.
As a robot’s structure begins to approach the human form in terms of kinematics and
dynamics, the DOF correspondence problem becomes less problematic. Human motion
capture data retargeting will work optimally when there is no kinematic or dynamic dif-
ference between the robot and human. However, motion capture trajectories still do not
provide variance for social robots, which means that my algorithms are still needed. The
advantage is that for my research, having a humanoid robot, which has a structure identi-
cal to human kinematics and dynamics, will allow me to make better comparisons between
my results and a technique that also produces excellent results. Currently, when I make
comparisons to retargeted motions, I must either show the retargeted motions on a model
that looks differently than Simon (e.g. different kinematic or dynamic structure) so the
motion looks good, or I make comparisons to retargeted motions displayed on Simon’s
architecture, which look poor due to high data loss in the retargeting process. If I had a
robot with human dynamics and kinematics, my comparisons between my algorithm and
retargeted motion would be more fair.
7.1.3.2 Non-Humanoid Platforms
My thesis is focused on the benefits that human-like motion can give humanoid robots in
HRI. This was due to the fact that (1) I only had access to a humanoid robot; (2) humanoid
robots are the most frequent type of robots used in HRI, and (3) humanoid form is the
optimal platform for generating human-like motion (i.e. if I can’t demonstrate results
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on a humanoid robot, other platforms would only prove more difficult). However, non-
humanoid robots also interact with people (e.g. most existing assembly robots in factories
are not humanoid), and it is an interesting research problem to investigate if my results
apply to robots that are not anthropomorphic. In other words, as the DOF correspondence
problem between the human and robot worsens, what benefits for HRI are maintained?
For the benefits that are lost, I would like to investigate why they are lost and if it is possible
to retrieve these benefits through modifications to the algorithms. For example, factory
workers can take advantage of knowing that a robot DOF is fatigued just by looking at its
motion. However, if the factory robot is not humanoid in form, do robot state parameters
still manifest in its motion? There is nothing in my previous work to suggest otherwise;
however, it is a research question that I am interested in investigating.
7.2 Conclusion
My contribution in this thesis has been to demonstrate that by generating communicative,
human-like motion, social robots can improve collaborative interaction with human part-
ners. Communicative, human-like robot motion allows human partners to recognize robot
motions earlier and more accurately, providing additional response time; furthermore it
can direct gaze and allow human partners to better remember details of the interaction; by
communicating missing context and state parameters, transparency is increased, which en-
ables human partners to more easily synchronize to robot actions. My algorithm allows for
a subset of degrees-of-freedom in a trajectory to be actuated and the appropriate full body
response to that primary motion will be produced automatically. The human-like motion
that is produced by the algorithm is shown to preserve motion intent, while producing an
infinite number of motion variants, to allow social robots flexibility in movement. Four
basic external constraints and three internal constraints allow robots to constrain body
parts in either Cartesian or joint space to interact with their environment. Basic constraints
can be combined so that social robots can satisfy more complex constraints. Error is
quantified for multiple simultaneous constraints based upon priority and proximity on
the kinematic hierarchy. The algorithms are combined to produce a single algorithm with
286
all the functionality and benefits of each of the algorithms, which requires only a single
exemplar and constraints as inputs (both of which can be observed). The output of the al-
gorithm is communicative, human-like, task-aware, varied motion that obeys constraints.
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